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THE study of ideas in historical context and the exploration of print culture have been
two of the most productive recent preoccupations in the historiography of seventeenthcentury England. The period 1640-1700 was a momentous era for political thought and
for the printing press, yet there has been no extended examination of ideas of liberty of
the press reaching across these years. The omission allows the persistence of a whiggish
view of press freedom as the ineluctable unfolding of a universal principle of political
liberty, rather than as a product of historical contingency and polemical exigency in
which the role of religious controversy was central.
My account argues that an emphasis on ideas as interventions in a historical setting
shows how claims for liberty of the press were most frequently and forcefully premised
on a distincrion between religious ideas and political actions, rooted in the separation of
spiritual and temporal. This offered a response to the opponents of press freedom, who
more readily fused religious and political expression, insisting particularly that the
conjunction of paper war and civil war in the 1640s proved that no distinction could
safely be made - although by arguing this in print they injected ambiguity into their own
opposition to the press. The porous frontier between the religious and political, and
between conscience and action, provided the casus belli for the debate on free expression,
and was inseparable from the wider events and intellectual confrontations of the period.
The account surveys arguments for and against liberty of the press, by writers
canonical and marginal, from the mid-century paper warfare to the aftermath of the
demise of pre-publication licensing at the end of the century. It questions the secularised
treatment of the customary canon of Milton and the Levellers, and explores the way
print conflict drew Charles I and his supporters into placing a stress on communication
as much as press control. In the Restoration period the public memory of paper war
vied with the spectre of clerical impositions on conscientious publication, a contest
reflected in attitudes towards the imposition of 'popish' press licensing and religious
conformity, and in the echoes of the civil war debate in the 'second paper war' after
1678. The competing claims of communication and control, and the polemical struggle
to defme the nature of conscience, judgement and reason, imbued the anglican print
assault on catholicism during James II's reign, presaging the wider debate on church
orthodoxy, rational religion and liberty of the press in the fmal decade of the century.
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Anon., The Clergyes Bill of Complai11t (London, 1643), p. 2. The quotation derives from Famiano Strada, De Bello Belgico,
which had been published in the late 1630s.
Anon, Honest Hodge & Ralph Holdi11g a sober Discourse, !11 A11sJ11er to A late, S ca11dalous a11d Pemicious Pamphlet, Called, A
Dialog11e Betwem the Pope a11d a Pha11atick (London, 1680), p. 3.
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One

Intro duct ion
So we see here, what is the Object of Civill power, to wit; actions, good or bad. Not
bare opinions , not thoughts , not conscience, but actions ... so long as wee differ only
in
opinion, which of us shall be punishe d first? or which of us is in error? you write books,
I write against them; yet sub judice lis est, who shall be Judge? you? or I? surely neither
Henry Burton, 16441
Your thoughts are free ... but I perceive the Liberty which You claym is a Liberty of
Practice ... this is rather Matter of State, then of Religion
Roger L'Estran ge, 1663 2

Scribere est agere
Lord Chief Justice Jeffreys, 16833

IN the summer of 1642, England 's monarch and England 's parliament were drawing
towards the military confron tation that would be the country' s greatest historical trauma. 4
The war, however, had already started. As Thomas Hobbes was to observe, 'it were
a
War before', even though 'they shot at one another nothing but Paper'. 5 When
parliament denied it was seeking to rally popular support, fuelling conflict, Charles
I
retorted: 'What is their printing and publishing ... but an Appeal to the People?' 6 Eiko11

Basi!ike, itself a print bestseller, had the Icing recall 'those rude and scandalous Pamphle
ts
(which like fire in great conflagrations, flie up and down to set all places on like flames
',

1

Henry Burton, A Vindication of Churches, commonly called Indepmdmt: Or A Btiefe Anstver to
two Books. .. by William Prinne
(London, 1644), pp. 70-1.

2

Roger L'Estrange, Toleration DisC11ss'd (London, 1663), pp. 5-6.

Anon., TheAn-aigmmnt, Tryal and Condemnation ofAigemon Sidnry, Esq; For High-Treason (London,
1684), p. 56.
4 My account focuses
on England and, more particularly, on London as the dominant print centre although,
as recent
scholarship has emphasised, the civil war and England's seventeenth-century experience
more generally had cmcial
British and European dimensions: see Conrad Russell, The Causes of the English Civil War
(Oxford, 1990), pp. 212-19;
Jonathan Scott, England's Troubles (Cambridge, 2000), pp. 5-16, 27-33.
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6

Thomas Hobbes, Behemoth; Or an Epitome of the Civil Wars of England, From 1640, to 1660
(London, 1679), p. 111
Charles I, His Majesties Answet; To a Ptinted Book intituled, A Remonstrance, or The Declat-ation
of the Lords and Commons now
assembled tiJ Parliammt. 26. Mcry 1642 (Cambridge, 1642), p. 3.
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publishing having been used to 'rout and waste my Credit with the People', which was 'a
necessary preparation to the taking away of my Life, and my Kingdomes'. 7
The lesson of paper war was not lost to the Restoration: Charles II encouraged the
passage of the most comprehen sive press legislation England had seen, the Licensing Act
of 1662, with the complaint that liberty of the press had been to blame for the 'late
Rebellion' .8 The suppression which followed the resurgence of paper warfare in 1679-81
was undergirded by recollections like that of the tory chronicler John Nalson: 'I know
not any one thing that more hurt the late King then the Paper Bullets of the Press.' 9
When Algemon Sidney was condemned to death in 1683 with the ruling that to write was
to act, it was with the paper war of the 1640s, and the conviction that Sidney intended to
publish his writings, as justification. 10 The loyalist warning cry down the decades was
'forty-one is come again'; it is salutary to remember that in England in 1641 it was paper
bullets, not lead ones, which flew.
The public memory of paper war, the collective awareness transmitted not least by
print itself, was, central to the Restoration commitme nt to press control. However, the
legacy was ambiguous. 11 Charles I, embroiled in the exchange of declarations, his power
over the London presses usurped by parliament, complained that his supporters lacked
'the Courage or the Conscience to write', but announced in his print missives that if
competing views were 'freely & equally publisht' he desired 'no better Judges and
Witnesses then Our People', who could adjudicate rightly 'without resigning their reason
and understand ing to Our Prerogative'. 12 Roger L'Estrange, Restoration surveyor of the

7

[Charles I], Eikon Basilike. The Po11rtraict11re of His Sacred Maiestie in His Solit11des and St1Jetings (London, 1649), pp. 135,
193; Francis F. Madan, A Ne1v Bibliography of King Charles the First (London, 1950), p. 2. The Wing catalogue lists 22
editions in 1648 and a further 20 in 1649: Donald Wing, A Short-Title Catalog11e of Books Printed in England, Scotland,
Ireland, Wales and Btitish Anmica, and of English Books Pnitted tiJ other Cotmlties, 1641-1700, three vols. (second edition,
New York, 1972-82). It is now generally held that Eikon Basilike was the work of the churchman John ~uden,
based on the king's papers: Madan, Bibliography, pp. 127-132; Lois Potter, Secret Rites and Secret Wtiling: Rqyalist
Literat11re, 1641-1660 (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 171-2.

8

Commons ]o11mal (hereafter Cj), 8, p. 425. I use the term 'press' in its early modem sense of the printing press and its
wider output, rather than in the modem sense of the newspaper or periodical press. I also refer to the 1662 Ac t, 14
Car. II c. 33, as the Licensing Act rather than the Press Act or Printing Act as its licensing provisions formed the
main target for advocates of liberty of the press: its full tide was An A ct for Preventing the Jr11q11mt Ab11ses in Ptinting
Seditio11s, Treasonable, and Unlicensed Books and Pamphlets; andfor Reg11lating o[Pni1ting and Ptinting-Presses.

9

John N alson, An Impartiall Collection of the Gtl!at Affairs of Stale, From the Beginning
MDCXXXIX To the M11rther of King Charles I (London, 1682-3), II, p. 809.

10 Arraignmmt and Tryal

of the

Scotch Rebellion In the Year

of Sidnry, pp. 12, 34, 44, 56.

11

On public memmy, see Scott, England's Tro11bles, pp. 162-3.

12

Charles I, His Mqjeslies Ansull!l; By IT7'9' of Declaration, to a Printed Paper, Entit11led, A Dedaration of both Ho11ses of
Parliament, in A nswer to His Mqjesties last Message conceming the Militia (London, 1642), p. 2; Charles I, His Mqjesties
Dedaration to all His loving S11bjects, in Ans1ver to a Declaration of the Lords and Commons 11pon the proceedings of the Late Treaty
of Peace (London, 1643), in Parliament of England, The Proceedings in the Late Treaty of Peace (London, 1643), p. 100;

6

press and the century's most outspoken proponent of print's restraint, took this as his
'warrant' for the need to communicate as well as control, leading to a voluminous
personal output but equivocal results in terms of the aspiration to quell public debate. 13
Hobbes's Behemoth, published in 1679 as print conflict escalated once more, argued that
Charles I's engagement in paper warfare had encouraged the rebels and suggested to the
public that sovereignty was negotiable. 14 To L'Estrange, however, loyalist silence meant
surrender. When Charles II's government attempted to close his Observator as part of a
wider silencing of news books in 1682-83, L'Estrange protested that this would leave the
rebels with 'the Press wholly to themselves', and declared that h e would fulfil his duty to
publish even if his suppressors had royal authority, recalling that the martyred Charles I
had himself been 'Prosecuted for the King'. The attempt to silence the Observator was a
'Usurpation upon the Common Liberty of the Subject', he insisted, this liberty being that
'Every man Prints and Publishes what he pleases', so long as he became answerable to
the law after publication. 15 That a veteran persecutor like Roger L'Estrange could be
brought to

def~nd

a right to publish as a matter of 'common liberty' suggests the way a

professed duty to confute, to communicate, could undermine rather than supplement
press control.
For supporters of press freedom, it was axiomatic that duty could render
publication inviolable to authority, because the duty was owed to God and its fulfilment
rested on the exercise of religious conscience.

The claim that the use of print

represented a religious obligation, fostering the apprehension of God's truth in the face
of priestly and clerical imposition, was advanced in defence of free expression in the
1640s and remained the basis of the debate on liberty of the press throughout the rest of
the century. In 1668 Sir Charles Wolseley argued that liberty of the press had helped the
people realise 'there was not so much use of the clergy', in 1677 Andrew Marvell
presented the attempt to strengthen press controls as evidence of the 'growth of popery',
in 1681 William Denton augmented John Milton's anti-catholic genealogy of licensing, in
1689 Edmund Hickeringill insisted that men must disobey the licensing law in order to

Charles I, His Majesties Answer To A Book, Entituled, The Declaration or Remonstrance if the Lords and Commons, if the 19th
if Mqy, 1642 (London, 1642), p. 2; His Majesties Declaration To All His Loving Subjects, Of the 12 if August. 1642
(York/Oxford, 1642), p. 83.
13

Roger L'Estrange, Tmth and Loyalry Vindicated, From/he Reproches and Clamours ifMr. Ethvard Bagsha1v (London, 1662),
pp. 24-5.

14

Hobbes, Behemoth, pp. 119-120, 129-130.

15

Roger L'Estrange, The Observator in Dialogue, volume one (London, 1684), no. 156 (17 June 1682), no. 230 (25
October 1682), no. 323 (20 April1683), no. 325 (23 April 1683), no. 326 (25 April1683).
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obey God's law, in 1693 Charles Blount recalled press suppression under archbisho p
William Laud. At the close of the century Matthew Tindal made the earliest explicit
claim for press freedom as a 'natural right', but the spur for his arguments remained the
exigencies of opposing a high-chur ch heresy hunt. 16 Press freedom as a secular human
right is viewed as integral to modem democracy, and its history has been interprete d in
that light, but later seventeen th-centur y ideas of liberty of the press were dominate d by
the shadow of the past and the exigencies of the present rather than presentim ents of
the future.17

Ideas and actions
All history is the history of thought, R.G. Collingwood wrote, but in an elementary
yet consequential sense the history of ideas is not the history of 'ideas'. 18 Rather, it is the
history of the written
contemporarie~

express1on

of ideas, those notions

communi cated to

and to posterity largely, and since the sixteenth century overwhelmingly,

by means of the printing press. 19 The distinction is not merely semantic but can be seen
to have informed the recasting of the study of the history of political thought in recent
decades, with a migration from viewing 'thought' as disengaged in time and space
towards an emphasis on the rootednes s of ideas as actions or interventions within a

16

Charles Wolseley, uberty of Conscience, The Magistrates Interest (London, 1668), pp. 21-2. Andrew Marvell,
An Account of
the Gr01vth of Popery and Arbitrary Government ('Amsterdam', 16 TT), p. 86; William Denton, An Apology for
the uberty of
the Press (London, 1681), pp. 1-3; Charles Blount, A just Vindication ofLearning; or, An Humble Address to the
High Court
of Parliament in Behalf of the uberty of the Press (London, 1679), pp. 4-5; Charles Blount, Reasons Humb!J
offmd for the
uberty of Unlicens'd Ptinting (London, 1693), p. 9; Matthew Tindal, A Letter to a Member of Parliament, Shewing,
that a
Restraint Press Is inconsistmt with the Protestant Religion, and dangerous to the ubetties of the Nation (London,
1698), p. 7;
Matthew Tindal, Reasons Against Restraining the Press (London, 1704), p. 9.

17

Robert Dahllists press freedom among 'primary political rights' without which 'the d=ocratic process
does not
exist': Robert A. Dahl, Democrary and its Critics (New Haven, 1989), pp. 170-1; Bemard Manin, The
Ptinciples of
Representative Govemment (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 167-170. On the importance of the 'shadow of the
past' to the
study of the Restoration period, see Jonathan Scott, Algemo11 Sidnry and the Restoration Crisis, 1677-1683
(Cambridge,
1991), pp. 26-49; Scott, England's Troubles, pp. 25-6.

18

R.G. Collingwood, The Idea ofHistory (Oxford, 1994 (1946]), pp. 115,215.

19

Conal Condren observes that 'what is very largely left of early modem society is words', whose form
was by the
mid-sevente enth century and is today primarily the printed text: Conal Condren, The Lnguage of Politics
in SevmteenthCentury England (Basingstoke, 1994), pp. 3, 10, 74. This is not to deny the continuing importance of
manuscript
publication in the seventeenth-centuty, although a theme of Harold Love's groundbreaking account
is 'the
ambiguous triumph of print' with its distinctive characteristics: Harold Love, Sctibal Publication in Seventeenth-Ce
ntury
England (Oxford, 1993), p. 284. See also Robert Wokler, 'The Manuscript Authority of Political Thoughts',
History
ofPolitical Thought, 20:1 (1999), pp. 107-23.
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specific historical context. 20 Rene Descartes profited from his 'liberty to discourse with
myself about my own thoughts', but it was the liberty thinkers took to communicate with
other men and women that constituted their historical interventions. 21

\

The debt to the press is sometimes acknowledged explicitly, a recent overview of
early modem political thought edited by J.G.A. Pocock declaring its subject-matter to be
'discourse as interpreted and transmitted by the print culture', this culture being an
'element of central significance to the early modem era and to the understanding of its
political discourse'. 22 The recognition inheres more generally across the contextualist
'new history', with its unofficial motto Wittgenstein's phrase 'words are deeds', where the
'deed' is essentially the action intended in writing for publication. 23 A growing body of
work has taken as its stimulus or background assumption an emphasis on expression as
'linguistic action' manifested in 'published discourse'. 24

However, despite attention

granted to the conditions of publication of specific texts, and despite the more general
growth of scholarly interest in print culture, there has been no extended recent
exploration of. ideas of the liberty and control of the press across the civil war and
Restoration period- the views writers held on the legitimacy of going into print, and on
the rightful parameters of such expression. 25
It is not coincidental that the period characterised in Pocock's overview as the 'epic
years of the English political intellect' was also a momentous era for the English printing
press, from the unprecedented paper warfare of the early 1640s to the demise of prepublication licensing and its aftermath in the 1690s.26

Periodic eruptions in print

accompanied convulsions in politics and religion, most notably in the 1640s, at the

20

See particularly James Tully, ed., Mea11i11g a11d Co11text: Q11mti11 Ski11mr a11d his Critics (Cambridge/Princ eton NJ, 1988);
J.GA. Pocock, Virt11e, Commerce, a11d History (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 1-34;John Dunn, The History of Political Theory a11d
Other Essays (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 11-39.

21

Rene Descartes, Philosophical fF/riti11gs (London, 1970), p. 15.

22

J.G.A. Pocock, ed., The Varieties ofBritish Political Tho11ght, 1500-1800 (Cambridge, 1993), p. 2.

23

The phrase appears as the epigraph to Tully, Mea11i11g a11d Co11text, and is endorsed in Quentin Skinner, 'A Reply to
My Critics', ibid., pp. 231-88, p. 260; also Quentin Skinner, Reaso11 a11d Rhet01ic i11 the Philosophy ofHobbes (Cambridge,
1996), p. 8.

24

Skinner, Reaso11 a11d Rhetoric, pp. 7-8; Dunn, History of Political Theory, p. 23; J.G.A. Pocock, Virtm, Commerce a11d
History, pp. 1-2.

25

Elizabeth Eisenstein some years ago identified the realm of the press as an essential yet neglected context for
intellectual history, observing: 'When ideas are detached from the media used to transmit them, they are also cut off
from the historical circumstances that shape them, and it becomes difficult to p erceive the changing context within
which they must be viewed': Elizabeth E isenstein, The Pri11ti11g Press as a11 Age11t of Cha11ge (Cambridge, 1979), p. 24.
For the view that this still pertains, see Donald R. Kelley, 'Elizabethan Political Thought', in Pocock, Varieties, pp.
47-79, p. 56.

26

Pocock, Varieties, p. 7.
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Restoration and in the wake of the crises of 1679 and 1688, as writers fed
a print trade
and readership that develop ed markedly if unevenly across the early modem
period. 27 To
those in authori ty the persistence and intermi ttent escalation of printed dispute
was the

\

signal for renewed attemp ts to limit its excesses, whethe r through existing
commo n-law
and prerogative powers or measures such as the Licensing Act. In turn, writers
proffer ed
their reflections on the role of the press and the legitimacy of control s,
most famously
Milton in Areopagitica in 1644, but also other authors canonical and margina
l, from
Hobbe s and John Locke to a cast of civil war polemicists, Restora
tion royalists,
exclusionist whigs, 'latitudinarian' clerics, erastian freethinkers and theocra
tic high-fliers,
as well as historical actors rarely conside red as authors, from Charles I to
the purpor ted
'servant' William Giles.
The absence of a study of these reflections perpetu ates a whiggish view
of the
concep tual history of press freedom as the ineluctable unfoldi ng of claims
to political
liberty, represe nted in the sevente enth century by a canon domina ted by Milton
and the
Levellers. My

~ccount

argues that an emphasis on ideas as actions in a historical setting
challenges this interpre tation, showin g how arguments for liberty of
the press in

sevente enth-ce ntury Englan d were most frequently and forcefully premise
d on a
distinction betwee n religious judgem ent and political action, rooted in a separat
ion of the
spiritual and tempor al and enmesh ed in the period' s key conflicts over the
obligations
owed to God and magistrate. As an immun ity claimed on the basis of the
inviolability of
the protest ant conscience to terrestrial jurisdiction, the liberty did not general
ly apply to
other religions or irreligion, nor could it be extende d to political publica
tion withou t
modification . As a liberty correlative to godly duty, its concern s were not those
of a later
secular rights-based liberalism. It was the oppone nts of press freedom who
more readily
fused the notions of religious and political expression, insistin g particul
arly that the
conjunc tion of paper war and civil war proved that no distinction could safely
be made although by arguing this case in print they injected ambiguity into their own
opposit ion
to the press.
The porous frontier betwee n the religious and political, and betwee n conscie
nce
and action, provide d the casus belli for the debate on the press. Protest ants
were agreed
that God secured to man the sphere of conscience, of inner belief and judgem
ent, while
also underwriting the authori ty of earthly powers over men's outwar d actions
in order to
27

For broad surveys of the developm ent of printing in the early modem period,
see Eisenstein, Ptinting Press as an
Agent if Change; L. Febvre and H.-J. Martin, The ConuiJg if the Book (London,
1984 [1958]). On the' English
dimension, and literacy, see below, pp. 27-9.
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ensure the peace and perpetuat ion of the political communi ty. The deity's remit ran in
both spheres, but so did that of the printing press, giving internal judgemen t a physical
form within a public arena and thereby signalling its contested status as conscientious

\

belief attd outward action .

Henry Burton, famously a victim of Laudian press

persecutio n, insisted that conscient ious publication did not constitute an 'action' but was
more properly assimilated to 'thought', which could not be judged by any earthly
authority. 28 To Roger L'Estrange, conscienc e was inner belief in a strict, Hobbesia n
sense: by defmition a man's thoughts were free, but as soon as he expressed those
thoughts they became actions, which were 'rather Matter of State, then of Religion'.29
Between these extremes extended a spectrum of seventeen th-centur y views on the extent
to which the use of the press could be defended as an inviolable 'act of conscienc e' or
controlled as an irredeema bly worldly practice. 30
The central role of religious justificatio n indicates the proximity of the debate on
liberty of the press to the seventeen th-centur y conflict over uniformit y and toleration ,
and to the attet:dant disputes over the status of individual judgemen t and reason and the
nature of religious truth. The case for press freedom comming led claims that men must
be allowed to read freely, to write freely and to publish freely in order to bring them
closer to God's truth, an endeavou r to be judged by God alone, the searcher of hearts .
The debate's most conspicuo us immediat e context was the period's pervasive assault on
'popish' impositio ns on conscience, popery being conceived in terms both of Roman
catholicism and its perceived reflection in protestan t 'priestcraft'.31 The conviction that
press control was a tool of priestly power furnished the antitype against which ideas of
press freedom as a distinctively protestan t liberty were defmed and developed. It is
significant that the term 'priestcraft', whose formative role in whiggism, the English
Enlighten ment and modem notions of ideology have been proposed by Mark Goldie,

28

Burton, Vindication, pp. 70-1.

29

L'Estrange, Toleration Disct~ss'd, pp. S-6. The published discussion of liberty of the press was almost
exclusively
engaged in by men, who referred to other men, and I follow this usage since it was not incidental
but reflected
particular assumptions about social roles and rationality. The distinctive part played by early modem
women in
reading, writing and publishing is an important story but it is not pursued here.

30

For a modem view of the relationship see Stuart Hampshire, Thought and Action (second edition,
London, 1982),
p.153: 'To think... is not thought of as a form of action, but rather as the introduction to
action. But to
communicat e my thoughts to another is always to act, because it m akes some ch ange in the world.'

31

On popery see Peter Lake, 'Anti-popety: the Structure of a Prejudice', in Richard Cust and Ann Hughes,
Conflict in
Ear!J Stuart England (London, 1989), pp. 72-106; ~.~.,..._ Miller, Popery and Politics, 1660-1688
(Cambridge, 1973);
Antony Milton, Catholic and Riformed: The Roman and Protestant Churches in English Protestant Thought
1600-1640
(Cambridge, 1995); Ru ssell, Causes of the English Civil War, pp. 74-82.
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first entered the vocabulary in 1657 as a justification for going into print: to James
Harrington , the press was the layman's weapon against pulpit misinformation. 32
Harrington 's insistence that attempts to restrain 'discourse' formed part of wider

\

clerical designs on power identified a key area of continuity between the discussions of
the civil war and Restoration periods. The former Protectorat e parliamentarian William
Lawrence argued in 1680 that the priesthood, if armed with the ability to publish their
views and deny opponents the use of the press, had 'Power to have what Law... what
Religion, what Justice, what Liberty, and what Slavery they please'. 33 Such claims for the
ideological impact of the press rested on a central premise in the debate over its control:
the identification of print as at least potentially a mass medium, coexisting with its
historical role as a facilitator of learned exchange. 34 The press connected society's
analysts with its broader cast of actors, and in this way it was acknowledged to play a
leading part in defining the public language within which political and religious discussion
and behaviour were framed.

This was the basis of Lawrence's concern over press

restraint, but it,was also the reason why his opponents held control to be so necessary.
Whoever has mastery of the use of the press, wrote L'Estrange, might possess
'Dominion . .. from the Top of Mankind to the Bottom'. 35
The recognition of the potential promiscuity and power of print is one reason why
the conceptual history of liberty of the press cannot stand apart from ideas of press
control. Legitimising an act in terms of conscience depended on the extent to which it
could be portrayed as simultaneously central to salvation and peripheral to the concerns
of civil order. Separating the expression of conscience from the general worldliness of
print required advocates of press freedom to be at the same time advocates of th e
restraint of tracts injurious to the civil peace or religion itself. The seventeenth -century
'starting-po int' for ideas of press freedom was the presence of press control, in relation
to which arguments for the immunity of conscientious protestant publication were
advanced. A modem perspective, consciously or instinctively, takes as its starting-po int a
transhistorical assumption of press freedom as a right applicable in principle to all
Han:ington, Pian Piano (1657), in J. G.A. Pocock, ed., The Political Works ofJames Harrington (Cambridge, 1977),
p. 272; Mark Golclie, 'Priestcraft and the Birth of Whiggism', in Nicholas Phillipson and Quentin Skinner, eds.,
Political Discourse i11 Ear(y Modem B1itain (Cambridge, 1993), pp. 209-31; Mark Goldie, 'Ideology', in Terence Ball,
James Farr and Russell L. Hanson, Political INNOvatioN and CoNceptual Cha11ge (Cambridge, 1989), pp. 266-91.
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William Lawrence, Maniage f!J the Mora/1 La!V qf God Vindicated Against a/1 Cmmo11ial La1vs of Popes a11d Bishops (London,
1680), p. 164.

34

Love, Sc1iba/ Publication, pp. 183-5; D.F. McKenzie, 'Speech-Manuscript-Print', in Dave Oliphant and Robin
Bradford, eds., Ne!V Directions i11 Tex t11af Studies (Austin, Texas, 1990), pp. 87-110.
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Roger L'Estrange, A Short A11s1Ver to a Whole Litter ofLibels (London, 1680), pp. 13-14.
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individuals and categories of expression. This post-Kantian viewpoint artificially widens
the gap between early modem advocates of press freedom and their opponen ts,
and
narrows that between early modem and modem ideas.

This is manifested in the

historiographical neglect of the common ground between the two sides, and of ideas
of
press control more generally. It is also apparen t in the depiction of advocates of a more
open press as making 'exceptio ns' of catholics or atheists because of an incompl ete grasp
of a general principle of liberty of the press, rather than because a particular privilege
was
being claimed for the protesta nt conscience. The use of universalistic language by some
authors, calling for a 'absolute' or 'comple te' fre edom, misleads when it is taken to
be
addressed to posterity rather than its seventee nth-cent ury protesta nt audience.
Viewing press freedom as a principle awaiting complet ion also has the effect of
assuming its subsequ ent expansion to be a natural progression rather than historica
lly
continge nt. The influence of the great 'puritanism and liberty' chroniclers William Hailer
and A.S.P. Woodho use remains visible here, with their conviction that arguments
for
religious liberty must lead 'by analogy' to a 'democratic order' of free political
discussion. 36 Freedom of political expression is taken to be merely a logical extension
of
claims for religious expression, an assumpt ion which tacitly secularises those earlier
claims by obscurin g their basis in the separation of spiritual and temporal. Immanu
el
Kant directed his late-eighteenth-century claim for 'freedom of the pen' against Thomas
Hobbes 's denial of an intrinsic right to political expression, but the concern
of
seventee nth-cent ury writers was more the Hobbesi an denial of a distinction between
religious expression, which was potentially inviolable, and political expression, which
was
not.37
The demarcation of an inviolable sphere for conscientious expression entailed the
acceptance of a boundar y beyond which those in authorit y could legitimately interven
e to
control publishing. Most advocates of press freedom actively insisted on the need
for
the magistrate to restrain tracts on the basis of harm to th e civil peace, at which point
publication most evidently left the sphere of conscience. Since the magistrate was
the
judge of what was harmful, this offered little theoretical protecti on for overtly political
writings, nor was it intended to. The case for press freedom was based on the idea
of
36

Woodhous e argued that puritan arguments for toleration would be reflected in the civil
sphere through a 'principle
of analogy' by a 'democratic order. .. of free discussion' : A.S.P. Woodhous e, Pmitanis!JI
and Liberty (London, 1938),
pp. [58-9). Hailer contended that 'theological modes of thought' readily supplied ideas
'with which men of any or
of no religion might also contend for freedom of thought, of expression, of governmen
t and of trade': William
Hailer, Tracts on Liberty in the Pmitan Revolution (New York, 1933-4), vol. 1, p. 1.

37

Immanuel Kant, Political Wtitings, ed., Hans Reiss (second edition, Cambridge, 1991), pp.
84-5.
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seeking God's truth withou t prejudice to society's stability, and not on the
justification of
a diversity of political views. The 'peace of silence', that cessation of
public conflict
which Jonatha n Scott has identified as the objective of early modem authori
ty, was more
broadly the avowed goal of almost everyone who published their views (if
not necessarily
their actual motiva tion or effect). 38 The openin g declaration of a recent work
on press
freedom - 'that a diversity of perspectives or a multiplicity of voices in the
public forum
is desirable is perhap s beyond dispute' - would have seemed unfatho
mable to a
sevente enth-century reader, as would Thoma s Jefferso n's remark that he
would prefer
the press withou t govern ment to its contrary. 39
Argum ents defendi ng political expression were advanced amidst the period'
s de facto
political print conflicts, but they did not inexorably follow from justifications
on religious
ground s. Individual political tracts were often defende d simply on ground
s of their
purpor ted loyalty, or on the basis of more widely-applicable decorum s of debate,
such as
a right to reply, emerging from earlier traditions of disputation. Specific
ally political
justifications in.cluded recourse to conven tional allowances towards counsel
ling or
petition ing the sovereign power, and could extend to appeals to the politica
lly protective
role of the press in exposin g wrongd oing by public figures or alerting those
in authority
to the popula r mood. These appeals have an affmity with later 'watchd og'
and 'public
opinion ' justifications for press freedom , although in their sporadic sevente
enth-ce ntury
renderi ng they were generally defend ed in terms of augmen ting the security
of the
sovereign rather than permitt ing the public superin tendenc e of the state.
The integral
position of press freedom within modem concep tions of democr acy is primari
ly due to
the centrality of the notion of public opinion , augmen ted by the ground ing
of th e right
to free expression in the rational autono my of the individual. 40 Sevente
enth-ce ntury
writers were concer ned with moving closer to God, not modern ity, althoug
h the early
modem debate on the press forms part of the pre-his tory of such argume
nts, modifying
38

Scott observes that 'the attempt, in parliament, pulpit and press, to command
silence' was a 'cmcial aspect of royal
policy from 1629 to 1640': Jonathan Scott, 'The Peace of Silence: Thucydid
es and the English Civil War', in Miles
Fairbum and W.H. Oliver, eds., The Certainty if Doubt (Wellington, NZ, 1996),
pp. 90-116, p. 97.
39 Judith
Lichtenberg, 'Introduc tion', in Judith Lichtenberg, ed., Democrary and the Mass
Media, p. 11; Thomas Jefferson ,
Thomas Jdferson on Democrary, ed. Saul K. Padover (New York, 1946), p. 93.
Jefferson was speaking primarily of the
newspape r press.
40

John Dunn, 'The Claim to Freedom of Conscience: Freedom of Speech,
Freedom of Thought, Freedom of
Worship?', in Dunn, History if Political Theory, pp. 100-20, p. 116; Manin, Ptinciples,
p. 169; Dahl, Democrary, pp. 100,
186-7. The defence of press freedom on grounds of securing judgemen
t through public opinion m of rational
autonomy is analogous to the twin defences of toleration more generally, which
Sus an Mendus identifies as based
on 'moral or religious scepticism' and 'respect fm persons': Susan Mend us,
ed., Justifying Toleration: Conceptual and
Histotical Perspectives (Cambridge, 1988), p. 2.
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the use of terms such as 'opinion' and 'reason' in ways further developed by subseque nt
.

generatiOns.

41

The historiography ifpress freedom
John Milton, wrote Lord Macaulay, struggled alongside tens of thousands of men
to overthrow a forsworn king, but the intellectual battle for liberty of the press was 'all
his own'. 42 To argue against Macaulay is not to harry a superannu ated whig target, since
the view that the seventeen th century after Areopagitica was largely devoid of worthwhi le
intellectual reflection on press freedom has been an enduring inheritanc e, allowing for
slight adjustme nt to accommo date the rediscovery of the Levellers. Fredrick Siebert's

Freedom qf the Press i11

Et~gland,

still the standard general work, considers the argument s of

the 'Puritan Revolutio n' and then eschews mention of the role of ideas in the rest of the
century. 43 Leonard Levy's Emerge11ce qf a Free Press, the most extended recent survey of
historical ideas of press freedom, leaps in a few lines from Areopagitica in 1644 to Locke's
views on toleration in 1689 before concludin g that by 1700 'no-one had significantly
advanced' the argument s of half a century before. 44 Even a recent survey by a scholar
associated with the 'new history' of political thought, Lois Schwoere r's extended article
'Liberty of the Press and Public Opinion: 1660-1695', concludes that argument s for press
freedom were absent from 1662 to 1679, and 'isolated' thereafter. Another recent
account argues that such ideas were 'virtually invisible' until the eighteenth century,
another that 'a free press was not even a spoken belief in 1695'. 45 None of these

41

Frederick Beiser has charted the way a discourse of reason emerged from religious concerns
in the later
seventeenth century, and particularly from the anglican assault on 'enthusiasm' , observing, somewhat
sweepingly,
that 'the right to believe according to the dictates of conscience or the inner light became the right
to think for
oneself according to the rules of reason. The spiritual man of St. Paul who could judge all things
became the
rational man of Kant who could criticize all things': Frederick C. Beiser, The Sovmign!J I![ Reason (Princeton,
1996), p.
218. See also John Redwood, Reason, Ridict~le and Religion (second edition, London, 1996), pp. 14-15.
On the
developmen t of ideas of public opinion see J.A.W. Gunn, Bryond Liber!J and Proper!J: The Process rif Self-Recognitio
n in
Eighteenth-Centioy Political Tho11ght (Kingston/ Montreal, 1983), pp. 260-315.

42

Thomas, Lord Macaulay, 'Milton' [1825) in Oitical and Historical Essays (London, 1860), 1, pp. 1-28, p.
26.

43

Fredrick Seaton Siebett, Fr11edom I![ the Press in England 1476-1776 (Urbana, Dlinois, 1952), pp. 3, 9.

44

Leonard W. Levy, E!71ergence I![ a Fm Prw (Oxford, 1985), pp. 96-7, 101. This work is a revised version
of Leonard
Levy, Legacy I![ S11ppression: Freedo!71 I![ SpeedJ and Pmss in Ear!J A171erican History (New York, 1963).

45

Lois G . Schwoerer, 'Liberty of the Press and Public Opinion: 1660-1695', in JR. Jones, ed., Libet'!J
Sect~md? Btilain
Befom and After 1688 (Starrford, 1992 ), pp. 199-230, pp. 199, 204, 215; G .C Gibbs, 'Press and Public
Opinion:
Prospective', in J ones, Liber!J S ectmd?, pp. 231-264, p. 232; J.A. Downie, 'The Growth of Governmen
t Tolerance of
the Press to 1790', in Robin Myers and Michael Harris, Development I![ the English Book Trade, 1700-1899
(Oxford,
1981), pp. 36-65, p. 46.
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accounts, it should be added, gives more than cursory attentio n to argume
nts by those
who oppose d liberty of the press.
The reticence of historians cannot justifiab ly be held to reflect silence
in the
sevente enth century. Rather, it stems from a narrow concep tion of what
constitutes
worthw hile intellectual reflection. In the History if Eng!ands accoun t
of the end of
licensing, Macaulay famously observe d that the 'emancipation of the press'
had done
'more for liberty and for civilisation than the Great Charter or the Bill of Rights',
and yet
'on the great question of principle .. . not a word is said'. 46 The notion that
liberty of the
press is a grand principle or it is nothing has domina ted its historiographic
al renderi ng.
Thus Siebert bemoan s the lack of impact of the 'universal principle of freedom
of the
press', Levy indicts the failure of writers to cleave to the 'grand theory' of
press freedom,
and Schwoe rer rues the absence of 'a principle of liberty of the press' in late
sevente enth.
.
47
century d1SCUSS10nS.
The deploy ment of a 'universal principle' as a standar d of discrimination
means
the task of uncc;>Ve ring sevente enth-ce ntury ideas about press freedom is
abridged by a
narrow defmition of what counts as a legitimate idea, the criterion largely
being that it
agrees with our own view.48 Schwoe rer admits as much, seeing the sevente
enth century
as failing to rally to liberty of the press 'as that concep t is commo nly unders
tood in the
49
Western world today'. As a result she turns from the realm of ideas to a
more general
survey of Restoration publishing, leaving Levy to pursue what he elsewhere
acknowledges
to be an 'unfashionably Whiggish' approac h. 50 A striking example is his conclus
ion that
John Locke, because he did not oppose seditious libel, 'favoured a variety
of persona l
rights but not freedom of speech or press', a dismissal which fails to
conside r what
Locke actually meant by his explicit advocacy of the 'liberty to print'. 51 More
generally,
the preoccu pation with anticipations of modern ity means the centrality of
religion to the

46

Thomas, Lord Macaulay, History of Englandfrom the Accession of farms Il (London,
1967 (1848-61]), 4, pp. 124-5.
Siebert, Freedom of the Press, pp. 3, 261; Levy, Enmgmce of a Free Press, p. 118; Schwoere
r, 'Liberty of the Press', p. 199.
48
The classic criticism of this approach is Herbert Butterfield, The ITYhtg Intetpretati
on of History (Harmondsworth, 1973
(1931]), pp. 28-9; Quentin Skinner, 'Meaning and Understanding in the Histmy
of Ideas', in Tully, Meaning and
Context, pp. 29-67, pp. 34-6).
47
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Schwoerer, 'Liberty of the Press', pp. 199-200.
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Leonard W. Levy, Treason Against God: A History of the Ojfense ofB!asphm!J (New
York, 1981), p. xii.
Levy, Enmgmce of a Free Press, pp. 99-100; John Locke, Political Esstrys, ed. Mark
Goldie (Cambridge, 1997), p. 331.
See also Siebert, Freedom of the Press, p. 6.
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discussion of the press is ignored or seen as somethi ng to be stripped away to reveal
the
'real' secular issues beneath. 52

'

.

The discount ing of past vtews for being insufficiently close to our own leaves
consider ation of later seventee nth-cent ury ideas of liberty of the press largely restricte
d
to sporadic articles or a few pages in more general works. 53 Many offer only a variant
on
the whig template: one of the most extende d remains George Sensabaugh's chapter
on
the resort of Blount and Den ton to Areopagitica as bearers of its 'universal proposit
ions
on individual liberty'. 54 The dearth of recent accounts contrast s with a wider scholarly
engagem ent with print culture which has deepene d lmowledge of the producti
on,
55
dissemination and consum ption of print, as well as aspects of its control.

52

53

54

55

For example, C. John So=ervill e, The Ne1vs &wlution in England: Cultural Dynamics
of Dairy Information (Oxford,
1997); Robert Birley, Ptinting and Democrary (London, 1964) pp. 143-4. See also the co=ents
in Christophe r Hill,
The English Bible and the Seventemth-Cmtmy Rewlution (London, 1993), p. 34; John Dunn,
The Political Thought ofJohn
Locke (Cambridge, 1969), p. 222.
Some attention t~ later seventeenth-century ideas of press freedom is found in Redwood,
Reason, RidiCIIIe and
&ligion, pp. 79-82; John Keane, The Media and Democrary (Cambridge, 1991), pp 8-20.
More general works on the
history of the press in the period include: G. C. Gibbs, 'Gove=e nt and the E nglish
Press, 1695 to the Middle of
the Eighteenth Century', in A. C. Duke and C.A. Tamse, eds., Too Mighty To Be Free: Censorship
and the Pms in Btitain
and the Netherkmds (Zutphen, 1987), pp. 87-105; James Sutherland, The Restoration Ne1vspaper
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vols., New York, 1932);
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For a more recent view of
Restoratio n attitudes to Milton, see Nicholas von Maltzaltn, 'The Whig Milton, 1667-1700
', in David A.rmitage,
Armand Himy and Quentin Skinner, eds., Milton and &publit'l1nism (Cambridge, 1995),
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by John Trevitt (London,
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in Haydn T. Mason, The
Damton Debate (Oxford, 1998), pp. 83-104. A recent account of the reception of printed
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reflections on the historiography of print culture, is Kevin Shatpe, Reading Rewlutions:
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Modem England (New Haven, 2000). A detailed account of publishing and reading practices,
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the early scientific co=unity in the later seventeent h century, is provided in Adrian
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At the same time, a number of the themes central to the debate on the press have
been at the forefront of the recent historiograp hy of the period. Attention to the role of
the press has been pivotal in supplement ing, or supplanting, a preoccupat ion with high
politics and high theory with a concern for the broader realm of public discussion,
notably in the work of Mark Knights and Tim Harris on the conflicts of Charles II's
reign. 56 Another recent historiographical focus has been the continuity in pre- and postRestoration conflicts, the customary fracture at 1660 being held to have encouraged a
view of the later seventeenth -century in terms of eighteenth- century issues such as
developed party politics rather than its own preoccupations. A key area of continuity has
been identified as the persistence of religious concerns, both the enduring anti-popery of
seventeenth -century England and the similarly durable conflict over conformity . 57 The
theme of continuity has been pressed most energetically by Jonathan Scott, with his view
of 1637-42, 1679-81 and 1688-89 as recurrent 'crises of popery and arbitrary governmen t'
linked by public memory.

His reliance on Marvell's formula evokes the centrality of

religion, and ot politics viewed through the prism of religion, within seventeenth -century
discourse, although the potential distinction between the spheres inhabited by 'popery'
and 'governmen t' remains important in considering views of the press and its freedom.58
The focus on religion has an historiographical affmity with the role of public
discussion through the press, since religion permeated all levels of society and print was
seen as a means of access to this mass audience, particularly for those denied a pulpit for
their nonconform ity. As the presbyteria n Richard Baxter declared in his 1673 ChristiatJ

Directory, 'Why is it not as good to Preach by the Press to many thousands, and for many
years after I am dead, as to Preach to a Parlour full for a few hours?' 59 An appreciation
of this impulse has generated the recent exploration of the 'literary culture of
56

Mark Knights, Politics and Opinion in Crisis, 1678-81 (Cambridge, 1994); Tim Harris, London Cr01vds in the Reign of
Charles II (Cambridge, 1987); Tim Harris, 'The Parties and the People: the Press, the Crowd and Politics "Out-ofdoors" in Restoration England', in Lionel K.]. Glassey, ed., The Reigns of Charles II and James VII & II (Basingstoke,
1997), pp. 125-51.
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Tim Harris, Paul Seaward and Mark Goldie, eds., The Politics of Religion in Restoration ENgland (Oxford, 1991). John
Spuris account of the Restoration church also crosses the 1660 divide: John Spurr, The RestoratioN Chmth ofENglaNd,
1646-1689 (New Haven, 1991).
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Scott, England's Tro11bles, pp. 24-7; Scott, RestoratioN Crisis, p. 3; Jonathan Scott, 'England's Troubles: Exhuming the
Popish Plot', in Harris, Politics of Religion, pp. 107-131. For some reservations, see Knights, Politics and OpiNioN, pp.
10-13. The centrality of the distinction between religious and political expression to the discussion of the press
makes areas of Scott's broader account of 'radical' and republican currents, particularly in E Ngland's Tro11bles, less
applicable to my account.
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Richard Baxter, A ChtistiaN Dimt01y, or Botfy of Practical Diviniry (London, 1673), sig. A3v. Baxter made a similar
statement later in his preface to Matthew Sylvester, BeiNg For Ever With the Lord (London, 1688), p. iii ('vii' pagination enor). Religious tracts of the period could sell in editions of 2,000 or more: C. John Sommerville,
Popular Religion in Restoration England (Gainesville, 1977) p. 10.
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nonconform ity' and has also drawn historians to anglican writers who went into print to
counter dissent.60 This has also connected with the reorientation of the study of political
thought towards the wider context of public debate, and particularly towards the
importance of the ecclesiological and persecutorial in shaping the political and 'liberal'. 61
Discontinu ity in seventeenth -century historiography has seldom been as evident as
it is in the realm of ideas of press freedom, accounts of which have been overwhelmingly
located amidst the turmoil of the civil war period, and traditionally clustered about the
special case, in literary and political terms, of John Milton. 62 The classic portrayal of the
poet as the timeless champion of press freedom is now less forthrightly advanced,
although the lineaments of the 'liberal Milton' persist, most recently in Annabel
Patterson's work:. 63 Areopagitica has been the focus of a bewildering variety of scholarly
agendas, only one of which has been its historical character as a call for the liberty of
printing. 64 In this area, too, its fecundity has led to it being located in a range of
contexts. Milton's relationship to the 1640s debate on liberty of conscience was the
focus for one . of the earliest and most enduring examples of contextual intellectual
history, Emest Sirluck's introductio n and notes for the second volume of the Complete

Prose fVorks.65 More recently, however, there has been a re-secularising of Areopagitica,
with a stress on its potential as a work of political radicalism, proto-repub licanism, or the
manifesto of an embryonic public sphere of political debate. 66
60
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Liberalism (Cambridge, 1997), pp. 9, 65-6.
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A second 'special case', Levellerism, has meanw hile underg one an
analogous proces s.
The limits of Milton 's toleran ce led Sieber t and others to turn
to the Levellers as the
secular progen itors of his 'universal princip le' of press freedo m. 67
A numbe r of accoun ts
have since explor ed the religious roots of Leveller thinking,
but most recently the
Leveller relatio nship to the press has largely been viewed in terms
of the format ion of a
secular public sphere and the shapin g of Interre gnum republicanism 68
.
The recent work on Milton and the Levellers has fruitfully explor
ed the dynamics
of print culture in the 1640s and 1650s, but in terms of the broade
r sevent eenth- centur y
debate on liberty of the press the preocc upatio n with the civil war
period has a distort ing
effect. This is primarily because the religiosity of the 1640s discuss
ion is unders tated, but
also because the ideas seen as accom panyin g the de facto rise in public
political debate are
left obscur ely linked to the future: their kinship with 'moder nity'
seems eviden t yet their
69
route to moder nity remains unexplained.
This is appare nt in the move toward s
identifying the civil war print explos ion as a political 'public sphere
', Jurgen Haber mas
being held to h.ave 'gravely postda ted' its emergence. 70 Where Haber
mas presen ted the
develo ping public sphere as a historical proces s, emerg ing in Englan
d but advanc ing on
an eighte enth-c entury Europ ean canvas with the retreat of censor
ship and the growin g
legitimacy of political news and public opinio n, the 'early modem
public sphere ' appear s
Public Sphere', in Richard Burt, ed., The Administration of Aesthetics
: Censorship, Political Diticism, and the P11blic Sphere
(Minneapolis, 1994) pp. 3-33. An older but influential view of Milton's
radicalism in An:opagitica is Christop her
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A second 'special case', Levellerism, has meanw hile underg one an analogo
us process .
The limits of Milton' s toleran ce led Siebert and others to turn to the
Levellers as the
secular progen itors of his 'universal princip le' of press freedom . 67 A numbe
r of accoun ts
have since explore d the religious roots of Leveller thinking, but most
recently the
Leveller relation ship to the press has largely been viewed in terms of the
formati on of a
secular public sphere and the shaping of Interre gnum republicanism. 68
The recent work on Milton and the Levellers has fruitfully explore d the
dynamics
of print culture in the 1640s and 1650s, but in terms of the broade r sevente
enth-ce ntury
debate on liberty of the press the preoccu pation with the civil war period
has a distorti ng
effect. This is primarily because the religiosity of the 1640s discussion is underst
ated, but
also because the ideas seen as accomp anying the defacto rise in public politica
l debate are
left obscure ly linked to the future: their kinship with 'modern ity' seems evident
yet their
69
route to modern ity remains unexplained.
This is appare nt in the move towards
identifying the civil war print explosion as a political 'public sphere' , Jurgen
Haberm as
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primarily as an English historical moment , centred on a secularised interpre tation of
the
ideas of Milton and the Levellers. 7 1 Attempt s to identify the persisten ce of a public
sphere after 1660, meanwhile, have focused not on its intellectual articulation but
on
continuities in 'material culture' and 'commu nicative practices'; such as the circulation
of
news and growth of coffee house culture. 72 This assumes more than it demonst rates
a
continui ty in ideas relating to public debate and expression, obscurin g the way
the
Restorat ion discussion of free expression remained rooted in religious controversy rather
than an aspiration to justify rational-critical public political debate, and failing to confron
t
the way a 'public sphere' conceived in terms of practice was fostered as much by
the
intellectual opponen ts of public debate as by its supporte rs: persecutorial but prolific
penmen like Roger L'Estran ge or Samuel Parker.73

Liberty of the press as conceptual history
The preoccu pation with the civil war period and neglect of the later seventee nth
century encourages the tendenc y to view the conceptu al history of liberty of the press
as
a series of more or less libertarian stepping -stones. There is a whig element in
all
conceptu al history - in the choice of subject, and in the criteria n ecessary to identify
a
concept - but it can still aspire to understa nd the mutability of a concept by tracing
its
uses in argumen t over a period of time, rather than wilfully or inadvert ently abridgin g
this
process. 74 Ideas readily appear more 'modem ' if their uncertain passage to moderni
ty is

71

H abermas, Stmctural Transformation, pp. 14-26, 57-102. Habermas has in more recent years
accepted criticisms of his
historical account and sugges ted that the public sphere constitutes more of an ideal,
but at the same time he has
ques tioned the extent to which it can be identified with seventeenth-century developme
nts 'without somehow
changing the vety concept of the public sphere to such a degree that it becomes something
else': Jurgen Habermas,
'Further Reflec tions on the Public Sphere', in Calhoun, Habern;as and the Public Sphere, pp.
449, 465.

72

Zaret, Origins of Democratic Culture, pp. 266-79; Raymond, 'Newspaper, Public Opinion
and the Public Sphere', pp.
109-40; Freist, Govemed 1!)1 Opinion, p. 305.

73

Zaret argues that Habermas neglects the importance of a 'public sphere in religious
life' by stressing individual
conscience rather than public reason, but by ignoring the role of conscience he
largely elides the distinction
between religious and political expression; the discussion of religion becomes simply
the 'prototype for the public
sphere': Zaret, 'Religion, Science, and Printing', pp. 220-3; Zaret, OtigtiJS of D e/7/ocratic
Culture, p. 165. See also,
Lloyd Kramer, 'Habermas, History and Critical Theory', in Calhoun, Habern;as and
the P11blic Sphere, pp. 245-9.
Zaret's account also refers to the contradicti on between principle and practice, noting
that L'Estrange provides a
'vivid illustration', but he does not pursue this theme: Zaret, Otigins of Democratic
Cult11re, p. 62. But see the
comments on the 'paradox' of L'Estrange 's use of the press in Dorothy Turner, 'Roger
L'Estrange 's Deferential
Politics in the Public Sphere', Seventemth Cmltity, 13:1 (1998) pp. 85-101, pp. 86, 89.
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This is suggested by the choice of concepts in Ball, Political Innovation and Concept11al Change:
constitutio n, democracy,
the state, representation, party, patriotism, public interest, citizenship, conuption , ppblic
opinion, ideology, rights,
property, revolution. See also Quentin Skinner, 'Language and Political Change', in Ball,
Political Innovation, pp. 6-23,
pp. 7-8. A history of the term 'liberty of the press' would exclude both Milton and Locke.
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obscured, and rather than concepts which mutate they become principles to be grasped;
the revival of Areopagitica's sentiment s in 1679 or 1681 then becomes attributed to its
universality, rather than to the attraction of its non-universality - its anti-catholicism in
the wake of the popish plot furore. 75
The following account will not suggest there was a Miltonic army of previously
undetecte d advocates of a 'universal principle' of press freedom in the seventeen th
century, but will seek to show that discussion of the liberty and control of the press was
more considerable than has generally been acknowledged. The manner of approach ing
these ideas is to a considerable extent determine d by the diverse forms in which they
were expressed, from 'great texts' to cheap pamphlet s, and from royal declarations to
newsbook s . Attitudes to the press were particularly often revealed in dedications and
other prefaces, where writers reflected on the realm of print and their reasons for
entering it. 76 A survey of large numbers of tracts, in the mainstrea m of political-religious
argument as well as more directly addressed to the role of print, yields a wealth of
reflections on the legitimacy or illegitimacy of the resort to the press. Liberty of the
press as a concept was forged in part by practical exigencies, in part by the general
reflections of a wide variety of agents, and in part by the ideas of canonical writers, as
Richard Tuck has observed with more general application. 77 In the absence of a whig
intellectual high road to liberty, the emergenc e of ideas of free expression can be located
not only in self-conscious assaults on suppression, but also in the pressures of polemic,
the contingencies of print conflict, appearing sometimes merely as chinks in the case for
control.
My focus is the arguments used by the writers of political and religious tracts at
particular junctures to justify going into print, to extend or deny the same justification to
others, and to reflect more broadly on the legitimate limits of publication. The
pervasiveness of print means that no account can be exhaustive, and I have not
emphasised the commercial or more traditionally 'literary' dimensions of print culture
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Sensabaugh, Grand Wh~ Milton, pp. 204-5. While Sensabaugh sees writers like William Denton
as expressing
'universal propositions on liberty' in 1681, William Lamont sees him 'writing vety much in the Ptynne
manner' in
assaulting popety in 1675: William Lamont, Mall!,inal Prynne (London, 1963), p. 144. The point I wish
to make is
that Deuton's anti-popery and advocacy of (protestant) liberty were interdependent.
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In the Rehearsal Transpros'd, Andrew Marvell noted archbishop Abbot's observation that William Laud 'made
it his

work to see what books were in the press, and to look over episdes dedicatory, and prefaces to the
reader, to see
what faults might be found': Andrew Marvell, Andmv MarveJJ, ed. Frank Kermode and Keith Walker
(Oxford,
1990), p. 259.
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Richard Tuck, 'The Contribution of Histmy', in Robert E. Goodin and Philip Pettit, eds., A
Companion to
Contemporary Political Philosophy (Oxford, 1993) pp. 72-89, p. 87.
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and its regulation. In my view these did not generate or represent the central terms in
which the conceptua l debate on the freedom of the press proceeded , although
commercial considerations clearly formed a backdrop for the debate. 78

Equally, I have

not found republican political ideas to be as central to the debate on the press as some
historians have recently suggested, and I do not consider the period of the English
republic in any detail. 79 That the protestan t reformati on had the press and the classical
republic did not is an obvious point, but its corollary is that republican models tended to
emphasise free speech within an assembly, often linked to aristocratic notions of
represent ation, rather than written expression published to a wider audience. Skinner has
observed that the 'neo-Rom an' writers of the seventeen th century held 'freedom of
speech' to be among men's most basic rights, yet freedom of the press was not a concern
of tl1e works he cites as central to the neo-Rom an corpus. Indeed, Harringto n's Oceaua
offers perhaps the clearest depiction of the print-free republic. 80 A broader humanist
influence was present in the debate on the press, but the centrality of religious concerns
largely outweig]Jed republicanism's overtly political impulse, even if the practical outcome
of such religious concerns was 'political' in a wider sense.
My focus is also primarily on printed sources: on the discussion of the role of the
press through the public medium of the press. Any contextual study of ideas involves
the identification of a public framewor k of discussion within which individual expression
takes place and against which the intended meaning of the expression can be
interpreted. 81 Print was a principal vehicle for what Skinner terms 'the changing political
78
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the way the latter is a call for liberty of the press and the former does not mention the subject: Norbrook,
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the English Rep11blic, pp. 319, 367-8.
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1656);
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languages in which societies talk to themselve s'. 82 Its ability to furnish a forum for debate
was coupled with its potential for the wide dissemination of views through texts from
learned books to polemical broadside s; as Richard Ashcraft observes, 'a social language
flows through all these media'.83 The view that print reflected and shaped society's mindset is not only a precept of the 'new history' but was a source of seventeen th-centur y
. . a b out th e press 84
anxtet:tes
.
The con textualist premise that writers were acting within and upon a framewor k of
public language has further implications for the study of ideas of liberty of the press .
The subject is prone to scholarly discrimination between writers on the grounds of their
assumed motives, typically involving the dismissal of argument s expressed in terms of
principle but taken to emanate from self-interest, most obviously when a writer appeared
to offer a general defence of publicatio n when he 'really' only wanted to justify his own
publication.85 There is clearly a motivatio nal difference between seeking to justify one's
own use of print and seeking to justify everyone's, but to serve as an effective
justification eitQ.er case generally had to be advanced in terms of society's shared norms.
Even if a writer's motivatio n in justifying using the press was self-interest, his public use
of such norms could confirm their wider application in legitimating print publication. An
author could be taken at his word, even when this interpreta tion of his word did not
reflect his motive. 86

discussion of whether it can be extended to the anti-solipsistic later Wittgenstein see Bernard
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commercial
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eds., Aspects rif
Printing From 1600 (Oxford, 1987), pp. 1-29, p. 13.
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Locke acknowledged the author's fragile control over meaning at the outset of the Ess<D' Conteming
H11man
Understanding observing that 'Things in print must stand or fall by their own worth, or the Reader's Fancy
... this
book must stand or fall with thee, not by any Opinion I have of it': John Locke, An Ess<D' Conceming
H11man
Understanding (1689), ed. Peter H . Nidditch (Oxford, 1975), pp. 3, 7. Hobbes argued similarly: 'Though
words be
the signs we have of one another's opinions and intentions: because the equivocation of them
is so frequent,
according to the diversity of contexture, and of the company wherewith they go (which the presence
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The appropr iation of argumen ts in this way, or their potentia l for such
appropr iation by readers, was an importa nt factor in the debate on the press: enforced
response s to historical circumstances remaine d contribu tions to the debate. 87 Shifts
in
political and ecclesiastical power meant the persecut ors could become the avowedl
y
persecut ed, for whom a customa ry position of authority over print was replaced by
the
need to advance argumen ts to legitimate their use of the press. The case of civil
war
royalism has already been suggested; another importa nt example was that of anglican
writers who opposed catholicism in James II's reign. Even if Jeremy Taylor's royalist
toleratio nist tract Liberty if Propherying was a ruse de guerre, as Coleridge later claimed,
it
became, after Areopagitica, the most-cit ed text in late seventee nth-cent ury defences
of
88
liberty of the press.
Similarly, the claims for the freedom to publish by the church
writers of the late 1680s issued from an anti-catholic polemical strategy, but their views
were used in defence of press freedom in the 1690s. 89
The significance of unintend ed consequ ences to the debate on the press was also
evident in the ITIOre general paradox that writers who sought to justify control of
the
press usually did so through using the press. They found themselves demand ing
the
silence of printed dispute by disputin g the issue in print, inviting readers to judge whether
readers could be expected to judge, and insisting on the monolog ic voice of authorit
y
while engaging in uneasy dialogue. As well as the intellectual inconsis tency this wrough
t
in the case for press control, the practical outcome was that society became further
habituat ed to the seemingly indelible presence of printed contesta tion, an impressi
on
heighten ed by the emergen ce of the party divisions of whig and tory. For those
who
went into print to denounc e print, the medium weakene d the message. 90
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an potential' of media
power is precarious because of the 'counterwe ight of emancipatory potential built into
communic ation structures':
Jurgen Habermas, Theory if Comn11mirative A ction, vol. 2 (Cambridge, 1987), p. 390. 'The
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In this way the debate on the liberty or control of print was marked by the presence
of the press itself as an agent. Transfo rmative effects of varying degrees of worldhistorical importa nce have been claimed for the press as an 'agent of change', includin
g
the protesta nt reforma tion, the develop ment of modem science and the rise of national
consciousness.91

The ambition and reductio nism of some of the claims has been
questioned, although the importa nce of print in the historical passage from early modem
to modem continue s to be acknowledged. 92 However, the unintend ed discursive effects
of a printed text or the press itself can only form part of a conceptu al history insofar
as
they could be recognised by contemp oraries and addressed in argument. The anti-prin
t
paradox, like the role of the press in the reforma tion, was not a force invisible
to
participants which determin ed a particular outcome but a dilemma with which

. grapp 1ed.93
contemp oranes
An awareness of print as an agent in the debate on its status must be coupled with
consideration of how press control was also a presence. The extent to which censorsh
ip
was a defming .conditio n of seventee nth-cent ury discourse has long been a source
of
disagreement. 94 In their differen t ways, Leo Strauss, Christop her Hill, Annabel Patterso
n
and others have all argued that the correct context for the reading of seventee
nthcentury texts is broadly that of literary persecution, demand ing strategies of 'reading
between the lines' or, particularly for Hill, viewing the absence of published radicalism
as
95
a product of censorsh ip rather than quiescence. Recent historians of print culture
and
political thought have tended to reject any sweeping characterisation of the early modem
period as an 'era of persecut ion' and gravitated towards the view that the effects
of
censorship were neither wholly pervasive nor entirely negligible, with an emphasis instead
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on 'moments of persecution'. 96 A study of attitudes towards press freedom is compelled
by logic as well as historical evidence to incline towards the same ground: the publication
of a defence of liberty of the press is prima facie evidence of both the effectiveness and
ineffectiveness of censorship. Moreover , an exploration of ·liberty of the press as a
publicly-articulated concept must be oriented at least in the first instance to the exoteric
rather than esoteric.97 There is little reason to suppose that the public expression of
views on liberty of the press was unreprese ntative of what people 'really' thought; given
the premise that language is socially constitute d, it is perhaps misleading to consider the
two as readily separable at all.
It may still be asked what relationship ideas of press freedom bore to the 'reality'
of press freedom in the period, and particularly whether they modify the Macaulayan
view that the demise of licensing in 1694-5 was the result only of 'matters of detail' and
'petty grievances' rather than ideas. 98 One answer is that the discussion of licensing's role
at this time was more extensive than has generally been allowed, but a broader response
is that the

exp~ctation

of an immediate causal relationship is misplaced, because ideas

influence actions in a more diffuse yet pervasive manner. Whether concepts are taken as
serving as a resource for strategic appeal, or as defming a world-view, they delimit the
possibilities for action. 99 As Quentin Skinner recently expressed the 'strategic' version,
'what it is possible to do in politics is generally limited by what it is possible to
legitimise'.100 Ideas of press freedom or control are always relevant to the existence or
exercise of censorship, establishing the parameters within which decisions on its
perpetuat ion or practice proceed.
In this regard, press freedom has a double significance, because its emergence as a
concept has a more general impact on the process of conceptua l change. The press
96
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contribut ed to establishing the social meaning of notions such as 'justice' and 'liberty', as
Lawrence noted in 1680, but the use of the press was itself affected by the status of ideas
about its liberty and control. There is therefore an indirect but necessary connectio n
between the concept of liberty of the press and political behaviou r of all kinds. This was
somethin g the seventeen th century generally took more seriously than later advocates of
press freedom who argued on the basis that 'words cannot hurt', from Louis de Jaucourt
in the Enryclopedie to modem 'libertarians'. 101 Alasdair Maclntyr e observes, by contrast,
that those who condemn ed Thomas Hobbes' Leviathan in parliament in 1666 were
'correct at least in their apprehen sion that philosoph y can be subversive of established
ways of behaving'. 102 The philosoph er who saw this most acutely was Hobbes himself,
which is why he allowed no immunity to publication within political society even on
grounds of conscience.103 In a century in which paper war was accompan ied by civil war,
and in which the Word was paramoun t, the press could indeed seem a mighty sword.

Literary, print production and controls
The political threat or pietistic promise of the press in the seventeen th century was
held to stem from the social bearing of developm ents in literacy and the print trade, with
a widespread perceptio n of the downwar d dispersion of print to the 'vulgar'. In part this
was an impressionistic response to the role of books, pamphlet s and broadsides in
contempo rary events, and to the 1640s paper war in particular, but it also reflected
substantive shifts in readership and productio n. England remained only a partially
literate society, but David Cressy's figure for the persistence of illiteracy, based on
evidence of oath-sign ing- 70 per cent for men and 90 per cent for women in 1640 masks importan t variations. 104 Male literacy was probably over 80 per cent in the crucial
political and print centre of civil war London, given Keith Thomas's view that oathsigning provides a 'spectacular underesti mate' of the ability to read print. 105 Literacy was
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also most advanced among groups with a prominent role in · political and religious
discussion or action, not only those wielding or aspiring to authority and the clergy and
educated gentry more widely, but urban tradesmen and apprentices as well.
Nonconfor mists were also more likely to be literate. 106 Moreover, the content of tracts
could filter orally to non-readers , and in this manner, as Thomas notes, the lettered and
unlettered shared a seventeenth -century world 'governed by texts'. 107
The developme nt of literacy was in part the ambivalent legacy of the reformation ,
with print forging and sustaining a broad-base d 'culture of protestants ', centred on the
reading of scripture in the vernacular. Economic imperatives also fuelled demand for
print, with the commercial interests of printers coinciding with growing functional
literacy among the more urbanised population. 108 These factors contributed to a broad
historical trend towards increased literacy and print output, but equally significantly there
were major fluctuations in production in response to political crises and the climate of
control which could highlight the volatility of the press. A sudden rise in the number of
publications

w~s

alarming for the defenders of press control, but equally ominous was

the way the additional works in the most productive years tended to be short, polemical
pamphlets on controversial themes. 109
The most consequential upsurge, the escalation in publishing in the 1640s, has
. 1y as a 'fl oo d' , a 'torrent,' an ' exp1oston
b een Iab ell ed var10us
. ' an d an ' erupt10n.
. ' 110 Th e
statistics largely justify the metaphors. The scale of publication is indicated by the 22,255
and moreover argues that they learned to read print before engaging with script. Cressy gives a figure of 22 per
cent illiteracy in 1640s London based on signing ability: Literary and the Social Orde1; p. 72.
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titles collected by George Thomason from 1640-61, but the figures for specific years are
equally dramatic. TI1e survived output of the English press leaps from a pre-1640 annual
average of 500 titles to 1,850 in 1641 and 2,968 in 1642; the rise would be higher still if
the newsbooks which began to appear in 1641-42 were included. 111 Subsequent years in
which annual output exceeded 1,700 titles were similarly those of political crisis - 1648,
1659-60, 1679-80 and 1689. Apart from the year of London's great fire, 1666, the annual
number of titles exceeded 500 throughout the post-1640 period. 112
At times of crisis the system of press controls was at its least effective, but at no
time did it entirely collapse.

England in the middle and late seventeenth century

inherited and augmented an array of controls, with some issuing from royal authority, in
the form of decrees, proclamations, licenses, and patents, others from common and
statute law, such as prosecutions for seditious libel or treason and Restoration licensing,
while there were also powers of condemnation exercised by parliament, the Church of
England, university convocations and local magistrates. 113 This variety meant a weapon
of censure or s,uppression was always potentially to hand, although it also contributed to
the often haphazard character of enforcement. The distinction between pre-publication
restraint and post-publication punishment was important, with the main target for
opposition the prior inspection and licensing of books and pamphlets, but their effects
were intended to be broadly similar and they were not always clearly distinguished in the
discussion of press freedom. The post-publication punishment meted out to William
Prynne, Henry Burton and John Bastwick in Star Chamber for seditious libel in 1637
served to foster a reaction less against libel law than against the broader edifice of
licensing represented by Star Chamber and High Commission. 114

For this reason I

favour the general term 'press control' rather than 'censorship', which tends to signify
111
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pre-publication restraint and moreover has value implications not shared by the early
.
.
modem era, wh en tt
was not m common usage. 115
TI1e identification of press control with religious authority was historically wellfounded, although advocates of press freedom were concerne d to portray the influence
as alien and innovatory, imported from Rome, rather than largely concomit ant with
English protestan tism. Equally, however, a concern with civil stability was also reflected
in the developm ent of controls which enabled opponent s of press freedom to insist that
suppression was directed at political agitation rather than religious belief. Regulation on
the basis of trade interests had closely followed the introduction of printing to England
in the 1470s, and was furthered by the chartering of the Stationers' Company in 1557. 116
Attempts to suppress books on the basis of their content had predated printing, one
target being Wyclif's heresies, but the main impetus towards control emerged as the
religious and political conflicts of England's early reformati on experience found
expression in print. The split from Rome, the first authorised printing of the English
Bible and the first formal licensing system were all products of the 1530s. 117
TI1e subseque nt developm ent of controls responde d to a variety of crown, church
and trade concerns, although the official justifications offered for measures generally
identified an undifferentiated mass of political and religious heterodox y as the target
while confirmin g the central role of ecclesiastical authority in response. Elizabeth I's
1586 Star Chamber decree on printing, which provided a model for seventeen th-centur y
pre-publication measures, placed licensing almost entirely in the hands of the archbisho p
of Canterbu ry and the bishop of London. 118 In the next reign, James I extended to the
Blair Warden has observed that 'the early modem period did not have our usage of the word censorship,
and we
must wonder whether it had our concept of it': Warden, 'Literature and Political Censorship', p. 45.
Adrian Johns
co=ents that the licensing system 'could not possibly be a "censorship" system recognizable to
modem eyes':
Nature of the Book, p. 264. For a recent overview of the competing meanings attributed to 'censorship',
see the
introduction to Richard Burt, Ad!JJinistration ofAesthetics, pp. xi-xi.x. Two of the first uses of the term
were those of
Milton, who wrote of 'Christian censorship' in The Reason of Chtm-h Govemmmt to describe general
'ecclesiastical
censure', and in Areopagitica spoke of the imprimatur as giving a writer 'his censors hand on the back
of his title':
John Milton, The Prose IF/ otks ofJohn Milton (London, 1848), 2, p. 488; John Milton, Areopagitica (London,
1644) p.
21. The word in any form was very rarely used to describe press control in the seventeenth centmy.
For related
reasons of modem value implications, I also tend to avoid the term 'propaganda', which connotes
a more
systematic exploitation of the press than was generally undertaken or achievable in the seventeenth century.
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ecclesiastical judges in High Commission the power to order the suppression not only of
heretical works but all books and pamphlets 'offensive to the state'. 119 Attempts to
further tighten the system of controls produced the main anti-print measure of Charles
I's reign, the 1637 Star Chamber decree. The events in Star Chamber that year came to
be ranked among the foremost symbols of the king's subjection to Laudian influence,
and of the popish impulse behind press control, yet the decree itself devolved some
responsibility for licensing into non-ecclesiastical hands, including placing works on
politics and history under the jurisdiction of Charles's secretaries of state.120
The abolition of Star Chamber and High Commission in the summer of 1641
confirmed the breakdown of licensing, although press control had been in disarray for
some months. 121 Paper warfare filled the void, and with the king's subsequent departure
from London and any prospect of controlling the capital's presses, the control of print
became parliament's concern.

It sought to restore order with a number of printing

orders and ordinances in 1642-43, including that of 14 June 1643, to which Milton's

Areopagitica resr.onded. The 14 June Ordinance largely confirmed existing arrangements,
including the role of the Stationers' Company in registration and enforcement, but
turned the duty of licensing over to parliamentary appointees .122

The difficulty of

enforcing controls in conditions of civil war resulted in attempts to introduce additional
measures, with the inclusion of publishing in the Blasphemy Ordinance of 1648 and the
Treason Act of 1649, and in the latter year the passing of a new Printing Act. 123 This
Act, strengthening licensing provisions, was succeeded by a further act in 1653, which
was in turn augmented by Oliver Cromwell's Orders of 1655, which clamped down on
unauthorised presses and particularly targeted newsbooks. 124
After Cromwell's death the resurgence of print conflict preceded the return of
Charles I's son to England as king. A recognition of print's contribution to the turmoil
printer: Siebert, Freedom if the Press, pp. 61-2, 137-40. John Selden observed in 1628 that there was 'no Law to
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of the previous twenty years was reflected in moves to restore effective controls, a major
part of which became the introductio n of a new licensing regime. Star Chamber was not
revived, its abolition having had Charles I's assent, while parliamentary controls lacking
royal assent were annulled, with responsibility for new measures passing to Charles II's
cavalier parliament, which duly produced the Licensing Act of 1662. 125 The Act largely
followed previous models, with regulation of the number and location of presses, and a
requiremen t for all works to be licensed and entered in the stationers' registers.
Licensing powers were granted to a number of office holders, including for 'affairs of
state' to the secretaries of state and for divinity, philosophy and science to the
archbishop of Canterbury and bishop of London. They generally delegated the work to
subordinate s, and in time much of the responsibility for licensing devolved to just one or
two figures, most notably L'Estrange, who Charles appointed as surveyor of the press in
1663. 126
The Licensing Act, initially passed for two years, continued in force until 1679,
when parliameqt failed to renew the legislation as print conflict flared again in response
to the popish plot revelations and the wider crisis of Charles II's reign. 127 This signalled a
turn by Charles's governmen t towards alternative methods of control, grounded in law
and prerogative, many of which had already been put to some use in the earlier years of
the reign. These included the use of proclamations ordering the suppression both of
printed material and the coffee houses in which it was increasingly being read and
discussed, and the use of warrants to search out offending tracts and their printers. In
addition, treatises were condemned by parliament and magistrates , and prosecution s for
seditious libel were launched. 128 Treason law had been extended to the printed word in
legislation passed at the Restoration, although the printer John Twyn was executed in
1664 under an earlier treason statute. The escalation in the use of such measures after
the lapse of licensing, and particularly as part of the 'tory reaction' from 1681, culminated
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similarly in the executions of Stephen College and Algemon Sidney for treason offences
connected with writing or publishing. 129
The Licensing Act was revived in 1685 under James II, while William Disney was
executed in the same year for his part in printing the declaration accompanying the duke
of Monmouth's rebellion. 130

The control of print in its various forms also largely

survived the arrival of William of Orange in 1688-89. After initial disarray, licensing was
again enforced, and the reaction against Jacobitism resulted in the execution of the
printer William Anderton for treason in 1693. 131 At the same time, the limitations of
licensing's effectiveness and legitimacy were becoming increasingly apparent, and when
the Act once again lapsed in 1694 parliament failed to renew it, despite several attempts
at revision in subsequent years .132 Although other measures continued in force, and in
some cases were expanded in the late 1690s, such as through the 1698 Blasphemy Act,
the close of the seventeenth century marked the end of the formal system of prepublication censorship in England. 133 Some historians have held this to be the moment
press freedom y.ras 'won', others that the continuation of other curbs and punishments
meant press freedom was still to be gained. What the disagreement confirms is that
liberty of the press exists as a contested idea as much as a practical achievement, with a
conceptual history to be explored.

Paper wars and protestant liberties
Ideas of liberty and control of the press in the later seventeenth century were
intemvined with the memory of the paper warfare which preceded and accompanied the
trauma of civil war, and this earlier conflict must be the starting-point for any historical
account. A survey of the paper war itself needs to reconnoitre two battlefields - the
wider realm of published polemic in the 1640s and the printed exchanges between king
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and parliament in 1641-2 - and these are the dimensions explored m the initial two
chapters of the following account.
The first offers a review and reconsideration of the field which has largely
monopolise d scholarly interest, the 1640s discussion of press freedom in which Milton
and the Levellers continue to be the towering presences. The roots of the claims for
liberty of the press lay in the process of protestant self-defmition emerging from the
Reformatio n, while arguments for press control formed a competing interpretati on of
this protestant legacy. A key factor in establishing protestant identity was antipathy to
'popery', and the breakdown of restraints in 1641 took place against the background of
attacks on Laudian press manipulation. Presbyterian-led attempts to restore control over
print generated renewed discussion of the relationship of protestantis m to free
expression after 1643 by writers such as Henry Button, Henry Robinson and others,
whose claim for the immunity of 'publishing' conscience was closely tied to scriptural
exegesis as the model of legitimate publication .

A less scripturist perspective was

adopted by writ~rs of the Hartlib circle, although they retained an eschatological impulse
towards the determinati on of truth rather than diversity. Milton's Areopagitica is assessed
against this background, reasserting its role as a contributio n to religious controversy
rather than to claims for free political debate. This distanced Milton from the Levellers,
whose concern was more explicitly freedom of political expression, although this
commitme nt too must be set against the background of religious concerns which
engaged the Leveller writers. The Levellers indicated the way claims for the freedoms of
religious and political expression could be linked, but the two spheres were more readily
united by opponents of liberty of the press, for whom heresy and sedition represented
interchangeable challenges to authority.

The views of persecutorial figures such as

Thomas Edwards, William Prynne and others are considered, not only as advocates of
press control but as writers whose own prolific use of the press could inject ambiguity
into the aspiration to restore silence. Finally, a writer is considered with affinities to both
sides of the seventeenth -century debate on the press, Thomas Hobbes, whose
endorseme nt of the magistrate's power over print aligned him with the defence of press
control, but whose opposition to independen t ecclesiastical authority meant he also
shared common ground with some advocates of press freedom.
In the neA1: chapter, attention turns to the more specific field of print conflict
which J.W. Alien labelled 'the war of manifestoes ': the print confrontati on between king
and parliament in 1641-2 and aftenvards, considering royalist and parliamentary attitudes
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to press control in the light of this encounter. 134 Affairs of governmen t, complained
Charles I, were 'never in this manner communica ted before'. 135 A king for whom the
'peace of silence' marked the apogee of royal authority became one forced to emulate the
appeals to the people he accused his opponents of making, a path traced through the
published exchanges with parliament and addresses to the public.
Parliament,
meanwhile, sought to justify its engagemen t in paper war without accepting the charge of
appealing to the people or endorsing any more widespread freedom of the press.
Indeed, its commitme nt to press control, and particularly the suppression of royalist
tracts, produced a reaction in which the king and a number of his supporters called for
the presses to be granted greater freedom and the public allowed to judge between the
sides. This royalist claim for liberty of the press became entwined with the broader
debate on liberty of conscience in the writings of the king's chaplain and future bishop
Jeremy Taylor.
The impact of the 1640s paper war on attitudes towards the press in the
Restoration period is considered in two chapters on the reign of Charles II. The first
focuses on the years between the Restoration and the mid-1670s. The memory of
Charles I's paper war was stirred by writers such as Roger L'Estrange, Richard Atkyns
and Henry Foulis in calling for restraints on the press, and Charles II added his own
votce m securing the passage of the 1662 Licensing Act. As a response to potential
political instability the Act drew little opposition, but loyalist insistence that the
expression of religious heterodoh."Y must also be the target of suppression ultimately
fostered a nonconform ist reaction against press restraint. An important aspect of the
anglican assault on dissenting publication was the linking of nonconform ist 'enthusiasm '
with the irrationality of the civil war period by writers like Simon Patrick and Joseph
Glanvill, which contributed to a 'latitudinarian' emphasis on the role of reason and
authorised expression. The case for liberty of the press, muted in the early years of the
Restoration, began to be raised anew in the discussion of conformity and resurgent
popery in the late 1660s and early 1670s by writers such as Charles Wolseley, Samuel
Rolle, Andrew Marvell and also John Milton in the fmal year of his life. The revived
debate was fuelled in part by the persecutorial pens of loyalists like L'Estrange and
Samuel Parker, whose determination to use print to urge the silencing of print also
revived some of the ambiguities of earlier paper warfare.
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The cnsts of Charles II's retgn which escalated rapidly after 1679
is then
considered as England's 'second paper war', with the upsurge in publishing
accomp anied
by alarms and arguments which echoed the earlier discussion of press freedom
. Charles
Blount's Just Vindicatio11

if Leaming,

the first tract devoted to liberty of the press since
Areopagitica, was published in 1679 as parliament considered the renewal of
licensing.
Blount was followed by other writers calling for press freedom, includin
g William
Denton , William Lawrence and Edmun d Hickeringill, who were united less
by a shared
ecclesiological vision than an antipathy to clerical 'popery ' and a convict
ion that
conscientious publishing could not be subject to earthly authority. In advanc
ing this
view they drew on earlier ideas, particularly those of Milton, but also
indicated the
changing terms of the debate, with Denton in particular signalling
a shift from
scripturism to defming conscience in terms of 'reason'. The oppone nts of press
freedom
continu ed to emphasise the memor y of paper war, but the ambivalent lessons
of Charles
I's experience were indicated by Hobbes 's Behemoth, first published months
before his
death in 1679. ljobbes 's warning of the implications of publishing appeals
to the people,
a theme also pursued by the anglican church man Thoma s Ashend en, contras
ted with the
view of writers like L'Estra nge and John Nalson, for whom confutation and
control were
comple mentar y rather than potentially antithetical strategies. Charles II's respons
e to the
second paper war is surveyed in terms of these compet ing perspectives, with
one legacy
of the earlier print war being the severity of the reaction against opposit ion
views from
1681, symbolised by the executions of College and Sidney.
Two fmal chapters consider the closing years of the Stuart monarc hy,
the
accession of William Ill and the end of licensing and its aftermath. The first
surveys the
period from the last days of Charles II's reign, through the revival of the Licensi
ng Act at
the beginning of James II's reign to its trouble d renewal in 1693. Toward
s the end of
Charles's reign, a group of church writers launched a campaign through the
press to win
readers away from noncon formity, trumpe ting the simplicity and reasonableness
of their
approac h. Faced with a catholic king, anglican attentio n turned further toward
s this need
for commu nicatio n alongside control, leading to a polemical stress on the need
for liberty
of judgement and the freedom to read which fostered arguments that mitigat
ed against
restraint of the press. This press campaign was subsequently hailed as instrum
ental in
forcing James's departure, and several of the church writers were promin ent
in the lowchurch anglican hierarchy in the reign of William and Mary, where
their erastian
'moder ation' was to clash with high-church attemp ts to suppress heretica
l publishing.
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The arrival ofWilliam of Orange brought no sudden change in attitudes to press control,
although L'Estrange lost his post and paper war memory lost purchase as a justification
for suppression. More broadly, the difficulty of identifying or establishing political or
religious orthodoxy amidst the divisions which followed the revolution made the
implementation of licensing increasingly precarious, as the dismissal of the tory licenser
Edmund Bohun demonstrated.

William's reign opened and would later close with

meetings of convocatio n in which divines confronted each other over the identification
and control of heterodox publishing. The exclusion of anti-Trinitarian publishing from
th e scope of the 1689 Toleration Act ensured that the Trinity, and the role of reason in
religion, became the battleground for the attempt to establish the borders of permissible
printed dissent.
In the fmal chapter, the end of licensing in 1694-5 and attempts to re-tmpose
control over the press is considered against the background of th e religious controversies
of the 1690s and the legacy of dispute over the role of the press in preceding decades.
The customary view of John Locke's intervention in the licensing debate as based on
practical and commercial concerns is reconsidered in the context of his thinking on
toleration and heresy and his impending publication of the Reasonable11ess qf Christia11ity.
Similarly, the convocatio n controversy instigated by high-church authors such as Francis
Atterbury is reassessed as a heresy-hun t against print, directed particularly against writers
stressing the role of reason such as Locke and John Toland. Arguments against press
control by Toland, William Stephens, and particularly Matthew Tindal, formed responses
to this attempt to suppress heterodox religious expression, although their elevation of
reason and rejection of priestcraft also fostered subsidiary arguments for free political
expression. The meeting of convocation at the end of William Ill's reign marked a
playing-out of the attempt to assert independen t ecclesiastical authority over print in the
face of opposition from low-church erastianism.
In this way, the debate on press control entered the eighteenth century as it had
erupted in the middle of the seventeenth century, as primarily a conflict over
ecclesiastical claims to suppress religious expression, rather than as a challenge to the
state's authority over political expression. At the same time, shifts were discernible
which would inform the more secular concerns of subsequent decades: an emerging
discourse of reason and rights, the gradual institutionalisation of party print combat, and
the attempt, largely after the fact, to legitimate the loss of licensing by elevating liberty of
the press to the status of a patriotic achievement, as the palladium of English liberties.
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Yet the early years of the new century also saw a resurgence of competi ng views
of
print's fate under the Stuarts, with recollections of Laudian licensing pitted against
renewed warnings of revived paper war, the latter stirred by the 1702 publication of
the
earl of Clarend on's History rf the Rebellion. In the realm of ideas of liberty of the press,
the
concern s of the seventee nth century were not readily left behind.
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Civil War, God's La w and the Ide a of Liberty of
the Press, c. 1640-1651
'Give me the liberty to know, to utter, and to argue
freely according to conscience,
above all liberties'
John Milton, 16441
'Men seek not only liberty of conscience, but of their
actions; nor that only, but a
farther liberty of persuading other s to their opinions'
Thom as Hobb es, 1640 2

IN Nove mber 1640, Henr y Burton, John Bastwick
and William Prynne were released
from the impr isonm ent imposed by Star Cham ber
three years earlier for their print ed
attacks on episcopacy. They entered Lond on acco
mpanied by crowds who hailed them
as martyrs escaping popish persecution, men unjus
tly cond emne d for seeking to fulfil
the scriptural injunction to bear witness to the truth 3
. Cont rol of the press, on this view,
could infringe religious obligation, and when God'
s law and earthly jurisdiction clashed
the former must be obeyed. The true Christian
might publish and be blessed, rathe r
than damned. 4 Burt on subsequently claimed that the
blood from the prisoners' crop ped
ears had made Laudian pope ry 'drun k and spue', prom
pting its collapse. 5 Certainly the
collapse of press controls was entwined with the antip
athy towards 'popi sh' influence in
1

John Milton, Areopagitica (London, 1644), p. 35.

2

Hobbe s, Elemmts ifUJV, XXV: 13.

3

Brian Manning, The English People and the English Revolut
ion (Harm ondsw orth, 1976), pp. 14-15. The 'marty
r' identity
was one the three men helped foster throug h their
own accounts of their sufferings: see William Prynne
, A Brief
Relation if certain speciali and most Mate1iall passages, and
speeches in the S tam-Chambe1; occasioned and delivered Jum
the 14th,
1637, at the censm'r! if those thm Jvorthy Gmtlem
m, Dr Bastwicke, Mr Bmton and Mr Prynne (Londo
n, 1637); William
Prynne, Comfortable Cordiali Against Discomfortable Feares
if Imprisonmmt (London, 1641), p. 2; John Bastwick, The
Co1![ession if the faithfull IF7itnesse if Christ (London,
1641); Henry Burton , A Nan-ation if the Uje if M1:
Henry Bur/on
(London, 1643). For a modem narrative account of
the trial, see Donal d Thom as, State Ttials, Volume I,
Tnason and
Libel (London, 1972), pp. 99-124.
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Prynne claimed that 'Divine Provid ence' had set him
at liberty at this crucial time, freeing his pen to seek
the 'utter
extirpation' of prelacy: William Prynne, The antipath
ie if the English Lml!J Ptr!lacie, both to Regali Monarc
hy, and Civili
Uniry... The first Part (London, 1641), sig. ~4v-~~1r.
Burton, Vindication, p. 71.
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church and state shared by the three men, the crowds that greeted them, and
the newlyassembled parliament that released them. Licensing provisions disintegrated
and in the
summe r of 1641, Star Chamb er was abolished along with High Commi
ssion, further
opening the floodgates of paper war. 6
On the issue of the legitimate role of the press, however, Burton and
Prynne
publicly parted compan y. By the middle of the decade, while Burton was arguing
for the
'liberty for all' to 'print peaceably and withou t molesta tion', Prynne was calling
for the
'Sword of Justice' to suppress the writings and punish the person even
of his fellow
martyr. 7 At the heart of their disagreement was the issue raised by Burton
's reply to
Prynne's persecutorial zeal: 'Brothe r, you must distinguish betwee n mens
consciences
and their practices'. 8 The publication in print of religious views was claimed
to be an
extension of the role of conscience, not an action within the purview of authori
ty, but in
the turmoil of the 1640s, in Englan d's 'war of religion', this was not an easy
distinction
to make. 9 The equation of published words with actions was reflected in the
use of the
language of war to d~scribe print conflict, not least in the analogy of paper
war and civil
10
war.
One observe r conclud ed after the first civil war that 'Scurillous Pamph lets
...
have done more mischie f in this Kingdo me then ever all my Lord of Essex's
or Sir
11
Thoma s Fairfaxes whole train of Artillery' .
The sevente enth-ce ntury discussion of
liberty of the press was to be entwine d with the question of how far printed
words
signified pious obedien ce to God and how far they constitu ted weapon s of
religious or
civil warfare .

6
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Press control and popery
Protestanti sm was from the outset a religion of the word, in its emphasis on
scripture and in the exploitation of the press to spread the message of its champions .12
This did not make it a religion of press freedom - Luther and Calvin both exploited
print and condemned printed h eresies - but it identified an area in which adherents
would wrestle with the nature of their differences from Rome.13

At the core of

arguments for liberty of the press in seventeenth -century England lay the claim that it
represented a truly protestant liberty, emerging from what Alexander Murray has termed
the rational heresy of the middle ages - 'making up one's own mind; th en telling
.
everyone ab out 1t,.14 Perennially in the first rank in the process of protestant selfdefmition in England was John Foxe's Actes a11d Monume11ts, the 'next of all humane
penn'd Bookes to the sacred Bible'. Foxe recalled that when true Christians were being
submerged under the 'Romish sea', God had 'opened the Presse to preach' in order to
'convince darknesse by light, error by truth, ignorance by learning'. The eighth edition
of Foxe's work was published in 1641, when it appeared to some that God had again
opened the press to repel the 'Romish sea'. 15
The experience of Button, Bastwick and Prynne showed how hostility to popery
could furnish an argument against press control influential even among those with no
commitmen t to a reciprocal 'liberty of the press' . The presbyterian Bastwick declared
that he and his works had been victims of the 'Pope of Canterbury', adding that if the
presses were 'open to us.. . we would shatter his kingdome about his eares'.16

A

pamphlet defending the three men in 1641 argued that the suppression of contrary
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views was a device of the Roman church, effected through its !Jidex Expurgatorius,
echoing Prynne's accusation that the Laudian bishops wanted to 'joyne with the Papists
in making an Index expurgatorius' to achieve victory in 'paper-battles'. 17 The Index and
the ban on the vernacular Bible were to serve as recurrent symbols of Rome's
persecution of print. Catholicism's constraints, identified with the Council of Trent's
deliberations in 1545-63, aligned the debate on the press with the spectre of European
counter-reformation. 18 It was against this background that William Laud's use of his
authority over the press after 1629 as successively bishop of London and archbishop of
Canterbury was counted among his 'popish' innovations by opponents.

19

The

effectiveness of the exercise is uncertain, but contemporaries were as concerned to
stress the zeal of its undertaking and its putatively alien character. Complaints that Laud
suppressed tracts opposing 'popery' were repeated in the root and branch petitions of
1640, at his trial in 1644 and were still being levelled in the early eighteenth century.20
The character of the accusations was indicated in a speech by Edward Dering to
parliament in late 1(\40, when he compared the episcopal 'Lycensers for the Presse' with
the Roman church's 'Misterious Artifiice, I meane their Index Expurgatorious', by which
'truth is supprest and Popish Pamphlets fly abroad Cum privilegio'. Dering claimed that
Laud saw himself as the pope, but while Rome used the I11dex to confirm its established
doctrine, in England it was in the hands of 'Innovators', requiring that the writings of
'our antient and best Devines, must be new corrected and defaced with a Deliniatur, by

17
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the supersillious penne of my Lords young Chaplaine'. 21 The speech appeared in print,
reflecting the disarray in .the system of controls, and forty years later was reprinted by
John Nalson, who commented: 'Thus far were even some worthy and loyal Gentlemen
transported with the popular Torrent'. 22
The Long Parliament's first action in relation to printing was to support Dering's
call for a committee to examine what writings had been allowed 'by bad lycence' and
what books had been 'silenced, clipped or cropped'. 23 The work was soon augmented
by the task of examining and attempting to limit the outpouring of new publications,
leading ultimately to parliament's own measures against the press, most notably the
licensing ordinance of 14 June 1643. 24 The ordinance declared an intention to curb 'the
great defamation of Religion and government', and its identity quickly became entwined
with the attacks on heterodoxy launched by the presbyterian majority in the
Westminster Assembly of divines, which opened discussions on a national religious
settlement the following month. 25 The moves towards suppression provoked renewed
exertions in the prDcess of protestant self-definition, as men who had exercised newfound freedoms in religion and publication confronted attempts to restrain both by
parliamentarians and presbyterian divines who had themselves opposed 'popish'
controls.26
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Liberty if conscience, liberty

if the press

William Hailer held it to be the 'irony of history' that Prynne's punishment served
the forces 'blindly making toward freedom', as he had no intention of 'seeking liberty of
the press in the modem sense'. 27 Recent studies of attitudes towards toleration in the
civil war period have indicated how little anyone intended to seek 'modem' liberty,
including the 'puritan tolerationists' Hailer viewed as 'champions' of press freedom. The
claim of liberty of conscience meant freedom to submit to God, not to self, as Colin
Davis has argued, invoking duties rather than rights. 28 This was reflected in the limited
extent of the toleration sought or granted, since the goal was not the toleration of
personal belief however held, with the inevitable diversity that implied, but the removal
of obstacles to conscientious belief acquired through subjection to the divine will, with
the potential unity this betokened.29 The retreat of the 'puritanism and liberty' thesis
does not lessen the importance of the 1640s debate on liberty of conscience as a source
of ideas of liberty of the press, but it invites renewed attention to the religious grounds
of the discussion .30
The opposition to press control emerged in the course of wider arguments by
independents and separatists such as Button, Henry Robinson, John Saltmarsh and John
Goodwin. 31

In essence, restraints on publication were held to impose an external,

earthly authority restricting the ability of men to obey conscience, God's authority in the
heart and mind.32 This embraced two related justifications for free expression, a defence
of the autonomy of writers and the more consequentialist claim that expression was
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justified by its effects in communicating truth to readers. The distinction, analogous to
that between worship andpreaching, was reflected in the two scriptural injunctions most
frequently deployed in defending press freedom: to 'bear witness unto the truth' Qohn
18:37), and to 'Prove all things; hold fast that which is good' (I Thess. 5:21). 33 Both
justifications rested ultimately on the view that every Christian's apprehension of
religious truth constituted his or her faith, of which God was the only judge and on
which the believer's salvation depended. For the 1640s defenders of conscience, both
also rested on the view that truth was entirely present in scripture: scriptural exegesis
was central to the claim for liberty of the press.
The two justifications were routinely combined, although one stressed the inherent
inviolability of conscientious expression, the other the use of the press in informing the
consciences of others. The former was the basis of the equation of inward and outward
'opinion' made by Burton when Prynne demanded his punishment fo r defending
independency in print. Only actions could be subject to civil authority, Burton argued,
'not bare opinions,. not thoughts, not conscience, but actions'; he and Prynne both
wrote books, but 'so long as wee differ only in opinion . .. who shall be Judge?' 34 This
was not a claim that words alone could not be harmful, but rather that words published
to the glory of God could not be gainsaid by earthly authority. To Burton, the diversity
of men's opinions underwrote the necessity of press freedom, since it was a sin for each
man not to honour God as conscience dictated.

A preface Burton added to the

republished Religio11s Peace, by the early Stuart writer Leonard Busher, pointed to the
parallels benveen Busher's attack on 'popish' bishops and resurgent persecution in the
1640s, and urged the presbyterians to 'give liberty to all to serve God according as they
are perswaded is most agreeable to his Word; to speake, write, print peaceably and
without molestation' .35
Burton furnished the most overt equation of publication with inward judgement,
but the view that expression remained within the inviolable realm of conscience was
more generally advanced. John Goodwin inveighed against the attempts of authority to
'suppresse or silence the publishing' of the 'judgements and consciences of men', while
33

See, for example, William Walwyn, The P01ver of Love (London, 1643), sig. A6r; John Saltmarsh, The Smoke in the
Temple, (London, 1646), part two, pp. 1, 12; John Goodwin, Theomachia; Or Th e Grand Impmdence of men tmming the
hazard of Fighting Against God (London, 1644), ('Theomachia' is the customary rendering of Goodwin's Greek tide);
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the anonymous author of the 1645 A11cient BouJids defended the freedom 'to preach,
write, discourse' on the grounds that this was part of the 'spiritual kingdom' of
36
The distinction between
conscience rather than the realm of 'worldly ordinances'.

temporal and spiritual spheres, the two kingdoms of Lutheran and Calvinist theology,
was the foundation of the seemingly counter-intuitive claim that conscientious
publication was not an 'outward' or worldly practice, since service to God was
necessarily 'inward and spiritual'. However, the realm of spiritual expression was not
one merely of words but of the Word. The A11cient Botmds observed that God implanted
a 'natural conscience' to guide worldly conduct but through scripture provided an
'inlightened conscience' in spiritual matters: 'liberty of free disquisition' was justified in
the spiritual sphere quite literally because God had provided the words, while in civil
affairs the magistrate's word remained fmal. This view was reflected in the emphasis
placed by writers on the distinction between the civil and spiritual 'swords': coercion was
defensible in the civil realm but only persuasion in the spiritual, using 'the sword of the
37
Spirit, the Word of. God'. John Saltmarsh argued that attempts to use the licensing

ordinance against religious expression failed to distinguish between 'Spiritual! and Civil!
Supremacie' and he criticised his opponent John Ley, a member of the Westminster
Assembly, for seeking to 'draw the Magistrates Sword out of the Scabbard ... to make us
believe what you cannot perswade us to believe, and to make it out by an Ordinance
38
what you want by Scripture'.

The Ancient Bou11ds argued further that a 'liberty of profession' in the spiritual
sphere must follow from the duty of 'trying and judging', since to hinder this was a
39
'tyrannical usurpation' over the bond God had forged betw'een understanding and will.

The implication that publication denoted an involuntary rather than culpable act was

if Co11scie71ce, itself a product of what he
4
saw as the providential 'blessed liberty of Printing'. ° Conscience could not be punished
suggested by Henry Robin son in his 1643 Liberry
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as it was not in the 'conscious power' of a man to choose to believe, Robinson argued,
but he extended this immunity to the expression of belief, criticising those who were
'contented that every man might enjoy his own Conscience quietly, but would not suffer
them to have the free exercise of it, to discourse or publish their opinions'. He insisted
that scripture required men to publish their views, since 'the same God which
commands me to trie the spirits, requires of me also that when I have found the truth, I
should notwithold it like a candle under a bushell, but teach it unto others'.

41

Robinson here indicated the closeness of the 'worship' and 'preaching' defences of
press freedom. Attempts to silence 'mechanick preachers', which led the independen t
authors of the Apo!ogetica!! Narratio11 to observe that 'the Presses were more free then the
Pulpits', prompted Saltmarsh to declare: 'Let there be liberty of the Presse for Printing,
to those that are not allowed Pulpits for Preaching; let that light come in at the window,
42
While Saltmarsh portrayed the press as a
which cannot come in at the doore'.
substitute, however, Robinson stressed its advantages, saying it ensured his words were
'better dispersed, and more freely enjoyed', and arguing that issues were 'more
43
methodically stated and explaned in writing or in Print'.

Crucially, liberty of the press was held to advance the holding of God's truth, both
by facilitating its discovery and by ensuring that the judgement of truth was sincere
44
through examination . The obligation to 'prove all things' was taken to show that the
exercise of judgement by readers required access to a range of published alternatives.
Saltmarsh defended the licenser John Bachiler against attacks by arguing that Bachiler's
intention was to give believers 'the Scripture liberty of proving and trying all things; and

amongst other mischiefes beene still as deeply engaged for Episcopacie, as ever'. The second edition of John the
Baptist included a twelve-page, separately paginated intetpolation; references to this are in square brackets.
41

42

43
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not to silence the Presse, as some would'. 45 Similarly, Religio11s Peace
argued that men
could only 'try the Spirits' if allowed to 'read other mens doctrines'. 46
The encour ageme nt of wider reading was sociologically rather than
logically tied to
protes tantism : its Biblicism fostered greater literacy, but its empha
sis on sola scriptttra
mitigated against literacy's promiscuous application. 47 Arguments
for press freedom, to
go beyon d the allowance of vernacular Bible printing, needed to
stress the clarity and
obscurity of scripture, and the ability and inability of readers to approp
riate its message. 48
Saltmarsh remarked of the New Testam ent that those who 'read it,
and are exercised in
it' needed no 'outwa rd work' but he devote d the rest of Smoke i11
the Temple to pointin g
out the scriptural misreadings of others. 49 Goodw in argued that
truth lay in God's
revelation, not human opinions, but since even the 'faithfullest of men'
could be in error
the publishing of others ' views was needed to guide them. 50 This tacit
agreement on the
insufficiency of sola scriptura in a strict sense underlay the claim that
publishing clarified
and amplified the more obscur e parts of scripture, linking press freedo
m to the wider
adiaphorist debate oq the extent of the clear fundamentals of religion
.
The paper warfare of the 1640s seeme d daily to confirm that
the truth was
incompletely known, reinforcing an emphasis on individual judgem
ent among defenders
of liberty of conscience, but this did not imply a more thorou
ghgoin g sceptical
acceptance of the unknowability of truth, still less of the incommensu
rability of relative
'truths '. The view of truth remained essentially the Christi
anized neopla tonic
concep tion of a timeless, unitary 'divine norm' towards which
men could aspire in
overcoming presen t diversity, assisted by the exchange of publish
ed opinions. 51 The
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It is for this reason that a well-known passage by Roger Williarns
connotes protesta nt literacy rather than press
freedom: 'In vaine have English Parliaments permitte d English Bibles
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simplest man or woman to search the Scriptures, if yet against their
soules perswasion from the Scripture, they
should be forced (as if they lived in Spaine or Rome it selfe without
the Bible), to beleeve as the Church beleeves':
Williarns, Blol/{fy Tenent, sig. b3v.
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licenser Charles Herle sought to assuage concern at the divisions exposed by the 'warre
of the pen', assuring readers that 'every difference in opinion, 'tis not a diversity of
Religion; Opinion is well called the spie of Truth, reasons projector'. 52 Saltmarsh
stressed that 'Truth must be all one, and the same, and homogeneall', naming Augustine
and Luther among his predecessors in 'fmding truth in degrees'. 53 In part this view
reflected ideas of the pn·sca theologia, with sinful man labouring to restore the body of
knowledge lost at the Fall. The search for truth was the atonement of the people of
God, wrote Goodwin .54 The endeavour would only cease with the fmal separation of
truth and error at the end of the world - which many millenarian thinkers held to be
imminent- but in the present the labour continued. 55
Scripture enshrined God's truth, so its clarification was central to this task.
Robinson observed that the Bible 'cannot but be at unity within it selfe' but some texts
'contradict themselves' in men's eyes, requiring debate over their meaning. Because each
man judged his own religion to be true, this 'combat' must be 'fought out upon eaven
ground, on equall

t~rmes,

neither side must expect to have greater liberty of speech,

writing, Printing, or whatsoever else, then the other'.56

Bachiler's imprimatur to

Goodwin's work declared similarly that it was the licenser's duty as a Christian 'to suffer
faire-play on all sides' when the aim was to discover truth. 57 Clearly if truth was unitary
some views had to be errors, but the necessity of discovering truth was held to justify
the publication of what might prove erroneous. 'I contend not for variety of opinions, I
know there is but one truth,' declared one writer, 'but better many errours of some
kinde suffered, then one usefull truth be obstructed' . 58

Robinson defended his own

possible publication of error in terms of the obligations of conscience: 'I apprehend it to
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be the truth, and doe but discharge my conscience, though it be erronious, desiring to
see the warrant for persecuting such as teach or publish erronious doctrines'.

59

To the advocates of liberty of the press, the identification of truth must lie outside
the ambit of civil or ecclesiastical authority since official sanction could not make truth
more or less the truth, and moreover could not secure its sincere apprehension. As
Saltmarsh observed of the attempt to suppress his pamphlets, 'If the Laws of Truth
were founded as the Laws of Civil States, in a meer Legislative power; then Popery hath
60
as good assurance as any'. However, the claim that free expression would lead to truth

did not mean truth could be identified with, or constituted by, readers' judgements, even
if the call for press freedom generally involved an elevated assessment of ordinary men's
61
rational potential. Goodwin dismissed an adversary's boast of representing a 'pluralitie

of voices' -in its seventeenth-centur y sense of quantity, not diversity- saying the claim
was as meaningless as suggesting that because 'the Papists proclaime, that they have
62
pluralitie of voyces, martyrs, &c. Ergo, they are in the right'.

The method .of truth's triumph was rarely made explicit, which itself reflected
assurance regarding its immanence: truth was to be dis-covered, freed from its covering
of popish obscurantism. Men could trust to the 'self-conviction of heresie and errour',
63
wrote Robinson. If a model was discernible it was facilitated by the dual role of the

press as a forum for writers' exchanges and medium of popular instruction, assuming to
print traditional functions of manuscript and pulpit. Mistaken writers would accept they
were in error and cease to mislead a general readership; truth could then emerge to
convince that readership, while not depending on the approbation of readers or civil
power for its authority. Saltmarsh accused the presbyterian heresiographer Thomas
Edwards of writing Gangraena in 'Letters of Blood' but said he would not have him
punished, instead anticipating seeing him 'in the flowings of a more h eavenly Spirit...
64
Busher conjectured that after
write against your own Book, and let the world see'.

reading his work the bishops would beg for mercy, for compelling religion and for
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burning men's books.

He provided a lengthy account of their imagined plea, and

Button's preface anticipated the reprinted book having the same effect on 'my Brethren
of the Presbyterian way'.

65

The promise of press freedom was therefore the silencing of the erroneous
through self-censorship rather than the encouragement of diversity, even if in practice
its effect was paper warfare with unpredictable political implications.

This outcome

should not obscure the religious basis of the case for liberty of the press, nor its limits.
The 'immunity and impunity of differing opinions' was agreed to be lost when a tract
left the spiritual sphere, although writers could differ over where the boundaries lay.

66

Irreligion was clearly excluded but the scripturist basis of the defence of free expression
could make this an elastic category. Button accused presbyterian writers who failed to
make their case scripturally of being heretics whose 'Quils in Presses' had overrun the
67
boundaries of Christianity.

Saltmarsh insisted that all inquiries into truth must be

'according to Scripture-rule', since 'not direct from Scripture, is indirect and
repugnant'. 68 Busher's argument for press freedom has been seen as precociously liberal
for its insistence on the right of 'every person or persons, yea ]ewes and Papists, to
write, dispute, confer and reason, print and publish'. However, he went on to insist that
only scriptural arguments could lawfully be used, which he saw as effectively silencing
catholics and all 'false Bishops and Ministers'.

69

The A1tcie11t Bou11ds similarly excluded from immunity the 'positive malignity' of
70
Other writers were not
catholics and atheists, as well as opposition to the Trinity.

always explicit in demarcating the boundaries of free publication, although their
emphasis on liberty of the press as an immunity for the scripture-informed protestant
conscience means it cannot be assumed its provisions were intended to extend further.

An ambiguous case was that of Henry Robinson, who rejected toleration of catholics 'by
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reason of their Idolatry' but in asserting the duty to convert 'Papists, ]ewes, Turkes,
Pagans, Hereticks' argued that these too must have use of print in defending their views,
adding: 'see what the Pope can say, Episcopacie, Presbyterie, or any other'.71 It seems
probable, however, that Robinson here envisaged a set-piece trial of opinions leading to
the 'self-conviction' of false religion, since he anticipated any 'Babe!' resulting from free
expression gradually subsiding. 72
The most evident point at which expression departed from the spiritual sphere was
when publication impinged on civil peace, and writers routinely confirmed that it was
the duty of the magistrate to control opinions which threatened public order. Burton's
defence of publishing as conscientious opinion was preceded by his endorsement of
Romans 13, submitting to the 'lawfull coercive power of civill magistrates', and he
argued that men could only defend their religion in print with the proviso of laws 'to
restrain all kinde of vice or violence'. 73 Saltmarsh similarly urged 'communication for all'
in spiritual matters, while adding: 'Let all that teach or print be accountable ... to the
Magistrate, under whom we are to live a peaceable and quiet life'. 74 The references to
the effects of expression seem to reflect a rejection of pre-publication restraint and
acceptance of post-publication punishment, but the distinction was rarely addressed
directly and it is not clear that writers uniformly opposed the prior restraint of nonconscientious works.

The A11cie11t Bou11ds, for example, excluded from immunity any

opinions 'wanting in their due proportion of benevolence to public peace'. 75
Since the magistrate was acknowledged to have the right to determine what was in
the interests of peace, the idea of liberty of the press could have a theoretically narrow
compass.

At the same time, a defence of scripturally-based publication was hardly

narrow in the seventeenth century: to those in authority its potential application was
alarmingly wide, and for writers to suggest that each man might pit his conscience
against earthly restrictions on free expression was itself dangerous.

In 1644, Burton
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reminded Prynne how the two men had suffered 'upon that tragicall stage' but said he
remained ready to transgress unjust laws seeking to silence him, even if Prynne sought to
resurrect the sword of 'Antichristian tyranny' against him.76

The Hartlib circle and Macaria
The eschatological impulse behind the advocacy of press freedom appeared in a
different guise in the writings of the circle around the educational reformer Samuel
Hartlib, whose utopian manifesto A Descriptio11

rf the Famous Ki11gdo:me rf Macaria featured

one of the seventeen th century's best-know n paeans to print. Elsewhere, Hartlib's close
collaborator John Dury indicated the ground shared with the defenders of conscience,
claiming to use his 'freedome of speech through Christ' and arguing that the publishing
of the circle's tracts was justified by 'the liberty of publique communication of the best
things, which in the kingdome of God must alwaies bee inviolably observed'. 77 The
prisca theologia was also emphasised, Dury urging that no protestan t should be unwilling
'to communi cate the fruits of his spiritual! talents towards the building up of truth',
while John Hall, friend of Hartlib and Milton, said the scattered body of learning could
be built up again if parliament would 'take off that hatefull gagg of licensing'. 78 At the
same time, the group's orientation towards scientific as well as religious knowledge was
indicated in letters to Hartlib in the mid-1640s by Sir Cheney Culpeper, who attacked
the 'presbyterialllocke upon the presse' and voiced the hope that 'wee shall by degrees ..
. try every spirit & that as well in rationall as spirituall thinges'.79

The oppositio n to existing press restraints had been indicated earlier in Macmia,
published in late 1641, where it was declared that 'the Art of Printing will so spread
knowledge, that the common people, knowing their own rights and liberties, will not be
governed by way of oppression'. 80 With its secular tone and emphasis on rights, the
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passage has been seen as an anticipation of later ideas of free expression, but it is more
clearly viewed as a reaction against escalating paper warfare rather than its celebration. 81
The passage's less frequently-quoted conclusion, 'and so, by little and little, all
Kingdomes will be like to Macaria', suggested how the aspiration was less an open-ended
commitment to free expression than the end-point of a Macarian peace of silence. 82
There was a millenarian cast to this vision, but Macaria was held to be within reach
before 'the day of judgement' and the tract itself represented a blueprint for reformation
to be inaugurated by parliament. 83 However, while the printing of such treatises, and a
Hartlib-inspired literacy campaign, might bring the English public to its shores, in the
land of Macaria there was little room for unauthorised public expression. New opinions
in religion were to be disputed before a learned great council once a year and determined
as truth or error, resulting in 'infallible tenets, which may be proved by invincible
arguments', to be taught to the people. This would end diversity in opinion, to the
extent that anyone seeking to 'publish a new opinion to the Common people, he shall
be accounted a disturber of the publick peace, and shall suffer death for it'. 84
The inspiration for the Macarian pursuit of knowledge derived from John
Comenius and Francis Bacon, both of whom emphasised the need for free learned
communication but also the authorisation of knowledge. 85 The Comenian dream of an
encyclopedia of 'Universall Learning' was outlined in a tract sponsored by Hartlib in
1642, in which Comenius urged that all writers might be free to publish their views in
seeking to contribute, but if found contrary to truth or piety 'they shall be for ever
silenced'. 86 In Bacon's Wise a11d Moderate Discourse, published posthumously in 1641, it
was argued that debating religious controversies in 'Presse & Pulpit' only inflamed
opinion, because the 'people is no meet judge or arbitrator', such matters instead
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requiring determination by the 'moderate, quiet, and private assemblies of the learned'. 87
In similar vein, Hartlib and Dury called in 1647 for the creation of an 'Office of
Addresse for Communicatio ns' which would accept treatises on religion and wider
learning, correct errors and set forth truth, thereby serving to prevent dispute. The dual
emphasis on free learned exchange and authorised knowledge - Dury's 'learned Presse'
_ reflected an ambivalent approach to press freedom which was to be reflected in
Restoration attitudes towards licensing. 88

Milton and Areopagitica
In November 1644, John Milton published the seventeenth century's most
extensive treatise on the liberty of the press and a work destined to become one of the
most celebrated of English prose tracts, Areopagitica; A Speech qf Mr. ]oh11 Milto11 For the

Liberty qf Unlicellc'd Pri11ti11g. Largely ignored in its own time, it was to sound echoes in
the discussion of liberty of the press later in the century, although it would be many
more years before it assumed its liberal status as the 'classic argument for free speech'. 89
The volume of scholarship on Areopagitica testifies to its enduring interest, but posterity's
engagement has been with Milton's wider literary and political significance more than
the seventeenth-c entury discussion of press freedom. 90 Areopagitica was rooted in the
contemporary debate but also to some extent transcended it, not least in being the
longest and most explicit treatment of its subject. Milton shared the concerns of the
defenders of liberty of conscience but diverged from their sola scriptura preoccupation s,
and shared the Hartlib concern for the building of knowledge but not the appetite for its
'01
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formal authorisation. However, recent estimates of Milton's transcendence have tended
to obscure the religious commitments which bound him to the 1640s discussion of
liberty of the press. Milton aimed to further a reformation which was being obstructed
by the misuse of political power for theocratic ends, not to advance a 'revolutionary
conception of the public sphere'. 91

His tract may have contributed to the widening

realm of public discussion in the 1640s, but his idea of press freedom was dedicated to
the advance of God's truth.
In assessing whether Areopagitica was primarily religious or political, one underused piece of evidence is the author's subsequent denial that it was either.

T11e

autobiographical section of the Second Difence of 1654 is well-known, as ts Milton's
separation of the 'three varieties of liberty', religious, domestic and civil, but the
inclusion of Areopagitica's subject-matter within the 'domestic' sphere merits attention. 92
One view holds that the categorisation relates narrowly to Areopagiticds origins as a
response to the condemnation of the Doctrim and Discipline qf Divorce, with Herbert
Palmer's call for

th~

burning of the 'wicked booke' and the referral of the case to the

Commons.93 This was an important influence, and in the preface to the revised Doctrine

and Discipline, published early in 1644, Milton responded with what was effectively a
precis of the case for conscientious expression: 'Let not other men thinke their
conscience bound to search continually after truth, to pray for enlightning from above
to publish what they think they have so obtaind & debarr me from conceiving my self
ty'd by the same duties'.94 However, to view the Second Difence's categorisation only as a
reference to writing about 'domestic' issues such as divorce suggests Milton would have
agreed with the charge that Areopagitica reflected only 'personal inconvenience'. 95
Equally, David Norbrook's argument that it indicated Milton's desire to reclaim free
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discussion from the 'private monopolies of church and state' does not explain
convincingly why a 'republicanizing public sphere' should be viewed as 'domestic'. 96
Milton's efforts to bridge the 'public-private split' can more readily be understood
m the context of arguments identifying publication with the inward sphere of
conscience. 97

The 'free publication of thoughts', as the Second Difence characterised

Areopagiticds claim, constituted a 'domestic' or 'personal' liberty because it represented
ideas rather than action, in the sense conveyed in Burton's Vitidication, which appeared
nine days before Areopagitica. 98 The currency of describing conscience as the 'domestic
god' and 'household guardian' was noted by Jeremy Taylor, and Locke also later
employed the analogy. 99 It was to this god that Milton deferred in demarcating the area
of spiritual responsibility free from outward constraint, including that of church
government, the subject of the Seco11d Dife11ce's 'religion' category. The fusing of thought
and expression was reflected in one of Areopagitica's most celebrated declamations: 'Give
me the liberty to know, to utter, and to argue freely according to conscience, above all
liberties'. It was also .apparent in Milton's claim that 'hee who destroyes a good Booke,
kills reason it selfe, kills the Image of God, as it were in the eye'. 100
The separation of conscience from censurable action served to underpin Milton's
rejection of licensing and acceptance of post-publicati on control. There should be no
control over the 'nativity of any mans intellectuall off spring' but 'if it prov'd a Monster,
who denies, but that it was justly burnt'. Books were the 'breath of reason' but they
could also be 'those fabulous Dragons teeth; and being sown up and down, may chance
to spring up armed men'. 101 Published words lost their immunity when they became
manifest actions through outward effects: 'it is of greatest concernment in the Church
and Commonweal th, to have a vigilant eye how Bookes demeane themselves, as well as
men; and thereafter to confme, imprison and do sharpest justice on them' .102 These
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were less the views of a man wh ose foremost concern was to secure free political debate
than of someone concerne d to establish parameters for the legitimate exerCise of
. .
.
103
re l1gtous conscienc
Where an older view secularised Areopagitica by ignoring its
e.
context in favour of its 'universal' truths, recent interpreta tions have secularised the
treatise by treating its context as essentially political, particularly emphasising Milton's
nascent republicanism. 104 Humanis t learning suffused the structure and language of

Areopagitica, and clearly Milton was willing to advance an array of arguments for press
freedom, h ere and elsewhere . In Tetrachordotl the following year h e spoke of having
'licence by the right of nature, and that liberty wherein I was born, to defend myself
publicly against a printed Calumny' .105 However, this should not eclipse the religiosity of
Areopagiticds motivation, premises and intended application. 106
The passage in which Milton most explicitly defended political expressio n occurred
in the guise of his initial 'speech' to parliament. The respectful address was presented as
the model for such expression: 'When complaints are freely heard, deeply consider'd ,
and speedily reform'd,. then is the utmost bound of civill liberty attain'd, that wise men
looke for' .107 Justifying a tract as an address to parliament or king was a standard
seventeen th-centur y practice, the former frequ ently adopted by Milton. 108 Th e humanist
influence on its form in Areopagitica is indicated not least by the tract's title, but it also
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reflected indigenous conventions of petitioning and addressing authority. 109 This was
the basis of the claim noted by Milton, and repeated tirelessly by the Levellers, that an
open press 'was the peoples birthright and priviledge in time of Parlament'. 110
Milton claimed his 'civillliberty' for the specific purpose of calling on parliament
to rescind the licensing ordinance. 111 Areopagitica's broader argument for liberty of the
press was directed against clerical intrusion in conscientious expression, the most
immediate manifestation of which had been the influence of the Assembly divines over
licensing. This preoccupation led Milton to refer to the licensers as being all clergymen,
although less than half had been deputed to deal with religious books. 112

It also

underlaid his extended genealogy of attitudes to the control of expression, which
strategically ignored the history of press control in England to identify licensing as an
innovation emerging from the 'Anti-christian malice and mystery' of Rome. 113
Successive popes extended their 'dominion over mens eyes', burning and prohibiting
books to increase their power, culminating in the introduction of the I11dex, the Trentine
rejection of vernacular scripture - 'the Bible it selfe put by the Papist into the first rank
of prohibited books' - and the enforcement of licensing by 'glutton Friers'. 114 The
practice of press control then 'crept out of the Inquisition' and was taken up by the
'apishly Romanizing' English prelacy, and although presbyterians had opposed licensing
when they were persecuted, they were now the persecutors. 115

Presbyterians had

insisted that 'while Bishops were to be baited down, then all Presses might be open', and
some had been among those who 'by their unlicen't books to the contempt of an
Imprimatur first broke that triple ice clung about our hearts', but now, it appeared,
'Bishops and Presbyters are the same to us both name and thing'. 116
109
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TI1e impositions of prelates and presbyterians amounted to the same intrusion into
the expression of conscience, an interference with godly duty. Milton's tract did not
have the sola scriptum emphasis of Burton or Saltmarsh, but scriptural references were
frequent- more than a dozen to the epistles of St Paul alone- and Biblical injunctions
guided the argument even when recourse was made to natural law ideas or 'heathen
learning'. The use of John Selden's De Jure Natura!i, for example, augmented Milton's
exegesis of the duty to 'Prove all things' by underwriting the 'scanning of error to the
confirmation of truth'. 117 Equally, Milton did not emphasise the distinction between
spiritual and temporal kingdoms to the extent of denying all civil jurisdiction over
religion, as had separatist writers and as did Milton elsewhere. This was the basis of
Sirluck's central contention that he intended a tactical appeal to the erastians m
parliament, revealed by his 'surprising and (from the point of view of logic) damaging
avoidance of the argument for separation of church and state'. 118

However, while

Milton's intentions may have been tactical, the supposition that the spiritual-temporal
distinction

necessitat~d

an 'absolute' separation was belied by the subsequent debate on

press freedom, which engaged writers of differing ecclesiological views - often nonseparatist - who nonetheless shared a concern to demarcate an invblable realm of
.

.

.

consc1en t1ous express10n.

119

Milton held that preventing a man from expressmg his faith was itself an
imposition on conscience, although this was largely inseparable from the claim that free
expression would bring men closer to truth.

It was God's will that a man 'judicious,

learned, and of a conscience' might 'openly by writing publish to the world what his
opinion is', but the benefits accrued not only to himself but to others. 120 The freedom
of the conscientious man of learning was emphasised throughout Areopagitica. It was
this which made the post of licenser untenable, because the incumbent would need to
be superior in intellect to those he judged, in which case he would not want or need the
onerous job, or inferior, in which case he was not qualified to judge. Licensers would be
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'ignorant, 1mpenous, and rem1sse, or basely pecuniary', while those suppressed were
likely to be of the 'free and ingenuous sort' who studied 'not for lucre, or any other end,
but the service of God and of truth'.

121

The emphasis on the learned writer suggests how Milton broadly shared the view
of two audiences for print, and two stages in the process of truth acquisition. The
discovery of truth was a collaborative venture between writers of differing views,
accompanied by the circulation of its conclusions to a wider readership. There would be
'one generall and brotherly search after Truth' founded on 'free consciences', with men
'by their studious lamps' seeking out the ideas of the 'approaching Reformation', then
122
Nigel Smith
writing and publishing them for 'others as fast reading, trying all things'.

has claimed Areopagitica was about education rather than toleration, but it was about
toleration a11d education. Most of all, it was about the liberty of the press, because print
provided the preconditions for the increased holding of truth, permitting the exchange
of competing views and the dissemination of knowledge to a wide audience.

123

The

writer 'calls out his adversary' to 'try the matter by dint of argument', at which point
truth's 'confuting is the best and surest suppressing'.

Truth could then disseminate

further through print, a process Milton viewed as analogous to preaching, Christ himself
having 'preacht in publick; yet writing is more publick then preaching'.

Given the

'pregnant soile' of a free press, 'wise and faithful! labourers' could 'make a knowing
124
people, a Nation of Prophets, of Sages, and of Worthies'.

Milton shared the conception of truth's essential unity but present obscurity,
speaking of truth as 'homogeneal' while offering an account of the sundering and
potential recovery of the prisca theologia which substituted the malign influence of
catholicism for the Fall. Truth came into the world 'with her divine Master, and was a
perfect shape', but after he ascended, 'a wicked race of deceivers . . . hewd her lovely
form into a thousand peeces, and scatter'd them to the four winds'. Milton held that
only the second coming would restore truth entirely, but he appealed to parliament:
'Suffer not these licencing prohibitions to stand at every place of opportunity forbidding
and disturbing them that continue seeking', and he attacked the 'dividers of unity, who
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neglect and permit not others to unite those dissever'd peeces which are yet wanting to
the body of Truth'. The situation was one of unavoidable but not immutable diversity;
the variety of opinions could be attenuated, since 'opinion in good men is but
knowledge in the making'. 125

Milton deferred to the platonism of Lord Brooke in

observing that God's truth 'may have more shapes then one' in indifferent matters; as
Brooke observed, 'Unity is that wherein wee carry some touches, some lineaments of his
Majesty'. 126 At the same time, Milton rejected Plato's own strictures on publishing,
expressed in the La1vs and the Republic. In part this was through the often-noted reductio

ad absurdum by which the licensing of expression would lead to the licensing of
everything from music to clothes, but Milton also argued against the inconsistency of a
prodigious writer opposing writing.

Plato's limitations could be intended only for a

utopia rather than a real commonwealth since they would require 'a Library of smaller
bulk then his own dialogues'; if Plato was not 'a Law-giver to himself', how could his
laws apply to others? 127
In his conviction that truth would emerge from the clash of opinions, Milton
went beyond any emphasis on the eirenic spirituality of conscientious expression to
celebrate published words as weapons in the 'wars of Truth'. The exertions of writers
became a reflection of the 'shop of warre' in the 'vast City' of civil war London. 128
Some of Areopagitica's most striking passages - echoed by Restoration writers - were
those depicting paper warfare as the prelude to the victory of truth, and celebrating the
assurance of that victory. 'So Truth be in the field, we do injuriously by licencing and
prohibiting to misdoubt her strength. Let her and Falshood grapple; who ever knew
'

Truth put to the wors, in a free and open encounter'; and a few lines later: 'For who
knows not that Truth is strong next to the Almighty; she needs no policies, nor
stratagems, nor licencings to make her victorious, those are the shifts and the defences
.
h er power. >129
th at error uses agamst
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Areopagitica had affinities with the Hartlib enterprise, but ultimately Milton did not
share the Macarian vision of the enforcement of a single body of truth, partly because
truth would not be made whole until the second coming, and partly because for men to
judge as God required implied the ability to choose. When God gave Adam reason, 'he
gave him freedom to choose, for reason is but choosing', and every grown man was
similarly trusted 'with the gift of reason to be his own chooser'. Failure to exercise this
gift meant 'a man may be a heretick in the truth,' because 'if he beleeve things only
because his Pastor sayes so, or the Assembly so determins, without knowing other
130
reason, though his belief be true, yet the very truth he holds, becomes his heresie' .

The sufficiency of sincere and rational 'choosing' were to be central to the later
discussion of press freedom, including Milton's Of True Religio11, but Areopagitica
emphasised not only men's ability to judge but 'to judge aright'. The 'common people'
of England were not a 'laick rabble' requiring the guidance of a licenser, but could be
131
trusted with printed pamphlets and sermons.

Milton's confidence in the people

famously diminished in tracts such as Eiko11oklastes, although this was already suggested
in Areopagiticds distinctions between the 'studious' writer and the 'common reader', the
latter prone to credulity in the face of heresy. Press control was a 'common grievance',
but it was the grievance of those who had raised their 'minds and studies above the
vulgar pitch'. 132
Milton's ambivalence towards readers, and the centrality of ideas of conscience,
religious truth and anti-popery to Areopagitica, call into question his portrayal as
spokesman of a proto-modem public sphere, although these factors suggest how he
later felt able to act as a licenser, with duties primarily related to political rather than
religious expression. 133 This is also suggested by the limits he placed on the scope of
press freedom in Areopagitica: his target was the licensing regime 'importun'd' by
presbyterian divines but he was not uniformly opposed to pre-publication control.
Milton did not extend the immunity afforded to conscience to 'scandalous, seditious,
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and libellous Books', or Mercurius Au/icus, 'that continu'd Court-libell'. Works that were
professedly religious were not immune if they could be anticipated to cause harm to the
protestan t state or religion. In this category Milton famously placed catholic writings, 'I
mean not tolerated Popery, and open superstition, which as it extirpats all religions and
civill supremacies, so it self should be extirpat', as well as 'that also which is impious or
evil absolutely either against faith or maners'. He also proposed suppressing the
presbyterian 'suppresso rs'. Protestan ts already held a 'great measure of truth', he argued,
and the rightful realm of press freedom was the remaining 'neighbor ing differences, or
rather indifferences' which could be explored while maintaining a 'unity of spirit'. 134
These limits do not make Milton 'illiberal' but rather locate him within a seventeen thcentury discourse on press freedom premised on the immunities, and boundaries, of
protestan t conscience.

The Levellers: religion and politics
To Fredrick Siebert, a few lines in the Leveller petition of 18 January 1649
provided the most 'compreh ensive' argument for press freedom 'in the literature of
liberty'. The petition declared that press restraint was opposed to the 'liberties of the
people', and if governm ent was to be just, 'it will be good, if not absolutely necessary for
them, to hear all voices and judgments, which they can never do, but by giving freedom
to the Press, and in case any abuse their authority by scandalous pamphlet s, they will
never want Advocate s to vindicate their innocency'. In the Levellers, Siebert found his
'champion s' of the principle of press freedom. 135 A fascination with the Levellers for
their 'modernit y' persists in the twenty-first century, recent accounts viewing the 1649
petition as having voiced 'democrat ic principles ' in a debate that was 'protoliberal in its
emphasis on freedom' .136 The Levellers were certainly exceptional: the vigour with
which they called for liberty of the press in terms of political expression departed not
only from argument s which preceded them but in large part from those which followed
in the seventeen th century.
134
135

136

However, the nature of their difference can only be
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understood against the background of religious contention which drove the discussion
of press freedom in the 1640s and in which Leveller thinking was rooted: liberty of
137
conscience was as persistent a Leveller demand as political reform.

The 18 January petition responded to attempts by the army and parliament to
curtail Leveller print agitation, a campaign which extended during 1649 to arrests, the
138
trial of Lilburne for treason and a new Act restricting the press.

The petition's

concerns reflected this period of political crisis, but its call for press freedom also bore
the stamp of the religious concerns with which Levellerism emerged. The need for
parliament to 'hear all voices' linked the Leveller emphasis on rights of petitioning to the
scriptural injunction to 'try all things', while the petition's further claim that the 'freedom
of the people' necessitated 'writing, printing, and publishing their minds freely' in effect
offered a secularised restatement of the Leveller defence of religious profession which
139
had been a central theme in the Whitehall debates weeks earlier.

In discussing

religious compulsion, the army leader Henry Ireton had observed that parliament could
not bind men minds, having 'not power to conclude your inward, but your outward
140
The Leveller response, probably by Richard Overton,
man' for the sake of peace.

challenged the way this 'outward' power was being 'taken for granted', since it could
restrain a man fulfilling his duty to God, and he insisted there must be freedom 'in
. . '141
matters o f optmon .
The Levellers as an identifiable group were in large part a product of print. The
paths of Lilburne, Overton, William Walwyn and others converged through their
publishing activities in the mid-1640s, their ideas, strategy and political cohesion
informed by print and the punishments it brought, from Lilbume's Star Chamber
condemnation in 1638 for circulating Bastwick's books to repeated incarcerations in
137
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1646-9, the period when the label 'Leveller' was first used. David Wootton has spoken
of the 'extraordinary faith' the Levellers placed in the power of words, calling it a faith
which 'seems ludicrous to us', but it clearly was not incongruous in a society ruled by the
Word, and in a decade which saw paper war lead to civil war.

142

Walwyn declared in 1649 that 'I have alwaies said, that printing (if any thing in this
age) would preserve us from slavery'.

143

His statement has the tenor of the later Leveller

petitions, but the roots of his thinking on the press lay in the debate on liberty of
conscience of the early 1640s, when the enslavement he denounced was presbyterian-led
religious compulsion. This was expressed in a series of tracts between 1643 and 1646,
144
including The Compassio11ate SamaritatJe, published in the summer of 1644.

Walwyn

endorsed the 1643 licensing ordinance as a means to 'restrain the venting and dispersing
of the Kings writings and his Agents', but complained that the machinations of divines
meant licensing had 'stopt the mouthes of good men', and he insisted that no man
145
The
should be 'punished or discountenanced by Authority' for his religious opinion.

'Presbyterian Prelacy' .were accused of seeking to make themselves 'Masters of the
people' by becoming 'Masters of the Presse', publishing falsehood and denying any
reply, setting an earthly ordinance against Christ's ordinance requiring that men try all
146
.
th mgs .
Walwyn grounded his defence of publication on the rejection of a distinction
between belief and action in spiritual matters. He attacked Thomas Edwards' calls for
the punishment of heretical writers by insisting that 'only things natural! and rationall are
properly subject unto government' while 'things supematurall' were immune. This was
because they were matters of men's 'owne mindes', he argued, but he then extended this
147
In response to the
immunity to apply equally to 'practice, in things supematurall'.

same Prynne tract which led Button to assimilate publishing to thought, Walwyn
declared that each man required both 'the freedome of his minde, and exercise of his
142
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conscience', as it was a sm to 'forbeare to doe that which his understanding and
.
b'm des h'1m to per1orme
c
' .148
conscience
In the Compassio11ate Samarita11e, Walwyn
suggested that this made the publishing of religious views an involuntary act, arguing that
no man ought to be punished for his opinion, because he was 'necessitated to be of that
mind', and 'where there is a necessity there ought to be no punishment, for punishment
. th e recompence o f vo 1untary actions
.
' .149
1s
Alongside this view, Walwyn repeatedly emphasised that liberty of expression would
permit truth to come to light. 150 His encomiums to truth were comparable to those of
Milton, and one in particular was echoed in Areopagitica: 'Truth was not used to feare, or
to seeke shifts or stratagems for its advancement... they who are assured of her should
desire that all mens mouthes should be open, that so errour may discover its foulnes and
trueth become more glorious by a victorious conquest after a fight in open field'. 151
Walwyn called on the Westminster Assembly to 'publish to the world' and in turn 'invite
every man to give them their best light and information' on the grounds that this 'might
peradventure be a meanes to fmd out all truth' . If men were to be 'brought to be of one
mind ... it must be by liberty of discourse, and liberty of writing'.152
Walwyn shared the conviction that confutation would lead to opponents falling
silent, anticipating Prynne's 'change of mind' and devoting a pamphlet to a 'prediction'
of the Edwards' 'recantation'. 153

However, he also gestured towards the social

egalitarianism associated with Leveller thought in emphasising the capacity of readers to
judge rightly, insisting that the separatists he defended should be recognised as 'rationall
examiners', and that 'plaine truth' could exercise all men's minds. He even hinted that
readers' responses might represent a measure of truth, predicting that Prynne's errors
would be revealed in tl1e way his works would 'under sell browne paper'. 154 A belief in
the reasoning powers of the unlearned was coupled with tl1e suspicion of learning which
148
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William Walwyn, The P01ver ofLove (London, 1643), sig. A 7v-A8r.
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was to infuse Leveller polemic. Where the Levellers attacked the obfuscation of legal
proceedings, Walwyn saw the use of Latin, Greek and Hebrew as an 'Art' by which
ordinary Englishmen were deceived into thinking their judgement of scripture was
inadequate. 155 He insisted that those of the 'meanest capacity' could be assured that 'all
156
necessary knowledge is easie to be had, and by themselves acquirable' from the Bible.

The degree to which Walwyn attenuated the message of Christianity, at times to
little more than to 'walk in love as Christ hath loved', marked him out from the
scripturist preoccupations of other writers who defended press freedom. Like Milton,
scriptural commitments guided his writings, but his reticence in citing chapter and verse
led to the claim that he wanted to 'have all the Bibles in England burnt', drawing his
157
This emphasis
response that reason and philosophy could never supplant revelation.

on the spirit rather than the word also meant that he did not justify his own writings, or
liberty of the press, primarily in terms of the need for scriptural interpretation and
. 158
exp Ianat10n.
Walwyn's unwijlingness to present scriptural exegesis as print's main justification
can be seen as one source of the secularity of later Leveller claims for press freedom.
However, the emphasis of his early writings remained on the defence of religious
opinions, and he was as assiduous as other writers in appending the proviso that the civil
magistrate could act against opinions leading to 'disquiet to the State'.

This clearly

applied after publication, but Walwyn's support for the use of the licensing ordinance in
159
suppressing the 'venting' of royalist views indicates that he made no firm distinction.

Equally, the scope of his religious toleration was wide, but the parameters were not
always clear. At one point he exempted even blasphemy from suppression, arguing that
'the more horrid and blasphemous the opinion is, the easier supprest, by reason and
argument', but elsewhere he specifically excluded from immunity any blasphemous
160
Walwyn
opinions, and extended this to all 'reproachfulllanguage' as a threat to peace.

urged the toleration of independents and protestant sects, although it is less certain he
supported free expression for catholics, his only explicit advocacy of catholic toleration
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being directed towards private worship, urging that they should be allowed to 'live
. tl y toge th er' .161
qU1e
Walwyn's life and writings embraced a more publicly political commitment from
1645 when he met Lilburne and published a tract condemning the recent arrest of the

younger man. 162 The printer appended a note advising the reader to read the newlypublished Eng!mtds Birthfjght Justified, in which Lilburne attacked the 1643 Licensing
Ordinance as a continuation of the 'Arbitrary Designes' of 'Canterbury and his
Malignant party' but portrayed it less as a clerical weapon than a means by which the
'Rights and Liberties of the free-borne people of this Nation' were being subverted by
163
the stationers' 'tyrannical Monopoly of Printing'.

concerns were foremost in his Copie

However, Lilburne's religious

if a Letter in the same year, in which he accused the

'BlackeCoates in the Synod', as well as his adversary Prynne, of following in the
'tyrannical steps' of the prelates, who he said had learned from tl1e Spanish inquisition
how to lock up the press. He particularly objected to the Assembly divines 'stopping
the Presse against u.s, while things are in debate', and this concern was given wider
application in the emphasis he placed on the press being free during the sitting of
parliament. Prynne should have 'fought and contended with us upon even ground and
equal! termes, namely that the Presse might be as open for us as for you, and as it was at
the beginning of this Parliament'. As well as this being the subject's liberty, Lilburne
held that a sitting parliament was able to punish anyone 'that shall abuse his penne'.
There was some irony in the fact that within a year Lilburne's further imprisonment
prompted the claim of the Remo11stra11ce

if Mat!J

Thousa11d Citize11s that parliament was

164
punishing men after the fashion of Star Chamber.

The attack on press control was also advanced by Richard Overton in 1645 in his

Araignmwt

if Mr.

Persecutio11, published with a parodic title-page recalling the sixteenth-

century Marprelate tracts and carrying the mock imprimatur, 'Licenced, and printed
165
Overton
according to Holy Order, but not Entered into the Stationers Monopole'.

attributed press control to the attack on liberty of conscience and defended print's role
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m increasing 'spiritual knowledge'.

He accused the presbyterians of upholding 'the

accursed Doctrine of Persecution, least liberty of printing, writing, teaching, should
discover their deceipts'. Through such liberty, he argued, truth could flourish and grow,
'for no man knoweth but in part, and what wee know, we receive it by degrees, now a
166
litle, and then a litle' .

The views of Walwyn and Overton came together in 1646 in the RemoJJstratJce

rf

Mm!J Thousa11d Citize11s, the first developed statement of Leveller aims and a key
document in tracing the link forged between the religious and political applications of
press freedom. 167

The Remo11strance reflected the conviction that, rather than being

imposed upon by theocratic presbyterians, parliament was itself seeking 'Lordship over
us'. Although advanced as a petition, its tone was forthright rather than supplicatory,
reminding M.P.s that they were the people's 'Agents' and protesting that they
'countenance onely one, open the Printing-presse onely unto one, and that to the
Presbyterie'. This prefaced the linking of scriptural injunction and political discussion
that was to recur in

the 1649 petition: 'Why is it that you have stopt the Presse,' it asked,

'if you lock up your selves from hearing all voices, how is it possible you should try all
things?' In an echo of Walwyn's call to the Assembly, the Remo11stra11ce urged parliament
to declare its intentions and to 'heare all things that can be spoken with or against the
same, and to that intent, let the imprisoned Presses at liberty, that all mens
understandings may be more conveniently informed, and convinced, as farre as is
possible by the equity of your Proceedings'.

168

The calls for liberty of the press and liberty of conscience were invoked, and
linked, in further Leveller tracts. The 'large petition' of 1647 held that 'no man for
preaching or publishing his opinion in Religion, in a peaceable way, may be punished or
persecuted as heretical!, by Judges that are not infallible' since this could lead to truth
169
There remained, however, a potential asymmetry
rather than error being suppressed.

between religious and political claims, suggested by the absence of an overt commitment
to liberty of the press in the first Agreemmt
166
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which the movement united.

It has been argued that the Agreeme11t's demand for

freedom in 'matters of Religion' implied a right to freedom of expression, which is
almost certainly correct, but the demand here rested on the inviolability of conscience
rather than the pursuit of truth. The implied argument for free expression therefore
differed from the main Leveller case for political publication, which was based on the
benefits to magistracy of 'hearing all sides' and the claim that a free press would enable
men to be convinced of parliament's 'equity'.

170

By strict analogy, the duty of the state to 'try all things' made its judgements
answerable only to God, but in the Leveller view a free press made government
answerable to the people. The Leveller-leaning licenser Gilbert Mabbott, on departing
his post in May 1649, insisted that licensing was rooted in the attempt 'to stop the
171
Presse for publishing anything that might discover the Corruption of Church or State'.

The view that a free press served to expose 'trecherous and tyranical designes' had been
stressed weeks earlier by Lilburne in Eng/ands Ne1v Chai11s Discovered, whose second part
led to his treason

tri~l.

This function could still be characterised as a form of

petitioning, as an aid to authority's self-reformation rather than an appeal to the people;
this was the implied message of the need to 'hear all voices' in the 18 January petition.
However, there was also an underlying warning in the claim that a free press would
permit the public to be 'informed, and convinced' of the government's justness, which
W@.<~ the

repercussions if they were not convinced. As Lilburne argued, published attacks

on government were 'best stopped, by the sensible good which the people receive from
the actions of such as are in Authority', while press control was the work of those who
'intend a tyrannie'.

172

The nature of the Leveller commitment to popular sovereignty has divided
scholars and it is similarly uncertain how far they envisaged each man exercising political
power through the press, and how far public opinion might serve as a legitimate arbiter
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of government. 173 Leveller writers were not averse to protesting at the licensing of
opposing tracts, and their emphasis on press freedom and claims to articulate the
people's case could serve a strategic as well as egalitarian function. 174 However, their
published writings were committed to a view of the people not only as 'the original of all
just Powers' but as capable of the deliberation opened up by press freedom. A tract
supporting Lilburne, which announced in typical Leveller style that it was printed 'in the
sitting of Parliament; during which time the Presse ought to be free', defended 'we the
people', arguing that 'the people are of as clear judgment in all things that conceive the
Publique, as any, and as wise, and circumspect concerning their liberties, and are as
capable of the truth they heare'. 175

The 'mass' character attributed to print made

assessments of the abilities of the people to judge central to the division between
advocates and opponents of press freedom. To the Levellers, the 'people' possessed
such a capacity.

Calls for control
When in 1692 a writer set out to defend the memory of Charles I he suggested
that the public continued to mistake the proper bounds of conscience and practice,
religion and politics. Men misguidedly believed Burton, Bastwick and Prynne had been
convicted for 'pure religion', but their punishment was really for 'libelling the
Government', as the cheeks of Prynne, branded S.L. for 'seditious libeller', bore
witness. 176 This interpretation accorded with that of archbishop Laud at the men's trial.
Laud dismissed the suggestion that published attacks could be justified as the expression
of conscience, arguing that because episcopacy was founded on human law, as well as
beingjum divino, the men were engaged in a seditious act. 'No man can libel against our
calling (as these men do), be it in pulpit, print or otherwise, but he libels against the
King and the State,' he declared, adding that such libels 'can have no other purpose than
to stir up sedition among the people' .177
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The mid-century case for press control was propelled by the insistence that
expression could not be divorced from temporal effects or the determination of truth,
both of which were to be judged by properly constituted authority. All writers shared
the view that press control in some form constituted a necessary part of the magistrate's
authority: the sovereign could and should act against writings that were harmful to the
civil peace or religion itself.

This underlying consensus was the basis for violent

disagreement over how far use of the press could be defended in terms of conscience or
whether it of necessity implied an attempt to destabilise the state and unity in religion.
Central to this dispute was the question of print's character as a medium, and most
importantly its potential for wide and relatively indiscriminate circulation. Print's danger
was held to reside in its ability to influence an amorphous 'multitude' whose judgements
and loyalties could not be presumed.
To its detractors the use of print confirmed an intention to appeal to the people,
which when coupled with the erroneous nature of the views being communicated
confirmed its status . as a practice and its distance from the proper immunity of the
protestant conscience. As Luther had argued, 'thought is free', but this did not preclude
178
Advocates of press restraint like
the intervention of authority to restrain outward evil.

Prynne and the presbyterian heresiographers Thomas Edwards and Ephraim Pagitt
clearly were not indifferent to less public forms of profession, including private worship,
but the resort to print was held to take error to a new audience and a new level of
culpability. Evidence of malevolent intent was seen in the way erroneous opinions were
'not only privately vented, but printed, and exposed to publick view'; they were
179
An attack on the
'publikely pleaded for, yea, and set forth to the world in print'.

Leveller call for freedom to publish religious views in 1647 warned: 'Hitherto they never
pretended more than a tolleration, now they will have a patent under th e broad seale for
180
publike vent of their false wayes'.

Print was claimed to be the lifeblood of religious heterodoxy, and its suppresswn
was therefore 'the cut that divideth the very hearts of the Sectaries, the Presse is stopt,
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they cannot print Pamphlets'.

181

The Levellers were labelled 'foule infectors' for

spreading their religious opinions, and this pathology of print was advanced by others,
comparing use of the press to spreading disease or poisoning minds.

182

This suggested

the danger to the bodies politic and ecclesiastical but also conveyed a view of readers as
more misled than malign, for whom press control served a charitable rather than
oppressive function. A 1641 tract defending the stationers warned that without press
regulation, 'every pernitious hereticke may have opportunity to poyson the minds of
good mynded men'. 183 Another writer warned that publication was a means 'whereby
184
many unwary and ungrounded Readers are infected with leprosie in their heads'.

Ordinary readers were depicted as largely incapable of discrimination and driven
by passions rather than reason.

They were the 'foolish common people' who in

Edwards' view devoured heretical pamphlets because such views were 'so pleasing to
185
Opposing
flesh and blood', whereas presbyterian government 'crosses mens lusts'.

writers, however, were associated with publication as an act of will rather than the result
of error, their pursuit of power or personal advantage belying their claims of conscience.
The accusation was sometimes that of writing for personal gain, Lilburne being held to
have 'done all he hath done for money', while the royalist writer Daniel Featley claimed
pamphleteers had 'sold themselves to the Presse', betraying religion for five shillings a
sheet. 186 More frequently, however, the aspiration of heterodox writers was claimed to
187
Prynne declared that
be a political assault; they were the 'Firebrands of Sedition'.

unlicensed pamphlets were intended to lead the 'common people' to mutiny, and he
rejected the claim that licensing was aimed at religious opinion rather than political
subversion by arguing that opposition to the Licensing Ordinance was itself evidence of
a conspiracy against parliament. Prynne saw similar evidence in the way the Levellers
used the conventional freedom to petition parliament in an orderly manner as a pretext
for publishing in a 'Seditious Way', gulling 'thousands of ignorant simple people'.
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Replying to Lilbume's call that 'the presse might be as open for us as for you', Prynne
observed that the 'Liberty to Print Libels, slanders, invectives against Parliamentary
proceedings, is not the Subjects Liberty or priviledge, but his exorbitancy and shame'. 188
The separation of religion and politics on which writers sought to build a defence
of publication was largely rejected by the proponents of press control, who levelled
charges of heresy and sedition interchangeably. It has been suggested that presbyterian
heresy-hunters transferred their attention to political publishing with the rise in
'radicalism' in the late 1640s, but the conflation of religious and political heterodm'Y
. was
a more pervasive strategy. 189 Divergence from orthodoxy was held to undermine the
ties binding men to all authority. Edwards claimed that heretical tracts caused riots and
disturbances and therefore disturbed not only the 'peace of the Church, but the Civil
state also'. Pagitt argued that writers who were 'blasphemous in doctrine, or dangerous
to the State, deserve death .. . because they corrupt the Faith'. 190 Matthew Newcomen,
one of the Smectymnuus authors Milton defended in his anti-episcopal tracts, delivered
a sermon to parliatlJ.ent in 1644 in which he pointed to the pamphlets of Robinson and
others in warning that 'either a Schisme in the State begets a Schisme in the Church, or a
Schisme in the Church begets a Schisme in the State. That is, either Religion and the
Church is prejudiced by Civill Contentions, or Church controversies and disputes about
opinions break out into cruell warres. Men will at last take up Swords and Speares in
stead of Pens: and defend by Armes what they cannot do by Arguments'. 191 The lesson
was taken by many to have been amply demonstrated by the course of recent history.
Henry Parker, calling for renewed regulation of the press on behalf of the stationers in
1643, claimed that unauthorised printing had 'been the fewell in some measure of this
miserable Civill-Warre, by deceiving the multitude' .192
The ability to authorise or to prohibit - the twin functions of the imprimatur presupposed the capacity of those in authority to be judges of truth and to distinguish a
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well-founded from an erroneous conscience. This was held not to substitute power for
truth but to foster the holding of truth with the assistance of authority. This was the
source of real freedom, Prynne declared, since the truth would keep men 'Free, from
Errors, Troubles, Tumults, Warres, Slavery, Tyranny, Treachery, Popery, dangers,
feares'. 193 Where the tolerationist watchwords were to 'prove all things', emphasising the
search for truth, the concern of Prynne and others was primarily to defend and assert
truth already identified. As Parker suggested, the problem with catholic press regulation
was only that it defended the wrong creed: 'We must in this give Papists their due ...
regulation is more strict by far, then it is amongst Protestants; we are not so wise in our
Generation, nor take so much care to preserve the true Religion as they do the false
from alteration'. 194 It was agreed that the truth was enshrined in scripture and yet, as
Lazarus Seaman complained in a sermon to parliament, writers like Robinson, Walwyn
and Goodwin held it to be persecution 'to desire that their suspicious opinions may be
examined according to the Word of God, and they commanded to forbeare the
publishing and spreading of them for the present'.
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The defence of 'opinion' as a correlate of conscience by writers such as Button and
Robinson contrasted with its widespread contemporary denigration, whose inescapable
worldliness was pressed in the title and content of the 1641 print The World Is RJtied &

Governed ly Opi11io11. The 'fruite' of opinion was identified as 'those idle bookes and
libells ... In everie streete on everie stall', read by the 'giddie Vulgar' and fostering only
196
The justification of opinion as the expression of
more opinions but never truth.
197
conscience was denounced as 'meer fiction' or 'pretence' by Prynne and Edwards.

Newcomen's claim that 'Liberty of opinion' must lead to disunity and war was echoed
by his fellow Smectymnuuan William Spurstowe, who warned parliament of 'those
monstrous births of opinions which every day multiply', which were 'growne too tall for
the Pen to deale with' and so must be 'suppressed, and cut down by the power of your
Sword'.198
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Whether the sword alone should be applied to erroneous opinions or sword and
word together - control and confutation - was not only a question about what
constituted a properly Christian response but about what was effective, given the
continuing limitations of press restraints. Edwards claimed that there were 'never more
dangerous unlicensed Books printed, then since the Ordinance against unlicensed
printing'.199 Another writer felt constrained to go into print in response to 'Shameles
Mechanicks' while insisting they were 'worthie to be chastised rather with a Cudgell than
a Quill'. 20° Confutation in one sense signalled a more eirenic approach to print dispute,
although this could be partly offset by the way it gave voice to demands for harsher
controls. Prynne claimed that his tracts offered opponents a chance to repent and be
saved, from punishment and damnation, but he also urged 'exemplary' proceedings
against authors, printers and publishers as 'Capital Delinquents'. Replies in print were
held to reflect wilful refusal to be 'reclaimed', and having given Lilbume, Burton and
others 'due admonition', while endorsing a 'sharper censure' for their books, Prynne
warned that if they proved 'obstinate Hereticks, Schismatics, or false-Teachers ... the
Sword of Justice should be drawn out against you .. though not fmally to cut you off,
. ).201
. case o f ab so lute necesstty
un lesse m
The consequence of the prodigious efforts of writers like Prynne and Edwards
was, however, less to silence opponents than to fuel paper warfare. Their writings drew
tracts to the attention of the authorities but also brought them to the attention of
readers and prompted innumerable replies.

Prynne declared that it was his duty to

'undeceive the seduced people' and by 1660 his catalogue stretched to

160

publications.202 The presbyterian William Jenkyn, during a print exchange with John
Goodwin, observed that he owed a duty to God to reply: 'Its more his sin than my
unhappinesse (though both) that by confuting his errours I occasion him still to vent
them ... idle silence is a sinne as well as idle spealcing'. 203
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Edwards provides an example of the way the attempt· to silence opponents not
only led to increased public debate but revealed some of the shared norms in terms of
which publication was undertaken. With the publication and republication of his
expanding Ga11grae11a in 1645-6 - he said he aimed to 'yeeld fruit every moneth' - he
anticipated criticism for publishing so much and for revealing divisions. This led him to
defend his 'freedom' and 'liberty' to publish, on the grounds of discha¥g his own
conscience and protecting the consciences of others. The sectaries had 'published to
the world' and he was called by God to 'appear in open field against, and to contend
with them'. 204 Edwards protested that his opponents were obstructing his free use of
the press, complaining that they put pressure on licensers, petitioned the Commons and
used their friends in the print trade, adding: 'I think ere long they will dare to petition,
that no man shall ... speak a word for Presbytery, but themselves may preach, print and
say what they list'. He also complained that adversaries failed to reply, and that the
separatist reliance on inward spirit meant they opposed all 'books and leaming'. 205 Such
complaints did not

m~e

him an advocate of press freedom, but they indicate how the

attempt to use the press to silence the press could inject ambiguity into attitudes towards
print and its control. Edwards called for like-minded writers to 'fill all Presses' and 'so
possesse ... the whole Kingdome' . John Saltmarsh condemned the appeal, comparing it
to the priests raising a clamour to deny Christ's resurrection, but he did so in a printed
reply, which in turn generated further paper warfare. 206

Hobbes: the government if opinion
The way seventeenth -century attitudes towards press control could belie a simple
division into 'for' or 'against' is represented by a writer of a different intellectual hue to
either Edwards or his adversaries: Thomas Hobbes. Like tolerationist writers, Hobbes
equated conscience and opinion, but he did so in order to affirm the absolute power of
the magistrate over expression, whether political or religious. However, this was
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combined with an erastian opposition to independent ecclesiastical authority which was
consonant with the case for press freedom based on the rejection of clerical suppression
and acceptance of civil control in the interests of peace.207 Hobbes's views have tended
to be seen in terms of his apparently dismissive comment in Leviathan that 'the
Invention of Printing, though ingenious, compared with the invention of Letters, is no
great matter'. This was not equivalent to declaring the press a small matter, however,
since the context of the remark was the identification of the alphabet and printing as
extensions of speech, which to Hobbes was the 'most noble and profitable invention of
all'.

Language separated men from beasts and permitted them to 'register their

Thoughts', without which there would be 'neither Common-wealth, nor Society, nor
Contract, nor Peace'. However, he also recognised how the written word could differ
from speech in the degree to which its meaning could escape an author's intentions,
causing it to be a greater source of disputes, as well as a precarious means of imposing
an authoritative view. 208
In the Eleme11(s

if Lmv, which

circulated in manuscript in the early 1640s, Hobbes

argued that conscience was 'nothing else but man's settled judgment and opinion', which
could not be subject to human law 'unless it break out into action'. 209 However, where
Button would argue that the publication of conscientious opinion was not an 'action' in
this sense, Hobbes insisted that any outward expression constituted such an act, carrying
opinion out of the sphere of 'private conscience' and into the public realm. Indeed, the
use of press and pulpit denoted a particularly clear form of public action, going beyond
worship, Hobbes observing that 'men seek not only liberty of conscience, but of their
actions; nor that only, but a farther liberty of persuading others to their opinions'. 210
The needs of peace demanded that 'a man must submit his opinions, in matters of
207
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controversy, to the authority of the commonwealth', smce men's wills followed their
opinions and their actions followed their wills, 'in which sense they say truly and
properly that say the world is governed by opinion'.

Men did not contradict their

consciences in doing so, because in exchanging their natural state of mutual hostility for
political society they agreed to transfer the right to judge controversies to the sovereign;
by submitting to this determination 'a man cloth still according to his conscience, but
not his private conscience'. 211 By restricting expression to the 'true doctrine', Hobbes
envisaged the sovereign 'rooting out from the consciences of men all those opinions
212

that seem to justify... rebellious actions' .

Hobbes broadly reiterated this view in the Latin De Cive, and it was given its most
public expression with the London printing of Leviathan in 1651. 213 In Leviatha11, Hobbes
introduced the term 'publique Conscience' to connote the civil law, by which men in a
commonwealth had undertaken to be guided, and dismissed the distinction of spiritual
and temporal power as 'but words'. 214 He also amplified the significance of his ideas for
the control of the press, declaring the sovereign's rights to extend to determining 'on
what occasions, how farre, and what, men are to be trusted withall, in speaking to
Multitudes of people; and who shall examine the Doctrines of all bookes before they be
published.

For the Actions of men proceed from their Opinions; and in the wel

governing of Opinions, consisteth the well governing of mens Actions, in order to their
Peace, and Concord'. 215 This indicated Hobbes's support for press licensing as part of
the sovereign's right to control men's actions, including publishing, although in fact the
passage premised pre-publication control not on the actions of those seeking to publish
but on the possible future actions of their readers, emerging from their opinions. 216
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The endorsement of press control was tied to Hobbes's broader assertion of the
magistrate's linguistic authority. The ability of men to co-exist in society depended on
communicatio n based on shared meanings, so the sovereign had a responsibility to
determine disputes over meaning.

217

Hobbes's nominalism is reflected in his insistence

that 'True and False are attributes of Speech, not of Things', although he insisted that
'truth' was not the arbitrary fiat of the sovereign. His criterion for the examination of
books was that 'nothing ought to be regarded but the Truth', but this was held to accord
with regulation based on the needs of peace, since views 'repugnant to Peace, can no
more be True, than Peace and Concord can be against the Law of Nature'. There could
therefore be no 'Liberty of Disputing against absolute Power'.
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Hobbes warned that

those who refused to observe shared meanings based on common consent or the
sovereign's determination rejected 'all human society', and this conviction fuelled his
repeated attacks on the use of metaphorical language and 'Non-sense', which led to
. '219
.
(content10n,
.
an d se d'ttlon
In his insisteO£;e on the magistrate's absolute authority over opinions and language,
Hobbes justifiably appears as a supporter of press control. However, this insistence also
led to an opposition to independent clerical authority which aligned his views with the
220
case against press control.

In Leviathan he attacked the role of 'Authority

Ecclesiasticall' in persecuting books and authors, and claimed that 'the Romane, and the
Presbyterian Clergy' had successively sought to 'usurpe an unlawfull Power'. Hobbes
protested at the 'Suppression of Reason' and 'True Philosophy' by 'such men, as neither
by lawfull authority, nor sufficient study, are competent Judges of the truth', and
demanded that writings should be examined by competent judges, 'or confuted by them
that pretend to know the contrary'. If books were against established religion or the
'Publique quiet' they should be silenced by civil authority, but 'whatsoever Power
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Hobbes, Leviathan, pp. 39, 223, 253, 269; Hobbes, On the
Turn'.

Citi~11,

215, 233. See also Ball, 'Hobbes' s Linguistic

Hobbes, LeviathaN, pp. 27, 125, 230, 234. Hobbes provided a list of 'seditious opinions' in De Cive, including: that
the judgement of good and evil belongs to individuals; that subjects sin in obeying princes; that tyrannicide is
permitted; that the sovereign is subject to civil law; that sovereignty can be divided; that faith is not acquired by
effort and reason but inspiration; that individuals have absolute ownership of their goods: On the Cili~n, p. 131.
Hobbes, 011 the Citi~11, pp. 136, 233; Hobbes, Leviathan, p. 34-36, 52, 59, 73, 180. Hobbes's growing appreciation
of the need for 'powerfull Eloquence' in communicating his own message has been a focus of recent scholarship,
but his changing attitude towards rhetoric did not alter his commitment to the regulating of language by the
sovereign: LeviathaN p. 483; 011 the Citizen, pp. 123, 139. See Skinner, Reason and Rhetotic, pp. 9-13, 346-7; David
Johnston, The Rhelotic I![Leviatha11 (Princeton, 1986), pp. 89-91.
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Hobbes, Leviathan, p. 124. Alan Ryan argues that although Hobbes had 'no time for liberty of conscience' he was
by the standards of his age 'a defender of toleration': Alan Ryan, 'A More Tolerant Hobbes?', in Mendus, ]uslifji11g
ToleratioN, pp. 37-59 (pp. 39, 45).
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Ecclesiastiques take upon themselves (in any place where they are subject to the State) in
their own Right, though they call it Gods Right, is but Usurpation'. 22 1
Hobbes's views on the press have particular significance given his decision to
publish Leviathan- whose religious heterodoxy has been a key area of recent research at a time when he believed England to be 'reduced to the Independen cy of the Primitive
Christians'.222 Lacking civil sanction, the power of the early church had been solely
'Perswasion' rather than coercion, and he argued that the return to that condition meant
each man was free to choose his own religious path, with churchmen only retaining their
authority through their arguments, 'not by suppression of the . .. Morality of Naturall
Reason' .223 Hobbes observed that he had broached 'some new Doctrines' in writing on
the 'Christian Common-w ealth' in the latter part of Leviatha11, 'which, it may be, in a
State where the contrary were already fully determined, were a fault for a Subject
without leave to divulge'.

However, 'in this time' it was justifiable to 'offer such

Doctrines as I think True, and that manifestly tend to Peace and Loyalty, to the
consideration of tho~e that are yet in deliberation'. 224 Hobbes further insisted that
heresy was 'no more than private opinion' until identified as punishable by the civil
magistrate, an argument that anticipated the defence he mounted against the Restoration
condemnat ion of Leviathan. 225
At the conclusion of Leviatha11, Hobbes insisted that the book contained nothing
'contrary either to the Word of God, or to good Manners; or tending to the disturbance
of the Publique Tranquillity. Therefore I think it may be profitably printed'. He also
221

Ibid., pp. 473-6. Hobbes' s example of 'True Philosophy' being suppressed was evidence of the earth's motion, an
example also later invoked by John Locke (Locke, Political Essqys, p. 331), while in Aniopagitica Milton recalled
visiting 'the famous Galileo grown old, a prisner to the Inquisition': An:opagitica, p. 24. The writings of Copernicus
had been condemned by Rome in 1616 and those of Galileo in 1632-3: Putnam, CensotJhip of the Ch11rch of Rome, p.
81. Leviathan was itself placed on the papal index in 1703 and Hobbes's works in their entirety in 1709: ibid., p.
128.

22 2

Hobbes, Leviathan, pp. 479-80. On Hobbes and religion see Richard Tuck, 'The Civil Religion of Thomas
Hobbes', in Phillipson and Skinner, Political Discourse, pp. 120-38; Johnston, Rhetoric, pp. 128-84. The Rump had
repealed all Acts of Uniformity and defined blasphemy in narrow terms in August-September 1650, contributing
to Hobbes's view that religious constraints had been removed: Richard Tuck, 'The "Christian Atheism" of
Thomas Hobbes', in Hunter and Wootton, Atheism from the Riformation to the Enlightenment, pp. 111-30, pp. 127-8.
The context for the writing and publication of Leviathan has generally been viewed in political terms, whether the
context is the dilemmas of 1640s royalism or the engagement controversy of 1649-52: Glenn Burgess, 'Contexts
for the Writing and Publication of Hobbes's Leviathan', History of Political Thought, 11:4 (1990), pp. 676-702;
Quentin Skinner, 'Conquest and Consent: Thomas Hobbes and the Engagement Controversy', in G.E. Aylmer,
ed., The lntem:gnum: The Quest for Settl~ment (London, 1972), pp. 79-98; Johann Sommerville, 'Lofty Science and
Local Politics', in Tom Sorell, ed., The Cambridge Companion to Hobbes (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 246-73.
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Hobbes, Leviathan, pp. 342-3, 356, 479-80.
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Ibid., pp. 489-90. Tuck sees this as expressing Hobbes's hope that his theology might be the new religion of
England: 'Civil Religion', p. 129.

225

Hobbes, Leviathan, pp. 73, 399.
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expressed the hope that it would be thought worthy of public teaching, to 'convert this
Truth of Speculation, into the Utility of Practice'. 226 To Hobbes, the power to control
the press would help bring men to recognise their duties of obedience. The 'Commonpeoples minds,' he argued, unless 'scribbled over with the opinions of their Doctors, are
like clean paper, fit to receive whatsoever by Publique Authority shall be imprinted on
them'.227 Ten years earlier, he had expressed similar hopes, presenting De Cive as a step
towards curtailing the 'false opinions of the common people' through re-educating the
leaders of opinion who formed the work's readership. However, 'as things are,' Hobbes
observed in writing the work's preface in November 1641, 'the war of the sword and the
war of the pens is perpetual'. 228

Within weeks, parliament's printing of the Grattd

Remo11strance propelled the paper warfare to new heights, from which Hobbes's Behemoth
would later seek to draw lessons for Restoration England.
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Ibid., pp. 254, 489-91.
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Ibid., p. 233; Hobbes, Elemmt.s ofuw, XXIX: 8.
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Hobbes, On the Citizm, p. 5.
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Thr ee

Charles I an d th e Paper War
We wish from Ou r hea rt, that even
Ou r mo st secr et thou ghts were pub
lished
Charles I, 1641 1
You have wri tten you r mea nmg m
blo ody characters thro ugh out the
who le
king dom
Joh n Bra dsh aw to Charles I at his trial
, 1648 2

TH E realm of prin t in the 1640s was
a crow ded aren a of ideas amo ngs t
which jostled
arguments for and against free express
ion, but the issue of the legitimate use
of the press
was also central to the pap er war
conceived mor e specifically as the
conflict betw een
Charles I and the Lon g Parliament
in 1641-42 and bey ond . The 'des cen
t to prin t' drew
the sovereign into public deb ate to
a degree unp rece den ted in the history
of the English
monarchy. A king for who m tl1e pea
ce of silence mar ked the apogee of
royal auth orit y
bec ame one forced to adm it that he
was taking 'mo re pains this way by
Ou r own Pen ,
then ever king hath don e'. 3 The
pains taken by Charles and royal
pen men such as
Edw ard Hyde, against a backgroun
d of parliamentary efforts to exert
con trol ove r the
press, led to royalist reflection on tl1e
role of prin t and the capabilities of
readers whi ch
stressed the virtues of com mun icat ion
as muc h as reiterating the customary
end orse men t
of regulation, in som e cases generat
ing calls for the freeing of the pres
ses. This did not
signal any con cert ed royalist com mit
men t to a free press, but the mem ory
of Charles I's
pap er war experience was central to
tl1e Res tora tion discussion of press
con trol , and the
1

Charles I, His Majesties Declaration, To
ail H is loving S11bjects. P11blished JVith the
advice of His Privie Cormceil (London, 1641
p. 1. I have used Edw ard Husb ands
),
' cont emp orary collection for an over
view of the exchanges betw een king
parliament befo re referring to the
and
original publications exce pt where
indicated: Edw ard Husb ands , An
Coilection Of a!! Remonstrances, Declaration
Exact
s, Votes, Orders, Ordinances, Proclamati
ons, Petitions, Messages, Answers, and other
Remarkable Passages behveem the Kings most
Exceilmt Majesry, and his High Comt ofPa
rliammt beginning at his Majesties retrm1
from Scotland, being in December 1641,
and conti1111ed 1111fil March the 21, 1643
(London, 1643). I cite the long tides
declarations throu ghou t in mos t cases
of
to avoid conf usio n betw een similarlytided tracts. On the use of Husb ands
see John Morrill, 'Charles I, Tyranny
,
and the English Civil War ', in Morr
ill, Nat11re of the English Revol11tion, pp.
306, p. 285; Lam bert, 'Prin ting for Parli
285amen t', p. ii.
2 Charles I, The Letters, Speec
hes and Proclamations of King Charles I, ed.
C. Petri e (London, 1935), p. 255.
3 Scott,
'Peace of Silence', p. 97; Charles I,
His Majesties Answer, By Jf;?''9' of Decla
ration, to a Printed Paper, Entit11led, A
Declaration of both Ho11ses ofParliammt,
in Answer to His Majesties last Message co11cem
i11g the Militia (London, 1642), p. 2.
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Thr ee

Charles I an d th e Paper War
We wish from Ou r heart, tha t eve
n Ou r mo st sec ret tho ugh ts were
published
Charles I, 1641 1
You have wri tten you r mea nm g
m blo ody characters thro ugh out
the who le
kin gdo m
Joh n Bra dsh aw to Charles I at his
trial, 1648 2

TH E realm of prin t in the 1640s
was a cro wde d are na of ideas am
ong st which jostled
arguments for and against free exp
ression, but the issue of the legitim
ate use of the press
was also central to the pap er war
conceived mo re specifically as the
conflict bet wee n
Charles I and the Lon g Parliament
in 1641-42 and bey ond . The 'des
cen t to prin t' dre w
the sovereign into public deb ate
to a degree unp rec ede nte d in the
history of the English
mo nar chy . A king for wh om tl1e
peace of silence marked the apogee
of royal aut hor ity
bec ame one forced to adm it tha
t he was taking 'mo re pains this
way by Ou r own Pen ,
the n ever king hat h don e'. 3 The
pains taken by Charles and royal
pen me n such as
Edw ard Hyde, against a backgroun
d of parliamentary efforts to exe
rt con trol ove r the
press, led to royalist reflection on
the role of prin t and the capabilities
of readers which
stressed the virtues of com mu nic atio
n as mu ch as reiterating the custom
ary end ors em ent
of regulation, in som e cases generat
ing calls for the freeing of the pre
sses . This did not
signal any con cer ted royalist com
mit me nt to a free press, but the me
mo ry of Charles I's
pap er war experience was central
to the Res tora tion discussion of pre
ss con trol , and the
1

2

3

Charles I, His Majesties Declaration
, To all His loving Subjects. Published with
the advice of His Ptivie Cormcell (London,
p. l. I have used Edw ard Hus band
1641),
s' cont emp orar y collection for an
overview of the exchanges between
parliament befo re referring to the
king and
original publications except whe
re indicated: Edw ard Hus band s,
Collection Of all Remonstrances, Decla
An Exact
rations, Votes, Orders, Ordinances, Procl
amations, Petitions, Messages, Ans1vers,
Remarkable Passages betJVee/Je the Kings
and other
most Excellmt Majesry, and his High Cour
t ofParliammt beginning at his Majesties
from Scotland, being tiJ December 1641
retum
, and continued until March the 21,
1643 (London, 1643). I cite the
declarations thro ugho ut in mos t case
long tides of
s to avoid conf usio n betw een simi
larly-tided tracts. On the use of Hus
see John Morrill, 'Charles I, Tyranny
band s,
and the Engl ish Civil War', in Mor
rill, Nature of the English Revolution
306, p. 285; Lam bert, 'Prin ting for
, pp. 285Parliament', p. ii.

Charles I, The Lettm, Speeches and Ptvcl
amations of King Chades I, ed. C. Petr
ie (London, 1935), p. 255.
Scott, 'Peace of Silence', p. 97; Char
les I, His Majesties AnsJvet; By W.ry
of Declaration, to a P1inted Pape1; Enti
Declaration of both Houses ofParliammt,
tuled, A
in Answer to His Majesties last Message
conceming the Militia (London, 1642),
p. 2.
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mem ory carried with it som e of the ambiguit
ies towards prin t revealed in the writings of
the Icing and his supp orte rs in the 1640s.

Kingship and print
The exchanges between Charles I and parli
ament, and their prin ted addresses to
the public, have long served as a key resource
for historians, although attention has only
recently turn ed towards the 'pap er war' as itsel
f a phen ome non in the political culture of
4
the 1640s. It was a conflict in which the two
sides struggled to secure mastery of prin t,
thro ugh its effective use as much as thro ugh
cont rol, in a situation in which the reso rt to
the press on this scale was innovatory for both
. The Wing listing of works for Charles I
rises from twenty-three titles in 1640 to forty
-nine the following year and 235 in 1642; if
multiple editions are included the increase
is even steeper: fifty-seven in 1641 to 410
in
5
1642. In the same period, parliament's offic
ial publishing rose from zero in 1640 to 147
prin ted papers in 1641 and 518 in 1642, with
prin t runs for editions as high as 9,000. 6
The character of the warfare was info rme
d by the nature of the medium. Prin t
fostered a mod el of two adversaries ranged
face-to-face rath er than orde red hierarchically
or unit ed as the 'king in parliament', with
the presence of conflicting declarations not
only reflecting but reinforcing ideological sepa
ration, while revealing this estra ngem ent to
a public seldom drawn so closely into the
amb it of political discussion. A recurring
com plain t of both Charles and parliament was
that use of the press was inten ded to draw
the wider popu latio n into the conflict, with
prin t publication constituting an 'appeal to
the peop le', but each side found itself
cons train ed to address this audience. The
exchanges indicated by their cont ent and their
existence that the two sides were failing to
resolve their disagreements, yet the cont inui
ng com mun icati on could also suggest to
readers that the king's position was a legitimat
e subject for negotiation, as Hob bes was to
4

Recen t explorations of the general conte nt
of the exchanges of 1641-42 are Morrill,
'Charles I, Tyran ny and the
Engli sh Civil War'; Conra d Russell, The Fa/J
if the British Monarchies 163 7-1642 (Oxford, 1991), pp. 400-5
24. See
also Zaret , Otigins if Democratic Culture, pp.
209-16, which considers some implications
of the paper war's shift in
'comm unica tive practices'.

5

A.W. Polla rd and R.R. Redgrave, A Short
Title Catalog11e if Books Printed in England, Scotla
nd and Ireland and if English
Books P1intedAbroad 1475-1640 (seco nded. ,
Lond on, 1986); Wing, Shorl- Title Catalogm.
The figures include some
works publi shed witho ut Charles's authority
but exclude several works issued with his autho
rity but prefixed by the
parliamentary tracts which prom pted them.

6

Polla rd and Redgrave, Short Title Catalog11e;
Wing, Short Title Catalog11e; Lambert, Ptinting.for
Parliament, p. ix. Lamb ert
gives a maxim um figure of 6,000 for parlia
mentary printing, although Fletcher and Russe
ll point to parliament's
order in June 1642 for 9,000 copies of each
of five declarations to be printe d and distrib
uted:
Fletcher, 011tbreak, p.
335; Russell, Fall if the Btitish Monarchies, pp.
499-500.
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. 7
com pam
I . The earl of Clarendon, who as Edw ard Hyde wrot e
many of the king's
declarations, later acknowledged that at times their
style had not been 'princely enou gh'
but claimed that a less magisterial tone had been
necessary to win supp ort. It has been
argued that this 'restyling' of a more 'deferential Char
les' was successful in doing so, but
the Hobb esian retor t woul d be to question at what
cost to sovereign authority and its
gove rnanc e of opini on this was achieved. 8
The pape r war placed Charles I in an unregal predi
came nt. To remain silent in the
face of parliament's use of the press would risk
yielding the battlefield and losing the
loyalty or at least the obedience of his subjects. But
to enter into published debate risked
what Habe rmas has term ed 'the demise of representa
tive publicness': authority as a status
attribute, parad ed bifore the public, could be trans
form ed into authority that had to be
argued for within a public arena. 9 The analogue
of this process was the 'prob lem of
diminished majesty' which Conr ad Russell identifies
with the appro ach of civil war: the
threa t that 'the king's orders, when they appeared,
won neith er respe ct nor even enou gh
r
.
,
10
tear to secure co.mp 11ance . The natur e of print - its adver
sarial nature, its levelling
natur e, its publicising natur e - was itself a cons
titue nt of the pape r war, although
ultimately this was a war made by men, not the press
: the benefits and the pitfalls of the
'desc ent to print ' were not technological determina
nts but issues grappled with by the
king, the parliament and their supporters. 11

9

7

Hobbe s, Behe!Jioth, p. 130.

8

Edwar d Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, The History of the
Rebellio11 a11d Civil Wat:r i11 E11gla11d (Oxford, 1702), 2,
pp. 6-7. Joan
Hartm an observ es that 'Hyde violated the decoru
m of kingly expres sion by writing a deferential Charle
s' but argues
that this was of benefi t to the king: Joan E. Hartm
an, 'Restyling the King: Claren don Writes Charles
I', in Holstu n,
ed., Pamphlet Wars, pp. 45-59, p. 45. Kevin Sharpe
argues that the king's declarations were 'skilfully
directe d to
their audience': Sharpe, Remappi11g Ear!J Modem E11gla11
d, p. 146. Anoth er historian observes that royalis
t writers
'successfully adopte d and adapted' the parliamentaria
n 'rlietoric of politics': Elizab eth Skerpan, The Rhetori
c
of Politics
i11 the E11glish Revolutio11 (Londo n, 1992), p. 31. For
a contra sting view, holdin g that the king restric
ted royalist
outpu t to affirmations of divine right which alienat
ed the public, see Joyce Lee Malcolrn, Caesar's Due:
Loyalty a11d
Ki11g Charles, 1642-1646 (Londo n, 1983), pp. 128-33
. Malcolrn argues that 'Charles simply refuse d
to
allow his
subjects to sit in judgm ent on himse lf or his party'
(p. 133): however, to Hobbe s, it was the king's failure to
take this
stance which consti tuted his great error.

Haber mas, Stmctural Tra11sfor1JJatio11, p. 12.
Russell, Causes, p. 23-24. Sharpe sees this pheno menon
applying more generally to the Englis h monar chy,
arguing
that 'unwittingly by the acts of speech and writing
, still more of publication, monar chs expose d themse
lves to
answe r and validated political debate': Sharpe, Remapp
i11g Ear!J Modem E11gla11d, pp. 22-3. I feel this unders
tates the
degree of innova tion repres ented by the paper wmfar
e after 1640, but Sharpe's scholarship on the intelle
ctual and
cultura l implications of royal writing is very pertin
ent to the following account, particularly: Kevin Sharpe
, 'Privat e
Consc ience and Public Duty in the Writings of
Charles I', Hist01ical Joumal, 40, 3 (1997) pp. 643-65
,
and
Kevin
Sharpe, 'The King's Writ: Royal Autho rs and Royal
Autho rity in Early Mode m Englan d', inK. Sharpe
and P. Lake,
eds., Culture a11d Poltiics i11 Ear!J Stuart E11gla11d
(M:acmillan, 1994), pp. 117-38, both now reprin
ted in Sharpe,
Remappi11g Ear!J Modem E11gla11d. Also, now, Sharpe,
Readi11g Revo/utio11s, pp. 27-34.
The queen compl ained to Charles in May 1642, 'to
begin, and then to stop, is your ruin, experi ence shows
it you. It
is not enoug h to declare yourse lf in writing; actions
must aftenvards be seen':-Mmy Anne Evere tt Green
, ed., Letters
ofQuee11 Hmrietta Matia (London, 1857), p. 65. On annou
ncing his policy towards the Irish rebellion at the
end of

10

11
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The pape r war trans form ed Charles I from the most
taciturn of kings into one of
the most prolix. Before 1640 his published outpu
t, apart from formal proclamations,
amou nted to a handful of declarations and addre
sses; in 1642 hundreds of tracts and
broadsides emerged in his name. They were in the
main drafted by advisers rathe r than
his own hand , but the king is known to have devo
ted close attention to their conte nt,
revising them to reflect his intentions . Moreover,
the fmished products carried his
authority: to the reading public, the king was their
author. Parliament subsequently laid
siege to the question of Charles's authorial role, but
in terms of public perso na Charles I
had beco me by the summ er of 1642, if not a philosoph
er-king, then a polemicist-king. 12
Charles was not the first king to go into print,
but for the pre-1640 English
mona rchy the function of royal printing had been
primarily to publish proclamations,
instruments of monarchical authority whos e chara
cter was that of comm and, not
dialogue. 13 Henr y VIII was ready to publish his
letters on Luth er and authorise the
'King's Book ', but neith er these, the spon sorsh ip of
writers nor conventions of openness
to counsel effac~d the mona rch's formal aloof
ness from print ed dispute. 14 Even
Charles's loquacious father, James VI and I, whos
e Basilico11 Doro11 and Tmv Lmv qf Free
Mo11archies circulated widely, emphasised that he was
not engaged in any dialogue, still less
laying himself accountable to the people.15 In the
Tre1v Lmv, James declared that 'my
intention is to instruct', to teach his reader-subjects
'the right-way, with out wasting time
upon refuting the adversaries', and in BasilikoJJ Doro1
1 he observed: 'I have ever thou ght it
the dewtie of a wort hie Prince, rathe r with a pike, then
a pen ne, to write his just revenge'.
He acknowledged that kings were set 'upon a publi
ke stage, in the sight of all the people',
1641, the king told parliament that 'Deeds and
not Declarations must suppress this great Insolen
cy': John
Rushworth, Historical Collections. The Third Part (Lond
on, 1692), 1, p. 457.
12 The king
was said to have personally transcribed Hyde's drafts,
taking two or three days 'and a good patt of the
night': Edwar d Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, The Life ofEdw
ard Earl ofCianmdon (London, 1759), pp. 107-8. Charle
s has
been described as the 'primary author' of the most
impor tant proclamations: J ames F. Larkin and Paul
L. Hughe s,
eds., St11a1t Royal Proclamations, vol. 2 (Oxford, 1983),
p. xx. See also Richard Cust, 'Charles I and a
Draft
Declaration for the 1628 Parliament', Histotical Researc
h, 63 (1990), pp. 143-61, p. 143; Kevin Sharpe, The
Personal
Rltle of Charles I (New Haven, 1992), pp. 201-2; Micha
el Mendle, Dangero11s Positions: Mixed Govemmmt, the
Estates of
the Realm. and the Making of the AtwPer to the XIX Proposi
tions (Alabama, 1985), pp. 5-6. For a general accoun
t of the
mechanics of the 'Royalist Propaganda' campaign, see
Malcolm, Caesar's Due, chapter five.
13 The proclamation was 'a literary
form psychologically gauged to elicit from the subjec
t an obedient response': Paul
L. Hughe s and J ames F. Larkin, eds., T11dor Royal
Proclamations, vol. 1 (New Haven, 1964), p. xxvi.
14

Sydney Anglo contends that the English monarchy
was 'backward' in the use of print propaganda compa
red to
other monarchies: Sydney Anglo, 'Image-Making:
The Means and the Limitations', in John Guy, ed.,
The Tudor
Monarcf!J (London, 1997), pp. 16-41, p. 33.

15

%en James did engage in printed exchanges it was
not with his own subjects but with catholic writers
such as
Robet t Bellarrnine and Jacob Gretzer: Linda Levy
Peck, 'Kingship, Counsel and Law in Early Stuart
Britain
', in
Pocock, Varieties ofBritish Political Tho11ght, pp. 80-115
, p. 84.
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but the mo del for royal publication
was a mo nol ogu e rath er than a
dialogue with the
audience. The mo nar ch's duty
was to speak trut h und er the eye
of Go d, but the
occasion for com mu nic atin g this
trut h remained in his 'ow ne time'. 16
It is not necessary to believe tha
t the impetus for a mo nar ch picking
up his pen was
ind epe nde nt of public expectation
to acknowledge tha t the claim tha
t this was the case
form ed an integral par t of the mo
del of mo nar chy being defended. 17
The way this mo del
could be strained by going into prin
t was indicated in the bish op of Win
chester's preface
to Jam es's Workes of 1616, a collecti
on dedicated to the sixteen-year-o
ld Prince Charles,
in which it was not ed tha t many
me n said how 'little it befitts the
Majesty of a Kin g to
turn Clerke, and to make a warre
with the pen ne, tha t were fitter to
be fought with the
Pike'. The bish op argued tha t the
enemies of Jam es's divinely-guided
writing could not
make the king's majesty 'appeare
less', a view Charles did not share
by the time of Eiko11
Basilike, immersion in public debate
having made mo nar chy 'che ape r
in the eyes of the
Peo ple ', as the chu rch ma n Pet er Hey
lyn later observed. 18
Wh en Char!es assumed the thro ne
in 1625 he favoured the role of sile
nt authority,
assisted by a disposition less garrulo
us tha n his father, although rec ent
scholarship has
con firm ed tha t he did not lack awa
reness of the potential uses, as wel
l as abuses, of the
press.19 The disinclination to ven
ture into prin t was less because Cha
rles 'did not realize
the imp orta nce of communication
with his subjects', and mo re becaus
e he believed tha t
'Majesty nee d not talk, so much as
20
simply be'. The king sou ght to
maintain a distance

16

17

James VI and I, Political Writings, ed.
Joha nn P. Sommerville (Cambridg
e, 1994), pp. 4-S, 9, 11, 60. Peck,
Counsel and Law', p. 86-7 . For
'Kingship,
an account of press cont rol unde
r James, and the view that he 'cou
tolerate any criticism of his royal
ld scarcely
authority', see Leona Rostenberg,
The Minori!J Press and the English Crow
in Repn!SSion, 1558- 1625 (The Hague,
n: A Stmfy
1971), pp. 78-90.

James base d his tule mor e generally
on the view that a good king wou
ld frame all his actions according
'bee is not boun d thereto but of
to law, but
his good will': see Glen n Burgess,
Absol11te Monarchy and the Ancient Cons
(New Hav en, 1996), p. 41.
titution

James I, The Workes if the Most High
and Migh!J Prince, ja!Jies (London, 1616
), sig. b2v-b3r, d4v. Sharpe, Re!Ji
Ear(y Modem England, pp. 13S-6. Heyl
apping
yn obse rved that James's insistenc
e on addressing parliament made it
for his son to avoid doing so with
diffi
cult
out appearing aloof, and 'put the
Com mon s on a Gog of following
examples, not onely in making long
the Kings
speeches, but of printing them also'
: Pete r Heylyn, Exa!JJCII Historictt!JJ:
Discovery and ExaiJiination if the Mista
Or, A
kes, Falsities, and Difects In so!J/e Mode
m Histories (London, 16S9), p. SS.
19 Shar
pe, 'Writings of Charles I', pp. 643S; Shatpe, Personal Rllie, pp. 646-S
O; Tho mas Cogswell, 'The Politics
Propaganda: Charles I and the Peop
of
le in the 1620s', ]oumal if British Studi
es, 29 (1990), pp. 187-21S; Elizabet
Fost er, 'Prin ting the Petition of Righ
h Read
t', Hrmtington Ubrary Quarter(y, 38 (197
4), pp. 81-3. Sharpe argues that Char
'published regularly' at first but was
les
silent during the personal rule, altho
ugh the publications he cites are the
irregular declarations dissolving parli
rather
ament: Sharpe, Re!J/apping Ear(y Mode
m England, pp. 143-4.
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L.J. Reeve, Charles I and the Road to Personal Rule
(Cambridge, 1989), p. 176; Pete~ W.
Thomas, 'Charles I of England:
The Tragedy of Absolutism', in A.G
. Dickens, ed., The Comts ifEurope
(London, 1977), p. 19S.
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from the public and reserved for the realm of print his interm
ittent displeasure. 21 He
issued proclamations prohib iting the publishing of comm
ent on the dissolution of
parliament in 1626 and 1629, including in the latter the order
that no-on e should even
speak of parliaments, which Jonath an Scott sees as epitomising
the aspiration to secure
the 'peace of silence'. Charles also move d to suppress religio
us controversy in 1629 and
22
urged controls on printe d news.
Howe ver, the interventions most closely associated
with the reign centre d on the Court of Star Cham ber in
1637: the prosecutions of
Burto n, Bastwick and Prynn e and the promulgation of the
decree on printing. 23 Sheila
Lamb ert argues that the decree owed more to commercial
concerns than a monarchical
desire for suppression, but it was viewed by contem porari es
as a means by which the
king's prerogative had been bent to the service of Laudian
persecution. The 1641 Act
abolishing Star Cham ber spoke of its proceedings and decree
s as 'intolerable burde ns'
and the means to introd uce 'arbitrary powe r and govem ment' 24
.
Charles indicated his view of the relationship of kingship to
print in his isolated
forays into the m~dium, his declarations on parliament's dissol
ution. The 1629 address
declared that 'Princes are not bound to give accou nt of their
actions, but to God alone;
yet for the satisfaction of the minds and affections of our
loving subjects, we have
thoug ht good to set down thus much by way of declaration,
that we may appea r to the
25
world in the truth and sincerity of our actions'.
Charles's other declarations, in 1626
and 1640, along with an unpublished declaration of 1628,
followed a similar form,
insisting that their publication stemm ed from the king's favou
r rather than any obligation
to accou nt for his actions. Charles acknowledged that in
part he was respo nding to
criticism by 'turbu lent spirits', but he could still maintain that
publication was on his own
terms and, equally importantly, that his was the fmal word. 26
21

Judith Richards, ' "His Nowe Majestie" and the English Monarc
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p. 647.
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R11/e, pp. 649-51; Kenyan, Stuart Constit11tion, p.
224.
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Charles I, His lvfqjesties Declaration: To all His Loving Subjects,
of the causes 1vhich IJJoved hil71 to dissolve the last ParliaiJJCIJt
(London, 1640), pp. 1-2; Cust, 'Charles I and a Draft Declara
tion'; Esther C. Cope, 'The King's Declaration
Concerning the Dissolution of the Short Parliament of 1640:
An Unsuccessful Attemp t at Public Relations',
Hrmtington Library Quarter!J, 40 (1977), pp. 325-31. In Februar
y 1639 Charles issued a proclamation which
complained of the Scottish defiance of the royal prerogative
over the press, saying that 'these seditious men have
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The descent to print
The paper war forced a transf ormat ion in Charles I's relationship
to the press, from
attem pts to comm and silence to utilising whate ver freedoms
it presen ted and justifying
this use. The turnin g-poin t was the decision by the Comm
ons to print the Grand
Remo11strance at the end of 1641, a decision that was more genera
lly a turnin g-poin t for the
Long Parliament, making the nation's divisions clearer
both to the public and
27
participants.
The question of printing was sufficiently seismic to lead to
the famous
mome nt when M.P.s laid hands on swords and, as Sir Philip
Warwick recalled, felt they
stood 'in the valley of the shado w of death' .28 As the king
was to claim, the printing of
the Remo11stra11ce consti tuted an unpre ceden ted appeal to the
people which threat ened to
redefine the nature both of parliamentary and monarchical author 29
ity.
The storm y passage of the Remo11stra11ce has often been descri
bed, although its
ramifications for the debate on the press have not been fully
explored. 30 The docum ent's
catalogue of complaihts against the king's record was carrie
d by just eleven votes after a
Comm ons debate stretc hing into the early hours of 23 Nove
mber 1641. Its potential as
an appeal to the peopl e rather than an address to the king
was noted by Sir John
Culpepper, who questioned its reference to Charles in the third
person , while Sir Edwa rd
Derin g said parliament should hold up a mirro r to the mona
rch as counsellors , rather
than seeking to 'remo nstrat e downward, tell tales to the Peopl 31
e'. It was this conce rn
which underlay the Comm ons' consideration of an order that
the Remo11strat1ce should not
be printe d or published, which has been neglected in most
accounts . An amen dmen t
was propo sed to delete the word 'published', with which
alteration the motio n was
carried by 124 votes to 10t,3 2 The amen dmen t suggests M.P.s
' awareness of the potential
scope of printe d circulation comp ared with manu script or
oral publication, and the
implications this held for how their actions would be constr
ued. The better-known
27
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counter-proposal c.alling for the printing
of the Remonstrance was then advance
d, being
considered so con trar y to accepted prac
tice that som e mem bers took the unp
rece den ted
step of seeking to ente r a protestation
. It was this atte mpt ed denial of
collective
responsibility which led to the heated
scenes recalled by Warwick and others,
submerging
the printing prop osal and confirming how
far Com mon s unity had fractured. 33
The king was pres ente d with the man
uscript Remonstrance on 1 Dec emb er
and
sought an assurance, which was not fort
hcoming, that it wou ld not be printed. 34
A royal
reply was also not fort hco min g and
, with the deadlock exacerbating tens
ions in
parliament and amo ng the Lon don crow
ds, the question of approving the prin
ting of the
Remonstrance was again raised in the Com
mon s in mid -De cem ber. The re were
further
angry scenes and delay whe n Hyde and
othe rs dem and ed the right to ente r a prot
esta tion
after the prop osal passed with a majority
of fifty-two, but by Christmas Eve the
Grand
Remonstrance had been printed. 35
The decision to prin t the Grand Remo11str
ance has generally been seen as an atte mpt
to further incite the crowds arou nd
parliament, and this was certainly
the king's
perception. 36 He resp ond ed with
a prin ted reply to the Com mon s
in which he
complained that printing the Remonstr
ance was contrary to his express wish,
which had
been that consideration of this 'Dec
laration of a very unusuall nature' shou
ld remain
between him self and parliament in
their roles as king and counsel. Find
ing the
Remonstrance now circulating in print, he
added, 'V:./e mus t let you know that we
are very
sensible of the disrespect.' 37 The disrespe
ct still rankled eight mon ths later whe n
Charles
reviewed the events which had bro ugh
t the two sides to war. The king reca
lled how he
had urged that the Remonstrance 'might
not be published to the people', such
a thin g being
33
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that it would be print ed, but the resist
ance to printing suggests the matt er was
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'Beginning of Printing', p. 54.
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294-5, 320-23; Fletcher, 011tbreak, pp.
169-70, 191. Elev en conternporru.y Lond
editions of the Remonstrance appeared:
on
Lambert, 'Prin ting for Parliament', p.
4. The Grand Remomtran ce was also
among the declarations which parliamen
t order ed to be print ed in editions
of 9,000 in June 1642: Fletcher,
011tbreak, p. 335. Clare ndon wrot e an
account of these events for the History
if the Rebeliion, which he later deleted
from the manu scrip t, in whic h he obse
rved that the 'absu rd, fatal Rem onstr ance
', rather than constituting a petit ion
to the king, was fashioned into 'an instr
umen t to the peop le, in the natur e of
an appeal to them, which had neve r
been practised, and migh t prov e of
very dangerous consequence': Edw ard
Hyde, Earl of Clarendon, Ciarendon's
History if the Rebeiiion and Civil Wm:r in Engla
nd, ed. W. Dun n Macray (Oxford, 1992
), 2, pp. 428-9.
36 Russ
ell, Faii, p . 433; but see Fletcher, 011tbn
:ak, p. 191.
37 Char
les I, His M'!}esties Answer To the Petitio
n which acco/J/panied the Deciaration if the Ho11s
e if Commons, Pn:sented to HiiJI at
Hampton Co11rt, theflrstifDeceiJ/ber. 1641
(London, 1642), pp. 1-2.
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'never heard of, by the direction of the Hou
se of Com tnon s, till this Parliament, it bein
g
38
the first appeale to the people'.
TI1e printing of the Gra11d Remo11stra11ce dem
ande d a suitable response, and Charles
recognised that a reproach to the Com mon
s was only part of that response. His reply
was augmented by a declaration addressed
to his 'loving subjects', which endeavoured
to
coun ter the arguments of the Remo11stra11ce whil
e justifying his own use of the press. 39 The
declaration was based on a rebuttal writ
ten by Hyde - 'to give vent to his own
indignation', he later reca lled - which had been
passed to the king. It marked the start of
Hyde's career as a royal penm an and he wen
t on to draft mos t of the king's declarations
during 1642. As studies of Clarendon have
shown, his often conciliatory approach and
a
belief in his own persuasive powers were imp
orta nt in shaping the character of Charles's
forays in print, although he did not write
the mos t politically propitiatory of the king
's
declarations, the A11sJVer to the XIX Proposition
s.4D
Hyde and the king faced an intricate task in
preparing the declaration of late 1641,
since it was imp 9rta nt for Charles to dista
nce him self from the appearance of being
engaged in debate with parliament befo re
the public. In the tract, the king said it was
inconceivable the Remo11stra11ce had been inten
ded to elicit a royal 'Apology' and his own
declaration was not necessitated by its appe
arance; rather, he had chosen to acquaint his
people with the causes of the 'pres ent distempe
r'. He declared that 'We shall not thin k it
below Our Kingly dignity to descend to any
particular, which may com pose and settle
the affections of Our meanest Subjects', and
added: 'We wish from Our heart, that even
Our mos t secret thou ghts were published to
their view and examination'. 41 It was clear,
however, that this was intended to be a singl
e 'descent' to prin t in the man ner of the
declarations on the dissolution of parliament,
setting the record straight prio r to a return
to the peace of silence. The Dec emb er decl
aration warn ed that any reforms could only
38
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Catalog11e. According to Sheila Lambert,
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(Cambridge, 1951), pp.
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bridge, 1994), pp. 83-109;
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the Answer to the XIX
Propositions, drafted by Lord Falkland and Culpe
pper in June 1642, was the first royal print missiv
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be advanced once this peace was restored, undi
sturbed ·by the current 'bold Licence' of
printing pamphlets, 'so full of Sedition against
Our Self. The king anno unce d that he
had com man ded action against thos e who 'by
writing or word s' had disturbed the peace
of the commonwealth, and concluded by claim
ing that with the publication of the
declaration, subjects wou ld acknowledge 'Our
part to be fully perfo rmed ' and recognise
that their 'quiet and prosperity' depe nded on due
obedience. 42
The king had spoken and, as Kevin Sharpe has
observed, he 'saw the royal word
as the end not the beginning of the processes of
com man d and obedience'. 43 A mon arch
in norm al circumstances might have expected
to have the fmal word , by authoritative
declamation and the suppression of oppo sing
views, but the height of political and
religious feeling and the king's inability to prev
ent oppo sitio n publication mea nt he only
confirmed his engagement in pape r war. Charles
soon discovered that his word s did not
'like the principles of Geometry. . . rathe r
compel! than persuade', as bishop John
Bramhall claimed, nor were oppo nent s deterred
by the view that it was not the place of
the 'vulgar and ordinary pencil!' to 'argue the
right and pow er of the King', as bish op
John MaA'Well averred. 44 Charles was also to disco
ver within days the limits to physically
imposing his will with the abortive attem pt to arres
t the Five Members in the Com mon s.
His reaction to this setback carried a foretaste
of the pape r exchanges between the two
sides. Having issued a com man d, he said, 'I did
expect Obedience, and not a Message'. 45
The fmal ignominy was his humiliating journey
throu gh the city, during which the threa t
pose d by the accompanying crowds - incited
by seditious printing and preaching, the
king later complained - was symbolised by the
throw ing into his coach of the tract To
Your Te11ts, 0 Israel, an incident which was to rema
in in his memory. 46 As one obse rver
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Charles I, His Majesties Speech in the Ho11se of Commo
ns, 4 Ian11arii 1641, in Husba nds, Exact Collection,
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month s later Charles was still finding it 'neces
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from all His loving Subjects': Charles I, His Majest
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ers, see D'Ew es, ]o11ma/, pp.
381, 385-7.
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Gardiner, Fall of Charles I, p . 399. Charles later
complained of the incide nt in Eikon Basilike,
and it recurr ed in
Resto ration discussion, including in Judge Jeffre
ys' conde mnati on of Richard Baxter at his 1685
trial for seditious
libel: Thom as, State Trials, 1, p. 131.
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complained in a lette r at this time, the 'libe
rty of the press' had already 'pois oned the
obedience of too many of his Majesty's subj
ects'. 47
The king's departure from Lon don on 10
Janurary 1642 removed any residual
possibility of his controlling the outp ut of
the press in its major centre. Instead his
circuitous journey from the capital was
punc tuate d by continuing exchanges with
parliament and public, with Charles calling
for a press to be brou ght to York and relyi
ng
on loyal printers at Cambridge, Edin burg
h, Shrewsbury and Bristol befo re making
Oxf ord his base for politics and publicati 48
on.
Hen ry Parker was to evoke the
atmo sphe re of tit-for-tat in his ObservatioJis
in the early sum mer of 1642: 'The King says;
the Parliament denies; the King com man ds,
the Parliament forbids: the Parliament says
the King is seduced by a traitorous faction;
the Parliament says the King is seduced by
a
Malignant Party: the King says the Parliame
nt tramples upon his crown; the Parliament
says the King intends War upon them: to whe
ther now is the Subject boun d to adhere?' 49
The re were mor e than forty formal prin
ted exchanges between king and parliame
nt
between the Grq_JJd Remo11straJJce and the outb
reak of war in August 1642, as well as
addresses to othe r audiences .5° Charles's failu
re to preserve the customary relationship of
mon arch to press was reflected in the form
as well as the existence of his prin t missives,
with a shift from the publication of proc
lamations to 'declarations', 'answers' and
'replies'. Before 1640 mor e than nine out
of ten of Charles I's published tracts were
proclamations, averaging twenty each year duri
ng the 1630s, but in 1642 the figure fell to
less than two out of ten. Royal tracts also beca
me mor e frequently printed in the Rom an
typeface available to printers outside Lon don
rath er than the authoritative 'black letter'
customarily used for proclamations, the
mon arch 's words thereby levelled to the
1
appearance of any man's. 5
The imp act of the prin t conflict on readers
cann ot be precisely gauged, although it
is suggestive that Restoration com men tator
s did not claim the king had won the pape
r
war but lost the civil war, strength of argu men
t in one giving way to military weakness in
Gardiner, Fall of Charles I, p. 399; Lette r from
Thom as Wiseman to Sir John Pennington,
quoted in Freist, Govemed
1!)1 Opinion, p. 79. See also Leopold von Ranke
, A History ofEngland (Oxford, 1875), 2, p. 322.
48
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011tbreak, pp. 296-7, 334-5; W. Turne r Berry
and H. Edmu nd Poole,
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the other. Royalists agreed that Charles had lost the initial
battle for hearts and minds,
52
although they could differ over the reasons. Any attem pt
to read off the 'winners' of
the paper war from the conte nt of tracts is fraught with difficu
lty, although it need not
be assumed that, in John Morrill's words, 'the conte nt of
the propa ganda would only
53
serve to confuse'.
Richard Cust and others have shown how ordinary reader
s were
more inform ed and inclined to political reflection than often
allowed, and Morrill has
modified his position while warning against seeing individ
uals choos ing sides 'on the
basis of careful intellectual reflection' on the published excha
nges. 54 In my view, the
'desce nt to print' involved a comm itmen t to making argum
ents accessible to a wide
audience, but even where this strategy failed and the conte nt
confused readers, the paper
war still comm unica ted messages to the population. 55
The most obvious message was that by the spring of 1642
there were two sides
m dispute. The print conflict served to reveal to the protag
onists how irreconcilable
their positions were and to expose this fact to the count ry at
large, inviting the taking of
sides and the affirmation of one cause over anoth er. This
may be a reason why it was
not until the late summ er that the count ry was ready to go
to war, as Russell suggests. 56
Large sections of the population may have had confu sed
loyalties yet the adversarial
nature of the paper war- a confro ntatio n between king and
parlia ment- could serve to
obscu re the diversity of belief and motivation and corral viewp
oints into two warring
. .
57
pos1t1ons.
A secon d message was that the two sides appea red to be
appealing for suppo rt,
even when they denied the legitimacy of such appeals .58 Charle
s's frequent comp laint
was that parliament was utilising the press to appeal over (or
under) the head of its king:
its leaders 'publish false scandalous Declarations to corru pt
Our good Subjects in their
Loyalty and Affection to Us, injoyn them to read, and disper
se them with all Care and
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Industry'. 59 The fact of publication was take
n to furnish evidence of this intention :
whe n parliament denied appealing to the
people whe n the king was refused entry to
Hull in May 1642, Charles argued: 'Wh at is
their Prin ting and Publishing their Petitions
to Us, their Declarations and Remonst
rances of Us, their odious Votes, and
Resolutions, sometimes of one, sometimes
of both Houses, against Us (never in this
man ner communicated befo re this parliame
nt) but an Appeal to the People?' 60
The illegitimacy of the 'appeal to the peop
le' was deemed to stem both from the
constitutional irregularity of parliament bypa
ssing the king's authority and the danger of
giving the multitude an inflated conc eptio n
of its own power. Charles complained in
the dispute over the Militia Ordinance, also
in May, that the business of parliament was
'to Counsel! Us for the goo d of Our Peop
le, not to write against Us to Our People'. 61
He increasingly complained that parliament
was not even trying to communicate with
him, one message on the Hull situation bein
g 'not thou ght wor thy of an Answer; but
that in stead ther eof they have thou ght fit ...
to publish a declaration conc erni ng that
businesse, as an appeale to the People, and
as if their entercourse with Us, and for our
.
f:
.
satts action, were now to no mor e purp ' 62
ose .
The sense of aggrieved majesty is
palpable, and the king called in vain for a
return to the reverence 'to Our Pers on and
Our Messages, which in all ages hath been
paid (and no dou bt is due) to the crown of
England'. 63
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Charles warn ed that the way published appe
als to the people magnified the pow er
and scope of the com mon crowd mad
e them 'of a dangerous consequence to
Parliaments themselves'. 64 The Atw ver to the
XIX Propositio11s, drafted by Culp eppe r and
Lucius Cary, Lord Falkland, famously pred
icted the outc ome as being that the peop le
would 'discover this arcammt iJJJperii. .. and
set up for themselves ... and by this means
this splendid and excellently distinguished form
of the gove rnm ent end in a dark equal

59
60

61

Charles I His Mqesties Declaration To All His
Ll!ving Suijects, Of the 12 ofAugust. 1642, pp. 50,
71-2, 82.
Charles I, His Mqes ties Ans1veJ; To ... A ReiJ/on
strance, or the Declaration of. .. 26. Mqy 1642, p.
3.
Charles I, His Mqesties AllsJver, By W qy of
Declaration, to a Ptinted Papet; Entituled, A Declar
ation of both Homes of
ParliaiJJmt, in Answer to His Mqesties last Messag
e conceming the Militia, p. 3.

Charles I, His Mqesties Am1ver to the Declaration,
Votes, and Order of Assistance of both Houses of
ParliaiJJCIIt, conceming the
Maga!?Jne at Hull, sent Mqy 4, 1642, in Husbands,
Exact Collection, p. 163.
63 Charl
es I His Mqesties Answer, By W qy of Declar
ation, to a Printed Paper, Entituled, A Declar
ation of both Houses of
ParliaiJJmt, in Answer to His Mqesties last Messa
ge conceming the Militia (London, 1642), p. 2.
Charles added (p. 3): 'We
are unwilling to beleeve, that such a Declaration
as this, shoul d be published in Answer to Our
Message, witho ut
vouchsafing at least to send it to Us as their
Answer'.
6 4 Charles I, His Mqesties Declar
ation To A ll His Ll!ving Suijects, Of the 12 ofAugus
t. 1642, p. 9
62
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chaos of confusiori'. 65 Charles elsewhere desc
ribed him self as bein g'ma ny times amazed
to consider by wha t Eyes these things are
seen, and by wha t Eares they are hear d', but
in responding, he too was taken to be appe
aling to the people. 66 One pam phle teer
spoke of the king's and parliament's 'man y
Declarations, which we have reason to look
e
upon as so man y appeales to the people, who
(as matters now stand) are like to be the
Judges, the executioners, and sufferers in this
Bloo dy Tryal'. 67
Since appeals to the people could not be legit
imate, the rise in Charles I's prin ted
outp ut was no source of satisfaction: the perp
etua tion of pape r war was a symbol of the
failure to maintain royal authority. Whe n
he declared that no king had ever set forth
such an array of prin ted treatises, he insisted
that the declarations were 'exto rted from
Us' by 'intolerable prov ocat ions ', by 'such unhe
ard of Insolencies and Injuries, which no
form er times ever prod uced '. 68 On anot her
occasion, Charles said he had hop ed that
after previous answers, We might well give
over this labour of Our pen, and sit still, till
it shall please God to enlighten the Affe
ctions and Understandings of Our goo d
Subjects'. But furtp er reproaches dem ande
d furth er replies, each published in the hop
e
that parliament's mos t rece nt prin ted sally
wou ld be 'the last of such a nature they
wou ld have com mun icate d to Our people'.
But no, once again they 'thou ght fit to
assault us with a new er Declaration . .. whic
h mus t have anot her Answer'. 69
Charles's published appeals to the peop le were
a trium ph of political necessity over
constitutional propriety. He declared hims elf
ready to descend from the 'high and Royall
dignity (wherein God hath placed Us)' to
'trou ble Our Self with answering thos e man
y
scandalous, seditious Pamphlets and Prin ted
Pape rs' scattered across the king dom . In a
passage Roger L'Es tran ge later claimed as
his 'warrant' for publishing, Charles declared
:
'So general! a Terr our hath possessed the
mindes and hear t of all men, that whiles th
e
Presses swarm ... mos t men wan t the Courage
or the Conscience to write . .. But We are
cont ente d to let Our Self fall to any office that
may undeceive Our People'. 70
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Charles I, His Mcyesties AnsJJJer to the Nimteen
Propositio11s ofBoth Houses of Parlia171mt (Oxford,
1642), reprinted in David
Woot ton, ed., Divim Right a11d Democrary: An
Anthology of Political ff7titing i11 Stuart Engla11d
(London, 1986) , pp. 171-4 ,
p. 174.

Charles I, His Majesties Dedaratio11, To all His
lovi11g Subjects. Published JJJith the advice ofHis P1ivie
Cotmcell, p. 4.
67 Thom as Povey, The Moderator
Expecti11g Sudde11 Peace or CertatiJ R11im (London,
1642), p. 19 ('17').
68
Charles I, His Mcyesties Declaratio11 To all His
Lovi11g Subjects, Upon occasion of his late Messages
to both Houses of ParliaiJiellt,
A11d their Rejt1sall to treat JJJith Him for the Peace
of the Ki11gdome (Oxford, 1642), sig. A3v-B4r.
69 Charles I, His Mcyesties AnsJJJ
er To A Book, E11tituled, The Declaration or Re!J/ol
lstrance of the Lords and Co!J/17/0IIS, of the 19th
ofMay, 1642, pp. 1-2.
66

° Charles I, His Mcyesties AnmJC/; By If/ay of Declaratio11,
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Par/iame11t, i11 A11sJJJer to His Mcyesties last Messag
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to a Pti11ted Papet; E11tituled, A Declaration of
both Houses of
the Militia, pp. 1-2.
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The acceptance of this task signalled a recognition that
the relationship of mona rch
and people was shifting unde r the demands of paper
war. The change should not be
over-estimated, but Charles was being forced to confr
ont the fact that his readers were
now prese nted with a choice, between his word and
that of parliament. In such a
situation, the conce rn was now communication, persu
asion rathe r than instruction, to a
public who were now participants rathe r than merely obser
vers. 71 The king prese nted his
role as that of respo nden t rathe r than innov ator or aggre
ssor: parliament was misleading
the people and his duty was to prese nt the truth of the
matter. If readers had the errors
of his adversaries point ed out to them, they woul d soon
'plainly discern' where the fault
72
lay.
The need to comm unica te also fostered royal attem
pts to speak the people's
language. Charles translated a parliamentary preamble
published in Latin, saying his
oppo nents ' use of learning was inten ded to exclude 'many
of our good subjects'. 73 On
anoth er occasion he spoke of being 'enfo rced to use
a Dialect rougher, and different
from what We have used to treat in' in order to get his
message across.74
Most importiilltly, Charles invited readers to judge betwe
en the two sides, and to
do so 'with out resigning their reason and under stand ing
to Our Prerogative'. 75 The king
whom no temp oral powe r could judge was ready to
declare that 'We desire no bette r
evidence then Our and their writings and Actions, and
no bette r Judges and Witnesses
then Our People, of Our love to peace'. 76 Strategic flatter
y was clearly prese nt here, but
it remained the case that the king was having to appea
l to the people, and his implied
message was that they were capable of sufficient
reason to judge correctly. The
implication was not lost on parliament, which expressed
conce rn that royal declarations
were being addressed to the 'simple peopl e' in order to
'appeale unto them as Judges'. 77
The outbr eak of civil war left the king to pond er the
failure of his declarations to
convince sufficient readers of their due loyalty. 'Can Our
good Subjects be longer kept
in this Trance?' he asked, 'Can their Experience,
Reason, and Unde rstand ing be
71

Cope, 'King's Declaration', p. 326.
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Charles I, His Mcyesties AnsJI/er To A Book, Entituled, The
Declaration or Remonstrance of the Lords and Commons, of the
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ofMqy, 1642, p. 2.
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Quoted in Morrill, ' Charles I, Tyranny', p. 302.
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Charles I, His Mcyesties Declaration To All His Loving Suf:jects
, Of the 12 ofAugust. 1642, pp. 1-2.
Charles I, His Mcyesties AllsJI/er To A Book, Entituled, The Declara
tion or Remonstrance of the Lords and Com/Jions, of the 19th
ofMqy, 1642 (London, 1642), p. 2.
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His Mcyesties Declaration To All His Living Subjects, Of the 12
ofAugust. 1642 (York/ Oxford, 1642), p. 83.
Parliament of England, A Re/Jionstrance of the Lords and Common
s. .. 01; The Rep!J of both Houses, to a p1inted Book . . .
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captivated by words and assumptions contra dictory to all princip
les?' 78
warfare contin ued as a clamorous background to subseq uent events
but in

The paper
1643 Charles

I's printed output fell to 159 editions and by 1645 it was ninete
en . His paper war
experience was to be the source of Restoration anxieties, but by the
late summ er of 1642
words had failed him, and the pike and muske t beckoned. 79

Parliament and publication
The turn to the press in the 1640s marked a shift in the relationship
of monar ch
and people, but it also signalled a changed role for parliament. Advoc
ates of liberty of
the press claimed that the Long Parliament's opposi tion to
episcopal suppression
reflected a broade r comm itment to free expression, but it was a comm
itment parliament
largely did not possess, and from 1642 it was concer ned to restore
contro l over the
80
press. However, parliament needed to justify its own descen t to
print while sustaining
this opposi tion to press excess, to innovation more generally
and to the taint of

.

resistance. 81

After all, the decision to print the Gra11d Remo11strance could have
been
constr ued as treason on the interpretation used by parliament itself
against the earl of
Strafford, that of alienating the people from their king, and
Charles subsequently
deman ded to know: 'Were there ever, before these Twelve
month s, Declarations
published in the name of either or both House s of Parliament, to make
their King odious
to the People?' 82
Parliament already possessed rights of free speech, the prized privileg
e protec ting
its proceedings from interference, although this did not guarantee any
wider allowance of
free expression extend ing to publication 'out of doors' . The upsurg
e in the printin g of
M.P.s' speeches which attend ed the openin g of the Long Parliam
ent diminished as it
became clear that 'the mere fact of publication had becom e a
political act', as Alan
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Charles I, His Majesties Declaration To All His Loving Subjects, Of the 12
ofAugust. 1642, p. 77.
79 Wing, Short Title Catalogue.
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On parliamentary use of the press see Lambert, 'Beginning of Printing
for the House of Commons'; Lambert,
'Printing for Parliament, 1641-1700': Lambert observes that 'printing
for parliament' began in 1641 (p. i); Siebert,
Freedom of the Press, pp. 191-2.
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On parliament's oppositi on to innovation and the absence of argumen
ts for resistance see Mon:ill, 'Charles I,
Tyranny', p. 299; Russell, Causes, pp. 132-3.
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Russell, Fa!! of the British Monarchies, p. 448; Charles I, His Majesties Declaratio
n To a!! His Loving Subjects, Upon occasion qf
his late Messages to both Houses of Padiament, And their Refusal! to tr,;at 1vith
Him .for the Peace of the Kingdome, sig. A3v .
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Cromartie notes . 83 The issue of parliament's privilege was
a source of conte ntion in the
days surro undin g the decision to print the Remonstranc
e, with the Lords and Comm ons
reminding the king of their 'free liberties of speech', but
while this may have contr ibute d
to a mood resistant to the king's opposition to publication
, no argument was advanced to
84
this effect.
Indeed, the printing of the Grand Remo11strance was
not justified directly by
parliament. The main reason advanced for drawing
up the docu ment was that it
constituted a reaction rathe r than an innovation,
seeking the righting of wrongs,
including the spreading of misinformation. This was offere
d in terms of the respectful
petitioning allowed by conve ntion , and more over as an
expression of parliament's role as
counsellor to the mona rch. An accompanying petition,
also subsequently printed, argued
that the Remonstrance was intended 'for the bette r
information of your Majesty' in
revealing the designs of 'malignant parties' fostering pope
ry, who were identified with the
bishops and privy council. Past royal declarations were
amon g the grievances. The
Comm ons had irppeached lord keeper Finch for his part
in framing the declaration on
the dissolution of the Short Parliament in 1640, and this
tract and those relating to the
1620s parliaments were labelled 'untrue and scandalous
', with the order attending the
1629 dissolution said to have been 'to the great dejec
ting of the harts of the people,
forbidding them , even to speak ofPar liame nts'. 85
It was clear, however, that the Remonstrance was not direct
ed only towards Charles.
The petition obser ved that the malignants had dispersed
misinformation 'amon gst tl1e
people' and the Remottstrance would supply 'bette r inform
ation' to loyal subjects. This
aspiration was reflected, as Culpepper had observed, in
the way the king was referred to
in the third perso n in the body of the Remonstrance, a
move made more evident by the
86
secon d-per son address of the Petitiott.
Charles was right to believe the Grand
83

Alan Cromartie, 'The Printin g of Parliamentary Speech
es, November 1640 to July 1642', Hisl01ical Joumal, 33,
1
(1990), pp. 23-44.
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December, 1641, sig. Alr, in Husban ds, Exad Collectio
n. The remons trance of parliament defending freedom
of
debate was reprint ed in Anon., A Leamed a11d 11ecessary
AIJ',fi!JJeJJt To prove that each Suiject hath a Prop1ier
y in his Goods
(London, 1641).
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Parliament of Englan d, A Remonstrance of the State of the
Ki11gdom (London, 1641), p. 7; Parliament of England,
The
Petition of the House of Commo11s 1vhich accompanied the Remomti
'Cince of the slate of the kingdom, 1vhen it 1vas presented to His
Majesry at Hampton Court, 1 December 1641 (London, 1642),
reprint ed in Kenyon, Stuart Constitutio11, pp. 228-9; Cope,
'King's Declar ation', pp. 325, 330. D'Ewe s records Pym
telling the Co=o ns on November 27, in unveiling the
Petition, that the 'Prelates Papists and malignant partie'
had 'soe traduce d the sincere endeavours of this presen
t
Parliament to his Majesties good subjects as that we were
necessitated to draw and publish that Declar ation withou
t
anie intent to lay the least aspersion upon his Majesties
person ': D'Ewes,]oumal, p. 203.
Kenyon, Stuart Co!lstitutioll, pp. 228-9.
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Remoustrance was addressed as much to the public as
to himself, although parliament was
itself wary of the implications of issuing an 'appe
al to the people'. Culp eppe r had
comm ented in the Remo11strance debates that 'We are
not sent to please the peop le', and
this remained a dilemma for M.P.s after he and Hyde
depa rted to join the king. 87 As a
pamp hlete er observed, promiscuous print ing led
to parliament too losing its 'dire and
88
awfull respect'. Parliament defended 'setting forth
Declarations for the satisfaction of
the people, who have chos en and intrusted us with
all that is dearest to them ', but it was
concerned, like the king, to police the distinction
between declaration and appeal. It
insisted that the print ing of declarations, votes
and petitions 'cloth not make up an
evidence of an appeal to the people' as they were
inten ded as means of infor matio n
rathe r than induc emen ts to action, based on a duty
'to disabuse the peoples mindes'. 89
Once the Grmtd Remo11strance received a publi
shed answer, justifying furth er
publication readily proce eded on the grou nds of
replying to misinformation. The royal
declarations 'rend er the Parliament odious to simp
le people, who they hope will neve r
examine the truth and grou nds of what is said',
it was claimed. 90 In this mann er the
pape r war advanced, with each side accusing the other
of having started the conflict and
demanding a right of reply. Parliament claimed
ingenuously that 'we neve r desired to
encourage his Majesty to such replies as migh t prod
uce any contestation betwixt him and
his Parliament', and at the end of the first civil war
the Com mons insisted that the pape r
war had starte d with the circulation of declarations
misrepresenting its actions. 91
Justifying publication on this basis did not, however,
directly answer the charge that
the use of the press repre sente d an intention to
challenge the king, and parliament
devo ted considerable atten tion to rejecting this impu
tation of resistance. The result was
one of the more notab le ironies of the pape r war.
While the king was propelled into an
unpr eced ented public debate with parliament throu
gh the press , parliament largely
denied that it was deba ting with the king; while Char
les criticised parliamentary disloyalty,
parliament sidestepped the accusation by insisting
that declarations in the king's name
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(London,
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printed Book . . . called, His Majesties Ans111er (London,
1642), p. 5.
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Ibid., pp. 13-14.
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Parliament of England, The Declaration or Remonstrance
of the Lords and Commons, in Parliament assembled. . . 19. Maii.
1642 (London, 1642), p. 3; Parliament of England,
A Declaration of the Commons of England assembled in
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their tme Intentions conceming the Ancim t and F11ndam ental
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nds, E x act
Collection, p. 877.
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were not the king's word s but instead 'the veno m
of those Trayterous Counsellors abou t
92
his Majestie' .
The strategy of the Grand Remonstra11ce was exten
ded to portr ay the
declarations as conti nued misinformation spread
by the 'Malignant partie abou t His
Majestie', whos e refutation was a mark of parliament
's loyalty. 93 Parliament soug ht to
portr ay the pape r war as a struggle between rival
grou ps over the claim to be loyal
counsellors, rathe r than as a confr ontat ion betw
een parliament and king, or betw een
.
d
res1stance an tyranny. 94
The parliamentary attem pt to separate Charles
from his published word s was
assisted by his depa rture from Lond on after the attem
pt to arrest the five members. The
king's absence mean t comm unica tion between the
two sides was increasingly restricted to
published declarations and messages, fuelling the
parliamentary claim that Charles was
hostage to malignants. The charge of innovation
was deflected onto the counsellors,
parliament claiming that their publishing campaign
was 'a new Engine which they have
invented to heighten the destructions of this King
dome and to beget and increase
distrust and disa~fection betweene the king and His
Parliament and the People'. 95 The
withdrawal of the king from Lond on was part of
this propagandist conspiracy, with the
counsellors having 'drawn his Majesty into the Nort
heme parts far from the Parliament'
so that false infor matio n could be spread with impu
nity, 'which the more speedily to
effect, they have caused a Presse to be trans porte
d to Yorke, from when ce several!
papers, and writings of that kinde are conveyed to
all parts of the King dome ... in an
unusuall and illegal! mann er'. 96 At the same time,
the assault on 'evil counsellors' led
parliament at one poin t to admit its own innov
ation in using the press, when it
respo nded to the charge of issuing an unpr eced ented
popu lar appeal over the Hull crisis
by declaring: 'If there be no example for it, it is
because there were neve r any such
Monsters befor e that ever attem pted to disaffect the
peop le from a Parliamen t' . It adde d
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374. Tbis
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(London,
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n, 1642), pp. 4-5.
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(London,
1991), pp. 68-71.
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Lords and Commons. .. 26. ofM"!)'. 1642, pp. l-2.
Parliament, The Declaration or Remonstrance of the Lords
a11d Commons, in Parliame11t assembled. .. 19. Maii. 1642,
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103
that precedents were now being created 'for posterity, upon
the same or better grounds
of reason and Law then those were upon, which our predecessor
s first made for us'. 97
The geographical estrangement of Charles mean t that attack
s on royal declarations
could be justified by a frontal assault on their purpo rted autho
rship as much as by any
resort to the doctrine of the 'Icing's two bodies', separating his
perso n and office. 98 If the
king had return ed to Lond on the claim that the published words
were not his own would
have been harde r to sustain.

As it was, his earlier taciturnity gave credence to the
parliamentary claim that 'his Majesty canno t be imagined to be
the framer and Penne r of
Declarations of that length and nature', which were theref ore
the work of 'the Contrivers
and Penne rs ... the eville Counsellours'. 99 It was even sugge
sted that parliament should
not reply to such declarations since this might suggest their
authors could 'question the
resolution of Parliament'. That this was repor ted in a printe
d parliamentary answer
indicates that any misgivings were overc ome sufficiently to allow
the polemical point to
be made. 100 The accusation of publishing illegitimate appea
ls to the people was also
deflected onto th~ counsellors, who were charged with having
spurn ed 'the highest Court
of Judicature within this kingdome' and turned instead to the
people through 'appeale
unto them' . They were held to have aimed their false declarations
at the comm on reader,
and so had 'inforced us to prepare antidotes against the poyso
n which they had infused
into the people'. 101

Liberty of the press in the paper war
Contr ol of the arsenal is crucial in any conflict. The histor
y of print trade
regulation in England, not least Charles I's 1637 decree,
had bequeathed a printing
arsenal almos t wholly based in Londo n. When the Icing
left the capital he also
97
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'Charles I, Tyranny', p. 303.
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104
abandon ed ready access to the nation's mam publishing facilities, as well as largely
sacrificing any hope of controlling the press. As parliament assumed the task of seeking
to enforce silence, and as paper war moved towards civil war, royalist writers became
the
targets of suppression. Civil war print culture has been a burgeon ing area of recent study
but historians have largely ignored the way the king and his supporters characterised
themselves as victims of persecution, prompti ng some to urge the freeing of the presses.
Lois Potter's recent account of royalist writing considers the possibility of such views
only to dismiss them as special pleading on the part of men who 'never embrace
d
freedom of the press as a doctrine'. Howeve r, this assumes the 'doctrine' was already
formed, rather than in the process of formation .102
This is not to suggest that Charles I consistently opposed control of the press but
only to argue that his statements did not constantly favour it. The king repeated
ly
assailed parliament both for what it printed and for what it permitte d others to print,
complaining that the parliamentary leaders allowed his authority to be 'reviled in pulpits
and Presses by per.sons immediately in their protecti on'.103 He also proteste d in 1642
at
the printing of personal letters which had been intercepted, claiming parliament thereby
invaded 'liberty of conversation . . . the discourses at tables', a portent of Eikon Basilike'
s
attack on the publication of The King's Cabinet Opened in 1645. 104 The failure of parliame
nt
to control inflammatory pamphlets was one reason the king gave for not returnin g
to
London during 1642. He said his fears would remain 'while so many Seditious Pamphle
ts
and Sermons are looked upon, and so great Tumults are rememb red, unpunished'. 105
Parliament expressed readiness to suppress any seditious pamphlets he named, and
the
king listed Button's Protestation Protested and To Your Tents, 0 Israel among 'so great
a
variety', while adding the sceptical note: 'If you thinke them not worth your inquirie,
We
have done.' 106
102

103

Parliame nt subsequently reported that the printer of the Protestation

Potter, Semi Rites, p. 6. See also Birley, Ptinting and Democrary, p. 15, where the view that
royalists 'did not raise the
issue of liberty of the press' is taken to follow from the fact that 'if their side had won
the war, they would have
been the first to restore the old controls over printing'.
Charles I, His Mqjesties Declaration Conceming Leavies (London, 1642), p. 4.
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Protested had beeri jailed and the book order ed to be burnt
, but Charles conti nued to
complain that 'We never could receive the least satisfaction
... for those scandalous and
seditious Pamp hlets and Serm ons which swarme amon
gst you' .107
The king's fears over parliamentary prevarication
in suppressing tracts were
coupl ed with conce rn at the turn against royalist writin
g as paper war turne d to civil war.
The changing situation was suggested in the parliamenta
ry orders seeking to contr ol
printing. The king was included in the prote ction of
the order of 9 March 1643, which
required the arrest of anyon e publishing 'any Pamp hlet
scandalous to his Majesty or the
proceedings of both or either Hous es of Parliament'. 108
Howe ver, the ordin ance of 14
June specified only parlia ment as having specific prote
ction , while forbidding 'any other
writing witho ut licence', possibly justifying Walwyn's
remar k that it was inten ded to
restrain the writings of the king and his suppo rters. 109
The royalist publishing effor t has
recently been depic ted as an efficiently-organised 'prop
agand a' campaign, successful in
overc omin g attem pts at suppression, but its autho rs
often portra yed themselves as the
victims of parliarpentary press persecution. The king
himse lf was forem ost amon g the
complainants. His declaration accom panyi ng the raisin
g of the royal standard on 22
Augu st 1642 was printe d in nume rous editions but he
said of parliament the following
mont h that 'I wish thir craft and powe r were not such,
that few of those copies can
come to the view of my good people'. He said he
was reduc ed to distributing them
personally as he travelled the country, 'haveing noe other
way to make it publique; these
men having restrained the use of my presses at Lond
on, and the universities'. 110 He
subsequently claimed that all he published at this time
'was either suppr est or interp reted
111
in a contr ary and impossible sense'.
In Nove mber , Charles urged parliament to let the
example, Anon., A Letter from Mercmi11s Civims to Mercmi1
1s RliStictts: Or, Londons Co,ifession b11t not Repenten ce (Londo
n,
1643), p. 17.
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people see his last two declarations, 'both which We sent to Our
Presse at Londo n, but
were taken away from Our Messenger, and not suffere d to be publish
ed'. 112 In anothe r
declaration the king compl ained that he had sent an answe r
to be publicly read in
Londo n but armed guards preven ted people from attend ing.113
The king's suppor ters also compl ained at parliament's contro l of
the presses. A
tract attribu ted to the royalist poet John Taylor identified parliam
ent's intenti on as being
to punish severely any that 'Preach , talke, Print, or think either of
peace, duty, obedie nce
or loyalty', and to 'hide truth from the people '. This was though
t necessary becaus e the
parliamentary leaders admitt ed to each other in private that royalis
t 'Bookes do as much
wound Us as the swords of our Adversaries' .114 Anoth er writer
alleged that parliam ent
aimed to 'blind the world' by curbin g the press, and argued
that truth had fled to
115
Oxfor d.
Lauren ce Womo ck, a bishop under Charles II, attacked 'blackmouth 'd
Remon stranc es' and compl ained that parliam ent allowed those who
assaulted peace 'in
the presse ' to 'wrestle at liberty, whiels the Champ ions of Peace
have their hands tyed
behind them'. fhose who spoke out were impris oned, while the
voice of peace was
'awed into silence'.11 6
The deman ds of waging paper war which led the king to argue
for the ability of
ordina ry readers to judge correctly also led him to advoca te
grantin g the press the
freedo m to publish both sides. In his declaration of 12 Augus t 1642
he compl ained that
those who publis hed his writings had been conde mned by parliam
ent 'as Delinq uents',
despite the fact that 'We have not prohib ited any to read theirs'. 117
In a furthe r
declaration, he argued that if people were allowed to read both sides,
'We doubt not but
they will be soon undeceived, and easily fmde out those Couns
els, which do rather
perswa de a desper ate Division, then a good agreem ent'. To confirm
the point, his words
appear ed in a tract printed at Oxfor d which also included parliam
ent's opposi ng view, a
metho d which both sides had emplo yed earlier in the paper war
but which had becom e
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less frequen t as hostilities escalated. 118 In anothe r tract, the king again
insisted that if
parliam ent would allow what he said to be 'equally & freely publisht', his
subjects could
'read, conside r and compar e' and 'Judge of their severall intentio ns', and
he express ed
confide nce that this would lead them to the right judgem ent.119

·

This was not a 'doctrin e of press freedom ' but it was a public endors ement
of the
view that free publication could advance the identification of the truth
in the dispute
betwee n king and parliament. This theme was taken up in 1642-3 by a
numbe r of the
king's defende rs, sometim es utilising ideas advanc ed in defences of liberty
of the press
publish ed by parliament's suppor ters in subseq uent years. A 'gentleman
of quality' who
defende d the king's divine authori ty argued that the publication of his tract
was justified
by parliament's own principles. He took these to be that sovereign judgem
ent rested
with the people, and argued that in this case 'I see not, but that it is both
lawfull, and
even the necessary duty of every private man, that hath any underst anding
of the things
in question, to publish his particular judgem ent & appreh ension of them'. 120
Anothe r
royalist tract jus.tified its appeara nce with the claim that 'the times hath
given an open
.
. . '121
P resse to clear every tmagma
twn .
The argume nt of Proquiritatio. .. A Petitio11 to the People, publish ed in 1642, was
closer
to the religious concern s which domina ted the case for liberty of the
press . Its
anonym ous author argued that the law of God and nature confirm ed
the duty of
obedien ce to the 'Saint-like' king, and he called for the punish ment of the
'over-busie'
pamphl eteers who had driven Charles from 'his glorious city'. Howev er,
he also argued
that it should be lawful 'to publish such Christian and grave Tractat es
or Argum ents
(withou t the imputa tion of Enmity to the State) as may tend to the Discov
ery of Truth',
and spoke of writers having the 'Liberty of the Subject, to plead the Cause
of the Lord'.
In similar vein to Walwyn's later call to the Westm inster Assembly, he envisag
ed free use
of the press permitt ing an exchange of views which could lead to the identifi
cation of
truth at a 'great Synod', although he expecte d the synod to confirm the
'sinfulnesse of
Rebellion, and Schisme'. To this end, he insisted that anyone who publish
ed a reply
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must also publish the tract being refuted, 'that upright dealing may be had'.
The present
divisions in religion made it imperative that unity should be sought in
truth, and
Proquiritatio's author urged that it was vital 'To leave nothing unsaid . .. That inke,
rather
then Bloud may be spilt; That Paper rather than Soules may perish'. 122
George
Thoma son noted that the tract was 'scattered up and down in London ' and
suppressed
123
as 'scandalous' by parliament.
A 1642 pamph let by the royalist writer Edward Brown e held that it was 'lawfull
for
all to write' and indicated the course of subseq uent discussion by attributing
persecution
of the press to 'Presbyterian doctors'. However, rather than seeing dissenti
ng religious
views as the presbyterians' target, Browne claimed their intention was to
'put out the
light of our eyes and stop the breath of our nostrills, the supreme head of
these three
kingdoms, our gracious Soveraigne'. Browne complained of the restraints
on the king's
publishing, saying the presbyterians endeavoured 'to stop all passages of
peace and
reconciliation between him and his people and will not suffer a little paper
to be printed
in his owne Press.e or any others that speake truth, but admit, or at least suffer
lying and
scandalous Pamphlets against his person, govern ment, and royal proceedings'.
He called
for differences between king and parliament to be resolved in 'a free debate
according to
124
ancient custome'.
As a Church of Englan d membe r who attacked both bishops and
presbyterians, Brown e was linked by an anti-clerical strain to the wider argume
nt for
liberty of the press after 1643. Like those later writers his identification of
suppression
with presbyterian divines meant he could still claim to honour parliament,
although
expressing the wish that 'the rotten limbs were cut off. However, he was separat
ed from
the 'tolerationist' writers not only by his royalism but by his opposition
to 'Sectaries',
which he reconciled with an advocacy of press freedom in part by rejectin
g any link
between print publication and preaching. 'It is lawfull for any to write, though
not to
preach', he argued, because a man preaching 'in an absurd extasie of zeale may
vociferate
and babble hee knowes not what', whereas the writer 'hath laid his words in
the ballance
of his reason'. For his own part, Browne declared that God had 'stirred'
his 'quill' to
write for the divine glory, and moreov er had 'armed me with such puissant
strength' that
he could provide an antidote to those who 'smothe red' truth. 125
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The king's calls for access to the press and those of his supporters were linked in
the person of Edward Hyde. As well as penning many of Charles's declarations, he also
published a number of anonymous pamphlets as part of the royalist press campaign. 126
One tract in early 1643, A Complaint To The House if Commons, prompted controversy not
least because of the claim that it would have been better for the nation and religion if all
'Remonstrances, Declarations, Votes and Ordinances. . . had been strangled in the
birth'. 127 In A Speech Made I?J Alderman Garr01vqy, however, Hyde returned to the theme
of securing freedom for royalist words. He claimed that parliament's inability to offer an
adequate reply to the king's arguments had led it to decide that 'the most proper Reply to
such Declarations is to forbid the Printing and publishing under paine of Plundering, and
Imprison ment'. Hyde then offered an account of the paper war which depicted Charles
endorsing an open contest for the people's verdict: 'If all that bath beene written on
both sides had beene suffered freely, and indifferently (as was required by Justice, and
desired by the King) to have beene communicated to, and examined by the People (to
whom the

Hous~

of Common s had first (and without any president) in that way begun
to appeal) those Paper-bullets .. . would have killed this War in the wombe, and the same
People who have beene now seduced into Rebellion, would have kept their Seducers to
their Loyalty'. 128 While neither Charles I nor Hyde was a supporter of press freedom,
their paper war experience suggested how a turn to communication could comprom ise
rather than simply complem ent support for press control.

Tew and ]eremy Tqylor
The views Hyde expressed on the freeing of the press in A!der1llan Garrmvqy were
most clearly the product of the exigencies of paper war, but more broadly his opinions
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had been shaped by his association with the circle which met at Falkland 's home at Great
Tew in the 1630s. 129 The Tew writers did not address the subject of liberty of the press
at any length, but elements of their thinking were of relevance to its later discussion, and
the 'constitutional royalists' Falkland and particularly Hyde played a central role
in
shaping the king's approac h to his readers in 1642, as well as being foremos t among the
counsellors later blamed by Hobbes for perpetuating the paper war.
Hyde penned the king's invitation for the people to judge 'without resigning their
reason', which Brian Wormald sees as an attempt to appropriate parliament's argumen
ts
but which could as readily be linked to the emphasis on rationality which lay at the centre
of Tew thinking. 130 Blair Warden 's description of the 'old Erasmian spirit' of the Tew
circle, 'practical, rational, sceptical, tolerant' , indicates some of the links that could
be
forged with a case for free expression, although the argument for reason could also lead
in the opposite direction. 131

The Tew writer Dudley Digges argued in 1643-4 in
Hobbesian vein that 'sound reason' would lead men to recognise the need to submit
their judgements . to authority, since otherwise the decision in political or religious
controversy would be 'writ in bloud'. He accused pro-parliament pamphleteers of the
'manifest treason' of persuading people they could resist the king, claiming the writers
captivated readers' passions with the 'name of freedome', since affection rather than
reason was the people's 'measure of judgement'. 132 Digges also attacked parliament for
publishing declarations which appealed to the people rather than petitions dutifully
addressed to the sovereign, observing that 'the common people have but weake
judgments in State matters and yet appeales are especially directed to them ... the fatal!
arts which ruined this kingdome were to make the meaner sort of men Judges
of
.
'
133
Po 11 cy .
The famous earlier product of Tew was William Chillingworth's Religio11 qf
Protesta11ts, published with cautious Laudian support in 1637, with its clarion-call 'the
Bible is the Religion of Protestants'. Chillingworth's stress on the Bible respond ed to his
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catholic adversary's charge that protestantism left each man 'to
his own wit, and
discourse', but more generally his emphasis, equally anti-catholic,
was on the role of
reason in religion, defming protes tant 'discourse' as being based
on 'right Reason,
ground ed on Divine Revelation and Comm on Notion s, written by
God in the hearts of
all men'. He held that all things necessary to salvation were clearly
found in scripture,
but also argued that any man 'who believes the Scripture sincerely,
and endeavours to
believe it in the true sense, canno t possibly be a heretique' .134 This stress
on sincerity was
taken up by Falkland in his Discourse qf It!fallibility, written at this time,
where he argued
that whoev er seeks the truth sincerely and impartially, 'thoug h he
misse of Truth, shall
not misse of his favour who is the Father of it'.135 This passage was
later used by Locke
in the Essqy co11cemi11g Huma11 U11dersta11di11g, from where it passed to
Matthew Tindal and
was used in his defence of liberty of the press in the late 1690s, underp
inning the claim
that publication was justified by the sincerity as much as the truthfulness
of a belief. 136
Anoth er writer often linked with Tew thinking, who also influen
ced later
defences of liberty of the press, was Jeremy Taylor, whose Liberty
qf Prophesying, first
published in 1646, was widely read and reprinted on a numbe r of
occasions. 137 Taylor's
attack on 'the Iniquity of persecuting differing opinions' featured
prominently in W.K.
Jordan 's history of toleration, but his place in the debate on
the press has been
.tgnore d .138 The
appare nt anomaly of a royalist tolerationist has perhaps made him
difficult to locate, although as this chapte r has shown, arguments for
press freedom were
advanced by royalists in the 1640s as controls on printing impinged
on supporters of the
king as well as on the more hetero dox suppor ters of parliament.
134
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Taylor, more than anyone except perhaps Button, based his defence of the press
on the assimilation of publication to the realm of thought rather than action, with
the
God-san ctioned protecti on that accrued to conscience. His starting-point was the claim
that 'No man or compan y of men can judge or punish our thoughts, or secret purpose
s
whilest they so remaine'. Taylor argued that no Christian was to be 'persecuted for
his
opinion' because the understa nding was 'wholly spiritual!. . . it is itt aiie11a republica,
a
matter of another world', and therefor e only to be judged by God. 139 However, 'opinion
'
was held to embrace the outward expression of conscientious belief as well as inward
thought, including the publication of religious views. Taylor argued that to suppress
books which had been written as an expression of conscience was 'indirect' persecution,
the counterp art of the 'direct' coercion of the body in forcing the profession of belief.
He attacked the 'mendin g of Authors , not to their own mind but to ours ... forbiddi
ng
the publication of Books, in which there is nothing impious, or against the publick
interest. . . burning books by the hand of the hang-man, and all such Arts, which shew
that we either distqist God for the maintenance of his truth, or that we distrust
the
cause, or distrust our selves and our abilities'. He claimed this was an 'illiterate Policy',
and added that it was also self-defeating, because forbidden books sold so well that some
men even sought to have their own works condem ned. 140
Although his political and religious commit ment differed from the parliamentary
'tolerationists', Taylor shared the view that the persecution of religious opinion 'came
in
with the retinue and traine of Antichrist', and that it was not a normal function
of
magistracy but resulted from the sovereign power being imposed upon by others. In
a
passage taken up by later writers, he argued that 'all wise Princes till they were overbom
with faction or sollicited by peevish persons, gave Toleration to differing Sects, whose
opinions did not disturb the publike interest'. 141
The caveat indicated where Taylor located the limits of conscientious immunity.
When words became swords they became culpable actions: if an opinion 'be publishe
d
and comes a sty!o ad Machaeram. . . then it becomes matter of fact in principle and
in
perswasion, and is just so punishable, as is the crime that it persuades'. If a man 'writes
Treason in a booke' and 'perswades it to the people' he could not claim ignorance of
the
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consequences and his opinion was punishable as 'the fountaine of a sinne'. 142 Taylor's
emphasis here on post-publication punishm ent accorde d with his view that opinion
remained 'of another world' until it produce d effects in this world, but he also seems
to
have believed that pre-publication suppress ion should apply where an opinion
was
palpably a threat to religion or the public peace. At the outset of the Uberty q[Propheryi11g,
he excluded from his argumen t all opinions 'against the foundati on of faith', 'destruct
ive
to humane society', or whose principles 'destroy Governm ent' or 'teach ill life'. This
was
analogous to Taylor's view of the toleration of sects, since although he argued that
the
magistrate should 'tollerate differing perswasions', he insisted that ultimately the matter
of whether a particular sect should be permitte d was 'a question rather Political! then
Religious', to be determin ed by the sovereign's interpre tation of the needs of
civil
143
peace.
Taylor's vtew that, in terms of consequences, 'diversity of opinions does more
concern e publike peace then religion' emerged both from a concern for civil stability
and
from a relative lack. of emphasis on a common end-poi nt of religious truth in favour
of
the importa nce of the sincerity of examination and judgement. 144 There must be unity
over the fundamentals of faith, he argued, but these fundamentals were few in number
and plainly revealed in scripture -so plainly that no-one could justifiably claim ignoranc
e
of them. In other matters, 'God is our common Master, we all fellow servants, and
not
the judge of each other', and while errors should be 'zealously suppress ed' this must only
be through 'strength of Argume nt, and Allegations of Scripture'. 145 Taylor argued
that
'every man may be trusted to judge for himself', and while he might choose a human
guide, it was more advantageous that he should use reason, which was characterised
as
embraci ng 'natural! arguments ... divine revelation, and all other good means'. 146
The
emphasis on reason was redolent ofTew, as was the emphasis this led Taylor to place
on
the role of sincerity in examination. The man who genuinely attempte d to fulfil his duty
to seek the truth could be excused if he instead chose error, 'let the errour be never
so
damnable', since 'it is impossible that where hee hath heartily endeavo ured to fmde out
a
truth, that this endeavo ur should make him guilty of a sinne'. 147 Taylor argued that
the
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Liberry q[Propherying was justified by its own argument, since 'I think I have spoken reason
in my Book' but if someon e could show that 'I be deceiv' d, this confirms me in my first
opm10n ... that I have spoken reason'. Here was circular reasoning indeed, but
its
import was to suggest a claim for the priority of intention rather than outcome
in
assessing the culpability of books and authors. 148

A paper legary
The Liberry qf Propheryi11g was approve d by Charles I, according to Sir Philip
Warwick. 149 In return, Taylor set his mark on the king's own great publishing success,
reputedly giving Eikon Basilike its Greek title as it lay in readiness for printing at the shop
of the royalist publisher Richard Royston. 150 By then the book's author, or its ostensib
le
author, had been executed, Charles having been told as he proteste d at his trial that
his
words meant little, since 'men's intentions ought to be known by their actions; you have
written your mearting in bloody characters through out the whole kingdom'. 151 The king's
words had continue d to circulate in print through the 1640s, although the paper war
had
passed its peak after 1642, and to the end royalist complaints that parliame
nt's
publications were appeals to the people mingled with claims that if the public might hear
both sides the war could readily be ended. In 1648, as Charles lay in prison, the preface
to a collection of his declarations declared that parliament had 'thought meet to imprison
both Him and His Pen too, which (they know) would in a moment cast down this
idle
152
Cobweb '.
It took more than a moment , but as David Hume later wrote of Eikon
Basilike, 'many have not scrupled to ascribe to that book the subsequ ent Restorat
ion of
153
the Royal Family'.
Print had helped bring the monarch low, but it also served the
cause of monarchy. This was the ambiguous legacy that confron ted Restoration loyalists

as they sought to master the press.
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Four

Restoration Restraint: Control, Confutation and
Conscience, c. 1660-1676
Let the World now Determine, Whether it be not highly Necessary that These Bold and
Pestilent Defamations should be either Punished, or Confuted.
Roger L'Estrange, 16621

'To complain in print of the multitude of Books, seems to me a self-accusing vanity'.
Joseph Glanvill, 1661 2

THE restored English. monarchy emerged amidst a deluge of pamphleteering, followed
by an order for the burning of books by John Milton and John Goodwin, the passing of
the Licensing Act, and the execution of John Twyn for printing a treasonable tract. 3
Charles II's kingship concluded two decades later in the wake of a further flood from
the presses and an order of the Oxford University convocation for the burning of
Milton and Goodwin's books, followed soon after the reign's end by the revival of
licensing and the execution of William Disney for printing a treasonable tract.4 The
censorial symmetry seems to accord with a presumption of early modem monarchy's
desire, if not always its practical ability, to oppress the press. However, controls were
not merely imposed after 1660 but were also exhorted and defended in public

1

Roger L'Estrange, Tmth and Llyalty Vindicated (London, 1662), p. 64

2 Joseph

3
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Glanvill, The Vanity ofDogmati!<j11g: Or Confidence in Opinio11s (London, 1661), sig. a1r.

Charles II, A Proclamation For calling in, and supprrJssing of h11o Books written f!J ]oh11 Milton; the one I11tituled, Johannis
Miltoni Angli pro Populo Anglicano Defensio, contra Claudii Anonyrni alias Salmasii, Defensionem Regiam; and
the other in a1/SJIJer to a Book Intituled, The Pourtraicture of his Sacred Majesty in his Solitude and Sufferings. And also
a third Book I11tituled, The Obstructors of Justice, writte11 f!J ]oh11 Goodwill (London, 1660); [Roger L'Estrange], An
Exact Narrative of the Tryal and Condemnation of ]oh11 TJJyn, for Printing and Dispersing of a Treasonable Book (London,
1664). On the passing of the Licensing Act, see below, pp. 122-3.
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Convocation: The Judgment and Derne of the University of O:xford Past i11 their Co11vocatio11 ]u!J 21. 1683, Against certain
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Wootton, ed., Divine Right and Democracy (London, 1986), pp. 120-127. Disney was executed for his part in printing
the duke of Monmouth's Declaration, labelled 'a most vile and traiterous Paper': State Trials, 11, col. 466.
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discussion, and central to that discussion was its context: the aftermath of paper war and
civil war.5
The press and pulpit had been labelled the 'twin seed-plots of this Warre' within
weeks of Charles I raising his standard at Nottingham in August 1642, and the view of
the unruly press as a cause of civil war had continued to .be asserted, not least in Eikon

Basilike. 6 One civil war soldier, writing in 1648, recalled that at first the adversaries 'drew
no other blood but what dropt from the black-mouthed quill, or was shed from the
Press in the clash of pens ... Till at last, being weary of their pens they fell to their Pikes,
and so the controversie came to be decided by the Logick of the Sword and loud
7
Canon, in the open Schoole of Mars, the field of blood' .

Restoration England found it hard to forget. The Act of Oblivion which Charles II
urged on the Convention Parliament soon after his return in the spring of 1660
expressed the desire to 'bury all seeds of future discards' by expunging 'remembrance' of
8
the conflicts of the previous twenty years. Royalist efforts to control the printing press

both confirmed and

~onfounded

these intentions, seeking to consign to oblivion books

and ideas associated with civil war and regicide, yet stirring the memory of past conflict
with each attempt, and moreover actively reviving the memory of paper war to justify
the use of suppression. Restoration advocates of press control constantly reminded the
nation how the bond between an unrestrained press and the disintegration of society
9
had been proved in the crucible of the 1640s.

s Where this context is not ignored, the response is seen as requiring little elaboration: Ronald Hutton, The Restoration:
A Political and Religious History of England and Wales, 1658-1667 (Oxford, 1986), pp. 156-7; Mark Kishlansky, A
Monarci!J Transjomml, Britain 1603-1714 (London, 1996), p. 229; Walker, 'Censorship of the Press', p. 220. But see
also, Weber, Paper Bullets, pp. 133-4.
6

7

8
9

Hyde, Speech Made fry Alderman GanYJtvay, p. 12 (published January 1643). Bulstrode Whitelocke was recorded as
making a speech to parliament in the su=er of 1642 observing that 'we have in sensible slid into this beginning
of a Civill war' through 'paper Combates by Declarations, Remonstrances, Protestations, Votes, Messages,
Answers and Replies': Whitelocke's manuscript Annalr, II, ff. 251-2 (60), quoted in Royce MacGillivray, Restoration
Historians and the English Civil War (The Hague, 1974), p. 136. See also Anon., An order!J and plaine Narration Of the
Beginnings and Causes of this Wan-e (Oxford, 1644), p. 6.
Anon., Milites Causae: The Souldiers of Right, Or, Vox RefomJatomm, The Remonstrance of the Reformado's (London, 1648),
pp. 2-3. Thomas May's pro-parliament narrative observed how 'those Paper-Contentions became a fatall Prologue
to that fatall and unnaturall War, which afterward ensued': Thomas May, The History of the Parliament of England
(London, 1647), p. 18. On May's History as itself a 'history of print', enmeshed with civil war publishing as 'actions
and events', see JG.A Pocock, 'Thomas May and the Nanative of Civil War', in Derek Hirst and Richard Strier,
fr/titti~t, and Political EJ~t,agemmt in Seventeenth-Century EJ~t,land (Cambridge, 1999), pp. 112-44, pp. 123-4.
12 Car II, c. 11: Kenyon, Stuart Constitution, pp. 365-70.
Restoration histories of the civil war period were predominandy from the royalist rather than parliamentarian side.
Royce MacGillivray contends that, for the latter, 'censorship and demoralization weighed upon them together',
although he finds only one instance of a historian being punished, Clement Walker for his Compleat History of
lndependenry: MacGillivray, Restoration Historians, pp. 4, 7.
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The Licensing Act of 1662 was the most consequential outcome of paper war
10

memory and it elicited little immediate opposition.

Roger L'Estrange was forced to

admit that the 'Distemper is not as yet grown Bold enough, to Avow . .. the Licentious
11
abuse of the Presse', although he warned that it would only be a matter of time. The

lack of vocal opposition to press restraint in the early 1660s has itself been seen as itself
the outcome of the clampdown on public debate, but it stemmed as much from an
acceptance of con trois perceived as a response to potential political instability.

12

Paper

war memory was society's shared inheritance, and ideas of press freedom were rooted in
religious concerns rather than any challenge to the magistrate's right to constrain
expression in securing peace. However, the loyalist memory of paper war was not only
of pens leading to pikes but of the inseparability of religious and political dissent, and
the determination to suppress both meant that in Charles II's reign the issue of press
control was again entwined with the debate on religious toleration.

13

• Press control and paper war memory
Charles II returned to England in the wake of the eruption from the presses which
both fuelled and reflected the political turmoil following Oliver Cromwell's death, and
14
The
which generated support for the return of monarchy as a source of stability.

escalation in print output which attended the execution of Charles I in 1649 had fallen
away in subsequent years under persisting attempts at suppression and the relative

10

11

12

13
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Ronald Hutton contends that the effects of the Licensing Act were 'profound' and destroyed the 'atmosphere of
free debate': Hutton, Restoration, pp. 156-7.
John Hetet argues that there were 'very few' published appeals for liberty of printing from 1662-1678, while
Richard Greaves contends that radicals kept alive the 'ideal... of freedom of the press for Protestants', but neither
examines the arguments which did gradually emerge: S.T. Hetet, 'A Literaty Underground in Restoration England;
Printers and Dissenters in the Context of Constraints' (unpublished Ph. D. dissertation, University of Cambridge,
1987), p. 100; Greaves, Enemies Under His Feet, p. 249. Greaves provides an account of attempts to suppress
'radical' publications between 1664 and 1672: ibid., pp. 167-190.
Hutton, Restoration, pp. 47-8. Wing lists 1,700 survived tides in 1659 and 2,200 in 1660: Mason, 'Wing-Listed
Tides', pp. 219-20. Timothy Crist calculates a figure of 2,000 tides in 1659: Timothy John Crist, Francis Smith and
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stability of the Protectorate.15

Arguments for press freedom were voiced only

sporadically, Cromwell's tolerationist policy proving less of a provocation than the
presbyterianism of the 1640s. 'These are Dayes of Liberty, in which we may bee free to
speake or write our mindes,' one writer declared, although he did so in 1655, the year
16

Cromwell tightened controls on newsbooks .

The English republic was not a particular

focus for claims for liberty of the press, and although political republicanism could
furnish arguments for free debate, as Nigel Smith has indicated in the case of the
17
publisher John Streater, these were seldom addressed specifically to the role of print.

Disputes over press control continued to be based primarily around religious issues,
such as the Beaco11s Fired controversy of 1652-3 stirred by presbyterian attacks on alleged
popish publishing, the harrying of the socinian John Biddle and John Goodwin's
18
subsequent reiteration of his opposition to suppression.

James Harrington's Ocea11a, which Streater printed m 1656, confirmed how a
model republican commonwealth might have little place for a free press, as opposed to
free speech in an assembly, although other Harrington tracts in the late 1650s reoriented
19
religious arguments towards a concern for political expression. The attack in Pian Piatlo

on the 'priestcraft' that would result from clerical press control was held to apply to
matters of both church and 'state government', while in the Prerogative qf Popular
15

16

17

Fortescue, Thomason CatalogHe, p. xxi; Mason, 'Wing-Listed Tides', pp. 219-220; Michael Seymour, 'ProGovernment Propaganda in Interregnum England, 1649-1660' (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of
Cambridge, 1986), pp. 48-52, 304-20.
N.E., The Doting Doctor, Or, The !cation Proacher (London, 1655), p. 1; Siebert, FmdonJ of the Pross, pp. 230-1; Clyde,
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encompassed by the Thomason tracts for the period, Nicholas Tyacke argues that 'the freedom to publish in
Cromwellian England was in fact almost unbounded': Nicholas Tyacke, 'The "Rise of Puritanism" and the
Legalizing of Dissent, 1571-1719', in Grell, From PerseCfltion to Toleration, pp. 17-50, p. 31. Action was taken against
socinian publishing, although this did not seem to generate a significant reaction against press control, apart from
Goodwin opposing the punishment of John Biddle: see, for instance, John Biddle, The Apostolical A nd Tme Opinion
conceming the Ho(y Trinity, rovived and asserted (London, 1653), which makes only passing reference in the preface to
adversaries seeking to use the sword rather than spirit against the author. See also McLachlan, Socinianism in
Seventeenth-Centmy England, pp. 197, 202. The limitations of Cromwellian toleration more generally are explored in
Worden, 'Toleration', pp. 210-27.
Nigel Smith, 'Popular Republicanism in the 1650s: John Streater's "Heroick Mechanicks",' in Armitage, Milton and
RepHblicanism, pp. 137-55, pp. 141, 150. Smith claims Streater to have been arguing for political 'press freedom',
but in fact the passages he cites from Streater's Observations did not mention the press but rather focused on the
Aristotelian model of speech in 'sociable meetings of mankinde'. Streater clearly was a supporter of free
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and Philosophical, no. 1 (4-11 April1654), pp. 1-2; no. 7 (30 May-6 June 1654), p. 52; no. 8 (6-13 June 1654), pp. 578; no. 10 (20-27 June 1654), p. 74.
Goodwin, A Fmh Discovery of the High Pmlrytetian Spirit (London, 1655); Siebert, Fmdom of the Pross, pp. 226-7.
See also Joad Raymond, ' "A Mercmy With a Winged Conscience": Marchamont Nedham, Monopoly and
Censorship', Media H tstory 4:1 (1998), pp. 7-15.
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Govemmwt Harrington argued that because man was closest to God in his possession of

reason, and because 'the controversy of the pen hath never any force but reason', to
publish was to do God's will, and next to religious controversies, 'those of government
are the most honourable'. He emphasised that individual reason was subordinate to the
reason of an assembly, in which the 'voice of the people is the voice of God', but he
also insisted that one writer without a party could not be seditious, since 'errors in
writing... may be !mown without danger' while 'errors in acting' could destroy the
commonwealth. 20

In his concern with priestcraft and reason, Harrington addressed

themes central to the later discussion of liberty of the press, although subsequent writers
did not routinely emulate his willingness to bridge the divide between religious and
political expression.
Harrington was examined by the Restoration authorities over Ocea11a in 1660,
sharing in the wider backlash against publishing as the English republic reached its fmal
hour. 21 Prynne proclaimed that the duty to 'Prove all things: hold fast that which is
good' now demanded the suppression of the 'Spurious Good Old Cause' being 'cryed
up' in pamphlets. 22

In early 1660, as parliament dissolved itself and called elections

which seemed certain to herald the return of monarchy, Milton famously took his 'leaves
of liberty' in the Readie a11d Easie W qy, justifying its publication with the claim that no
23
state should 'refuse counsel from any in a time of public deliberation'. Presbyterianism

was also now on the defensive, seeking to avoid episcopal domination of the Restoration
church settlement, and Richard Baxter's friend John Corbet indicated the course the
debate on press freedom would take in warning of the dangers of renewed ecclesiastical
24

suppression.

'Books publikely allowed' had assisted protestantism against popery, he

argued, but the return of 'absolute Prelacy' would prevent 'All discourses'. This would
only heighten 'the difference of Parties', uniformity now being unattainable because 'all
sorts affect a greater liberty of Judgment and Discourse then hath been used in former
times ... the common people in a great part try all things'. Corbet urged 'some diversity
19
20

21
22

23

Harrington, Political rF/titings, p. 9.
James Harrington, The Pmvgative o[Pop11lar Govemment (1658), in Harrington, Political Writings, pp. 391-2, 395, 424,
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Harrington, Political fr/n"tings, pp. 858-9.
William Prynne, The Re-pllblicans and others Spmio11s Good Old Ca11se (London, 1659), pp. 1-3. Anon., Mr Pryn'.r Good
Old Ca11se Slated and St11nted 10 Years ago (London, 1659).
This observation was added to the preface in the second edition: Milton, Prose Works, 2, pp. 109-10.
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of Opinion', through comprehension rather than toleration, although his own published
opinions fell victim to the loyalist reaction against pulpit and press. 25 L'Estrange labelled
him the 'Holy Cheat', saying his talk of tender consciences disguised an intention to
enslave the king and nation, while the publication of his views demonstrated the dangers
of 'Freedome of the Presse'. 26
By the time of L'Estrange's reply in 1661, many bishops were already back in their
sees, and moves were under way to restrain the liberty of the press. 27 The book-burning
had started before Charles arrived in London at the end of the previous May, Samuel
Pepys recording how the new parliament called for all works 'against the government of
King, Lords and Commons' to be surrendered for destruction.

Warrants were also

issued to seek out illegal printed works and supervision of the press was assigned to Sir
John Berkenhead. 28 In August, Charles assisted the attempt to obliterate the past with
his proclamation calling for the suppression of Milton's Pro Populo At~g!ica!lo Difettsio and

Eiko11oklastes, and Goodwin's Obstructors qf Justice, all published a decade earlier. 29 The
restored king and the .defender of king-killing could at least agree that books preserved
ideas 'as in a violl. .. to a life beyond life', as Milton had put it. The offending authors
had 'fled or hidden themselves', the proclamation observed, but their 'sundry
Treasonable Passages against Us and Our Government' remained behind to corrupt
.
30
goo d su bJects.
Complaints were also directed at the more recent escalation in pamphleteering.
Robert Sanderson, newly installed as bishop of Lincoln, protested that 'a world of
wicked Pamphlets, Sermons, and other Treatises ... lye still upon the stalls, and in the
31

Shops free for any man that list to buy'.

Those who reacted to the upsurge by

petitioning the king for press regulation presented an image of contemporary print
24 John
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confict refracted through the lens of paper war memory. A group of London printers
identified the 'dayes of our miserable confusions and Calamities' with 'the too much
liberty and licenciousnesse of the Presse', and warned of an influx of rebels 'of Miltons
strain' into the trade. 32 The former cavalier Richard Atkyns, addressing Charles in the
hope of regaining earlier printing privileges for himself and the now ex-republican John
Streater, insisted that 'the Liberty of the Press was the principal furthering Cause of the
Confmement ofYcur most Royal Fathers Person'. 33
The most persistent of those alerting monarch and nation to the revival of paper
warfare was undoubtedly L'Estrange, whose colourful civil war career embraced abortive
royalist risings, three years in Newgate and a later tactful silence which led to allegations
of collusion with Cromwell. 34 At the Restoration, L'Estrange set himself the task of
reporting all seditious and heretical tracts to the authorities and lambasting the excesses
of the press in a series of pamphlets. In the months around the king's return he warned
that the invention of typography had brought more 'mischief than advantage', that press
freedom was 'sufficie11t to embroyl the best ordred Government', that the press could
'overthrow the best Settlement in Nature', and that pamphlets were 'the Plague that
destroyeth', before concluding that de facto liberty of the press was already threatening
the 'Unanimous Proneness of Affection' which attended the king's return .35
L'Estrange returned repeatedly to the memory of Charles I's paper war. 'The Last
Warr began with a Paper-Scuffle', he declared in early 1662, 'Where are They whose
Duty 'tis to watch the Presse? Is the Bloud of the Last King so soon Forgotten?' 36 In
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the weeks before the passage of the Licensing Act in May he issued his Memento to
remind readers that 'Libells were not only the Forerunn ers, but, in a high Degree, the
Causes of our late Troubles ... If we look well about us, we may fmde This Kingdom , at
This Instant labouring under the same Distempe rs: The Presse as Busie, and as Bold .. .
What means all This but the new Christeni ng of the Old Cause? the doing over again of
37
Days before the Act took effect he repeated the
the Prologue to the last Tragedy?'
warning almost word for word in another tract, and it was a memory he did not tire of
.

.

sttrnng.

38

L'Estrang e was a particularly belligerent representa tive of anglican loyalism but his
concerns were widely shared, not least among those close to the crown. Henry Bennet,
soon to be Lord Arlington , warned Charles that a war in the press would be followed by
one with the sword.

39

When L'Estrang e decried the 'Seditious Freedom of the Presse' in

April 1662 and urged the magistrate to 'Choak These Seeds of Discord', he found a
. e au d'1ence. 40 The king himself sent a message to parliamen t on 10 May
respons1v
declaring that, next to

~

militia bill, legislation to restrain 'seditious Books' was the most

importan t means of securing peace, 'the exorbitan t Liberty of the Press having been a
41
great Occasion of the late Rebellion in the Kingdom , and Schisms in the Church'.
Charles offered to defer a planned journey to ensure he could give his swift assent to the
42

bills, and the Licensing Act passed within days, coming into effect in early June.
At the time of its demise three decades later, Locke declared the Act to be 'highly
ecclesiastical', but in 1662 its intended role in reinforcin g the political security of the new
regime seemed confirme d by its title: An Act for Preventing the jreque11t Abuses in Printing

Seditious, Treaso11able, and Unlicensed Books and Pamphlets; and for Regulating
printing Presses.

43

of Pri11ti11g

a11d

Its potential application to religious publishin g was, however, indicated

within the Act, with a prohibitio n on the printing, importing or selling of 'heretical,
seditious, schismatical, or offensive books', including anything 'contrary to the Christian
faith or to the doctrine or discipline of the Church of England'. The Act restricted the
37

L'Estrange, Me!Jimfo, pp. 6-7.

38

L'Estrange, Tmth and Loyalry Vindicated, p. 25.

39
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Greaves, Ene!Jiies Under His Feet, p. 167. The duke of Newcastle had earlier given Charles the same warning:
Shapin and Simon Schaffer, Leviathan and the Ai1cPu!J1p (Princeton, 1985), p. 290.
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L'Estrange, lvie!Jiento, 163-4, 232.
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CJ, 8, p. 425, May 10; Schwoerer, 'Liberty of the Press', pp. 201-2.
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CJ,
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14 Car. II, c. 33; Locke, Political Essays, p. 330.

8, pp. 429, 434-6. A printing bill had been introduced in the Commons the previous Ju1y, with Berkenhead
and Prynne among tl10se involved, but it met objections from the Lords: Lamont, Mmginal Prynne, p. 226.
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number of printers and presses, ordered controls on importation and also sought to
regularise property in copies. Its licensing provisions ordered that no work should be
printed unless approved by official licensers, who would testify that it contained nothing
against the Christian faith, the church of England, the 'state or government of this
realme', or contrary to good life. The licensing of books of history and affairs of state
was entrusted to the king's secretaries of state, while books on divinity, philosophy,
science and art were placed under the surveillance of the archbishop of Canterbury and
bishop of London. 44
The Licensing Act represented a major element in the Restoration effort to secure
political stability through press control, but it was not the only provision. As well as the
king's proclamation against treasonable tracts and parliamentary condemnation s, the
1661 Act for the Preservation of the King's Person and Government extended the reach
of treason law against writing and printing, accompanied by the claim that the 'late
troubles' had resulted in large measure from the 'multitude of seditious sermons,
pamphlets and speeche~, daily preached, printed and published'. 45

In August 1663,

L'Estrange was formally appointed by the king to the post he proposed for himself, that
of surveyor of the press, in which role he was delegated to perform the licensing duties
of the secretaries of state, and later assumed most of those of the ecclesiastical licensers
as well. 46
An older treason statute was also brought to bear on the press in the 1664 trial and

execution of the printer John Twyn for his part in producing A Treatise rfthe ExecutioJJ rf

Justice, which attacked the 'bloody and oppressing' house of Stuart and called on the
people to throw off the 'cruel yoke of this present Tyrant'.47 An account of the trial was
of the Press, p. 242-3.

44

14 Car II, c. 33; Siebert, Freedom
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13 Car II, c. 1; Weber, Paper B11/lets, p. 134.
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Anon., A Treatise of the ExeCtltion of]11stice (London, ?1664), pp. 1-2, 15, 25. Twyn was not prosecuted under the
new treason statute because the time limit for prosecution had expired, but instead under the treason law of 25
Edward Ill, with printing interpreted as an overt act within the scope of its provisions: Siebert, Freedom of the Press,
pp. 266-7. Schwoerer states erroneously that Twyn was tried for printing a tract with some similarities attributed
to the former Cromwellian officer Roger ]ones, Mene Tekel; Ot; The DoJvtifal of Tyranny (London, ?1664): Schwoerer,
'Liberty of the Press', pp. 208-9. Greaves records Twyn's execution for the Treatise but three pages later says it
was for Mme Tekel: Greaves, Enemies Under His Feet, pp. 168, 171. J. Walker held them to be the same tract under
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This suggests a date of 1664 for both tracts (rather than 1663, as Wing sugges ts), since at the trial in February
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published, probably by VEstrange, to 'manifest the Insufferable Liberties of the Presse',
recording the allegation that the Treatise was to have been a signal for a rising, with rebels
lying in wait 'for the Seditious Books that were to lead'. 48 Twyn stood little chance of
escaping punishment, particularly with a jury including Richard Royston and other
royalist printers, but the lack of protests at his sentence, or that of three other print
workers convicted of seditious libel at this time, reinforces the view that punitive action
was seen as a legitimate response to the publishing of political dissent. 49 Twyn was no
press martyr to the seventeenth century. 50
The Restoration reaction was, however, directed not only at political dissent but
religious heterodo:>.'Y. Charles had promised 'liberty to tender consciences' prior to his
return in his declaration from Breda, whose assurance that men might 'unite in a
freedom of conversation', with no-one 'called in question for differences of opinion in
matter of religion which do not disturb the peace of the kingdom', was little less than
most civil war defences of press freedom had sought. 51 However, the Breda pledge was
buried beneath the Ca alier Parliament's desire to secure religious conformity 'to the
settling of the peace of this nation', and the Act of Uniformity passed the Lords on the
same day as the Licensing Act, to be followed by the further constraints on religious
practice which together became known as the Clarendon Code. 52
The crusade to enforce orthodoxy in the profession of religious belief brought

1664 there was no reference to the Treatise having already been published. Annabel Patterson states that Twyn was
executed for printing the Speeches and Prqyers of Some of the Late Kings Judges (London, 1660), but this tract was the
subject of an action for seditious libel against the three other print trade workers tried for seditious libel at the
same time: Patterson, Ear!J Modem Liberalism, p. 120.
48

[l!Estrange], Exact Nan-ative, sig. A4v, pp. 11-12. There were intelligence reports of planned risings in the days
surrounding Twyn's apprehension by L'Estrange on 9 October 1663: Calmdar of State Papers, Domestic Series (16634) (London, 1887), pp. 287, 291 (hereafter CSPD). An account of the trial also appears in Cobbett's Complete
Collection of State Trials, vol. 6 (London, 1810), cols. 513-40.
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The jurors are listed in Cobbett's Complete Collection, 6, col. 519. The defendants supported having printers on the
jury, believing they would better understand the technical aspects of the case: Exact Natrative, pp. 9-10. Thomas
Brewster, bookseller, Simon Dover, printer, and Nathan Brooks, bookbinder, were convicted of seditious libel for
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so Nor only to the seventeenth centmy: J.G. Muddiman, descendent of the seventeenth-century newsletter writer
Henry Muddiman, wrote that Twyn was a 'dangerous criminal' and his execution was 'just penalty of a crime with
which the liberty of the press was entirely unconnected': J.B. Williams (J.G. Muddiman), History of English
Joumalism, p. 186.
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Kenyon, Stuart Constitution, p. 358.
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conformity and press control into increasing proximity, although to ·loyalists like
3
L'Estrange the link between religious and political paper war had never been in doubt. 5

He claimed that 'Pamphlets wear the Face of Church-disputes, and Modells; but he that
54
The account of
reads them through, shall find the King's Authority the Question'.

Twyn's trial was prefaced with the assertion that the offending book was 'an Arrow
drawn out of a Presbyterian Quiver... The very shaft, that formerly pierced the Late
55
Recent history was held to confirm
King through the Heart, now Levelled at This'.

the inevitable outcome of criticism of the re-established church: 'Let it be consider'd,
that the Last Warr began with a Paper-Scuffle; and ... the Murtherers of th e Late King,
first drew bloud of a Bishop.' 56
L'Estrange believed rebels turned to religious publication because it combined the
persuasive power of religion with the reach of print, and because they recognised that
57
the claim of conscience might give them greater latitude in writing. He responded with

the Hobbesian insistence that constraints on the outward profession of belief, whether
worship or published e}\pression, had no effect on conscience, which was inward. 'Your
Actions indeed are Limited, but your Thoughts are Free', he argued, 'Liberty of
Conscience (according to my Books) is a Liberty of Judging, not of Acting; but I
perceive the Liberty which You claym, is a Liberty of Practice ... this is rather Matter of
State, then of Religion . .. the same Thing with Asking to be no longer govem'd by the
58
Kings Laws'. L'Estrange characterised publishing against episcopacy as both 'Practices

and Opinions', and insisted that together they 'Threaten a certain and swift Destruction
59
both to Church and State, wherever They are Tolerated.

The worldly aims of

publication were held to be confirmed by the way nonconformists continually strived to
circulate their tracts widely in order to 'Tumultuate the People', and the civil war was

53
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in 1662 and again in 1675: Love, Sc1ibal Publication, p. 74.
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blamed on 'Grand Projectors' who had disguised ambition as religion to gam the
support of 'the Ignorant and Licencius Multitude'. L'Estrange's twin concerns were
declared to be pamphlets and conventicles, in each case for their 'Desperate Influence
upon the People'. 60
Print's ability to reach the 'multitude', with the implication that it could not be
divorced from temporal effects, was also the concern of other writers, such as Henry
Foulis, whose History

if the

Wicked Plots first appeared in 1662.

Foulis said he was

prompted to publish the work because of the Restoration revival of the 'wickedness of
the Covenanters . . . Preaching, Prating, and Pamphleting up Sedition and Faction',
61
preying on the ignorant, who believe 'all things in Print to be true' . His history was

filled with references to the way the 'irrational multitude' had been misled by print in
Charles I's reign and were still being deceived by the enemies of episcopacy and
monarchy. 62 Prynne, Button, Bastwick and Lilburne had been the 'scribbling fire-brands
of the Nation' and 'authors of our after-miseries', while the Long Parliament had 'spread
the Infection about the, Nation' by printing its views and preventing the king's replies
circulating. 63 Writers had appealed to the multitude, recognising that 'the brutish Vulgar'
64
were 'a thing most capable of Sedition'. Similarly, Atkyns warned of how the public

could be manipulated, arguing that printing 'ties and unties the very Hearts of the
People . .. it is the Peoples Deity'. When parliament printed the Gra11d Remo11strat1ce and
others published their disloyal views, he argued, the public, who believed 'even a Ballad,
65
because it was in Print, greedily suckt in these Scandals'.

The identification of print's audience with the 'irrational multitude' was taken to
explain why Charles I lost the paper war. Atkyns argued that parliamentary domination
of the London print industry was all-important because people simply believed what
they read. Parliament had 'so totally possest the Press that the King could not be heard',
and by this means 'the Common People became not onely Statists, but Parties in the

60
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Parliamen ts Cause, hearitl.g but one side, and then Words begat Blows'.66 · Foulis argued
similarly that parliamen t had set out to 'captivate the ignorant people' by ensuring they
heard only one side, with the result that its 'multitude ' of printed words had been
enough 'to choak the largest Leviathan ' .67 The lesson for the restored monarchy was
held to be the necessity of restricting printing to loyal subjects, and not opening the
press to both sides .68
This 'quantity theory' of political disputatio n was augmente d by the claim that
oppositio n writers swayed common readers by appealing to their affections or passions
rather than their reason. John Heath's history of the civil war argued that Charles I's
publications had been 'more elegant' but parliamen t had stirred fears among the public
and avoided solid argument . 69 L'Estrang e complain ed that the Licensing Act could only
restrain new works, while 'divers millions' of surviving civil war pamphlet s were still
dangerous , since 'being Written in times of Freedom, and Menag'd by great Masters of
the Popular Stile, they speak playner, and strike homer to the Capacity and Humour of
the Multitude'. 70 He argued that the promoter s of faction continued to use print to
'

work 'upon the Passions and Humours of the Common -People', aiming 'to Preach the
Rabble to Gunpowd er'. 71
The memory of paper war, and claims of its revival, were taken to show the need
for press controls, but each call for further suppressi on was also an affirmation of the
failures of regulation. 72 In his Consideratiom attd Proposals I11 Order to the Regulation

if the

Press, published in 1663 when the Licensing Act came up for review, L'Estrang e warned
that the press continued to foster the 'Spirit... that Actuated the late Rebellion ', and
proposed a new range of punishme nts including death and mutilation. 73 Atkyns claimed
that despite the Act's restriction s there were 'at least 600' booksellers in and around
London and thousands of printers, who were tempted into illegal printing as banned

66 Jbid., sig. Blv-B2r.
67
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Heath, A Brief Chronicle Of the Llte Intestine WaiT (second edition, London, 1663), p. 49.
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Literary
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books fetched the best prices: a badly-produced copy of Killing 110e Murder was ten times
the price of a licensed book. 74 L'Estrange and Atkyns both claimed that the stationers
connived in circumventing regulations, and the surveyor of the press was himself
attacked for granting licences or immunity from prosecution in return for money or
other favours. 75 A 1663 tract attributed to Samuel Butler, writer of Hudibras, satirised the
granting of licences, offering a tariff with a price of five pounds for 'liberty to Write,
Speak, or Preach against the Govemment'.

76

The figures for the evasion of press controls may have been hyperbolical - a
modem estimate cuts the Atkyns figure for booksellers by three-quarters, while print
output fell to a low point at the time of the Great Fire in 1666 - but books and
pamphlets continued to appear, and the concerns that fuelled the estimates persisted. 77
To loyalist writers this confirmed the need to augment control with confutation. Bishop
Sanderson had argued that while the ideal was provision 'for repressing the exorbitant
licentiousnes both of the Press and Pulpit', in the mean time it was necessary to publish
'for the setling of me,ns judgments'. 78 L'Estrange claimed similarly to be adopting a
fallback position in editing the authorised newsbook The Inte!ligencer from 1663, arguing
that, 'supposing the Press in Order; the People in their right Wits, and Newes, or no
Newes, to be the Question; A Publick Mercury should never have My Vote, because I
think it makes the Multitude too Familiar with the Actions, and Counsels of their
Superiors, too Pragmatical and censorious, and gives them, not only an Itch but a kind
of Colourable Right, and License, to be Meddling with the Government' . However, at
this time there was a need to 'Redeem the Vulgar' from past and future 'Mistakes and
Delusions', and, as he noted elsewhere, if opposing tracts were not answered, 'People
will think they have Reason on their side'. 79
L'Estrange claimed confuting 'pestilent pamphlets' to be his 'Duty to my Prince
and Country', and took Charles I as his most consequential authority for engaging in
paper warfare. He quoted at length the 'Compleynt of King Charles the Martyr' from
74
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Edward Husbands' collection of civil war declarations, where the king protested that the
people's views had been poisoned by the press and lamented the way 'most men want
the Courage or the Conscience to write' to free 'the minds of Our good Subjects from
such Infection'. 80

L'Estrange observed, 'Here's my Warrant, and my Justification'.

Charles I may have lacked supporters in print, but his son was not to be allowed to
suffer the same fate. 81 However, the defect of a strategy of confutation, as Charles I had
discovered, was that tracts in tended to be the fmal word rarely were, and L'Estrange, like
similarly persecutorial but prolific writers like Prynne and Edwards, clearly contributed
more to the perpetuation of paper war than to securing the peace of silence.
L'Estrange also had to align an insistence on popular irrationality with his
acknowledgement of the importance of the public's judgements in securing civil stability.
The latter was the lesson of Charles I's paper war, and made 'public opinion' a real, if
82
theoretically unarticulated, presence in Restoration England. The need to ensure that

the public's opinion remained without legitimacy led L'Estrange to a writing strategy
ostentatiously directeq towards victory more than understanding, claiming to be
overcoming the limitations of the common reader by emulating his opponents' appeal
to the affections: a resort to rhetoric rather than to reason, although to the general
83
notions of the ars rhetoricawhich permeated English culture rather than formal rhetoric.

The 'common people', L'Estrange wrote, 'are much more capable of being tuned and
wrought upon by convenient hints and touches in the shape and air of a pamphlet than
by the strongest reasons and best notions imaginable'.

84

To complaints that his writing

against adversaries was 'too fooling and railing', he replied that 'whoever Sauces not his
85
Earnest with a Tang of Fooling, misses his Marque'.

The claim to be addressing an 'irrational multitude' through a literary form and to
be silencing print conflict in doing so was not easy to sustain. The ambiguities were not

79
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least apparent in the loyalist penchant for re-publishing opponents' words.

The

pamphlet Eva11gelium Armatum reprinted passages by presbyterian writers from the 1640s
and 1650s, some accompanied by objections to 'disabuse the People' but many left
86

without comment, the reading public being trusted to denounce rather than applaud.

L'Estrange also published accounts of offensive positions and publications, often
accompanied by representative passages and often without comment. Forty-five pages
of 'horrid Blasphemies and Revilings against the King's Majesty' were drawn from
Marchamont Nedham's Mercurius Politicus, with L'Estrange acknowledging but barely
answering the obvious objection that the works 'deserve rather to be bum'd than read'.

87

L'Estrange was the seventeenth century's most outspoken defender of press
persecution, but he fuelled as much as muzzled paper warfare, and like his hero Charles
I he was compelled to invite his reader's judgement.

88

Religious latitude and the limiting of language
The paradox of publishing to demand silence was criticised by Joseph Glanvill in

The Va11ity

if Dogmatii}11g

in 1661, when he observed: 'To complain in print of the
89

multitude of Books, seems to me a self-accusing vanity'.

Although L'Estrange was the

most bellicose figure in the debate on the press, Restoration writers were more widely
engaged with questions of expression and rationality, and particularly those writers
90
associated, like Glanvill, with 'latitudinarian' anglicanism and the Royal Society.

Scholarship in these areas is extensive, but while recent work has highlighted the
importance of concerns over the policing and authorisation of language to both groups,
the relationship of their views to the wider discussion of press freedom has not been
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Conclusion, that, His Majesty may be Arraign'd, Judg'd, and Executed, by his People'; L'Estrange, Rope For Pol.
See also L'Estrange, Tmth and Loyalty, pp. 58-64.
L'Estrange published more than 140 books and pamphlets (Wing L1192-L1329), as well as more than 100
numbers of his news books The Intelligmcer and The Ne}f)es in 1663-4 and later more than 400 of The Observat01: Most
of his publications attracted at least one reply, several prompted many more.
Glanvill, Vanity ojDogiJJati!?jng, sig. a1r.
The Royal Society was formed in 1660 and chartered by Charles II in 1662 to pursue 'experimental philosophy':
Johns, Natum of the Book, pp. 107, 465.
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amplified. 91 A concern with the use and abuse of language connects many of the writers
usually identified as latitudinarians, even if the older view barely holds of a tolerant,
rationalistic 'latitudinarianism' as a separate wing of the church. 92 Elements of their
thinking have customarily been traced through the Cambridge platonists of the 1650s to
the Tew circle and to Richard Hooker, but their stress on reasonable, sober and above
all authorised expression was also a more direct reaction to the 'Babe!' of paper war and
fears of its persistence in the 'enthusiasm' of Restoration nonconformity. 93 This theme
was indicated in the 1662 tract which first identified in print the 'New Sect of Latitudemen', Simon Patrick's BriifAccou11t, as well as in his Friend!J Debate pamphlets later in th e
decade.

The Briif Accotmfs evocation of churchmen seeking a middle way between

Rome and 'Fanatick conventicles' emphasised the role of reason and urged that
moderation rather than condemnation could win the minds of dissenters. 94 However, it
was held that because 'reason steers by so excellent a compass', men would come to
recognise the authority of the church in securing 'Unity and Uniformity'. 'Moderation'
therefore represented q>mprehension within the national church rather than a broader
liberty of conscience, as 'an unlimited discord of opinions and practises will as much
obstruct the edification of Gods Temple, as the confusion of Languages did the building
of the Tower ofBabel'. 95
How 'moderate', non-coercive persuas10n would co-exist with the denial of
toleration was not elaborated, but one means was indicated in the Frie11djy Debate when
Patrick referred to the power to authorise expression permitted by the Licensing Act.
Comparing nonconformist books to the noise of a bagpipe and those of conformity to
the 'grave sound of an Organ', he observed that most of the former had been 'rejected'
91

On latitudinarianism and language, see Richard Kroll, 'Introduction', in Richard I<roll, Richard Ashcraft and Perez
Zagorin, eds., Philosopl;y, Science and Religion in England, 1640-1700 (Cambridge, 1992), pp. 16-24. On Restoration
science and language, see Johns, Natlll'li of the Book; Steven Shapin, A Social History of Tmth: Civility and Science in
Seventeenth-Cent11ry England (Chicago, 1994).
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On the nature oflatitudinarianism, see the essays in I<roll, Philosopl;y, Science and Religion; Isabel Rivers, Reason, Grace,
and Sentiment. A stf((fy of the language of religion and ethics in England 1660-1780, vol. 1 (Cambridge, 1991), pp. 25-88;
W.M. Spellman, The Lltit11dinarians and the Church of England, 1660-1700 (Athens, Georgia, 1993). The view of
latitudinarians as tolerant is challenged in Richard Ashcraft, 'Latitudinarianism and Toleration: Historical Myth
versus Political History', in !<roll, Philosopl;y, Scimce and Religion, pp. 151-177. The identification of 'latitudinarian'
as a separable position within anglicanism is questioned in John Spurr, ' "Latitudinarianism" and the Restoration
Church', Historical Jot/mal, 31 (1988), pp. 61-82.
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Johns views the debate over enthusiasm as 'a debate over the political and personal ramifications of reading':
Johns, Nat11m of the Book, p. 409. On continuities and discontinuities with Cambridge platonism, see C.A. Patrides,
ed., The Cambtidge Platonists (London, 1969), pp. 16-17, 34-5.
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and not 'licensed to pass the Press'. He added that 'if any of them have chanced to pass,
you shall seldom fmd the Preface of some other grave Divine, much less of three or
four Divines of note, set before in Commendation of it'. 96 Licensing was thus seen not
only in terms of restraint but also as an important part of the positive process of
authorising orthodoh.ry.

The association of licensing with suppression is today so

prevalent that the role of the imprimatur as a mark of approbation is rarely considered. 97
In the Friettd!J Debate, which carried the archbishop of Canterbury's imprimatur, Patrick
indicated how the licence was also a 'commendation'.
The duty incumbent on readers was therefore to read the authorised canon. In a
preface, Patrick urged the reader to consider the Friend!J Debate soberly and to
acknowledge its strength of reasoning, which would correct even opinions a man 'suck' d
in with his Mother's Milk'. 98

Like L'Estrange, he saw one of the main dangers of

nonconformity as being the way it appealed to men's affections, but unlike L'Estrange
the response Patrick advocated was 'Rational Discourses' addressed to the public. This
accords with the customary image of latitudinarian moderation, although the claim can
itself be seen as a weapon in the polemical distancing of anglicanism from 'enthusiasm'. 99
Patrick's stress on reason reinforced rather than reduced the concern to control
expression: nonconformist words should be 'rejected' because they were unreasonable.
The sober perusal of authorised books was contrasted with preaching in conventicles,
where people were swayed by 'melting Tones, pretty Similitudes, riming Sentences' or by
a 'roaring and tearing Voice'. Reading a nonconformist sermon in print, Patrick argued,
gave an insight into how dissenting preachers 'dally and play with mens childish
Fancies' .100
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Simon Patrick, A Ftimd!J Debate BetJPem a Co!iformist and a Non-Co1iformist ('another edition', London, 1669), pp. 24,
35. The first edition of the Ftimd!J Debate was published in 1666, Patrick supplementing the work in subsequent
editions.
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In the BrirfAccount, Patrick observed that the new philosophy of the latitude-men
would mean 'Learning and Knowledge will breake forth like fire'. 101 The Royal Society
shared the confidence in expanding knowledge, as well as Patrick's concern with
authorised expression, the latter assisted by the society's right to license books, granted
under the king's prerogative in 1662. 102 The society's motto, Nullius in Verba, connoted
its emphasis on experimental knowledge, but the mistrust of the 'Artifice of Words' was
also a reaction against the linguistic free-for-all of the civil war period, with members
committed to removing obstacles to the communication of knowledge but also to
constraining expression which lay outside the realm of reasoned discussion. 103
This was exemplified by Glanvill, one of the society's earliest publicists, who held
printing and the Royal Society to be two of the greatest boons to the spreading of
knowledge and repeatedly defended the free exchange of views in his tracts of the 1660s
and 1670s.104 He declared it to be impossible for one man to 'sit Censor' over books
but equally if only works which suited the 'universal gusto' were allowed then 'farewel
Typography'.105 Howev~r, he premised this free expression on the willingness of th e
possessors of opinions to transform them through the exercise of reason into 'True
knowledge', since 'Opinions are the Rattles of immature intellects' and obstinacy in
opinions 'hath made the world a Babel'.106 Nonconformists were distinguished precisely
by their dogmatism and resistance to reason: they filled their books with 'Gibberish, and
Folly' to infatuate the people, and unless it was made possible to 'tie them to Sense' they
could n ot be corrected. The precise boundaries Glanvill envisaged for his allowance of
publishing were unclear, but he excluded 'Anomalies of impiety and irreligion' and
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Patrick, BtiefAccotmt, pp. 19, 23.
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Johns, Nalm-e of the Book, pp. 232-3, 493-6. As Johns observes, since its licensing powers extended only to books
submitted to itself, the society's authority was directed at es tablishing the credit of these works rather than
suppression of books more generally.
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Thomas Sprat declared the intentions of the society to be 'not the Artifice of Words, bu t a bare knowledge of
things': Thomas Sprat, The History of the Rqyai-Sociery of Lrmdon, For the Improving of Nat11ral K11011Jiedge (London, 1667),
p. 40. The Cambridge platonist John Smith had observed that 'religion it self consists not so much in Words as
Things', tmth being found in the purity of life and heart rather than books: John Smith, 'A Discourse Concerning
The tme Way or Method of attaining to Divine Knowledge', in John Smith, Select Disco11rses (second edition,
Cambridge, 1673), pp. 2, 9, 12.
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(London, 1676), sig. a2v; Joseph Glanvill, 'Modem Improvements of Useful Knowledge' pp. 30-1, in Glanvill,
Essqys. The way Glanvill exemplifies ambivalence towards free expres sion is mirrored in recent es timations of his
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argued that suppressmg disputes in religion was not injurious as 'all the necessary,
material Truths in Divinity are already discover'd'.

107

The model for free expression was

clearly that of the Royal Society itself, with its commitment to learned exchange and
authorised publication redolent of Macaria. Glanvill offered his own 'continuation' of
Bacon's NeJv Atlm1tis, depicting a utopia in which those 'bred in the way of Study'
exercised a natural right to 'Liberty of Judgment', identifying truth through 'an impartial
Tryal' before exercising prudence 'in the publishing of their Tenents' to the injudicious.
By these means, he argued, fanaticism would be vanquished and religious unity
restored.

108

Thomas Sprat's 1667 History rfthe Rqyal Society offered a related perspective on the
press. He praised printing as an invention transforming knowledge, with the 'liberty of
judging, and searching, and reasoning' which was central to the Reformation now
109
The
assisted by the 'Art of mens Communicating their thoughts to one another'.

society's own 'great Reformation' in writing would promote a plain style, and Sprat
criticised the way knowledge had been hidden from ordinary men in the past, arguing in
a Milton-like phrase that 'the true Philosophy of Nature . . . stands not in need of such
110
However, the model of legitimate communication was
Artifices to uphold its credit' .

:. ~ . · the Royal Society's process of learned exchange and authoritative publication,
which would cleanse language and knowledge of error. Sprat proposed that an 'English
Academy', parallel to the society, should restore order to language after the turbulence
of new ideas and expressions in the civil war period, and there should be an 'Impartial
Court of Eloquence', 'according to whose Censure, all Books, or Authors should either
stand or fall'. The court would also supervise the compilation of a defmitive history of
the civil war, which would secure obedience to the king by giving subjects a 'full view of
111
the miseries, that attended rebellion'.
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Glanvill, 'The Agreement of Reason and Religion', pp. 26-28; Glanvill, 'The Usefulness of Real Philosophy to
Religion' p. 28, both in Glanvill, Essqys; Glanvill, Vani!J if DogmaliiJiJg, sig. a2r; Ashcraft, 'Latitudinarianism and
Toleration', p. 157.
Joseph Glanvill, 'Anti-fanatical Religion, And Free Philosophy. In a Continuation of the New Atlantis', pp. 12-14,
32, in Glanvill, Essqys; Rogers, 'Locke and the Latitude-men', pp. 241-2.
Sprat, History if the Rqyal-Socie!J, pp. 372, 388. For a recent account of the writing and ideas of Sprat's History see
Michael Hunter, 'Latitudinarianism and the "Ideology'' of the early Royal Society: Thomas Sprat's History if the
Rqyal Socie!J (1667), Reconsidered', in Kroll, Philosophy, Science and Religion, pp. 199-229.
Sprat, History if the Rqyai-Socie!J, pp. 5-6, 40, 113.
Ibid., pp. 42-44. For a related attack on 'wild errors' hidden behind 'great swelling words', in a tract published
through the Royal Society, see John Wilkins, An Essqy T01vards a Real Characfet; And a Philosophical Language
(London, 1668), sig. a2r, b 1r. Sprat was the protege of Wilkins, who was involved in the drafting of the History if
the Ropl Socie!J: Hunter, 'Latitudinarianism', pp. 200-2.
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Conscience and confutation
The reaction to civil war 'Babel' and post-1660 'enthusiasm' had both tolerant and
intolerant bearings, with writers committed to 'moderation', the exchange of ideas and
the defence of reason, but equally concerned to marginalise the unreasoning or
unreasonable.

The apogee of intolerance in this line of anglican thinking was

represented by Samuel Parker, who praised the Licensing Act for suppressing the
'engine of rebellion' and served as a licenser'"'~chaplain to archbishop Gilbert Sheldon
112
Parker is manifestly not a 'latitudinarian' if that term retains its
in the late 1660s.

connotations of moderation, but in his approach to the silencing of 'enthusiasm' his
similarities with Patrick and Glanvill are apparent, as is his affmity with Hobbes's views
113
on language and conscience, despite his attacks on Leviathan.

Parker's Discourse qf Ecclesiastical Politie, published m 1669-70 with Sheldon's
encouragement, has received increasing attention from scholars as the epitome of
persecutorial anglicanism, although he remains best-known for the paper battle with
Andrew Marvell and his Rehearsal Transpros'd at the time of the king's Declaration of
114
Indulgence in 1672. The print exchanges surrounding Parker contain much of interest

regarding the role of the press, but it is also significant that they took place at all. In the

Discourse, Parker argued that the irrationality and obduracy of dissent meant
nonconformis ts and their spokesmen could not be persuaded by argument, leaving
suppression and compulsion as the only possible responses. Underlying this conclusion
was the conviction that, as J.G.A. Pocock has observed, 'there should be no disputing
115
By engaging
with those to whom dispute itself was the occasion of disobedience'.
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113
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Samuel Parker, Bishop Parker's History Of His Own Time (London, 1727), p. 23. Parker (1640-88) was ordained in
1664 and became chaplain to Sheldon in 1667. He was made archdeacon of Canterbury in 1670 and became
bishop of Oxford underJames II in 1686: DNB.
Parker had many links with 'latitudinarian' thinkers, had been a pupil of John Wilkins and became a fellow of the
the Royal Society: on this, and on his relationship to Hobbes, see Jon Parkin, 'Hobbism in the Later 1660s: Daniel
Scargill and Samuel Parker', Histotical Journal, 42, 1 (1999), pp. 85-108.
Samuel Parker, A Discourse of Ecclesiastic-al Politie: Wherein The Altth01ity of the Civil Magistrate Over the Consciences of
Subjects in Mattm of Religion is Assetted (London, 1669). The imprint gives the date 1670 but a number of replies
were dated 1669. For recent accounts of Parker, see Ashcraft, Revolutionary Politics, pp. 42-111; Gordon J.
Schochet, 'Between Lambeth and Leviathan: Samuel Parker on the Church of England and Political Order', in
Phillipson, Political Discourse, pp. 189-208; Schochet, 'Samuel Parker, Religious Diversity'; Derek Hirst, 'Samuel
Parker, Andrew Marvell, and Political Culture, 1667-73', in Hirst, Wtiting and Political Engagemmt, pp. 145-64.
Archbishop Sheldon promoted a number of tracts defending uniformity at this time, including Patrick's Ftimd(y
Debate: Spurr, Restoration Church, pp. 48-9, 58-9.
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with nonconformis t writers, and Marvell as an apologist for dissent, Parker undermined
his own case for suppression, as well as more generally fuelling print conflict.

116

Parker's Discourse was itself a response to the renewed discussion of the Restoration
religious settlement following the fall of Clarendon in 1667, which resulted in the
publication of a number of defences of liberty of conscience, as well as in parliamentary
bills for toleration and comprehensio n. L'Estrange had warned that it would only be a
matter of time before nonconformis ts claimed press freedom, and in the late 1660s such
claims accompanied the renewal of the case for conscience.

117

The idea of liberty of the press as an adjunct to conscience was physically apparent
in Sir Charles Wolseley's 1668 Liberry q[Co11scie11ce, The Magistrates Interest, where it was the
subject of a section added at the end in a larger typeface. The spur for the addendum is
uncertain, although Wolseley's fears of resurgent popery may have been magnified by
another 1668 tract alerting English readers to attempts in France to restrict the measure
118

of protestant 'Liberty of Printing' permitted under the edict ofNantes.

Wolseley, a former Cromwellian politician and an independent, based his
argument, in line with his title, less on a direct appeal to conscience than on the
association of press control with Rome and on the benefits free expression would bring
119
to society, stressing the way conflicting opinions could yield religious knowledge.

Liberty of conscience was 'necessary' in a protestant state, he argued, because the
'variety of mens Opinions ... tends to a discovery of the Truth' in religion. Catholicism
feared the press because it reflected diversity in the judgements of 'Ordinary Men' and
through this diversity generated truth critical of church teaching. Wolseley turned to
Herbert of Cherbury's 1648 life of Henry VIII for the substance of a letter from
Cardinal Wolsey to the pope, which he said revealed how 'the very Art of Printing was
at the first thought dangerous, because it was looked on as a thing like to introduce
several Opinions in Religion'. The cardinal had advised Rome that printing fostered
sects and enabled men to read the scripture in the 'Vulgar Tongue', with the danger, said
Wolseley, following Herbert, that 'the common people at last might come to believe that

116
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The precise character of Marvell's own religious beliefs remains uncertain. William Lamont argues that he was 'a
dissenter', although he was willing to outwardly conform: William Lamont, 'The Religion of Andrew Marvell', in
Canal Condren, ed., The Political Identity ofAndrew Marvel/ (Aldershot, 1990), pp. 135-56, p. 138.
L'Estrange, Memento, p. 163. For an account of the wider debate on liberty of conscience at this time, see Gmy S.
De Krey, 'Rethinking the Restoration: Dissenting Cases for Conscience, 166 7-72', Historical Joumal 38, 1 (1995),
pp. 53-83; Ashcraft, Revolutionary Politics, pp. 39-74.
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there was not so much use of the clergy'.

120

Like earlier advocates of freedom for

conscientious publication, Wolseley emphasised the necessary limits to any liberty. Free
discussion could not extend to the fundamentals of religion if the protestant unity on
which society rested was not to be broken, and while he insisted that true liberty of
conscience could not injure the state, he said the magistrate remained responsible for
making the 'just distinction' between those whose expression was based on a genuine
121
desire to serve God and those who 'pretend that, to become dangerous to men' .

Patrick's assault on nonconformist irrationality and support for the marginalising
of 'enthusiasm' through licensing was directly addressed in Samuel Rolle's Sober AJiSJJJer to

the Frie11dfy Debate in 1669. Rolle complained that attempts had been made to 'devour'
his tract at the press, delaying its publication, and claimed the lack of earlier replies to
Patrick resulted from the 'terror' inflicted on writers by the support of 'Publick
Authority' for the Frie11dfy Debate. 122 He also claimed that the ridiculing of 'our Practical!
Divines' by the 'Rational Divines' had made men men afraid to read the publications of
nonconformist ministers, a bookseller having told him that there was no demand for
123
such works, information which must have gratified Patrick.

Rolle protested that

Patrick portrayed dissenters as less than human by denying their possession of reason,
and insisted that they 'esteem a Rational Discourse as much as you can do'.
Nonconformist leaders appealed to men's judgements through plain words rather than
learned or 'Romance' writing, he argued, although he also defended the use of
124
'Rhetorick and Oratory' in successfully conveying heartfelt belief.

Rolle recognised the way the attempt to distance dissent from reason was linked to
press control, arguing that Patrick was seeking 'a Monopoly, to be the only person that
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Wolseley, Magistrates Interest, pp. 21-2. Herbert went on to claim that Wolsey had argued for the need to combat
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(London, 1668), pp. 9, 39-40.
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He
shall have power to write ~ense, and no body else shall do it, but by your leave'.
insisted that when an attack was made on himself 'and thousands more, with a drawn

sword, (or words that are sharper than that)' he was justified in replying 'with the sword
126
Even if such a reply was not authorised by 'formal Licensing', he argued,
of my Pen'.
'taking part with truth' should leave the author 'perfectly indemnified', and Patrick
should not resort to secular power to suppress the tract. More generally, Rolle asked:
'Why may not any book be Licensed, in which there is nothing contrary to truth or
good manners', and he called for any nonconfo rmist author respondin g to a printed
attack to be given 'an authentick License, that should indemnifie every hair of his
head'. 127
The nonconfo rmist use of the press for which Wolseley and Rolle argued was
claimed by Parker to have demanded his response in the Discourse qf Ecclesiastical Politie.
He protested that the nonconfo rmist leaders 'pelt us with their Pamphlet s', seeking to
retread the road which had already 'concluded in the blackest Tragedy that was ever
28
He warned that 'Clamour and Confidence make stronger
acted upon this Island' }
Impressions upon the common People, than strength of Reason ... the Rabble ever

runs to that Party, that raises the biggest noise', and unless law intervened, the 'Giddy
Multitude' were at the mercy of writers aiming to 'reproach the Church ... and then to
Libel the State with bitter and Scurrilous Pamphlets ... to perswade their party, that if
129
Princes refuse to Reform Religion, 'tis lawful for the People ... to do it'.
Parker forewarned readers in his preface that he would be using a language of
'Vehemen ce and Severity', since only by these means could he argue the 'Zealots out of
their folly', as they were immune to reason and would mistake civility for respect.
However, within a few lines he changed tack, arguing that because dissenters were
'secure from the Power of Conviction', his vehemenc e was actually intended to 'awaken
Authority... whose Concern and Interest it is to Punish and Correct them'. He pointed
to the dissenting response to Patrick's Frie11dfy Debate as evidence that nonconfo rmists
were 'unalterably resolved never to be convinced': it was 'impossible any thing should

Ibid., p. 30.
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hold out against so much force of Reason and Demonstration, but invincible
Impudence and Obstinacy'. Although Parker was dismissive of the multitude's capacity
for reason he was willing to treat them as more misled than malign, but the
imperviousness of the leaders of dissent to 'all the strength of Reason in the World' was
130
the result of an act of will, which was culpable.

This wilful rejection of reason was held by Parker to be demonstrated in the way
nonconformist writers and preachers chose to speak a different language, 'hiding
themselves in a maze of words' and rejecting the possibility of communication and
accommodation.131 The 'most material difference' between anglicans and dissenters was
said to be the way the former used 'plain and intelligible Terms' in interpreting scripture,
while the latter resorted to 'childish Metaphors and Allegories' . Whoever could 'invent
any new Language' became leader of a new sect, and 'thus is the Nation shattered into
infmite Factions, with sensless and phantastic Phrases'. Parker proposed in response the
introduction of legislation to end the use of 'fulsom and lushious Metaphors ... For
were Men obliged to ,speak Sense as well as Truth, all the swelling Mysteries of
132
Fanaticism would immediately sink into flat and empty Nonsense' .

Parker apologised for the 'odness' of his proposal, but it was clearly representative
of a wider concern with the control of language within anglican and royalist thinking,
133
It was also a concern to
one which press licensing was expected to help address.

which nonconformists were sensitive.

John Bunyan, who began writing his great

allegory Pilgrim's Progress at this time, said friends had differed over whether the work
should be printed, in part because of the concern that 'metaphors make us blind',
134
although in the end he had decided to 'let truth be free' as God required.

Parker's opposition to metaphor was also redolent of Hobbes, although he sought to
distance his views from those of Leviatha11, which had been singled out for examination
135
Parker's patriarchalist critique
as parliament considered a bill against atheism in 1666.

Do Ibid., pp. iii, xi-xii.
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held that the 'absolute liberty' of the Hobbesia n state of nature furnished arguments for
liberty of conscience by implying that all religion was 'Impostur e' and good and evil
merely the dictates of the magistrate: the Koran would be canonical if the sovereign so
decided.136 However, at other points he argued that religion was 'useful or dangerous' to
the extent that it promoted civil peace and echoed both Hobbes's nominalist emphasis
on the magistrate's power over the 'Publick Signification' of words or worship, and the
137

'Christian
strict separation of inward and outward conscience on which it rested.
liberty' was freedom of thought, Parker argued, but the magistrate had authority over
the public use of language, and men were obliged in all disputes 'to submit the dictates
of Private Conscience to the Determin ations of Pub lick Authority' for the sake of peace
138
and unity. A subseque nt defence of Parker attacked attempts to assert the 'Peoples
Propriety in Language', which were derided as 'a new Priviledge of Subject... they name

their dogs, why not word laws?'

139

To Parker, the books and pamphlets of

nonconfo rmists, like their religious practice, had to be brought within the pale of
conformity. While they . revelled in a de facto freedom of signification, attempts at
persuasiOn or even meaningful discussion were impossible.

'I leave them to the

Correction of the Publick Rods,' Parker declared, 'let not men flatter themselves with
140
idle hopes of Settlements, any other way, than by suppressing all these dissentions' .
Gordon Schochet sees the Discourse as being aimed at the 'Wild and Fanatique
Rabble', but while 'fanatics' were evidently among its intended readership this was not
the audience at which Parker claimed to direct his argument.

141

His case was that the

books and pamphlets of 'Enthusia sm' must be met with control rather than confutation,
but he undermin ed this case by prolonging a print engagement which was clearly with
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dissen t. 142 Among its products were the Difence and Contitmatiott

if the Ecclesiastical Politie,

with which Parker claimed to be fmally 'reformed from my incontinency of scribling',
and his 100-page Priface to Bishop Bramhal!'s Vindication, in which he insisted he was 'none
of the most Zealous Patrons of the Press'. This combination of antipathy to the press
143

and personal print profligacy provoked Marvell's derision in the Rehearsal Transpros'd.

The Discourse similarly induced further tracts from those Parker was seeking to
silence, such as the 'great Scribler of the Party', Cromwell's former chaplain John
Owen. 144 Owen had argued in the same year as Areopagitica that any man's perception of
truth carried an 'unmovable persuasion of conscience ... that it ought to be published
and spoken to others', and in replying to Parker in Truth and Imwcence Vindicated he again
defended the 'great Gospel-Priviledge' of communicating Christ's message.

145

Owen

challenged the distinction in the Discourse between 'Liberty of Judgement' and 'Liberty of
Practice', insisting that men must have freedom for the outward exercise of conscience
or 'live continually in a contradiction'.

146

If anyone should 'publish any Doctrines or

Opinions' contrary to the established church they should be met with 'Confutation and
Conviction' rather than persecution and punishment.

147

However, Owen agreed that

ideas inconsistent with government or society 'ought to be coerced, and restrained'
insofar as they were manifested as 'overt Acts', which included what he had elsewhere
called the 'public speaking of the press'. Indeed, he contended that Parker's suggestion
that the country was divided, 'if divulged in a Book printed without Licence, would and
148
that justly, be looked on as seditious' .

The publishing of beliefs by Restoration nonconformists was m part a 'social
action', as Richard Ashcraft contended, but it was defended on the basis of the
distinction between temporal and spiritual practice.

149

Parker's charge against Owen was

Parker, Discourse, p. 76.
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precisely that his publications were overt acts harmful to government and society: calling
for liberty of conscience in opposition to existing law was itself a 'direct Principle of
Sedition'. 150 He argued in the Dife?Jce that the 'great Scribler' might be allowed to amuse
his followers with 'wonderful Non-sense', or even to be 'learnedly impertinent' in the
esoteric discussion of obscure theology, but he 'should not make use of his Liberty to
discompose the Pub lick Peace' .151
The Difence also amplified Parker's Hobbesian insistence that liberty of conscience
consisted strictly in freedom of the mind, but all matters that 'come forth into outward
Actions, and appear in the Societies of Men' must be subject to law. 152

'Outward

Practices' were either 'antecedently evil' and therefore liable to suppression, or else
indifferent and therefore subject to determination by the magistrate, to whom obedience
was itself dictated by conscience. 153 Parker held 'inward' acts to embrace 'Opinions' but
not the expression of opinion, and he attacked Owen's published writings as 'vile and
dirty Practices'. 154 He again returned to the memory of the 'numberless swarm' of civil
war pamphlets as proof Qf the link between religious dissent and 'seditious Libels against
Princes', and urged readers to consult the 'collection of Treason' listed in Eva?Jge!ium

Armatum and Toleration Discuss'd, the latter tract containing L'Estrange's own Hobbesian
exposition of the conscience-action divide. 155
Parker's proximity to Hobbes was evident to his opponents. In an unpublished
commentary on the Discourse, Locke said that 'every sober man allowed' that the
magistrate had authority to suppress opinions which threatened the peace, but he
questioned the attempt to extend this to 'speculative opinions' and worship, asking 'how
far is this short of Mr Hobbes's doctrine?' 156 The presbyterian John Humfrey called
Hobbes and Parker 'the old Leviathan, and the young Leviathan' and cited Leviatha11 in
taking Parker to be arguing with Hobbes that 'the publick conscience, the Laws, and not
and action, the relationship of understanding and will and the issue of rationality are central (pp. 42, 53, 59, 63-6).
However, while it is acknowledged that the nonconfonnists' arguments were 'chiefly focused upon topics other
than politics', Ashcraft's account in a sense adopts Parker's standpoint (at one point openly, p. 56), by seeing these
arguments as primarily representative of 'the development of a radical political consciousness' (p. 45).
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the private dictates of our own must govern our outward actions'.

Humfrey said

Parker was confusing 'sacred and civil actions with inward and outward', since man in all
his actions was bound 'to follow the dictates of his Conscience' and it was 'unheard-of'
that the 'Authority of the Magistrate must take place of the Authority of Conscience'.
Spreading the word of God was an outward act men were obliged to perform, and
Humfrey protested at the way licensing was being used to prevent nonconformists
responding to writers like Parker and Patrick. He complained of the 'unliklihood of
getting an Imprimatur' for his views, and said the press had become 'like the Hedgehog's Den, that when they have one door open still for themselves, they will be sure to
stop the other'.158 He accepted that the magistrate must suppress seditious opinions
even if their author claimed to be expressing religious belief, but argued that this was on
the basis of his power rather than any substitution of public for private conscience. The
magistrate exercised his own conscience by suppressing, while the writer did not
159
Conclusions such as this indicate why
contradict his conscience in being suppressed.

Richard Baxter was coocerned that his presbyterian colleague was coming close to
advocating resistance, and Humfrey was indeed committed to jail in 1673 when a
160
subsequent tract was ruled to be seditious.

Parker, Marvel! and religious indulgence
When Parker warned in the Difetice in 1671 that nonconformists were retreading the
path to civil war, he said they dared not issue 'Publick Declarations' accusing the court
of advancing popery and the king of being seduced by evil counsellors, although these
insinuations were part of their attempts to alienate the people from government. 161 In
the Prift;ice to Bramhall's Vi11dicatio11 the following year, he attacked the increasing
attempts of the 'Geneva Faction' to stir fears of popery as a way of subverting
Humfrey, The Authotiry of the Magistrate, About Religion, DisCIIssed, In a Rebuke to the Prejacer of a late Book
Bramhalls (London, 1672), pp. 69-70.
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monarchy and episcopacy, protesting that the 'Alarm is given to the People both from
the Pulpit and the Press'. 162 However, his calls for the silencing of nonconformity were
made on shifting ground, with the king's Declaration of Indulgence in March 1672
permitting a degree of toleration for both dissenters and catholics. 163 The Indulgence
did not effect any direct changes in the operation of press controls but it mitigated
against the severity advocated by writers like Parker.

Indeed, Humfrey claimed the

Preface's attack on dissent represented disloyalty to the king, and he asked who had 'given
licence to the man ... to malce such saucy reflexion in print' on the Indulgence. 164
Parker's emphasis on the seditious import of dissent was as apparent in the Preface
as in its predecessors, stressing the nonconformists' use of the press as evidence of their
intention to undermine public peace.

'Grub-street Divines' with their 'perpetual

Pamphlets and Scribles' were seeking through claims for liberty of conscience to
'prostitute all the Wisdom and Power of Government to the Humour and Ignorance of
the common People, and that is plainly to destroy it'. 165 Parker's customary dismissal of
the multitude was, ho\Yever, tempered in the Priface, possibly because the impending
indulgence confronted him with the prospect of appealing to public sentiment as much
as the 'Publique Rods'. 166 Whereas in the Discourse and DifeJJce common readers were
portrayed as largely devoid of reason, judging books by the number of pages, they were
now depicted as having the capacity to judge between Parker and his indulged
opponents. Parker complained that nonconformist leaders prevented their followers
from seeing opposing arguments, and 'discredit all Reports allowed of by Authority'. By
contrast, he 'had so good an Opinion of the well-meaning of the Vulgar sort' that if
writers dealt 'plainly and sincerely with the People' and they were allowed to 'examine
and judge impartially' then 'I am confident great Multitudes would quickly return ... to
their Duty'. This did not, however, preclude Parker from recommending 'Pillories and
Whipping-posts' for those who criticised authority, to 'bridle their ungovern'd
Tongues'. 167
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Andrew Marveli's The Rehearsal Tra11spros'd appeared in September 1672,
responding to Parker's Preface and earlier tracts and defending the nonconformists and
the relief granted by the indulgence. 168 Richard Leigh claimed that the work's 'Discourse
of the Liberty of Unlicens'd Printing' was 'little else but Milton's Ateopagitica in short
hand', although in effect Marvell's argument was closer to Glanvill's assault on the 'selfaccusing vanity' of those who fuelled print conflict while calling for its suppression. 169
From the first lines of the Rehearsal Transpros'd, Marvell rained down a storm of satire on
Parker for attacking 'the Press (that villanous Engine)' while keeping it so regularly
employed. Since the invention of printing, 'about the same time with the Reformation',
Marvell observed, 'such is the mischief, that a Man cannot write a Book but presently he
is answered'. He compared printing type to rotten teeth, which the 'Publick Toothdrawers' pull out, only for 'these rascally Operators of the Press' to fasten new ones, 'as
biting and talkative as ever'. Nonconformist worship had been curbed by banishing
ministers and dispersing conventicles, but 'no Art yet could prevent these seditious
meetings of Letters. J'wo or three brawny Fellows in a Corner, with meer Ink and
Elbow-grease, do more harm than an hundred Systematical Divines with their sweaty
. '170
P reac h mg.
Marvell's satire in one important way divorced the Rehearsal

Trat~spros'd

from the

mainstream of seventeenth-century opposition to press control, and not least from his
friend Milton.

His argument separated publication from temporal effects not by

insisting on the inviolability of conscientious expression but by ridiculing the
consequence Parker attributed to words. Where another Restoration writer made the
Baconian link between printing and guns to observe that 'the one as well as the other
hath made the leaden Mine ... destructive to mankind', Marvell satirised such a view: '0
Printing! how hast thou disturb'd the Peace of Mankind! that Lead, when moulded into
Bullets, is not so mortal as when founded into Letters!' 171 Where Milton resorted to the
Cadmus legend to acknowledge how printing type could be the dragon's teeth from
which sprang armed men, Marvell made the same comparison in order to mock this
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conclusion. The suggestion that words were just words made the Rehearsal Transpros'd
intellectually less heroic but probably polemically more effective, as did its jibes at Parker
for his extempore expression in the 'Enthusiast' style, for his afftnity with Hobbes, and
most of all for his print promiscuity, Marvell wagering that 'for all his Promise to write
no more, I durst alwayes have laid Ten pound to a Crown on Natures side'.
How should Parker respond?

172

Punishment or suppression was unlikely: Leigh

complained that Marvell was abusing the king by 'cheaply prostituting his Indulgence for
a Sign to give notice of his Seditious Writings', but Charles himself had intervened to
permit the printing of the Rehearsal Tra11spros'd, which he was said to have read 'over and
over again'. 173 Instead, Parker published the Reproqf to the Rehearsal Tra11spros'd in May
1673, admitting at the start of its 500-plus pages that he had resisted replying but 'at last
Flesh and Blood could not refrain'. 174 He again attacked 'that villainous Engine the
Press' as a nonconformist weapon against church and monarchy, and he scorned
Marvell's attempts to assert its 'Liberty from the bondage of Imprimaturs and the
Inquisition of Prelates'. Parker attributed to Milton the view that 'the suppression of a
good libel is no less than Martyrdom', calling this 'Fustian Bumbast', while tempting fate
by twice challenging Marvell to reply to his book, declaring: 'If you have any thing to
175
object against it, do your worst. You know the Press is open'.

Marvell duly published The Rehearsal! Tra11spros'd: The S eco11d Part, thanking Parker for
extending 'your License and Liberty of the Press' to the tract and adding salt by using
the former licenser's challenge as a mock imprimatur, issued 'By the Author and
176
On the title-page, Marvell declared himself to be
Licenser of the Ecclesiastical Po!ity'.

answering two letters, one the Reproqf, the other 'left for me at a Friends House . ..
Subscribed J.G. and concluding with these words; If thou darest to Print or Publish any
Lie or Libel against Doctor Parker, By the Eternal God I will cut thy throat'.

He

attacked the clergy's attempts to monopolise the press by publishing their views while
seeking to prevent replies, and claimed that licensing had become 'but a more authoriz'd
way of libelling'. He argued that 'if men were obliged to leave that anonymous and
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sculking method both of Writing and Licensing, they would certainly grow more careful
what opinions they vented', since they would face the replies which Marvell insisted
everyone with 'Wit, Learning or Sobriety' was licensed to provide. 177
Parker did not reply. At the end of the Reproif he had declared that if Marvell
responded 'there will be no need of a second Correction, you will be !aught at'. 178
Posterity has not justified his confidence. As Schochet observes, 'the critical consensus
is that Parker was an unworthy opponent who was easily driven from the field of
battle'.179 However, Parker's demeanour makes it unlikely that he was driven off by
substantive argument, but he may have recognised how each reply he published was
itself a partial defeat, fuelling the dispute he claimed to be silencing and making his
invective against the press something to be '!aught at'. He fell silent for five years, until
drawn out once again in the renewed paper war of the Restoration Crisis. 180
In spring 1673, shortly before Parker derided the 'bumbast' of Areopagitica, and
shortly after the king agreed to cancel his Indulgence under parliamentary pressure,
Milton ended his Qwn thirteen-year political silence and offered his fmal published
thoughts on liberty of the press in Of True Religion, Hceresie, Schism, Toleratio11. 181 The tract
reflected the 'no popery' reaction which had curtailed the indulgence while seeking to
revive and extend the protestant toleration it had briefly secured. The result was an
account which envisaged toleration for all those who sought to 'prove all things' through
scripture - 'all Protestants' - and no toleration, public or private, for those who
accepted an 'implicit faith' through their church- all catholics. 182

OfTrue Religion was therefore closer to the sola scriptum case for press freedom than
to the broader canvas of Areopagitica, although Milton also emphasised the role of
sincerity, which had been carried from Tew and Taylor into areas of 'rational' anglican
thinking in the Restoration. 183 Anyone who remained in error after 'sincerely searching
177
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all things according ·to the rule of Scripture' had 'done what man can do: God will
assuredly pardon them', Milton argued. Their diligence and sincerity should similarly
exempt them from human reproof, although not in 'things absolutely necessary', and
Milton envisaged toleration extending across 'Lutherans, Calvinists, Anabaptists,
Socinians, Arminians', none of whom were heretics, since 'Heresie is in the Will and
choice profestly against Scripture; error is against the Will in misunderstanding the
184
.
.
en d eavours.'
af ter all smcere
Scnpture

Anyone who undertook such endeavours

should therefore be allowed 'on all occasions to give account of their Faith, either by
Arguing, Preaching in their several Assemblies, Publick writing, and the freedom of
Printing'. A man encouraged a papist implicit faith by 'arrogating to himself the only
freedome of speech, and stopping the mouths of others', but 'all controversies being
185
permitted, falshood will appear more false, and truth the more true'.

Milton's insistence that true religion was based on the 'word of God alone'
meant no similar immunity was extended to catholicism, partly because of its claim to
temporal power a.Qd idolatry, but centrally because 'we have no warrant to regard
Conscience which is not grounded on Scripture'. The 'Papal Antichristian Church' did
not allow the laity to read the bible, and its broader rejection of sola scriptum was held to
eliminate even the possibility of communication: 'The Scripture is our only Principle in
Religion; and by that only they will not be Judg'd, but will add other Principles of their
own, which, forbidden by the Word of God, we cannot assent to. And the common
Maxim also in Logic is, against them who deny Principles, we are not to dispute'. 186 This
claim was redolent of Busher's rejection of free expression to catholics, but it also
provided an echo of the Restoration assault on enthusiasm: in both, the 'freedom of
printing' was to be denied to those who refused the terms of communication which
permitted men to sustain a religious and political community. For Milton in 1673, as in
1644, liberty of the press was a means to secure true religion, not to foster diversity fo r
its own sake.
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'An Expurgatory Press'
The arguments of Milton and Marvell and the inconsistencies of Parker may have
impaired the case for press control, but its exercise continued. The rethinking of the
Restoration religious settlement which followed Clarendon's fall and culminated in the
Indulgence was accompanied by the degree of leniency which led Marvell to claim in
1672 that 'Socinian books are tolerated and sell as openly as the Bible'. 187 However, the
period after the collapse of the Indulgence was marked by renewed efforts to clamp
down on publishing, in which nonconformists were not the only target, nor were they
uniformly its opponents. Richard Baxter, extolling the value of being able to 'Preach by
the Press to many thousands' in 1673, included his 'quarrelsome Brethren' among those
who thought all writings 'must be brought under their dominion', and urged them not to
'joyn with the enemies and resisters of the publication of the Word of God'. 188
The professed concern of the king was less religious publishing than the unhealthy
growth of political discussion, and he issued a series of proclamations in 1674-76 against
seditious pamphlets, the news trade and the coffee houses which were held to succour
both. 189 However, any distinction between religious and political expression continued
to be imprecise, and action against publishing was to stir the rising twin fears of 'popery'
and 'arbitrary government'. Charles's appreciation of the Rehearsal Tra11spros'd did not
prevent the authorities deeming the Seco11d Part seditious and jailing Marvell's printer
Nathaniel Ponder in 1676. 190 The previous year had seen the burning of the Letterfrom a

Person

if Quality,

the earl of Shaftesbury's assault on the jure divi1to pretensions of

monarchy and church hierarchy, written with the probable involvement of Locke, who
left for the continent within days. 191 Naked Truth, a comprehensionist tract published in

of Ptiestcrtift

of E11gland
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Quoted in Justin Champion, The Pillars
(Cambridge, 1992), p . 107.
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Baxter, Christian Directory (London, 1673), p. 60.

189

Charles II, A Proclamation To RestratiJ the Spreading of False NeJPS, a11d Licmtious talki11g of Matters of State and Gowmment
(London, 1674); Charles II, A Proclamatio11 for the Suppression of Coffee-Houses (London, 1675); Charles II, A
Proclamation For the better Discowry of Seditious Libeilers (London, 1676); Charles II, An Additional Proclamation Conceming
Coffee-Houses (London, 1676). On coffee houses, see Harris, London CroJPds, pp. 28-9, 92-3.

190
191

Shake11: The Church

and its Emmies, 1660-1730

Greaves, Enemies Under His Feet, p. 232.
The Letter fivm a Person of Qualiry to his Friend in the Country (London, 1675) was investigated by a committee
appointed by the Lords, burned outside parliament and two women were later fined for selling the tract; the
passages in the indictment indicate that the tract's criticisms of episcopacy caused most concern: Harris, London
CtvJPds, p. 93; Ashcraft, Revolutionary Politics, pp. 117-23; Walker, 'Censorship of the Press', p. 236-7; Greaves,
Enemies Under His Feet, p. 230.
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.
1675 by Herbert Croft, bishop of Hereford, was also condemned and burned.

192

Some

years earlier, Croft had urged archbishop Sheldon that writers against the church 'should
not be free to spit their venom', and in the Naked Truth he restricted conscientious
immunity to 'those who keep their erroneous Opinions to themselves, who neither
publish nor practise any thing to the disturbance of the Church or State'. He fell victim
93
to the judgement that his own publication constituted such a disturbance!

Marvell defended Croft against his critics in Mr SJ1Jirke in 1676, blaming the
campaign for the book to be burned on the 'Monopoly of Printing Pernicious
Discourses' enjoyed by the 'Licensed Clergy'. He observed that 'we seem to have got an
Expurgatory Press, though not an Index, and the most Religious Truth must be
expung'd and suppressed in order to the false and secular interest of some of the clergy'.
The identification of suppression with clerical imposition led Marvell to make explicit
what had been increasingly recognised during the course of Charles II's reign: that the
issue of press licensing could not be divorced from that of religion. The Licensing Act,
product of the pub)ic memory of political turmoil, was now held to appear in its true
colours as the servant of ecclesiastical ambition.

The Act of Uniformity, the

Conventicle Act and the Licensing Act- 'these three are all of a piece', wrote Marvell,
before dramatically curtailing his own essay with the words, 'But the Printer calls: the
Press is in danger'. The next time he went into print, it was to warn of the wider danger
of 'popery and arbitrary government', and of control of the press as one of its
manifestations .194
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Croft's tract, first published in 1675, was condemned by the Lords in early 1677: see Newton E. Key,
'Comprehension and the Breakdown of Consensus in Restoration Herefordshire', in Harris, Politics of Religion, p.
203.
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Herbert Croft, Naked Tmth (second edition, London, 1680), p. 4; Key, 'Comprehension and the Breakdown of
Consensus', pp. 198, 202; Greaves, Enemies Under H is Feet, p. 231.

19 4

Andrew Marvell, Mr. Smirke; Or, the Divine in Mode: Being Certain Annotations, upon the Animadversions on the Naked
Tmth (London, 1676), pp. 8-10, 43. Marvell replied to the bishop of E ly, Francis Turner, Animadversions Upon a
Late Pamphlet mtitulcd Th e Naked Tmth (London, 1676), and also noted the attack of Philip Fell, Lex Talionis: Or, the
A uthor ofNaked Tmth Stript Naked (London, 1676). Both objected to Croft having published without a licence, the
latter observing that the Naked Tmth's content was 'as contraty to the known Laws as his Printing without Licence
confesdy was' (p . 1).
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Five

The Second Paper War
'God ... .hath endued and trusted every man with his own proper talent of Reason to
make his own choice ... Let Truth and Error enter like fair combatants and wrestlers in
the Lists; confuting by dint of Reason is the only Cornish Hug that can lay flat'
William Den ton, 1681 1

'The Common People, whose hands were to decide the Controversie, understood not
the Reasons of either Party'
Thomas Hobbes, Behemoth, 1679 2

ANDREW Marvell's AccoutJt rf the Gr01vth rf Popery and Arbitrary GovernmeNt, published in
1677, has come to symbolise for historians the looming crisis of Charles II's reign, its
title alone emblematic of the fears and accusations which drew the kingdom towards
confrontation in the late 1670s.

Marvell's warnings of the attempts to introduce

'absolute tyranny' and 'downright popery' into England resonated within a readership
sharing the public memory of Charles I's earlier 'crisis of popery and arbitrary
government' and becoming increasingly aware of the court's links with France and the
possibility of a catholic successor in the duke of York. 3 However, one correspondence
between past and present highlighted in the Account has passed without notice in recent
studies: Marveil's inclusion of the attempt to strengthen press controls among his
evidence of popery's advance. 4

1

William Denton, A11 Apology for the Liberty of the Press (London, 1681), p. 6. The Apology was appended, with separate
pagination, to William Den ton, Jus Caesaris et Ecclesiae vere dictae (London, 1681).

2

Hobbes, Behemoth, p. 120.

3

Andrew Marvell, An Account of the GtvJJJth ofPopery and Arbitrary Govemment in EtJgland (London, 1677). Marvell's title
as a summation of the background to the crisis is stressed in Scott, Restoration Gisis, pp. 8, 16, 31, and Knights,
Politics and Opinion, pp. 17-18. See also Miller, Popery and Politics, pp. 67, 148-151; Ashcraft, Revolutionary Politics, p.
128; Kishlansky, Monarchy Transformed, pp. 250, 255; Coward, Stuart Age, p. 281; Harris, Politics Under the Later
Stuarts, p. 54.

4

The accounts above do not mention this aspect of Marvell's tract, nor do histories of the press in the period, nor
does Annabel Patterson in considering Marvell's tract in relation to his use of the press: Patterson, Ear!J Modem
Liberalism, pp. 188-9. Conal Condren observes in passing that Marvell held . L'Estrange's authority to have been
'much enhanced', seeming to assume, wrongly, that the measures Marvell feared were implemented: Conal
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At the outset of the Accouttt, Marvell described Rome's refusal to allow the 'poor
people' to read scripture as the 'principal fault' of catholicism; at its conclusion he
anticipated popish counsellors seeking to silence him by claiming that he wrote against
the king, although they were themselves 'living libells'.

5

Midway between the two he

affirmed the connotations of advancing popery to be attached to attempts to control
the press.

In discussing two bills introduced by the earl of Danby in the 1677

parliamentary session, which had been criticised by the Commons for their excessive
leniency towards catholics, Marvell noted that the Lords had sent down alongside these
'another for the further regulation of the Presses and suppressing all unlicensed Books',
which would have introduced rigorous new powers to search out illicit publications.

6

Marvell's grouping of the three measures as mutually supportive elements in a catholic
and absolutist conspiracy was clearly designed for polemical effect, since the
parliamentary record indicates that the bills progressed separately, although within weeks
of each other, from late February to mid-April.

7

The spur fo\ the 1677 printing bill was the campaign by the earl of Shaftesbury
and others to have the recent 15-month prorogation of the Cavalier Parliament
recognised as its dissolution. The Lords condemned 'unlawful pamphlets' on the subject
and ordered a new bill to make good the defects this revealed in the Licensing Act. The
'Act for the more effectual suppressing of unlicensed Books and Pamphlets' reached the
Commons on April 13 but within days parliament was adjourned and the press bill went
no further.8

Its subsequent failure to reappear, and the successful passage of an

unrelated bill in the same timescale, suggest that the Commons did not simply run out
of time but was wary of the implications of more strenuous press regulation, with some
M.P.s sharing Marvell's concerns over its 'popish' application, particularly given the
recent condemnation of works associated with the assault on 'popery and arbitary

Condren, 'Andrew Marvell as Polemicist: his Account of the Growth of Popery, and Arbitrary Gove=ent', in
Condren, Political Idmtiry o[Marveff, pp. 157-87, p. 166.
5

6

Marvell, Gr01vth of Popery, pp. 6, 155. L'Estrange also subsequendy labelled an opposing writer 'a Living Libell
against the State': Observafat; no. 21 (8 June 1681).
Marvell, Gr01vlh of Popery, p. 86. For an account of the first two bills see Miller, Popery and Politics, pp. 144-7. The first
bill provided that in the event of a catholic king church gove=ent would be placed more firmly in the hands of
the bishops and royal children would be educated as protestants, the second that catholic recusancy would be
allowed on registration and payment but would otherwise be punished.

CJ, 9, pp. 421-3.

7

L], 13, pp. 48-51, 56-57, 60, 74, 90, 92, 113;

8

L], 13, pp. 54-55, 60, 90. This was the same day the bill on recusancy passed the Lords: ibid., 92. The text of the
press bill is unknown.
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power' such as the Leiter from a Person

if Quality and

the second part of the Rehearsal

T ranspros 'd. 9
By the time the issue of press legislation resurfaced, with the issue of the Licensing
Act's renewal in the spring of 1679, a new parliament was in place and tensions at a new
pitch in the wake of Titus Oates's popish plot revelations. It was at this point that the
first tract wholly assigned to press freedom since Areopagitica appeared, Charles Blount's

A Just Vindication

if the

Liberty

popery.

if Leaming; or, An Humble Address to the High

if the

Court if Parliament in Beha!f

Press, whose central message was the service of press control to

Blount's tract was published as parliament prepared to deliberate over the

expiring act, within weeks of the plot details being made public and shortly before the
10
first exclusion bill was introduced into the Commons. It was the first of a number of

treatises to advocate liberty of the press in the crisis of 1679-81 by authors such as
William Denton, William Lawrence and Edmund Hickeringill, whose views were united
by a fervent opposition to catholicism and its echo in protestant sacerdotage.
The writers adapted earlier arguments, including those of Areopagitica, to meet the
imperatives of the crisis of Charles II's reign. To their opponents, however, the calls for
press freedom were held to confirm that little had changed from Charles I's reign, that
rebels continued to seek to foment paper war and civil war, and that 'forty-one is come
again'. In 1677, Marvell's Account had named Roger L'Estrange as the intended executor
of the 'severe' new powers over the press, and inevitably L'Estrange was swift to reply,
11
claiming that the Account demonstrated why suppression was necessary. Marvell's book

was 'neither better, nor worse, than the Old Declarations of 40, and 41 only Tum'd, and
New trimm'd', L'Estrange declared, and the author was following in the 'Foot-steps of
that Rebellion' with a view to providing a new 'Spark in the Gun-Room'. 12

9

C], 9, pp. 422-3.

10

Blount, ]11st Vindication of Leaming. The Licensing Act had been renewed in 1665 to the end of the session of the
next parliament. The 1679 parliament adjourned on 13 March without transacting any business due to a dispute
over choosing the Speaker, but the session proper began on 18 March: it appears to have been at this point that
Blount's tract appeared. On 2 April a committee reported on expiring laws, including the Licensing Act. The first
exclusion bill was introduced on 11 May 1679: CJ, 9, p. 567, 582, 620; Knights, Politics and Opinion, p. 156n. See
also Harris, Politics Under the LAte St11a11s, p. 83; Scott, Restoration C!isis, p. 16; Siebert, Freedom of the Press, p. 297.

11

Marvell, GroJJJ!h ofPopery, p. 86.

12

Roger L'Estrange, An Acco1111t of the GroJJJ!h of Knavery, Under the Pretended Fears ofArbitrary Govemment, and Popery, With
a Parallel betwixt the Reformers of 1677, and those of 1641, in their Methods, and Designs (London, 1678), pp. 8, 24. Eight
pages of the Gro1vth of Popery were reprinted at the end of the tract. A second edition of the Growth of KNavery was
published in 1681, in which L'Estrange claimed that his adversary's Gr01vth of Popery and Seasonable Arg11JJJenf
together formed an 'Appeal to the Rabble' (pp. 4-5).
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The subsequent escalation in publishing offered loyalists ample ammunition m
attempting to identify 1679-81 with 1640-42.

Recent historiographical dispute has

injected necessary uncertainty into applying a name to the crisis of Charles II's reign, but
there is little doubt that it was the second paper war of England's troubled century, in
13
terms both of print volume and public perceptions.

The 'Superfoetations of the

Press', as one contemporary termed the upsurge, resulted in the doubling of the number
14
of titles between 1678 and 1680, from 900 to 1,800. The lapse of licensing, its renewal

buried amidst a wave of parliamentary anti-popery in May 1679, prompted the
complaint that writers 'may freely scribble what they think, and if they please Print what
they scribble', and the view that a 'Pen and Ink War' was again in process was widely
acknowledged. 15 The form the exchanges took - vituperative newsletters, pamphlets
and broadsides - heightened the atmosphere of paper warfare, and the analogy with
Charles I's 'paper-war' was made explicitly by loyalist writers like L'Estrange and John
Nalson .16 They trumpeted history's lesson as being the need to prevent press excesses
leading to another ,civil war, although divergent views were offered on the role of
confutation alongside control in securing mastery of the press. The historical record
shows that paper war receded and civil war was indeed averted. The publishing flood
ebbed after 1679-80, Charles II utilising civil war memory in breaking his own print
silence with his declaration on the dissolution of parliament in 1681, while central to the
'tory backlash' was the attempt to reassert control over expression, symbolised by the

13

Scott, &storation Ctisis, pp. 3-25. The print upsurge in 1658-60 was comparable in terms of volume but less clearly
paralleled the earlier 'paper war' in its structure, content and the perceptions of participants, although its
perpetuation after Charles's return in 1660 was characterised by L'Estrange and others as resurgent paper war.

14

Anon., A11 Impartial Account of the Atraignmenl, Trial & Condemnation of Thomas, Late Earl of Strafford (London, 1679),
preface (no sig.); Mason, 'Wing-Listed Titles', pp. 219-20. These figures are underestimates since they record only
titles where there are surviving copies: see Knights, Politics and Opinion, p. 167.

15

16

Anon., Will /})it/; a Whisp To Robin Goot!fellOJv (London, 1680), pp. 1, 4; Anon, The Tears of the Press, /J)ith &jlections on
the Present State of England (London, 1681), pp. 4, 8; Anon., A Discorme of the Peerage & ]misdiction of the Ltlrds Spititual
in Parliamml (London, 1680), sig. b1r; Anon., Clod-Pate's Ghost: Or a Dialog11e Behvem ]11sfit'l! Clod-Pate and his
(quondam), Clerk, Honest Tom Ticklqoot (London, 1679), p. 11. There is some confusion over the when the Licensing
Act lapsed, which Mat:k Knights has sought to unravel. As noted above, the Act was renewed in 1665 to the end
of the ne:-.1: parliament's first session. The first session of the 1679 parliament was adjourned on 13 March without
transacting any business, and Algernon Sidney wrote at the end of the month as if the Act had expired, but the
session proper began on 18 March, finally being prorogued on 27 May, when it was noted in tlte privy council
minutes that the Act had expired: CJ, 9, pp. 567, 582, 634; Knights, Politics and Opinion, p. 156n. A century later,
William Blacks tone identified the abandonment of licensing and tlte simultaneous passing of the H abeus Corpus
Act as the moment when 'the true balance between liberty and prerogative was happily established by law': William
Blacks tone, Comme11faties, 4, p. 432, quoted in Smith, Constit11tional Rqyalism, p. 314.
Nalson, Impartial Collection, 2, p. 743.
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Oxford book-burning of 1683 and the executions of Stephen College and Algernon
Sidney for treasonable writings.

17

The spectre ifpopery and the ghost ifMilton
In late 1679 L'Estrange turned his fire on another pamphlet he claimed to be
waging anew the paper war of Charles I's reign, protesting that Att Appealfrom the Country

to the City was rekindling the fears that had turned the population towards rebellion in
1641-2 with its warnings of 'Troops of Papists' ravishing wives and daughters, dashing
children's brains out and cutting protestant throats.

L'Estrange recalled Charles I's

protest at the scaremongering press in his declaration of 12 August 1642, and demanded
to know why there was no law to suppress such incendiary pamphlets.

18

In fact the

absence of licensing did not prevent Benjamin Harris being charged with seditious libel
for selling the Appeal in early 1680, and at his trial Lord Chief Justice Scroggs sought
unsuccessfully to discover the identity of the author, 'a Villainous Traytor' who
supported the duke of Monmouth's claim to the throne. The anonymous 'traitor' was
Charles Blount, making use of the measure of press freedom he had helped secure with
A Just Vi11dicatiot1

if Lear11i11g,

and which he utilised again in publishing an account of

Harris's trial. 19
A ]ztst Vindicatio11

if Leamittg,

also published anonymously, has attracted only

limited attention from historians, partly because of confusion over its dating, although it
was held to have 'struck a responsive chord' with parliament as renewal of the Licensing
Act was considered in May 1679.20 George Sensabaugh pointed to its borrowings from

17
18

Knights, Politics and Opinion, pp. 317-329; Scott, Restoration Crisis, pp. 45-47, 75; Weber, Paper Bullets, pp. 163-4.
Charles Blount, An Appeal From The Country To The City, For the Preservation of His Majesties Person, liberty, Property,
And The Protestant Religion (London, 1679), pp. 1-2; Roger L'Estrange, The Case Put, Conceming the Succession of his
Royal Highness the Duke of York (London, 1679), pp. 29-33, 37. See also Roger L'Estrange, An A11sJver to the Appeal
from the Country to the City (London, 1679). The Appeal has also been attributed to Robert Ferguson but is now
generally acknowledged to have been Blount's work. It was published in three editions in 1679.

19

Charles Blount, A Shot1 but Just Account of the Tryal of Be~!Jamin Harris ... for Printing and Vending a Lite Seditious Book
called An Appealjivm the Country to the City (London, 1680), p. 7. Blount (1654-1693) began his writing career with a
a defence of John D1yden in 1673 but only began publishing regularly after 1678: DNB. The Appeal was
particularly condemned for opposing the dissolution or prorogation of parliament because of the threat of popery.
Harris ended up in prison when he was unable to pay his £500 fine, Scroggs having declared that he wanted him
publicly whipped: CJ, 9, p. 689. Crist contends that Harris was made a target because he also published the
opposition newspaper the Domestick Intelligmce: Crist, 'Gove=ent Control', pp. 56-7.

20

Crist, 'Gove=ent Control of the Press', p. SO. The place of Blount's tract in the polemic against popery of 1679
has been neglected, in part because it has frequendy been given a later date, partly as a result of the reprinting of
the Just Vindic:ation in 1695 and its inclusion in Blount's posthumous Works in that year: Charles Blount, The
Miscellaneo11s Works of Charles Blomrt (London, 1695). Blount published a further tract on the press in 1693 which
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Areopagitica as evidence of a commitment to Milton's 'universal propositions on liberty',
although the attraction for Blount was as much the non-universality of Milton's case, its
rootedness in antipathy to popery, linked to a broader anticlericalism which also made
Blount an admirer of Hobbes's views on religion. 21 At the outset of the Just Vi11dication,
Blount warned the Lords and Commons that the 'Universal Fate of Christendom' lay in
their hands as popery threatened to destroy 'our best of Kings and Governments'. The
threat was held to be both religious and political since under a popish government 'the
Priest rides the Soul, and the Prince the Body'. Both relied for their power on the
'Laicks Ignorance and Servitude', which would be undermined by spreading knowledge
amongst the population, and 'for the speedy effecting hereof, there hath never been
discover'd any better expedient among men, than that of the Liberty of the Press'.
Licensing was declared to be 'an old Relique of Popery', and having acknowledged the
influence of 'Mr. Milton', Blount provided a genealogy of licensing indebted to

Areopagitica to show how the catholic church had sought to hide its defects by
controlling books thr ough its 'two Monsters, an Index Expurgatorius, and a Licenser'. 22
Blount's warning of a popish prince 'riding the body' alluded to the developing
exclusion debate, and the suggestion was made more explicit when he went on to ask
what would happen if the country was 'under an evil Prince (as now we are under a
good one)'.

The predicted outcome was that the magistrate would manipulate any

existing licensing system to the detriment of printed works defending 'persons who are
for the Liberty and Property of the Subject'. 23 Despite his conjectures of future ills and
professions of present loyalty, however, Blount's tract could hardly be seen as other

has contributed to confusion: Charles Blount, Reasons Hu/1/b(y Offired for the Liberty of Unlicensed Printing. to JPhich is
suijoined, the First and Tme Charader of Edn11md Bohun, the Licmser of the Pms (London, 1693). The 1679 Just
Vindication was published under the pseudonym Philopatris, the same name used for the Appeal from the Country to
the City. John Redwood refers to Blount's 1693 tract as the Just Vindication but then lists the 1679 pamphlet as
anonymous: Redwood, Reason, RidiCIIIe and Religion, pp. 80-1, 242-3. Christopher Hill refers to Blount publishing
two pamphlets based onAreopagitica in 1693: Hill, Milton and the English Revolution, p. 230.
21

Sensabaugh, Grand Whig Milton, pp. 61, 204-5. Blount's tract was listed as 'Milton's Ghost, or an humble Address
to the High Court of Parliament in Behalf of the Liberty of the Press' in Anthony Wood, Athmae Oxonimsis, vol. 4
(London, 1820), p. 55. A letter from Blount to Hobbes written in 1678 was published in 1693 in the former's
Oracles of Reason, in which Blount recorded having sent Hobbes a copy of his 16 78 Anima Mrmdi and said he had
read Hobbes's 'Treatise of Heresie in Manuscript'. Blount praised Hobbes's views while observing that he could
expect to meet clerical opposition, and recalled how the early Trinitarians had condemned books: Hobbes,
Correspondence, 2, pp. 759-63. Blount has also been credited, on John Aubrey's testimony, with compiling and
publishing The List Sqyings, or Dying Legacy of Mt: Thomas Hobbs of Ma/mesbury (London, 1680), but N oel Malcolm
claims that recently-discovered copyings by Blount from this single-sheet tract suggest that he was its appreciative
reader rather than originator: Hobbes, Correspondmce, 2, pp. 793-4; Macdonald, Hobbes Bibliography, p. 72.

22

Blount, ]ust Vindication, sig. A2r-v, pp. 1-5.

23

Ibid., p. 11. On the discourse of liberty and property, see Howard Nenner, 'The Later Stuart Age', in Pocock,
Varieties, pp. 180-208, pp. 183-4.
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than an indictment of existing arrangements, with the England of Charles II readily
identifiable as one of 'many places' suffering an 'Inquisition upon the Press'.

24

The English inquisitors were identified with the clerical persecutors of the
nonconformists, the 'over-hot churchmen', as Blount labelled them in the Appeal. In
the Just Vindication, he complained that those voicing unorthodox opinions were being
treated as heretics in a manner unknown before 'the Churches Fortune grew better, her
Sons worse, and her Fathers worst of all'. The persistence of press control was ascribed
to ecclesiastical opposition to toleration, exercised through illegitimate influence over the
civil power. The established church had assumed the authority to insist on a single
permissible viewpoint even in matters on which '500 Sects' differed, and to punish error
as obstinacy rather than ignorance. Blount's use of Milton was evident, but it was to
Jeremy Taylor's discussion of the press in the Uberry qf Propherying that he turned in
insisting that 'All Wise Princes heretofore, till they were overborn with Faction, gave
Toleration to different Sects'. 25
Despite his p.olitical concerns over exclusion, the liberty of the press Blount
argued for was primarily freedom to express heterodox religious views.

In 1678 his

Attima Mundi had been condemned by the bishop of London for its heterodox views on
the soul, and the books and pamphlets he published in subsequent years were to face a
similar reception, as his anti-clerical whig exclusionism filtered into the deism with which
he is most associated. 26 In A Just Vittdicatiott, the customary distinction between religious
opinions and those with a political impact remained central, with Blount repeating
Taylor's caveat that opinions were only allowable if they did not undermine the public
interest and signalling agreement with the punishment of treason, sedition and
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defamation. 27 His emphasis on licensing rather than post-publication punishment was
rooted in the association of the former with interference with thought rather than
action. 'Licensing and Persecution of Conscience are two Sisters that ever go hand in
hand together', he declared, and added: 'Why should I not have the same freedom to
write, as to speak? If I speak any thing that is evil, I am lyable to be punish'd, but I am
never examined before I speak'. This passage, with its debt to the wider seventeenthcentury case for the assimilation of publication to inviolable conscience, was later
appropriated by Locke in opposing the Licensing Act's renewal in 1695.28
Blount's endorsement of post-publication sanctions meant he did not entirely
reject punishment for the publication of heresy, but in effect he largely ruled out
physical intervention by the state before or after the printing of religious speculation.
He held that existing laws provided for the condemnation of heresy but that this was
through a 'Spiritual Court' rather than civil jurisdiction, and he went further than other
defences of press freedom by suggesting that atheistical publishing was only subject to
the same constraint.• This countenanced the ecclesiastical judgement of books, but more
significantly it limited punishment to spiritual sanctions of limited concern to those
already intellectually estranged from the church. 29 Blount envisaged no similar immunity
pre- or post-publication for catholic opinion, however, as this was held inevitably to
impinge on government and the public peace. He echoed Taylor's rejection of 'those
Religions whose Principles destroy Government' or which taught ill life, identifying both
with catholicism, but claimed that this still did not necessitate licensing because a statute
from the reign of Edward VI, rightly applied, could succeed in 'abolishing... Popish

·I

I

Books'.

30

Blount also proffered a series of Milton-derived practical objections to licensing,
such as the limitations of the 'Unleasured Licenser' and the motivational disincentive to
writers, but as in Areopagitica a central theme was the need for a variety of published
views to contribute towards the acquisition of truth. This was viewed not only in terms
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of religious truth but the wider field of 'learning' conveyed by Blount's title.

He

presented as a model of knowledge acquisition the Restoration's gains in scientific
inquiry, contrasting this with the persecution of Galileo in catl1olicism's assault on
'Philosophick freedom'.

Liberty of the press was tl1e 'nursery of Science', Blount

declared, and only with the propagation of new ideas could knowledge advance: a
licenser would pass only what was already 'Vulgarly received' and so recent insights into
31
the nature of 'Vacuum, Motion, Air' or other notions would not have been achieved.

Free expression was held to allow truth to emerge: 'Every Author Writes either
Truth or Falshood; If he Writes Truth, why should he be oppressed or stifled? And if he
delivers what is False, let him be confuted by Answer, whereunto every Author is
subject; since no cause ever suffered by being answered, only by Fire and Faggot'.
Blount pressed home the point by quoting almost verbatim Milton's passages beginning
'who ever knew Truth put to the worst in a free and open Encounter', and 'Truth needs
32
no Policies, no Stratagems, no Licensings to render her Victorious'.

He also

emphasised the role, of print in spreading knowledge among the wider population. The
laity's ignorance explained catholic servitude, but the 'Profound Art of Printing' had
now 'made Learning not only Easie, but Cheap'. The echoes of Milton were again
evident, with Blount repeating the claims that press control was 'an undervaluing and
33
vilifying of the whole Nation' and a 'reproach to the Commonalty'.

Blount departed from Milton, however, in taking the ability of the press to reach
the 'Commonalty' to provide a means to combat the problem of private interest in
public life. 34 The consequence of a 'Free Press', he argued, would be that 'whoever
opposes the Publick Interest, are exposed and rendred odious to the people: as on the
contrary, they who merit well of their Country, are ever recorded with immortal Honour
to posterity'. Since 'Fame and Ambition' have a great influence on the 'minds of active
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35
men', they could be encouraged to act virtuously by exposure in print. Blount also

blamed the church's persecution of nonconformity on 'the increase of Interest, and
abatement of Christian Simplicity', while the licenser was described as representing the
judgment of 'one Interested man alone in private' rather than exposing work to the
'publick Test'.

36

The Just Vindication had nothing to say about another development closely
37
identified with 'interest' in the period after 1679, the growth of party. Although a

number of advocates of press freedom, including Blount and William Lawrence, were
linked to groups sponsoring opposition literature, the Shaftesbury circle and Green
Ribbon Club, it is not clear that this advocacy formed part of any concerted 'whig'
programme. 38

The wider 'whig' criticism of press control owed as much to the

conditions of opposition as to any belief in a free press, as was indicated m the
parliamentary harrying of Lord Chief Justice Scroggs in late 1680. Scroggs had led the
assault on opposition publishing after the lapse of licensing, justifying the use of
warrants on the

b~is

of the king's proclamations in November 1679 and May 1680

39
against 'seditious and treasonable Books and Pamphlets'.

In December 1680 a

Commons committee declared that such warrants were 'arbitrary and illegal' and
usurped the authority of parliament, having been used to suppress anti-popish books
such as Blount's Appeal and to punish and deny bail to loyal protestant printers such as
Harris, Francis Smith and Jane Curtis, while those publishers 'known to be popishly
affected', like Nathaniel Thompson, were treated leniently. Scroggs was held to be
culpable less because he sought to control the press than because of the allegiance of the
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tracts he targeted.40 The explicit advocacy of free expression remained the province of a
small number of pamphleteers outside parliament, albeit writers identified with whig
concerns over catholic advance and ecclesiastical intolerance, who helped forge the
41

subsequent identification of liberty of the press as a whig cause.

The continuing threat of suppression was confirmed by the former protectorate
parliamentarian William Lawrence when he wrote to Shaftesbury in October 1680
seeking support for the publication of his views on Monmouth's claim to the throne.
Lawrence enclosed the first part of Marriage

try the Moral! La1v rf God Vi11dicated, which

alluded to its own attempted suppression with the abrupt closing declaration, 'By the
Interruption of the Press, I am compell'd to break off this Book abruptly'.
concluding part was published early the following year as The Right

Marriage

rf Primoge11iture.

The
42

In

try the Moral! LaJJ; and in his short tract T1vo Great Questio11s, published shortly

before his death in 1681, Lawrence defended 'Liberty of the Press' on the grounds that
control over printing allowed God's law to be obscured by earthly power. He accused
'popery', whether qttholic or episcopal, of using press control as a form of linguistic
despotism, since by determining the content of publications, priests and bishops could
dictate the meaning of terms and so impress their version of truth on society. It was the
church's recognition of this power that had led it to appropriate the control of the press
in order to further 'the Fraud of the Bishops'. 43 In T1vo Great Questions he argued that
'the Kingdoms of Darkness either of Pope or Turk' had no 'deeper Fundamental' than
press control, and attributed the Reformation to printing, since John Wycliffe had
comprehended protestantism in greater 'Purity' than Luther or Calvin but had not had
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the advantage of the press. 44 In Marriage

1!J the Moral! La1v,

Lawrence presented as the

pre-eminent example of the manipulation of language the way priests and bishops had
effectively excluded Monmouth from the succession by historically mistranslating and
thereby redefming the term 'bastard', a corruption now reflected in civil law.

This

interpretation was held to contradict the moral law, under which copulation rather than
ceremony constituted marriage in the eyes of God: Charles II's liaison with Lucy Walter
made Monmouth the 'lineall heir', while the Duke of York was only the 'collateral heir'. 45
Although Lawrence associated press control closely with clerical abuse, arguing that
'the Bishops ought not to be suffer'd to interdict either Press or Pulpit', he also saw this
hegemonic process as a broader problem. He warned that 'to give either Spiritual or
Temporal Judges Power to interdict the Press, is to give them Power to have what Law,
what Gospel, what Text, what Translation, what Canonical, what Aprocryphal, what
Scripture, what Act of Parliament, what Common Law, what Statute, what Religion,
what Justice, what Liberty, and what Slavery they please'. Men's duty was to discover
and act upon the m Qrallaw, God's truth, but press control gave particular interpreters a
'power of Fraud and Forgery destructive to all Truth'. What emerged was 'not the
Moral Law which is the Protestant Law, but the Ceremonial which is the Popish Law,
which dares not encounter the Shock of an Enemy: And 'tis Fiction and not Truth, Vice
and not Vertue, which fears either Press or Pasquil'.

Press control was therefore 'a

dishonour to the Protestant Religion, as if it dared not suffer it self to be disputed, or to
meet an Enemy in the open field; whereas in truth, it is not Protestancy but
.
'46
E p1scopacy.
Lawrence's presentation of the argument from truth was in fact idiosyncratic, but
he diverged most from the mainstream of th e seventeenth-century debate on liberty of
the press in extending that liberty to catholics, despite his fervent anti-popery.

The

invitation to press freedom's 'open field' did not inevitably extend beyond the pale to
catholics, as we have seen, but Lawrence drew this conclusion from his invocation of
truth's power in the TJvo Great Questio11s, in which he argued against attempts to deny the
duke of York's supporters a platform in print. He insisted it was wrong to conclude
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from evidence of popish suppression, past and present, that 'it is a just Retaliation to
Condemn and Exclude the pretended Popish Religion and Liberty without Hearing, as
they have done the Protestant'. This could only suggest the opponents of James could
not disprove the case for his succession, and would 'disparage and draw suspition of
weakness on the Title of the Lineal Heir'. 47 Given liberty of the press, he insisted, it
could be shown to the satisfaction of all that Monmouth was the true heir. 48 Parliament,
rather than seeking the exclusion of James, should break the stranglehold on the press
by punishing those who 'have contrary to the Law against Monopolies, Magna Charta,
and Petition of Right Imprisoned, Fined, or Pillory'd the Subject for Using the Lawful
Trade of Printing without their Licences'. By this means 'the Protestant will be restored
to his Native Liberty of defending his Religion in Print'. 49
The parameters of religious expression had been considered in Marriage i?J the

Moral! LaJJJ, where Lawrence agreed that published heresy which 'by accident become
dangerous to public safety' might be punished but argued that removing all prior
restraint would enaqle heresies to be identified and opposed, preventing them 'creeping
into private Houses, leading Captive silly Women'.

However, he also set limits to

religious discussion by inverting the usual adiaphorist case, arguing that free expression
should apply to essential rather than indifferent matters. If protestants were granted
freedom in forms of worship they would have no reason to dispute, he claimed, and a
law should prevent preaching or printing 'on any point of Ceremonial dissentiency, or
other matter not necessary to Salvation'. His concern was the debilitating effects of
internecine dispute, since 'if Protestants are tolerated to Print or Preach against one
another, this is the thing the Papist would have, and knows will in the end make them
both a prey to himself. Instead, protestants wishing to discuss matters in print would
find 'Field-room enough in the Moral Law of God ... and matters which have the
promise of this life, and of that to come'. Lawrence's intention, however, does not
seem to have been to encourage the questioning of the fundamentals of faith but rather
to foster their demonstration as incontestable truths. As with Monmouth's claim to the
throne, God's law would prevail. 5°
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Lawrence also considered liberty of the press in . terms of political benefits,
primarily in terms of alerting the magistrate to the temper of the nation: 'A free Press is
the pulse of the Body-politic, from which is impossible for the wisest State-Physician to
discern, or prevent the public Distempers, unless it is suffer'd to beat free without a
Ligature'. The concern that press freedom would foster sedition against the magistrate
was seen as analogous to the case of heresy: to publish treason would be 'to have the
War Proclaimed in Print before it begin, that he may the better provide against'.
Although the benefits were mainly held to accrue to the governors, this also implied a
channel of communication for the governed, which Lawrence made more explicit by
linking press freedom to petitioning, as the Levellers had done. For the 'multitudes' far
from London, he argued, control of printing 'stops all just causes of complaint, and
appeal of the Subject to the King and Parliament', a.11.d tempted those within reach of
the capital to present their petitions by 'Tumults and Armies', with the potential repeat
of the 'ill consequences' of the past. 'It is far more safe and equal,' Lawrence declared,
'that the Press shQuld be open to the People in all public Addresses to Supream
Authority', and like Blount he suggested that this would have a deterrent effect on
abuses by those in power. 51
Lawrence's work seems to have had some impact in whig and dissenter circles.
Locke had a copy of Marriage

qy the Moral! La1v, which he loaned to James Tyrrell, and a

government spy reported in September 1681- six months after Lawrence's death- that
the book was 'in all the great sectaries libraries'. 52 The informer's report, and Lawrence's
defence of press freedom itself, indicate how concerns over suppression, and over the
possible reintroduction of licensing, continued after 1679.

This was confirmed in

William Den ton's attack on licensing, Att Apology for the Liberry

if the

Press, which was

appended to his large-scale work Jus Caesaris, published in 1681. Denton attacked liberty
of the press as an ecclesiastical imposition on conscience, but did so from a position of
erastian anglicanism, seeing the Church of England as the 'purest Church in the World'
but holding licensing to be a priestly usurpation. 53 The case he advanced is particularly
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important for the extent to which it linked press freedom to the Restoration emphasis
on reason, indicating the course the debate would take in the rest of the century.
To Denton, press control was a 'Romish Practice' imported into England to
further theocratic power, and like Blount he proffered a genealogy of popish licensing
derived from Milton in its broad outlines. However, Denton was concerned not only to
reiterate the historical roots of press control but to demonstrate the continuing resort of
Rome to suppression and he pointed to the severity of the

It~dex

of Pope Paul IV in

1659 and the confirmation of the catholic prohibition of the vernacular Bible in the

I11dex of 1667. In an earlier work, The Bumt Child Dreads the Fire, published in 1675,
Den ton had attacked the denial of 'liberty of Printing' to French protestants during the
1660s.54

These constraints were taken to signal a concerted counter-reformation

attempt to monopolise the 'whole power of the Press' in order to 'cajole the secular
power'. Denton claimed in the Apology that the pope was now engaged in banning
'sound Books' which even catholics had been allowed to read for centuries because they
defended the authority of kings and magistrates against the 'Usurpations of the Clergy'. 55
Catholicism was held to be committed to 'padlocking the Press', having learned to
its cost that when 'enlightned by printed Books' the laity was able to discover and
question the priesthood's 'Arcana Imperii, their jugling Arts'. The priests knew that if
the press was free, 'the Vulgar would quickly discover their Cheats and Usurpation, and
believe that the Clergie had abused and cheated them'.56 Denton attacked those who
had sought to use this device of 'Antichristian mystery' to 'set up the Kingdom of
Antichrist' in England 'in our own days and times', the times in question being the 1640s
and his target presbytery as well as episcopacy. 57 He utilised Areopagitica to recall that
'when Episcopacy was to be pulled up root and branch, then forsooth all Presses ought
to be open and free. . . But no sooner had they unmitred the Prelates and minced
Episcopacy as small as Herbs to the Pot... but that the old Acts were new broacht, and
trumpt up again'. He held that the route to religious truth continued to be obstructed
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by the clergy's desire to blind men's consciences to further their own ends, but God
required that men must be permitted to make their own judgments according to
.

58

conscience.

Denton's Apology and passages in Jus Caesaris made reason central to the argument
for press freedom where it had previously held a subsidiary role to scripturally-informed
conscience or been invoked fleetingly. 59

His Aristotelian starting-point, that 'God

differenced us from Bruits, by giving us light of Reason', was also that of a number of
later accounts, reflecting a shift from more scripture-ce ntred defences of conscientious
publication .60 Denton argued that God granted reason to enable men to avoid being
'led captive' into the 'Delusions' of Rome, making each man the proper judge of what
he might read: 'God himself never created men, nor never talents of Reason or
Judgment, subject and captivate unto the Reason and Judgment of others, but hath
endued and trusted every man with his own proper talent of Reason to make his own
choice, according to which only he shall be judged at the Judgment of the great Day'. 61
The liberty tpis implied for readers also applied to writers. Denton invoked
Luther's notion of the priesthood of all believers in asserting that each man had a duty
not only to use his reason in apprehendi ng God's truth but to communica te the
products of his reasoning to others. 'To save souls every man is or ought to be a priest,
the command is universal', he declared, and he insisted that spreading God's word
through the press was as valuable as preaching in person: the apostles 'did preach as well
with their Pens when they writ, as with their Tongues when they spake the Gospel of
Christ'. The duty to communica te was so categorical, Denton insisted, that 'he that
forbears to Speak or Print in the Cause of God, provokes God to disown him'. 62 He
took this religious obligation to confirm that 'Divine Truths and right Reason ... ought
58
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to have no restraint or prohibition put upon them', and in Jus Caesaris indicated that
such a prohibition would 'impeach that natural Right and Liberty, which belongs to
every Individual'. In this way the language of natural rights entered the discussion of the
press, albeit tangentially in considering the inviolability of · individual religious
. dgement. 63
JU
Den ton's argument from conscience was augmented by a Miltonic rendering of the
argument from truth which injected further references to reason.

He paraphrased

Areopagiticds insistence that truth was 'as strong as the Almighty' and offered the variant
reading: 'Let Truth and Error enter like fair Combatants and Wrestlers into the Lists;
Confuting by dint of Reason is the only Cornish Hug that can lay flat'. 64 The image was
broadly Milton's, the reference to reason that ofDenton, who also argued that because a
free press would permit the emergence of religious truth through the exercise of reason,
to 'stifle and mortifie Reason and Truths is the worst of all Murders; for that by such
Prohibitions many Truths may be lost'. 65 Den ton also briefly engaged with the question
of interest that ha,d exercised Blount and suggested its relevance to party divisions,
quoting Bacon's observation that 'licensed Books are but the language of the present
Times' to confirm his view that licensers 'let nothing pass, but what is calculated and
fitted to their own Interest, and the Interest and Genius of the present Times'.

If

licensing was enforced, he argued, the press would be 'servant only to Times, Parties and
Interests'. 66
Denton broadly endorsed the magistrate's role in limiting printing when it
impinged on civil affairs, again echoing Areopagitica in insisting that 'every state should
consider how Books as well as men do behave themselves, and punish or not punish
accordingly'. 67

The adaptation was again suggestive as Milton's equivalent passage

referred to 'Church and Commonwealth'; by substituting the word 'state', Denton more
clearly excluded religious authority from his allowance of legitimate press control. 68
However, there was a tension in Denton's argument between the state's power to
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suppress books and the inviolability of truth. He held that if anyone who criticised the
state 'represent falsly, it is then a Libel, and a Crime', but he added that 'if publication or
declaration of Truths shall be esteemed Libels, there's no Law, no Logick, nor yet
Divinity for that'.

Such suppression would be an insult to the 'God of Truth', he

insisted, and moreover added that 'All Governments were instituted by God for the
good of the governed, and it is not Libelling to tell them so'. 69
The restraint of catholic printing was not considered in any detail in Denton's
treatise on the press, although in Jus Caesaris he endorsed Milton's rejection of toleration
for catholics on political grounds. This had been a recurring theme in his earlier work,
where Denton argued that catholicism's temporal ambitions made 'Popery Intollerable
on a Politick Account'. 70 In the 1664 tract Horae Subsecivae and the later Burnt Child

Dreads the Fire he defended the punishments English monarchs had meted out to
catholic writers and asserted the continuing need for 'Sanguinary Laws against Papists',
including provisions forbidding the writing, printing or reading of books asserting the
pope's authority ip civil or spiritual matters.

Denton rejected claims that this

represented the persecution of conscience since historically catholics had been
condemned for treason and not their religion. When men wrote books asserting the
supremacy of the pope they encouraged 'disturbance in Church or State', and 'Soveraign
Princes ought distinctly to punish the practice or contempt, though coloured with
pretences of Conscience or Religion'.71 Denton held the danger to be exemplified by
the Irish rebellion of 1641, in which 'Papist treatises' had been used to 'Trapan' Charles
I and induce England's subsequent troubles. 72
Denton's claim that press control was the tool of the church hierarchy was
seconded during 1681 by another anglican writer, th e maverick churchman Edmund
Hickeringill.

During the 1650s Hickeringill had flirted with the baptist church and

them as malefac tors'. On Milton's use of the term 'state' see Q uentin Skinner, 'The State', in Ball, Political
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quakerism but at the Restoration he preached loyalty and was ordained. 73 In 1673 he
published an attack on Marvell's Rehearsal Tra11spros'd which he addressed to 'our old
friend' L'Estrange, 'on purpose that you might open the Press-door, and let me in'. 74
He took seriously Marvell's satirical reference to the 'help of the press' in fostering
schism, saying that by this means 'the good old Cause and Non-Conformists' attacked
church and state, using 'the same methods' as in 1640-42.75 By late 1681, however,
Hickeringill was no friend to L'Estrange or to the church authorities, the latter having
censured his parish affairs in a series of court confrontations and both having attacked
him for his published views. His antipathy towards nonconformity was tempered by his
hostility to the bishops and emergent toryism, leading him to urge liberty of conscience
on the basis of the magistrate's sole authority over outward works in his attack on
episcopal impositions, Naked Truth, The Second Part. 76
The tract was hardly a continuation of Croft's Naked Truth but broadly shared its
opposition to religious compulsion and was likewise condemned. Where Croft's book
met the flames,

Hi~keringill

was threatened with arrest and in 1684 was persuaded to

recant the 'Scandalous, Erroneous and Seditious Principles' of this and seven subsequent
works. 77 Hickeringill's Naked Truth argued that the power to determine what might be
published was being usurped by the bishops, who directed it against men like himself
who wrote for 'Truth and the Publick-weal'.

He identified the control of print

historically with catholicism and like Lawrence coupled this with 'Mahometism', saying
that they had 'one and the same Midwife, namely, Ignorance'. The leaders of both
creeds restrained printing because they knew that 'Truth and the Press would stifle
them'. Hickeringill's efforts to portray press control as alien led him to the claim that
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press

freedom was

'natural and agreeable to

our . English

Complexion

and

Constitution'.78
In a subsequent account of the bishop of London's attempts to censure him,
Hickeringill observed that the reformation could never have spread as far as England
without printing: a few manuscripts might have circulated among learned men, but
without print the 'Tyranny Prelatical, and Oppressions of Rome' could never have been
defeated. Others now sought to 'have the Press at the same lock, and they alone to
keep the Key', but although the bishops had 'shut him out of the Pulpit a while ... they
have not power to shut the Doors of the Press (God be thanked)'. 79 In the Naked Truth,
he insisted that the danger of suppressing truth exceeded any inconveniences of
'allowing to the Press this Liberty', and he urged that magistrates as well as bishops
should be concerned to promote godly knowledge rather than silencing others, heeding
the Pauline message to 'do nothing against the Truth, but for the Truth'. Those given
power over the press acted 'like surly Porters', keeping others from the storehouse of
knowledge, but the ,truth was more likely to emerge from the contention of competing
views, with liberty of the press serving as 'the Common-mother of the Naked Truth,
which is usually begot betwixt this bandying Pro and Con'.80
Hickeringill was not always so tolerant of the pro and con, complaining at other
times of the excesses of 'this Scribling-Age', labelling adversaries 'slavish prostituted and
Hackney-Pamphleteers' and arguing that in former times 'false News-Mongers' had
rightly been punished by death. 81

His particular antagonist was L'Estrange, 'Trusty

Roger', the 'Whory, Roary, Scary, Tory Observator', who in turn dubbed him
'Doggerill'. 82 However, the transition from attacking the press in 1673 to defending it in
the Naked Truth provides an illustration of how indignation at personal condemnation
could foster a shift in perspective, on the press and more widely. Only the previous year
Hickeringill had held the burning of 'Fanatick' books by Constantine to be a 'pious
Example to Princes', but he would subsequently defend nonconformists and liberty of
the press on a number of occasions, placing press restraint centrally in his later analysis
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of 'priestcraft', which echoed the appeal to the power of 'Naked Truth'. 83 The way
concerns at ecclesiastical press control fed into whig ideology was suggested by
Hickeringill's 1682 H istory qf Whiggism, which traced the division of whig and tory to
Charles I's reign and identified among the roots of toryism Laud's licensing of 'Popish
Books'. The king was held to have been unaware of this process, and Hickeringill's
recurring warning was to be that press control formed part of the priestly usurpation of
civil power, oppositio n to which represented the whig cause. 84

Control and confutation
Hickeringill's recollection of Laudian licensing policy evoked an earlier crisis of
'popery and arbitrary governme nt', but the task of stirring public memory in the crisis of
Charles II's reign was primarily undertaken by loyalists who sought to show how rebels
were retreading the path from paper war to civil war. To L'Estrang e and Nalson the
situation was comparable to that of Charles I, requiring the suppression of opposition
publishing but seemingly lacking effective restraints and so obliging loyal writers to
plunge into print as the martyred king had directed. In this view, the paper war had
been lost because the king and his supporters had published too little. In 1679,
however, an alternative interpretation of the conflict was printed which held the king's
fault to have been publishing too much, Thomas Hobbes's Behemoth. It has been argued
that Hobbes sought to 'play down the significance of the printing press' in Behemoth, but
this is misleadin g. Hobbes's concern was to show how Charles I undermined his
position through his use of the press, imparting ambiguous messages to readers about
his authority and their obligations: the descent to print, confutation rather than control,
had undermined absolute sovereignty. 85
The fate of Behemoth itself merits consideration for the way it illuminates Hobbes's
ideas on the freedom and control of expression. Written in the late 1660s, the
manuscript was presented to Charles II, who, according to Aubrey, told Hobbes he liked
the book but 'there is so much truth in it he dares not license for feare of displeasing the
83
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Bishops'. 86 The manuscript circulated but the book was not printed until a pirated
edition appeared in early September 1679, three months before its author's death .
Hobbes distanced himself from the publication, 'because I could not get his majestye to
license it', and in a letter denied his publisher William Crooke permission to print the
work.

When Crooke published Hobbes's Co11sideratio11s in 1680 he prefaced the

autobiographical work with the letter, which contained the Hobbesian epitome of press
control, 'the King knows better, and is more concerned in publishing of books than !'. 87
Crookes fmally printed his own edition of BeheJJJoth in 1682, and included it in a
collection of Hobbes tracts in that year, observing that, with four versions having
already appeared, it was 'impossible to suppress it, no Book being more commonly
sold'. 88
Nearly twenty years before submitting BeheJJJoth to the king, Hobbes had proffered
the manuscript Leviatha11 to Charles when serving as his tutor, but he published the work
without royal approval and it led to his banishment from court in 1651. 89

The

theoretical justification for publishing one and not the other was suggested in another
Hobbes manuscript printed after his death, the Historical Narration Concemi11g Heresie,
which appeared in 1680. Written after 1666 in response to the claims of heresy directed
at Leviatha11, the Histmical Narratio11 in essence reiterated that work's claim to have been
published at a time when religion was not 'fully determined' by the sovereign power.90
Hobbes argued that the original meaning of heresy was simply a private opinion, which
could become subject to civil law on grounds of peace if it conflicted with the
sovereign's opinion but not ecclesiastical control on grounds of truth or falsehood. A
86
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church might seek to make the label 'Heretick' a term of disgrace but it had no penal
sanction against religious views without the sovereign's authority. 91 High Commission
had possessed this authority, but when it was abolished there were no 'humane Laws left
in force to restrain any man from Preaching or Writing any Doctrine concemmg
Religion that he pleased; and in this heat of the War, it was impossible to disturb the
Peace of the State, which then was none'. 92
The view that heresy signified private opinion unless the civil power determined
otherwise was also expressed in Behemoth, where Hobbes pointed to the Elizabethan Act
of Supremacy as confirmation that new interpretations of heresy could not be made
independently by ecclesiastical authority. 93 This 'dominion of men's consciences' was
identified with Rome, and with the English 'Papists' who, along with the presbyterians,
were held to have usurped Charles I's power, although the implied criticism extended to
independent clerical power more generally. Hobbes observed pointedly that the jure

divi11o claims of pope and bishops could lead to the 'ill case' of the civil power being
imposed upon to pur:ish those who 'adventured to write or speak in defence of the civil
power'. 94 Charles II's refusal to allow the printing of Behemoth because it would displease
the bishops made Hobbes's book itself such a case, although this did not lead its author
to reject his obligation to obey the sovereign's judgement. His disinclination to have
either Behemoth or Leviathan printed in Charles II's reign no doubt reflected concern at
the personal consequences but it was also consistent with his principle of submission to
the 'public conscience'. 95 When Clarendon complained in 1676 of Hobbes's 'odious'
views 'which he labours to get printed' he noted the efforts to win the approval of
authority for publication. The two were inseparable for Hobbes, and indeed one of
Clarendon's major lines of attack was to claim that tl1e logic of Leviatha11 meant Hobbes
did not write according to his own conscience but that of the prevailing civil power: his
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work was not 'the thoughts of his heart, but only his profession with the tongue'. This
was the basis of Clarendon's insistence that Hobbes wrote Leviatha11 for Cromwell, a
betrayal of inward conscience that was contrasted with the suffering of the Christian
martyrs. It was held to be futile to have Hobbes ordered to recant by authority, since he
would 'be too ready to do it upon his declared Salvo', but if Leviatha11 was publicly
burned this 'by his own judgment will restrain him from publishing his pernicious
Doctrine' .96
In Behemoth, Hobbes recalled how parliament had imprisoned writers who defended
the king's rights or forced them to flee, although his subsequent argument cast doubt on
the effect their writings might have had on a reading public resistant to reason.

He

observed immodestly that the 'science of just and unjust' had already been laid down in
writing, but, as Quentin Skinner has concluded, Hobbes saw the civil war as a
demonstration of the overwhelming power of rhetoric over the 'small power' of
rationality. 97 He saw the publishing of the Gra11d RetJ;onstrattce as launching 'a kind of war'
between parliament and king, although 'there was no Blood shed, they shot at one
another nothing but Paper'. The paper war developed because the king's counsellors
mistakenly advised him to respond in kind, 'to make and publish declarations; which any
man might easily have foreseen would be fruitless; and not only so, but also of great
disadvantage'.98 The king's descent to print suggested to the public that his position was
weak and open to negotiation, 'for the People either understand not, or will not trouble
themselves with Controversies in writing, but rather by his compliance by Messages, go
away with an opinion, That the Parliament was likely to have the Victory in the War'.
His attempt to appeal to the people placed him at an immediate disadvantage, as 'the
Common People, whose hands were to decide the Controversie understood not the
Reasons of either Party', but parliamentary leaders, caring little for 'Reason', knew how
to sway the multitude through press and pulpit. 99
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Hobbes laid the blame for the king's humbling in paper war on the 'Penners and
Contrivers' of his declarations, identified as fo rmer parliamentarians who dreamed of a
'mixt Power of the King and the Two Houses', an obvious attack on Clarendon. They
had promoted 'a divided Power, in which there could be no Peace', and by perpetuating
the printed exchanges merely 'increased the hope and courage of the Rebels'. If Charles
had withdrawn from the paper battle and sought to subdue opposition with silence and
strength he may not have won, but, asked Hobbes, 'What could have hapned to Him
worse than at length He suffered, notwithstanding... all His reasonable Declarations?' 100
To Hobbes, the role of the sovereign could not be that of polemicist competing
for the approbation of the reading public. The art of 'governing opinion', as he had
indicated in Leviathan, consisted not in appealing to the judgements of the multitude by
the force of the better argument, but in ensuring that only the authorised argument was
available to them, to be imprinted by public authority. 101

Recent studies have

emphasised the way the experience of civil war fostered Hobbes's shift from De Cive's
repudiation of rhetoric for seeking 'not truth (except by accident) but victory' to

Leviathan's acceptance of the need for 'adorning' truth with eloquence.102 However, in
Behemoth the king's defeat in paper war was not held to stem simply from a failure to
emulate parliament's rhetoric but from the inherent tendency of printed debate to
elevate the power of readers and sap that of authority. The lesson of Charles I's paper
war was that confutation was not a substitute for press control and indeed could
undermine the authority on which control was based.
To Roger L'Estrange, the lesson of paper war continued to be that loyal writers
must publish more, confuting those seeking to rekindle the crisis of Charles I's reign.
His personal publishing tally was almost a pamphlet a month in the crisis years of 167981, as well as the Observator newsletter he launched in 1681, with more than 60,000

copies of his tracts in circulation. 103 His prolific output continued to be a vehicle fo r
arguments for the restraint of the press, with the vaunted aspiration the silencing of
print conflict. The arguments echoed those he advanced in the early Restoration period
-indeed, some of his treatises were reprinted virtually without revision -but they were
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gtven a fresh impetus by the circumstances after 1679. 104 L'Estrange asked whether
readers could doubt that 'the Liberties of the Press be so great, so foul, and so
dangerous' as in 1641, reminded them of Charles I's complaints of the assault in print,
and recalled under the heading 'Liberties of Press and Pulpit' events such as the case of
Button, Bastwick and Prynne and the throwing of To Your Te11ts 0 Israel into the royal
coach. The renewed wave of 'Seditious Discourses', he insisted, represented 'the
Venom of the Old Cause swallow'd and Spew'd up again'. 105
Charles I's experience was also recalled in works such as John Nalson's widely-read
loyalist history of the civil war, the Impartial! Collectio11, first published in 1682. Nalson
had been praised by L'Estrange and condemned by parliament for pamphlets he wrote
in 1678-79 and the compilation of his history enjoyed support from Charles II's
govemmen t. 106 The unfmished account reached only to 1642, but this was sufficient for
Nalson to warn of the dangers of 'paper-war', informing readers that 'among all the
Arts, which wrought upon the inferior sorts of People, none did more then the Liberty
of the Press ... I lqlow not any one thing that more hurt the late King then the Paper
Bullets of the Press'. The wise statesman would learn from the past by taking care to
'obviate such arts' .107
Other loyalist writers reiterated the message, an anonymous tract calling on the
whig publishers Richard Janeway, Henry Care and Langley Curtis to 'cease your
impudent Scribling in perswading the people to ... play the second Part to the same
Tune of 41', another recalling the 'Hucksters of Sedition and Treason' who had worked
to 'destroy the king with their Pens' and were now 'Cheating the unwary Populace' in
seekin g ano th er 1641. 108 The stirrers of public memory were in turn accused of
104
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attempting to scare men with legitimate grievances into silence, 'lest they should be
termed Rebels, Villains, and Traytors: and to run the same Rode of Forty One' .109
The view that the use of print of necessity implied an appeal to the multitude,
which in turn connoted an intention to foster rebellion, formed a central element in the
loyalist assault on the press.

The increased production of short tracts, broadsides,

ballads and news books in the wake of the lapse of licensing was seen as evidence of this
populist bearing, one verse writer bemoaning, 'Nothing of volums in Folio are sold, The
Stationers books moth eaten and old'.110 L'Estrange for once found agreement with
Hickeringill, declaring that 'almost every Stall is cover'd, and every Coffee-House
furnished with News-Papers and Pamphlets', while his erstwhile adversary complained
that 'every Coffee-House Table (instead of a better Carpet) is cover'd and pester'd with
false News'. 111 The attack on print's 'vulgar' appeal was extended to writers drawn to
the commercial incentives of servicing a wide and undiscerning audience, another
versifier complaining: 'Now every Scribler does the Press invade, And what was a
Diversion's grown

~Trade'.

The earl of Halifax was criticised for the 'degrading' act of

going into print alongside 'Town-Scribblers', which was to appeal to 'the Rabble, misbecoming your Grandeur'. 11 2
Such attacks served a variety of polemical purposes, but to the opponents of
press freedom the 'mass' appeal of print justified its control. A whig pamphlet had the
dialogue character 'Honest Hodge' declare that with 'reading, reading, man . . . I am
become sublime like a philosopher', but the Bristol grand jury called for pamphlets and
newsletters to be suppressed because their falsehoods were 'very glibly swalled by the
Credulous Vulgar', while Nalson complained of the spurious authority attributed to all
products of the press, with the vulgar ready to credit those 'who tell and print the most
silly Stories, with the same Forehead that others do the most important Truths'. 113
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L'Estrange claimed that the output of the press was by its nature indiscriminate, since
once printed a tract was 'lying open, indifferently, to All'. This made it a natural ally to
rebellion, not only because the multitude could not be trusted to judge rightly but
because the characteristic sphere of 'the common people' was action rather than
thought. In a society with no formal sanction for public opinion, the only reason for
the resort of heterodox writers to the popular medium of print was held to be to incite
rebellion . Why else were thousands of pamphlets 'thrown like Fire-balls among the
Common People', L'Estrange asked, 'Why to the People first? Unless they intend to
make use of them? And what use can they make, but Violence?' In this way, 'The Press
begins the Grievance, and the Sword ends it'. 114
L'Estrange's view of the print debate on exclusion offers an instructive contrast
to Lawrence's claim that press freedom would allow the legitimacy of Monmouth's claim
to emerge.

L'Estrange dismissed the possibility that making the succession 'the

Common Theme of the Press' would identify the truth of the matter. 115 This would
assume that the truth could be recognised and ratified by a popular audience, but if the
learned differed so starkly, 'how shall the Common people come to distinguish between
the Right, and the Wrong?' Instead, the allowance of printed debate 'splits the People
directly into Two Parties; One of which is certainly in the wrong'. Moreover, it invited
both sides not only to form opinions but to act on them, making the people judges in a
matter they did not understand and in which they had no business. In a sentence which
resembles a phrase in Sir Robert Filmer's Patriarcha, published at this time, L'Estrange
observed: 'It is not the Common peoples Province to dive into the Arcana Imperii .. .
the Mysteries of Govemment'.116 The real reason exclusionists sought this liberty, he
insisted, was because they believed they could sway the people with plausible arguments,
as 'the Rabble swallow them whole, without eitl1er examining, or dreaming of the
Danger, till they feel the Hook in their Guts'. The writers knew that 'in all Cases of
Appeal to the People', the public would side with those that 'Promise Liberty to the
Subject and Fetter the Govemment'. 117
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Every demand for stricter press control was also . an indictment of existing
measures, and their perceived failure continued to offered as the justification for
pursuing a campaign of confutation.

Echoing the claims made at the Restoration,

L'Estrange complained in 1681 that '30000 Ream of Paper' had been spent 'in this Late
Liberty of the Press', with 'whole Ware-houses cram'd with Schism, Treason and
Sedition', while the law was 'suffered to Sleep, that should repress, and punish them'. 118
The necessary response was conveyed in the opening words of the first Observator in
April of that year: 'Tis the Press that has made 'urn Mad, and the Press must set 'urn
Right again. The Distemper is Epidemical; and there's no way in the World, but by
Printing, to convey the Remedy to the Disease'. 119 L'Estrange argued that the public's
propensity to believe all they read meant that failure to reply allowed disloyal tracts to
'Cheat the Multitude', as 'their passing without Answer, gives a kind of credit to their
Doctrine'. 120 Like Lawrence, he warned that mastery of the press granted power over
society's world-view, although for L'Estrange this was not the linguistic tyranny of
priests but the ide9logical hegemony of seditious writers left unanswered.

Unless

confuted, they could 'make Tyrants of what Princes they please; Model Governments
after their Own Humour, and set forth Publique Ministers, and affairs of State in what
Colours they think fit. These are the Arbitrators of War and Peace, and their Dominion
reaches from the Top of Mankind to the Bottom. Pimps and Bawds; Cuckolds and
.
. ' .121
an d p aptsts
Wh ores, Pens10ners
The aim of confutation was to silence opponents but the effect was to heighten
the level of printed debate and inject ambiguity into arguments for press control.
Nalson recalled that in the 1640s, 'among all the Arts, which wrought upon the inferior
sorts of People, none did more mischief then the Liberty of the Press', because the
'credulous Vulgar' believed all they read and 'the number of the Malicious and Seditious
Pamphlets did far exceed those that had any thing honest in them'. In the absence of
effective controls on print, the task of loyalists was to overwhelm opposition by weight
of publishing, and one of Nalson's complaints during the paper battles of 1681 was of
the 'prevailing Timorousness' of Charles II's supporters. He called for loyalists to go
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into print, arguing that it was 'every true Englishman, and good Protestant's Duty' to
'make Use of his Native Liberty to speak the Truth'. 122
The perceived credulity of readers could thus serve to justify print conflict as well
as press control, but the practice of communication also exposed the tension between
decrying the multitude's irrationality and inviting their judgement. The way this fostered
an ambivalent attitude towards readers was indicated by Edmund Bohun, loyalist
publisher of an edition of Filmer's Patriarcha in 1685 and later to be L'Estrange's
successor as licenser, who complained in 1683 of a dearth of loyal publications, adding
that 'If the meaner sort of men might but hear both the Parties ... then they would be
zealous too for the Government, when their Reasons and Consciences were once
convinced that their Interest and Duty lay there'. 123 L'Estrange too was drawn to stress
the need for rhetoric and reason in addressing print's readership, claiming that his
opponents made 'an Interest with the Vulgar' by appealing only to their passions, while
the combative jocularity of the Observator was based on the view that readers could be
receptive to 'Reaso£\ if coupled with 'Fooling'. 124
The reticence of loyalist writers which perplexed Nalson and Bohun, and which
seems confirmed by the ascendancy of whig literature in 1679-81, reflected anxiety over
reprisals against those labelled papists but it is also likely that writers were wary of the
implications of fuelling paper war. 125 The inherent risks of elevating popular opinion
and fuelling division seemed confirmed by L'Estrange even as he engaged in print
confict through the bi-weekly Observator, with his acknowledgment that print implied 'an
Appeal to the Multitude' and that published disputes undermined society's unity -when
men agreed, 'the voice of the People is the voice of God', but when opinions conflicted
it was 'no longer the voyce of Heaven, but of Hell'. 126 A number of loyalist tracts were
written but never printed, and Edward Stillingfleet alluded to concerns at exposing
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divisions in print when he sought to justify the publication of his UttreasoJtableness qf

Separatio11 in 1681, asking: 'Must we suffer our selves to be run down with a Popular fury,
raised by Reviling Books, and Pamphlets, and not open our Mouths for our own
Vindication, lest the Papists should overhear us?' .127
The way the loyalist resort to print only worsened the nation's 'tottering affairs'
was emphasised by the anglican divine Thomas Ashenden in two tracts published,
without apparent self-consciousness, during 168e 28 Ashenden acknowledged that an
offensive pamphlet could 'infect Ten thousand in few hours' but rejected the view that
the antidote should be a printed answer, admonishing the bookseller Joseph Hindmarsh
for publishing an author whose attack on dissent revealed sound intentions but only
fuelled further dispute. Similar pamphlets on both sides were held to 'swarm from the
Deplorable Liberty of the Press ... to which we chiefly owe the spreading Contagion of
our Divisions, both in Church and State'. 129

Ashenden agreed that nonconformis t

writers played on the 'Passions of silly Men and Women' but insisted that neither an
appeal to the
response.

130

p~ople's

'Affections' nor 'calm Perswasion' could be an effective

Orthodox writers had already engaged in endless printed dispute but 'the

fruitless consequence shews plainly that the wrong remedy is applied, the malady lying
more in the Perversness of the will than the mistake of the Intellect'. Moreover, the
nature of truth itself was obscured by the way the press presented competing claims
and sought the readership's approbation. 'Answers and rejoynders' multiplied from the
press because they eschewed 'one ftxt Point of Truth', in the absence of which, 'the
Sentiments of the People, are made the Test of Truth'. Ashenden insisted that 'Moral
Truths' were as clear as mathematical propositions once recognised, but they required
the 'terror' of the civil magistrate to secure their acceptance. 131
The most powerful voice against the fuelling of paper warfare was, however,
Charles II himself. During 1680 he was reported to have commanded L'Estrange 'to
forbear writing such papers as tend to division', an order which confirms the distance
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between official thinking and L'Estrange's view of paper warfare. 132 L'Estrange regularly
complained that he was more persecuted than his adversaries, and an official attempt to
force the closure of the Observatorin early 1683 because it 'breeds Dissention' led him to
declare that this was a 'Usurpation upon the Common Liberty of the Subject'.

He

argued that in the absence of licensing, 'Every man Prints and Publishes what he pleases
himself, without any Further Legal! Restraint upon him, then that he becomes
Answerable at his Perill for the matter of the Book or Paper that he Prints or
Publishes'. 133 His outrage at the intervention of the messenger of the press Robert
Stephens, armed with Charles Il's proclamation against newsbooks and the support of
the secretary of state, the lord chief justice and the lord mayor, even led him to argue
that his obligation to defend the office of monarchy overrode any particular loyalty.
L'Estrange would perform his duty through the press, he declared, even 'If the King
should make This Rascal, my Master', and he compared attempts to prosecute him with
the way Charles I had himself been 'Prosecuted for the King'. 134 The exigencies of
paper warfare made.L'Estrange both persecutor and opponent of persecution.

The lf!Yalist reaction and the press
The fate of Charles II in England's second paper war contrasted with that of his
father in the first, at least partly because of the memory of the events of 1641-2 and
afterwards. Charles was more the pupil of Hobbes than the confederate of L'Estrange
in approaching the press, certainly in 1679-80. As well as there being no concerted
official press campaign in the early period of the crisis, in those two years the king
himself only ventured into print through impersonal, admonitory proclamations, rather
than becoming embroiled in paper war. In pursuing the peace of silence after 1679,
Charles II held a number of advantages over his father. The first was that he remained
in a position to take some form of action to control the London presses, although this
CSPD (1679-80), p. 596 (10 August 1680).
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power only bore fn.iit in tandem with the wider backlash against the whigs from 1681.
Prior to that, inflamed public feeling and divided political authority in the capital, with
staunchly whig sheriffs controlling jury selection, limited the success of controls.135
Prerogative measures could also stir public opposition, Bohun noting that the
proclamation against newsbooks of May 1680 had been greeted with a clamour 'as if all
the Liberties of the Subject in England had Consisted in this'. 136 Another advantage
Charles possessed was that he succeeded in silencing parliament with its dissolution at
Oxford in March 1681. A third was the public memory of paper war and civil war itself,
which informed attitudes towards the use and restraint of print alongside its wider
effects in checking the intensification of conflict. 137
As soon as the Licensing Act lapsed the king and privy council had begun to
explore ways to control the press using prerogative and the laws against seditious libel
and treason. Charles's proclamations of 1679-80 seeking to restrain publishing were one
outcome, backed by the opinion of Scroggs that the king 'might prevent printing and
publishing whatev((r he chose by proclamation'. 138 Although the lord chief justice was
arraigned by parliament for this perspective on suppression, his fellow judge Robert
Atkyns, who argued that 'such matters were fitter for Parliament', was himself removed
from the bench in early 1680 and Charles's judges gave a unanimous opinion supporting
the monarch's right to control printing. 139 The proclamations, and warrants based on
their authority, continued to provide the basis of the suppression of publishing
throughout the rest of the reign. 140
This attempt to silence the presses was the mam thrust of government policy
during 1679-80, with few moves by the court to encourage loyalist publishing before late
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1680. 141 Only in 1681 did the king himself choose to publish to justify his position, and
against the background of the gradual reassertion of control, of the press and the wider
political situation, his descent to print produced a different outcome to that experienced
by his father. His Majesties Declaration, to All his Lovi11g Suijects carried in its title an echo
of the earlier paper war, but the king's isolated print missive sought to instruct the
opinions of his subjects rather than engage in dialogue with parliament or appeal to the
people as judges.142 This 'Hobbesian' approach did not prevent the Declaration also
having a 'L'Estrangean' effect, however, drawing in its wake a flood of addresses and
pamphlets through which loyalists brought their pens to the monarch's aid. 143
Charles was said to have been concerned at the opposition a declaration might
provoke, and the tract that emerged on 8 April was carefully drafted by advisers. 144 As
Jonathan Scott has observed, a key feature of the resulting account was that it 'exploited
a conjuncture of public memory' in which the 'memory of the popery and arbitrary
government of 1628-41 was overridden by that of 1642-59'. 145 The Declaratio11 urged its
readers to 'consider. the Rise and Progress of the late Troubles and Confusions' and to
recognise the need for loyalty 'to preserve their Countrey from a Relapse'. 'Who cannot
remember,' it continued, 'That Religion, Liberty and Property were all lost and gone,
when the Monarchy was shaken off, and could never be reviv'd till that was restored'. 146
The dissolution of the Oxford parliament and the publication of the Declaration
accompanied a significant shift in the balance of power over the press, notwithstanding
continuing loyalist complaints at the persistence of opposition publishing. Whig writers
were portrayed as seeking to 'fill every Press' because 'their Choler boils mightily, that
His Majesty should condescend to undeceive his people, but much more that a great
part of the people should be undeceived'.147

As well as the printing of addresses

supporting the king's position, a number of tory newsbooks were launched in the early
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months of 1681, most notably L'Estrange's Observatorand Heraclitus Ridens, leading to the
whig complaint that there was 'nothing to be had' but 'Tory Pamphlets'.148 One loyalist
author claimed the 'Phanaticks' were 'grip'd with Addresses, weekly Heraclitus's, and
honest Observators', and that these 'excellent Medicines against Rebellion' had been 'the
Saviours of this Nation'. Given this success, mistrust of the populist implications of
print gave way to a claim for the press's potential as 'support to our present
.
.
' 149
cons1:1tu1:1on
.

However, despite the ambiguity engendered by engagement in paper warfare,
loyalist wariness of print remained. Charles was initially resistant to the campaign of
laudatory addresses, fearing that they aligned him with one side of the party divide, and
addressers themselves were ready to urge the revival of licensing amongst their entreaties
to the king. 150 The 'loyalist backlash' set in motion by Charles's successes in early 1681
was accompanied by intensified efforts to restrain appositional publishing and punish
those involved. The case of the 'Protestant joiner' Stephen College, for example, has
been labelled 'the sJ:ow-trial which heralded . .. the crushing of the whigs'. 151 When
College was found guilty of treason in the summer of 1681, a major part of the evidence
of his disloyalty consisted of his authorship and attempted printing of the tract The Rary

She1v.152 Another tract attributed to him, which attacked Scroggs, had earlier also been
the subject of an attempted prosecution. 153 The Rary She1v and a number of ballads by
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Anon., A Dialogue BetJvem an Exchange, and Exchange-AIIry; Ot; A Court, and Ciry Apprentice (London, 1681). One
writer claimed the tories needed only three books, 'the Bible, Whole Duty of Man, and the Observator': Anon.,
Several We~ry Quaeties Conceming Heraclitus and the Observator, In A Dialogue BetJvixt Timotll} the Com-Cutter and Mr.
Scnrple (London, 1681), p. 1-2. Addresses were sometimes printed separately, sometimes in tory newsletters, and a
total of 207 representing 27,500 names, were printed in two parts of Vox Angliae in 1682: Knights, Politits and
Opinion, pp. 298, 336. In June 1681 Shaftesbury and other whig leaders urged the king to issue an order
suppressing pamphlets, an action Knights sees as 'tantamount to an admission of defeat': ibid., pp. 344-5.
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Anon., The Phanatick in his Colours: Being a Full and Final Character of a Wh§· in a Dialogue Between Tory and Tantiry
(London, 1681), pp. 1-2
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CSPD (1680-81), p. 267; Knights, Politics and Opinion, pp. 299, 325. Tim Harris argues for a high level of
organisation behind the 'tory counter-attack' through the press from late 1681, but the limitations of the evidence,
and the subsequent attempts of the gove=ent to silence L'Estrange and others, make it questionable to what
extent loyalist use of the press should be seen as a unified 'propaganda campaign': Harris, London Crowds, pp. 132-3;
Harris, 'Parties and the People', pp. 126-7.
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Mark Goldie, 'Danby, the Bishops and the Whigs', in Harris, Politics of Religion, pp. 75-106, p. 99. College's case is
considered in Weber, Paper Bullets, pp. 175-196. College was indeed a joiner, and furnished some of the fine
woodwork which continues to adorn Stationers' Hall in London.
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Anon., The Atraignment, T ryal and Condenmation of Stephen Col/edge for High-Treason, In Conspiting the Death of the King, the
Lerying ofWat; and the Subversion of the Govemment (1681), pp. 19, 26, 102.
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Stephen College, A Saryr Against InJustice: Or, Sc--gs trpon Sc-gs (London, 1681). The tract was originally published
under the title Justice in Masquerade. A Poem (London, 1680), and J ane Curtis, the wife of the printer Langley Curtis,
was charged with involvement in its publication and sale: Crist, 'Gove=ent Control', p. 58.
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College were held to confirm his treasonable intentions and he was executed on 31
August at Oxford.154
The government's attempt to restore the peace of silence rather than further fuel
print conflict was also reflected in the 1683 move to suppress newsbooks which earned
L'Estrange's opprobrium. The suppression was directed at publications on all sides, as
the Observators interlocutor Trimmer noted, because they 'keep the Wounds of the
.
0 pen.'155 The quest for silence was also represented
Nauon
by the book-burning
launched by the decree of the convocation of Oxford University in the summer of the
same year, this protestant Index Expurgatorius drawing up an inventory of ideas deemed
to lie outside the permitted scope of the press, among them the view that civil authority
derived from the people, that there was a right of resistance, that England had a mixed
and limited monarchy, and that the succession could be altered. Among the condemned
authors were Thomas Hobbes, John Milton, John Goodwin, John Owen and Richard
Baxter. 156
The Oxford qecree represented one reaction of outraged loyalism to the exposure
of the Rye House plot to assassinate the king, being issued on the day of Lord William
Russell's execution, and the issue of the control of expression also figured in the trial of
Algernon Sidney in late 1683 for his involvement in the plot. 157 Sidney's conviction for
treason hinged on the discovery of the manuscript of his Discourses Conceming Government
at his home, and central to his condemnation was his alleged intention to publish the
work, an interpretation he acknowledged on the scaffold. At his trial he was accused of
preparing a 'most Seditious and Traiterous Libel', addressing 'the People of England'
with arguments 'from the late Rebellion'. Sidney sought to distinguish between private
writing and the treasonable act of openly disseminating his views, telling the court: 'If
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Anon., An"t1ignmmt, Tryal and Condemnation of Col/edge, p. 120.
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The Judgmmt and Decree of the Universiry of Oxford Past in their Convocation July 21 . 1683, Against cettain Pemicious Books
and Damnable Doe/tines (Oxford, 1683), pp. 2-7. The decree was also published in the London Ga!:(!tfe, which had a
circulation in this period of 12-15,000: Thomas O'Malley, 'Religion and the Newspaper Press, 1660-1685: A Study
of the London Gazette', in Michael Harris and Alan Lee, eds., The Pt~ss in English Sociery from the Sevmtemth to
Ninetemth Cmtmies (London, 1986), pp. 25-46 (pp. 31, 46). Annabel Patterson observes that the decree
'conveniendy oudined for future nonconformists in church or state the central arguments of the Good Old Cause,
along with bibliographical suggestions': Patterson, Reading Behvem the I.ims, p. 243. L'Estrange argued that the
decree, like an apothecary, indicated 'which is Medicine, and which is Poyson': Obseroator, no. 382 (1 August 1683).

The king's declaration appointing 2 September as a day of thanksgiving for the discovery of the plot observed that
'For Several Years last past, a Malevolent Party hath made it their Business to Promote Sedition by False N ews,
Libellous Pamphlets, and other Wicked Arts', but had finally abandoned these 'slow Methods of Sedition' and
turned to arms: Charles II, His Majesties Declat"t1tion To All His Loving Subjects, Conceming the Trr!asonable Conspirary
Against his Samd Person a11d Govemnmtf, Lately Discovetr!d (London, 1683).
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any man can say I ever printed a sheet in my life, I will submit to any Punishmen t'. The
response of Judge Jeffreys was to rule that his writing constituted an 'overt act'- 'scribere

est agere' - and moreover one which mirrored those actions which began 'the late
unhappy rebellion, and the bringing the late blessed king to the scaffold'. 158
When Sidney mounted the scaffold he delivered a treatise of self-justification to
the sheriff in which he noted that the 'whole matter is reduced to the Papers' found in
his room. He declared that the manuscript was a reply to the 'wicked Principles' of
Filmer and, while still denying authorship, he added: 'If he might publish unto the World
his Opinion ... I know n ot why I might n ot have published my Opinion to th e contrary,
without the breach of any Law I have yet known'.

If a writer was mistaken, h e

continued, he should be 'refuted by Law, Reason and Scripture' rather than execution. 159
Sidney did not speak from the scaffold, intending instead that his views should be
delivered through this last paper, a copy of which had also been given to a friend in
anticipation of the suppression of the one given to the sheriff. The king read the short
work, and initially tpe intention was to prevent it being printed, but its distribution in
manuscript and concern that it would be published abroad led to authorisatio n being
given for its appearance .

One of the voices calling for its publication was that of

L'Estrange, who warned that there would be 'inferences drawn from the suppressing of
the paper... to the dishonour of th e governmen t', while also declaring: 'I do not take it
for a master piece and, if I had the sheets ... I could lay th e weakness of them very
open'. L'Estrange chose confutation over control, and was ready to engage in paper
warfare even against a dead adversary since print kept his ideas alive. 160

Two years

earlier, in the first Observator, after warning how the press h ad 'made 'urn mad',
L'Estrange argued that 'a man cannot help Thinking; but he may help Doing'; he could
be excused a 'Private Mistake' but not an 'Overt Act'. 161
158

Half a century later, Jean-

Anon., Arraignmmt and Tryal of Sidnry, pp. 12, 33, 44; Scott, R£storation Cri.ris, p. 329. Sidney's case is considered in
Patterson, Ear!J Modem Liberalism, pp. 129-45. A pamphleteer remarked that the papers in Sidney's trial were
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Sidnry's Paper (London, 1683), p. 3.
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Algemon Sidney, The Very Copy of a Paper Delivered to the Sheriffs Upon the Scaffold (London, 1683). The paper was
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Jacques Rousseau observed: 'The unfortun ate Sidney thought like me, but he also acted.
It is for his actions, and not his book, that he had the honour of shedding his blood.' 162
The Sidney case was itself a moment in the history of whether the expression of ideas
constitu ted a punishable action. 163
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Quoted in Jonathan Scott, Algemon Sidnry and the English Republic, 1623-1677 (Cambridg
e, 1988), p. 13; Patterson,
Censorship and Interpretation, p. 247. Voltaire remarked to Rousseau that 'I write to act': Voltaire,
Political Writings, p.
Xlll.
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The condemnat ion of Sidney on the assumption that he would publish to stir the public,
rather than the fact of
publication, was the focus of criticism of the verdict: John Hawles, Remarks Upon The
Trials of Echvard Fit!Janis,
Stephen Col/edge, Count Conigsmark, The Lord RHSsel, Colonel Sidnry, Hmry Comish, and Charles
Bateman (1689), in A
ColLection of State Tracts (1705-7), 2, pp. 1-60, pp. 46-7.
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Six

Rel igio n, Revolution and Print, 1684-94
'Truth is greater than the King'
Edwa rd Stillingfleet, 1686 1
'There were not a few Men of Note about the time of the late
happy Revolution, who
by their unlicensed Books, to the Conte mpt of an Imprimatur
; first cured that Cataract
that blinded our Eyes, and inabled the People to see Day'
Charles Blount, 1693 2
ENGL AND 's second paper war was subdued with the
moderation of the king's
Declaratio11 and the severity of Sidney's execution: an address to
men's judgements and an
aide-memoire to their fear. The 'tory revenge' of the last
years of Charles's reign is

.

more comm only associated with the latter, with the 'crush
ing of the whigs' and the
symbolism of the Oxfor d book-burning. After College
and Sidney came Thom as
Delaune, who died in jail in 1684 after his Plea for the Nottcot!formi
sts led to his conviction
for seditious libel. Delaune had expressed the hope that his
oppon ents would 'not stop
our Mouths with Gaols, Pillories and Halters ... Loosers being
admitted the liberty of
Speech, as Sick Men to groan, and the Afflicted to cry'. 3
Alongside this rigour, however, there emerged a campaign to
persuade men of the
loyalty due to church and state by the diffusion of self-consciou
sly 'mode rate' arguments
through the press. Initially directed at nonco nform ists, the print
initiative was redirected
against catholicism after James II's accession, and from these
encou nters emerged both
1

Edward Stillingfleet, A Vindication of the Ans111er to some Late
Papers Conceming the Uniry and A11thotity
Ch11rch, and the Riformation of the Ch11rch ofEngland (London, 1687),
p. 1.

of the

Catholick

2

Blount, Reasons H11mb(y Oiferedfor the Liberty of Uniicensed Printing,
p. 8.

3

Thomas Delaun e, De Lmne's Plea for the Nonconformists (Londo
n, 1704 [1683)), p. 45. Delaun e's memory was
champi oned in the early years of the eighteenth century in
John Tutchin's Observator and by Daniel Defoe. The
latter published Del01me's Plea, in which the earlier tract, which
had been seized at the press, was interspe rsed with
Defoe's commentary and supplem ented by the reprinte d 1684
account, A Narrative of the Tryal and S11jJerings of
Thomas Del01me for Writing, Printing and P11blishing a fate Book. Defoe
declared himself to have been an eye-witness to
the deaths in Newgate of Delaune , his wife and his child, where
they had been consign ed after failing to pay the
fine impose d by the court (sig. A2r). In the Nan-ative, Delaun
e appealed to his adversary Benjamin Calamy, saying
'My Confinement is for accepting your Invitation to hear both
sides' (p. 59).
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a less hostile view of the role of the press and the raised public profile of a cohort of
divines who were to ascend the anglican hierarchy after 1688, including two future
archbishops of Canterbury and a clutch of Williamite bishops.

Moreover, the press

campaign served as a key weapon in what has been termed the 'anglican revolution': the
undermining of James through passive resistance on the part of the established church. 4
The writers who mainly effected this 'turn to the press' have customarily been
identified as 'low church' or 'latitudinarian': men such as Thomas Tenison, William
Clagett, William Wake, Edward Gee and Edward Stillingfleet.5

Richard Ashcraft's

acerbic dismissal of the view of 'latitudinarians' as 'tolerant moderate representatives of
sweetness and light' is relevant to the 1680s as it was to his portrayal of earlier decades.
However, his suggestion that churchmen's persecutorial intentions negated their claims
of moderation ignores the way such claims were not simply rejected by opponents as
disingenuous but served to defme the shifting terms of debate in subsequent conflicts,
sometimes by being directly appropriated by others for their own ends. When Charles
Gildon and Matthe'?' Tindal argued for liberty of the press in the 1690s they held
themselves to be developing arguments coaxed from churchmen in the conflicts of the
1680s. When William Sherlock declared in 1688 that the Church of England not only
allowed but required all men to read heretical books his self-possession may have been
momentarily lost in the heat of anti-Jesuit polemic but his words were there in print, in a
book read by 'thousands'. 6
There is clearly an affmity between attitudes commonly attributed to those labelled
latitudinarian -an emphasis on the individual's ability to exercise reason and form a valid
judgement in religion - and views expressed by advocates of press freedom. However,
the use of the press itself tended to impose on writers a need to accentuate their readers'
potential for judgment. In this sense, the issue is not solely whether something called
latitudarianism provoked an increased resort to discussion in print, but whether the use

of 1688

4

Mru:k Goldie, 'The Political Thought of the Anglican Revolution', in Robert Beddard, ed., The Revo/11tions
(Oxford, 1991), pp. 102-36.

5

K.roll, Philosophy, Science and Religion, p. 22. The label latitudinarian, having been used in the 1660s, was less
frequendy employed in the following two decades before being revived in the 1690s primarily as a label for those
who won preferment after the revolution: see Spurr, Restoration Ch11rch, p. 380. Tenison became archbishop of
Canterbury in 1694, Stillingfleet became bishop of Worcester in 1689, and Patrick became bishop of Chichester
and, in 1691, bishop of Ely. Wake was archbishop from 1716-1737.

6

Ashcraft, 'Latitudinarianism and Toleration', p. 159. W. M. Spellman suggests that because it was not the intention
of latitudinarian churchmen to foster deism and an elevated reliance on reason they were not 'precursors' of such
ideas, although at the same time he acknowledges the way their ideas were appropriated for 'radical purposes':
Spellman, Latitudinarians, pp. 6, 9. For a restatement of the view that the 'latitudinarians' of this generation
purposefully rejected persecution in favour of 'rational persuasion', see Rivers, Reason, Grace and Sentiment, pp. 32-3.
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of print encouraged a resort to 'latitudinarian' arguments, as well as furnishing a public
platform which helped authors like Tenison, Wake, Stillingfleet and Patrick secure
subsequent preferment. Wake, later archbishop of Canterbury, was in little doubt that
prominence in print defmed who were the real friends of the church in James II's reign,
insisting in 1688 that 'their Writings declare it to the World: And how fouly, by
consequence, they were heretofo re either mistaken, or misrepresented.. . as Papists
in
7
Masquerade'.

The touchstone

if truth

When Matthew Tindal wrote in support of press freedom towards the close of
the seventeenth century, he praised Locke and borrowe d extensively from Milton, but
his most lengthy attributed quotation was from the anglican churchman William
Clagett's Pemvasive to an Ingenuous Tryal qf Opinions in Religion, published in 1685. 8 This
work, Tindal claimed, proved that the logic of church thinking led of necessity
to
support for liberty of the press, 'if the Church of England will own this to be a just
Character of them'. 9 Clagett's book had indeed been acknowledged as the manifesto of
the print campaign launched against catholicism by divines whose views were to
dominate the ecclesiastical establishment in the wake of the revolution of 1688-9. When
Thomas Tenison reported on progress in 1686, Clagett's book was said to have been
'preparatory to the rest' in the co-ordinated attempt to utilise the press against the
arguments of popery under James II and continue the church offensive against
.
10
noncontf:ormtty.
In the Pemvasive, Clagett argued that men's tendency towards error in religion was
due to their 'failure to make due inquiry'. Only 'Ideots' or 'those in Pagan or Popish
7

William Wake, A Continuation of the Presmt State of the Controversy Behvem the Church of England,
And the Church
Being a Full Account of the Books that have bem of late Writtm on Both Sides (London, 1688),
p. 64.

B

William Clagett, A Pemvasive to an Ingmuous Tryal of Opinions in Religion (London, 1685).
The Pemvasive has usually
been attributed to William's brother, Nicholas Clagett, but the evidence points to William
as the author. The
tract's views accord with those of the Pr11smt Stale of the Controversie, written by Tenison
and Williarn Clagett (see
below), and its identification in the Pt"l!smt Stale as the manifesto of the church writers
suggests authorship by a
figure close to Tenison and other leading figures. This would indicate William, who
published almost twenty
treatises in the 1680s and was a leading figure in the comprehen sionist movement , rather
than Nicholas, who prior
to 1700 published only two sermons preached at Bury St Edmunds. Also, the Pemvasive,
like the Presmt Stale and
all William Clagett's tracts in 1683-6, was printed by Thomas Basset, unlike those of Nicholas.

9

of Rome.

Tindal, Letter To A Member ofParliament, p. 14.
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Thomas T enison and William Clagett, The Presmt State of the Controversie BetJIIeeJJ the Church
of Engkmd and the Church
Rome; Or, An Account of the Books 1111ittm on both sides. In a Letter to a Ftimd (London, 1687),
p. 5.
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darkness' lacked the capacity to undertake such inquiry, while for all others, 'God hath
endued us with Faculties . whereby we can discern between Truth and Errour; and
11
moreover, with a natural desire to know the truth.' To facilitate the discovery of truth,

he insisted, there must be a 'liberty of examination and judgment' of a kind proscribed
by the Roman church and the leaders of dissent, the former preventing ordinary men
reading scripture, the latter preventing people 'informing themselves by reading our
Books'. This led Clagett to the argument seized on by Tindal: 'They that have a good
Cause, need not use those disingenuous Arts; they will not fright men from considering
what their adversaries say, by denouncing damnation against them, nor forbid them to
read their Books, but rather encourage them to do so.' The clergy of the Church of
England, he continued, desired both friends and enemies 'to consider impartially what is
12
said for us, as well as against us' .

Tindal used the text in arguing for press freedom while noting caustically that the
13
argument had not been granted such a wide application by Clagett's church colleagues.

Indeed, this seems pever to have been Clagett's own intention, and his conclusions
demonstrate how 'latitudinarians' could be persecutorial while expressing views which
could produce tolerationist or 'moderate' outcomes. Clagett argued that while men had
the ability to discern and desire truth, many chose to 'abuse the first Gifts of God, and
to sin against Nature' by making only a superficial trial of religion, deflected by
obstinacy, laziness or worldly interests. Coercion rather than toleration was the only
way to bring men to the truth, as the 'Penalties of Nonconformity' did not deter men
from inquiry but instead imposed 'an obligation upon a great many to consider things
impartially, who otherwise would never look but upon one side of the Question'. The
laws requiring conformity meant that men 'attained to liberty of Judgment... that liberty
of examining the grounds of their Perswasion', while those seeking toleration wanted a
14
'liberty of Practice ... the liberty of being undisturbed and licentious' .

The claim, therefore, was that the recalcitrant could be encouraged to freely accept
the truth by being forced to read it, thereby imposing on their time rather than their
consciences. The need for an impartial examination by no means precluded the role of
an authoritative interpretation by the church, which Clagett argued was necessary

11

Clagett, Perswasive, pp. 1-3.

12

Ibid., pp. 10, 27-28.
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Tindal, &asons Against &straining the Press, p. 8.

14

Clagett, PemvasitJe, pp. 4, 14-16.
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because the ordinary man would only fully realise his rational potential with the
assistance of 'men of greater knowledge and ability'. 15
The project to acquaint the reader with the wisdom of such men had already got
under way in the context of the battle 'to Recover Dissenters' in the fmal years of
Charles II's reign, with a group of London churchmen contributing to a series of short
printed works, 22 of which were collected in the two-volume A Collection if Cases in
1685. 16 That this was a concerted attempt to address a particular audience- the mass of
unlearned, potentially misguided yet ultimately reasonable men -is indicated both by its
internal arguments and by the later testimony of those involved, who saw it as part of a
self-conscious 'design of the Clergy' to demonstrate the error of separation in 'the
plainest and most inoffensive manner'.

The publishing initiative was celebrated for

having invigorated churches and 'abundantly satisfied' opponents with its arguments, a
claim whose accuracy is less relevant than the effect such perceptions had in further
encouraging the church's use of the press. 17
Among the aythors of the Cases were men such as Tenison, Patrick, Stillingfleet
and Sherlock. Apart from their opposition to nonconformity, what united the works
was the stress laid on their shortness and plainness in order to appeal to their audience.
Robert Grove, bishop of Chichester, acknowledged that 'many Learned and Solid
Treatises' had gone unread and so addressed his 'little Essay' to those 'that have not time
to peruse a larger Volume'. 18 Clagett noted in his Perswasive that these and other recent
church tracts had been 'stated and argued in a plain and familiar way, and brought down
for the most part to the capacity of ordinary Readers.' 19 Another author at this time
argued that nonconformists were 'hardned . .. but never any converted' by 'that Tartness
of Expression, which is now the modish way of treating all Dissenters', adding that for
any book seeking to convince, 'the plainer it is, the fitter it will be for the plainer sort of
People, which are most numerous'. 20

.1s

Ibid., p. 50.
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A Collection of Cases and Other Discourses LLlte!J Writtm to Recover Dissenters to the Communion of the Church of England, By
some Divines of the City of umdon (London, 1685); Goldie, 'Theory of Religious Intolerance', pp. 342-3. The
reprinted tracts in the Cases were separately paginated. The Cases itself was reprinted in 1694, 1698 and 1718.
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Tenison and Clagett, Presmt State of the Controversie, pp. 3-4.
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Robert Grove, A Pemvasive to Communion With the Church of England (second edition, London, 1683), p. 3, in A
Collection of Cases, vol. 1.

19

Clagett, Pemvasive, p. 50.

20

John Owen, The Tme Wtry to Loyalty (London, 1684), preface (no sig), p. 3. Owen was anglican chaplain to Lord
Grey, not the more famous nonconformist theologian.
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The emphasis on plain writing in the Collectio11

if Cases and other tracts reflected the

churchme n's confidenc e in the perspicuity of their argument s but also offered an
affirmatio n of the ordinary reader's potential for making a reasoned judgement.
Stillingfleet said of his attack on dissent, the Mischiif

if Separatio11,

that when it was

delivered as a sermon in 1680 there was 'Noise and Clamor' from his opponent s, based
on the assumptio n that it 'must be for persecutio n of Dissenter s', but when printed, 'the
People began to Read and Consider it' and appreciat ed its argument s to such an extent
that the 'Managers of the Parties' tried to prevent it being read. 21 This was indeed selfcongratul ation for polemical effect, but it was also a claim for the abilities of the readers
which cut across argument s that the press must be controlled because readers did not
have the capacity to judge rightly.
At the same time, the affirmation of readers' capacity for reason had its
persecuto rial side in the conclusio n that failure to recognise the church as the
touchston e of truth represent ed a fault of the will rather than the understan ding. The
wilful neglect of
anglican writers.

~e

duty of examinati on criticised by Clagett was attacked by other

William Cave complain ed that dissenters spurned the church's

'excellent Discourse s', even though they were written with moderatio n and were 'so
short, as not to require any considera ble portion, either of Time or Cost', or else they
dipped into them only 'to pick quarrels against tl1em, and to expose them in scurrilous
or cavilling Pamphlet s'. 22 Sherlock argued that people who did not read works intended
'to Antidote tl1em against Popery and Fanaticism' were guilty of 'willful and resolved
Ignorance '. 23
In the Collectio11

if Cases,

Tenison urged nonconfo rmists: 'Peruse seriously the

Books which Authority hath set forth. Some who have spoken against them, have by
their own confessio n, never read them. Examine and Judge. . . Read for your
Informati on, as well as your entanglem ent'. Those who failed to do so could justifiably
be forced to examine the argument s of such books, without imposing on their
judgemen ts, as 'Good Govemou rs do not use Severity to force Men to dissemble their

2l

Stillingfleet, U11reasonablemss of Separation, pp. xxxix, xlii-xliii., liii, lv. In his Origines Sacrae, which appeared
in five
editions between 1662 and 1680, Stillingfleet set out to align the divine authority of scripture with 'the
principles
of reason': Edward Stillingfleet, OrigtiJes Sacrae: 01; A Rational Account of the Ground of Christum Faith, As
to the Tmth
and Divine Authotiry of the Scriptures (fifth edition, London, 1680), sig. b3v.
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William Cave, A Setious E x hot1ation, With some Important Advices, Relating to the late Cases about Co!iformiry,
Recommmded
to the Presmt Dissenters FIYlm the Church ofE11gfand (London, 1684), p. 2-6, in A Collection of Cases.

23

William Sherlock, The Protestant Resolution of Faith (London, 1686), sig. A2r. Sherlock's tract was first
published in
1683 and appeared in three further editions, with a new preface, in 1686-87.
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Minds ... but to move them, after a Tryal of fair means, to -greater consideration'. 24 This
begged the question of what might constitute a sufficient 'trial of fair means', and for the
heterodox the orthodox answer was alarmingly circular: only agreement with the church
could show the examination to have been adequate. Clagett's contribution to the Cases
assured readers that each individual had the right to 'use his own Judgment and
Discretion, in searching for Truth', but warned that if after reading the church's
arguments they remained unconvinced, 'this is nothing less than Wilfully to bar up your
minds against the Knowledge of the Truth' and thereby to 'expose your selves to the
penalties of the Laws of the Land'. The claim of sincerity was not enough. 25
The relationship of the views of the church writers to the idea of liberty of the
press was therefore ambivalent.

On the one hand, the emphasis on individual

judgement and impartial inquiry underpinned Clagett's claim that those with a good
cause would not forbid their adversaries' books, the clergy of the Church of England
having such a cause. On the other, the insistence that obdurate nonconformit y was an
act of the will and therefore culpable suggested that those who wrote against orthodoxy
must be subject to punishment to make them reconsider.

Thomas Ashenden had

pointed to this tension within the thinking of the publishing clergy with his argument
that 'Perversness of the will' meant dissenters were immune to attempts to sway them
with 'calm Perswasion', and that those divines who acted as if the case was otherwise
fostered only endless 'publick Writing and Dispute' which pandered to readers as
judges.26 The disagreement between Ashenden and Clagett was therefore essentially
over whether use of the press served to make church authority or public opinion the
touchstone of truth. There was, however, a further important difference between the
two men . Ashenden published in 1681 and was confident the silencing of print would
benefit the established church; Clagett published in 1685 and feared the silencing of the
established church under a catholic monarch.
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Publishing against popery
The death of Charles II and accession of James II in February 1685 confronte d
protestan t England with the reality of Charles Blount's 'what if question. As long as
pre-publication control remained in the hands of a 'good' prince the interests of church
and state might be secure, but if control passed to a popish ruler the new king could
manipulate the press to undermin e protestantism. 27 Blount's argument had been
directed at statutory licensing, but the resort to prerogative control under Charles raised
the spectre of his successor's powers confirming the connectio n between popery and
press control. By an irony, however, the revival of licensing under James II did not
simply seal this link but was taken to offer an anglican bulwark against catholicism.
The loyalist reaction after 1681 had demonstr ated support for the rights of
monarchy and James initially inherited that favour, with the Monmou th rebellion being
crushed with relative ease in 1685, the repercussions including the execution of William
Disney for his role in publishing Monmou th's Dec!aratio11. 28 The first month of the reign
was also marked by the prosecution of Richard Baxter for seditious libel for his
Paraphrase 011 the Ne1v Testame11t, which was claimed by Judge Jeffreys to be part of an
attempt to retread the path that had led to Charles I's downfall. 29 The support the new
king inherited was, however, anglican as well as royalist, and the religious concerns of
conformists as much as nonconfo rmists informed the debate on the press.
The members hip of the parliament called by James early in his reign reflected the
tory ascendancy of his brother's last years, and its revival of the Licensing Act in the
summer of 1685 has passed largely unremarked, appearing merely to reflect the desire to
sustain the assault on political and religious dissent.30

There is little doubt that

parliamentarians saw licensing as a way of contributing to the security of monarchy, but
it is also significant that the Act offered legal protection to the Church of England, both
by outlawing works against its doctrine and discipline and by placing licensing powers in
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the hands of the church hierarch y.

M.P.s were hardly unaware of this function ,

particularly given that the main criticism of licensing had been its use as a prop
for
clerical authority , and neither would they have been innocen t of its potentia l relevanc
e
to the defence of the church under a catholic king. Their disquiet over James' religious
intention s had been expresse d early in the parliame nt, with one manifest ation
the
Commo ns' response to a bill seeking to confirm as treason any written and spoken
words intended to incite the people against the king and governm ent. The Commo
ns
attempte d to add a proviso that it should remain lawful to defend the Church
of
England against popery or any dissentin g opinions , at which point James appears
to
have caused the bill to be dropped .31
The applicati on of the revived licensing law to the service of the church rather
than the king quickly became apparen t, with the authors of the Collectio11 rf Cases
and
other anglican writers redirecti ng their publishi ng efforts to attack James's religion,
in a
series of tracts carrying the imprima tur of the archbish op of Canterb ury or bishop
of
London and their qeputies. When Charles II's letters revealing his deathbe d conversi
on
to catholici sm were publishe d early in 1686, Edward Stillingfleet replied with a
tract
licensed by the bishop of London in which he justified his use of the press on
the
grounds that 'where Truth lies at stake, every one hath a Right to put in for it'.
He
declared that 'Truth is greater than the King', adding that 'it can be no reflection on
the
Authori ty of a Prince, for a private Subject to examine a piece of Coyn as to its
just
value, though it bears His Image. . . In matters that concern Faith and Salvation
, we
32
must prove all things, and hold fast that which is good'. William Sherlock echoed
th e
insistence that publishi ng against popery should not be equated with disloyalty,
and
praised the 'short and plain Discour ses' being publishe d by the church 'for
the
instructi on of ordinary People'. Sherlock distinguished between religious and political
expressi on, rejecting the claim that writing against catholici sm was intended to 'alarm
the
People' and insisting that 'I had much rather suffer under Popery, than contribu te
any
thing towards raising a Popular Fury to keep it out', as he would never 'counten ance
any
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Rebellion against our lawful Soveraign'. 33
The new press campaign, like that against dissent, was hailed by its supporters as
part of the Church of England's concerted defence of protestan tism in perilous times, a
claim that was central to anglican efforts to affirm its superiority over nonconfo rmity
after James's downfall.

The two future archbishops Tenison and Wake published

reviews of the campaign's progress in 1687-88, with Wake proclaiming that 'never
perhaps was there a Controve rsy more successfully managed than this has been in these
late Years'. 34 By the time Edward Gee issued his Catalogue Of all the Discourses Published
Agai11st Popery, Durirtg the Reig11 qf jaJJJes II in 1689 the list of anglican publications had
swollen to 228 tracts, by authors including Tenison, Stillingfleet, Sherlock, Clagett, Cave,
Wake and Patrick, as well as the young Francis Atterbury. 35 Gee's polemical purpose in
the post-1689 context was indicated by the Catalogue's further claim that just two anticatholic works had been 'published by our Non-conf ormist Brethren' . 36
Gee lauded the writers not simply for publishing against catholicism but for doing
so under the threa,t of suppression under Charles II's 'Romish successour'. Catholic
pamphleteers had never imagined, he declared, that the Church of England clergy would
be willing to 'face such inevitable Danger, and mark themselves out for Destruction, by
daring so much as to mutter any thing, much less write against the King's Religion', but
the anglican writers 'valued their Religion and their Church much more than their own
Safety, or worldly Interest'. 37 Writing from the vantage point of newly-Williamite
England, Gee could afford to overstate the dangers that had faced churchme n, although
the prosecution of the seven bishops for seditious libel was still fresh in anglican
memory. However, the view that the press could protect protestan tism and that press
control was a weapon of catholicism - arguments customarily advanced for liberty of
the press - had by 1689 gained wider currency within the established church through the
contingency of confronti ng a catholic monarch.
Clagett's case against the banning of books in 1685 made him only the first of
several anglican writers who discovered that the determination to accentuate points of
33
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difference between protestantis m and catholicism led towards arguments that mitigated
against support for press control. A renewed assault on Rome's refusal to allow the laity
to read scripture in the vernacular was one manifestation of this tendency, with Tenison
arguing that this meant 'the illiterate People resolve their Faith · into the ability and
honesty of their Confessor or Parish Priest', whereas in the Church of England they
could be directed to works 'in their native Tongue' and 'may be assured by their own
Eyes, as many as can but competentl y read'. 38 The ability of the common reader to
judge rightly, canvassed in the Co!!ectioJJ qf Cases, was further emphasised in the tracts
against catholicism . The works were said to be aimed at 'those who had not the leisure
or opportunity to consult longer Books', and with 'Plainness so great, that the meanest
Persons may comprehen d the force of them'. 39

A church writer who answered a

catl1olic tract by publishing his response in Latin was criticised by another divine on the
grounds that iliis gave catholics the chance to spread 'Calumnies among the Vulgar' as if
no answer had been returned.40
Such concetps clearly did not straightforwardly entail arguments for press
freedom. Tenison stressed that tl1e books the unlearned should read were those whose
authorship, rightly understood , belonged to the church railier ilian any individual. By
reading such works, he argued, ilie people would not take ilieir religion 'from the moutl1
of a Priest, but from ilie Church it self, which was from 'publick Authority'. 41
Nonetheles s, he rejected accusations of personally furthering the 'Licentiousness of the
Press', arguing that when 'Truth and Innocency are assaulted' men like himself must
'draw their Pens in their Service', if this was done 'consistent with decency of Manners,
and publick Peace'. 'If any Man thinks fit not only to Preach, but to Publish in this
Nation,' he added, 'it cannot be a Crime to set forth a Discourse on the same Subject' in
order to demonstrat e the soundness of the Church ofEngland . 42
The attempt to focus on catl1olicism's perceived weaknesses could draw out more
overt affirmations of an anglican commitme nt to liberty of the press, an outcome
presaged in ilie Cases but propelled further by the print controversies under James. An
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example was the tract which marked the apogee of the crusade to arm the common
reader with arguments against the Roman church, William Sherlock's Preservative Agai11st

Popery, whose first part ran into five editions in 1688. 43 Sherlock, the Dean of St Paul's,
aimed 'to give some plain Directions to those, who are Unlearned, who have neither
Time to Read, nor Money to Buy, nor Abilities to Understa nd more Learned
Controversies'. One of the directions advised that the common man confronte d by one
of Rome's 'cunning Sophisters' should simply point out that, because catholics held their
church to be infallible, by their own premises they must not engage in debate with
protestants. 44 However, disputatious opponent s could not be silenced in a puff of logic,
and Sherlock found himself engaged in a print battle with the jesuit Lewis Sabran in
which protestan t ambivalence towards the control of the press was one area of conflict.
Sherlock had complained in the Preservative that the Roman church 'will not suffer
her people to dispute their Religion, or to read Heretical Books, nay not so much as to
look into the Bible itself', while the Church of England 'allows all this to our people, as
that which God no! only allows, but requires', adding that 'we dare venture our people
to hear and read, and enquire, as much as they please'.

He qualified the claim by

insisting that men should adhere to scripture and in doubtful areas seek the advice of
'Spiritual Guides', but Sabran seized on this passage as evidence that the Church of
England claimed the reading of heretical books to be a religious duty. The point was
pressed home by the form of the reply Sabran published - an open letter to the Rev
William Needham, the archbisho p of Canterbury's licenser, criticising him for having
authorised the printing of such a claim. 45
Sabran questioned Sherlock's reliance on the injunction to 'try the spirits', asking
how this was to be achieved and claiming Sherlock's answer to be that each man 'is to
read all Heretical as well as Orthodox Books, to hear all False Prophets as well as the
Teachers of Truth, Each ignorant Tradesman, Husbandm an, Day-Laborer, having read
the Bible, heard and read what the Dissenting Divines can say, is to Decide as Sovereign
Judge, without Appeal: All are to choose thus their Religion'. Sabran insisted that most
men were 'of too weak a Judgmen t to carry away the Sense of a Book, or too much
taken up by their Trades and Employs'; they needed to exercise only sufficient reason to
43
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recognise the infallibility of their clerical guides, on whom was bestowed the gift of
interpreting. He claimed that the English church had to make a choice, either to allow
men to read heretical books and freely choose their own faith, or to establish the true
faith through the authority of the church. Sherlock seemed to indicate it had chosen the
former, said Sabran, but how could a church which declared men 'bound to Judge for
themselves' and capable of judging between orthodox and heterodox books then
countenance imposing laws against dissent? 46
Sherlock, despite having claimed in the Preservative that the world would laugh at
the man who tried to dispute with catholics, replied in the work's Vittdicatiott. Initially he
wriggled uncomfortably by insisting that his claim regarding the press had been intended
to mean only books that were 'heretical' in Rome's eyes, although they were orthodox to
the Church of England. However, respondin g to Sabran's charge over the church's
attitude to dissenters, he took up the argument that reading books, even heretical ones,
was the concern of the private sphere of conscience, while the act of religious
observance was a ouFWard matter rightly within the ambit of authority. He allowed that
'a man who is inquiring after Truth, must read such Books, as the several divided Sects
of Christians may call Heretical', while denying that this precluded public conformity in
religion: 'What is this to reading Heretical Books? Is there any Law in the Church of
England, thus to punish men for reading Heretical Books? ... There is no Inquisition for
mens private Opinions, no ransacking Consciences in the Church of England'. 47 What
was left unsaid was whether liberty of reading implied liberty of publishing, or whether
the latter transgressed the boundaries of 'private' opinion, but nonetheless the antitolerationist Sherlock had here moved some way towards the case for press freedom.
In the Preservative, Sherlock also claimed that the success of the anglican 'short
Tracts' meant even 'the meanest Tradesma n can now dispute against Popery'. 48 Attacks
like that of Sabran called into question whether appeals to men's judgements in print, let
alone allowing them to read heretical books, could lead men away from a catholic blind
faith without inviting them to plunge into the heresies of nonconfo rmity. What the
church print campaign needed was an honest tradesman who could demonstr ate both
independence of judgement and deference to rightful authority. William Giles was that
tradesman. Whether 'Giles' ever existed outside his persona as the author of the Difetlce
46
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qfDr Sherlock's Preservative Agai11st Popery seems doubtful, but 'his' tract went through four
editions in 1688. The treatise was described as the work of an 'honest young Footman',
'a poor Servant, that was very young deprived of his Parents, and never had more
Learning than to read English'. 49 'Giles' proved to be the church's perfect pupil, not
only testifying to the benefits of being able to read and judge for himself but also
acknowledging the rightful limits to such liberty and the need for guidance. The Dife11ce
attacked catholic restrictions on reading while accepting that permitting the use of books
'ought to be done with caution'. Giles said he had, 'according to the liberty which God
and the Church hath given me, read several Books ... not being contented with an
Implicit Faith, especially when I read in the Sacred Scripture, a command ... to try the
Spirits, and to try all things, and the like'. Adiaphorism came to the rescue of his limited
time and learning, as 'we find that Scripture in all Points necessary to Salvation is plain
and easie', while the true sense of other texts was unclear but was of matters that did not
immediately concern salvation '."1
The Giles

tra~t

was greeted with glee within Church of England circles. Sherlock

crowed that Sabran had been bettered by a mere footman, and Wake said Giles 'may
justly be offer'd to the World as an Instance of what use our late Discourses have, or
might have been, for the Instruction of the meanest Persons in the matters m
Controversie between Us, and the Church of Rome'. 51 The tract was notable m
asserting not only the potential of the common man to judge rightly between competing
arguments but his ability to articulate this in print: to be a writer as well as a reader.
'Giles' had been admitted into a debate which was otherwise held to involve a structured
contest between learned participants owing much to earlier scholastic models.

As a

representative figure endorsed by church authority he differed from the invented vulgar
'authors' and characters of party polemic in the restoration crisis, and as a participant in
disputation he conflated the two stages of truth's apprehensi on, its emergence through
learned exchange and subsequent acceptance by a popular readership. His emphasis on
the need for church guidance, and indeed his likely non-existence, does not alter the fact
that his projected print persona was that of the common man as active reader and writer
rather than passive consumer, of print and religion.
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The modelling of the print exchanges on scholarly disputation did not necessarily
make them less oriented towards victory rather than understanding, but it emphasised
'decorums of debate' which further mitigated against support for the enforced silencing
of opponents. Despite Sherlock's claim that catholics must not be disputed with, he and
other anglican writers took great pains to engage in what Stillingfleet termed sardonically
'the Noble Science of Controversie', and moreover called on their opponents to answer
and readers to judge between the two. 52
The twin arenas of scholarly dispute and public discussion meshed in the material
form the exchanges took, the conventional 'letter' addressed to an opponent being
printed to display to a wider audience the superiority of the author's case. The rules of
dispute ranged over issues of evidence and inference but also extended to practical
matters relating to print, such as the speed and size of the reply. The immediacy of the
exchanges is suggested by references to works published 'last week' and 'this week',
while Edward Gee spoke of having a reply 'dispatcht so suddenly at the Press' that it
appeared within a day of the Sabran tract it replied to, and he castigated Sabran for then
taking three weeks to publish again .53 Size also mattered: the publisher of Giles's Dije11ce
held it to be an insult that the church of Rome, which at the Reformation 'undertook...
to answer Book with Book', could now only produce 'a drowsie Half-sheet', and while
'thousands' had bought Sherlock's Preservative Against Popery, the catholics answered it
with only a few pages.54

The catholic writers were also accused of descending to

scurrility because all their 'Scholar-like Arguments are spent'. 55
Such accusations were the customary weapons of print polemic, but what was
significant was the extent of the church's engagement with the perpetuation of printed
debate.

Tenison and Clagett gauged the success of the print campaign by its

overwhelming of opponents, measured by 'how many of our Books, to this day, remain
Un-answer'd'. Another anglican writer stressed the importance of continuing to publish
until the last word was achieved, observing that 'it would be a matter of Triumph to our
Adversaries ... if they can but say, That a Discourse was never answered'. 56 Such a
strategy, however, invited the continuation rather than ending of print conflict. When
if the AnsJJJer, p. 3.
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Gee failed to hear from Sabran for six weeks he claimed victory, but instead of then
falling silent himself he sought to engage his adversary in print again and keep the
argument going.57 The attitude of the church to the press was shifting in the testing
conditions of its own paper war, although churchmen were not ready advocates of
liberty of the press. At one point, Sabran wrote to Needham demanding to be allowed
to reply to Gee's 'Abuses to the press', which he said was 'all the Right herein that one
Christian ought to do to another', but Gee urged that 'for Truths sake, and for the
Worlds sake' the licenser should 'not allow for the future such things to the Press'. 58
The imperatives of published conflict which led Sabran to defend a right to reply
similarly rendered more complex the Church of England's relationship to press control.
However, the lauding of a positive role for the press in religious dispute contrasted with
continuing caution over endorsing print as a means of inviting readers to reconsider
their political obligations . This distance between the church's public opposition to the
king's religion and its rejection of claims of publicly opposing his person was reflected in
the trial of the sevelf bishops in 1688. The trial's legacy for the later history of press
freedom was as a legal precedent for the claim, confirmed by the 1792 Libel Act, that
juries rather than judges could determine whether a published tract's content was
libellous. 59 In 1688 the jury assumed this power by returning a 'not guilty' verdict, after
arguments not only on whether truth could be libellous but on whether privately
petitioning the king could be construed as seditious publication. As in Sidney's case, the
fact that the 'publication' was not in print was held to confirm that it could not have
been intended to incite action against the king.
The trial stemmed from the refusal of anglican divines to read the king's 1688
Declaration of Indulgence from the pulpit, with archbishop Sancroft and six of his
bishops expressing their opposition through a manuscript petition addressed to James
and supported by churchmen including Tenison, Stillingfleet, Sherlock and Patrick, as
well as Sancroft's successor John Tillotson. On the basis of this petition, the seven
church leaders were charged with writing and publishing a seditious libel. Feeling ran
high over the trial, inside and outside court, with the three judges differing among
themselves over the competing claims of church and monarch . One supported the
57
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defence argument that the petition could not be libellous because its claim that the
king's dispensing power was illegal was substantively true, but the others, supported by
the crown officers, affirmed that truth was no defence if the libel undermin ed the state. 60
As Justice Allybone argued: 'We are not to measure things from any truth they have in
themselves, but from that aspect they have upon the govemme nt'. 61 In effect, the issue
of truth was thereby subordina ted to the question of whether the petition was seditious,
with the denial that it had been 'published ' in any meaningful way central to the bishops'
case.
The form of the petition was an issue at the committa l proceedings, with the
defence questioning whether mere 'pen and ink' could constitute grounds for a trial and
the solicitor-general replying with the Sidney trial ruling that 'scribere est agere' .62 When the
trial opened, the prosecuti on argued that the bishops had 'published ' the petition by
producing it in the presence of the king, while the defence insisted that publication must
involve an attempt 'to stir up sedition in the people against his majesty'.

This was
manifestly not the c,ase, it was claimed, as the petition had been presented to James
when he was 'private and alone', and the archbisho p had written it himself rather than
using a secretary, specifically to avoid copies being spread 'about the town'. 63

The

suggestion that such a petition could be as punishable as a printed book or pamphlet
was rejected by Justice Holloway, who declared that petitionin g was 'the birthright of the
subject'. 64 The jury's verdict has usually been taken to represent the usurping of the
judges' power to determine the libellousness of the petition's content, but the jurymen's
decision can also be seen as a response to the issue, legally within their province, of
whether it had indeed been 'published'. The fact of its dissemination across London
was separable, for those who wished it so, from the question of the bishops' intentions
and guilt. 65
Unlike Sidney, the bishops walked free, and moreover their experience helped
bring about what they, again unlike Sidney, continually denied seeking: the downfall of
the Stuart monarchy . Their trial indicated how the Church of England hierarchy, in
60
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common with the defenders of press freedom, drew an importa nt distinction between
religious and political expression, but it also further illustrated the practical porousness
of the frontier between the two. The petition held by the church to enshrine only
passive resistance was declared a 'standard of rebellion' by the king. 66 The day the seven
bishops were acquitted was also the day seven leading political figures assured William of
Orange of their support if he chose to invade. 67 Faced by deepening crisis, the
diminishing ability of James to govern effectively was symbolised by his faltering control
over print.

One of the king's fmal acts was to issue a proclamation banning all
discussion of public issues, which had little effect and, as Edmund Bohun observed, only
'increased the Aversion men then generally had for the Governm ent', leaving the press
of the royal printer to be destroyed by the mob and the weight of pamphleteering to
confirm James II's fate. 68

Revolution and toleration
When William of Orange landed in England in Decemb er 1688 he brought ashore
a printing press to help announc e his arrival to his future subjects. In conveying his
typographical cargo he had evidently also taken on board the lesson of an agent's report
which informed him that 'In the late fermentation about the Exclusion, the Exclude
rs
never lost ground till they lost the Press'.69 William and his supporte rs set out to
acquaint the people of England with his ostensible intentions in the books and
pamphlets which attended and followed his arrival and accession, although the laws
governing the press were maintained. 70 The Licensing Act continue d in force, although
its effectiveness was reduced in the turmoil of 1688-89, while L'Estran ge was dismisse
d
as licenser after a quarter of a century's service and the whigJam es Fraser appointed. 71
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Views of the relationship of the Glorious Revolution to liberty of the press have
wavered historically between the claim of the Walpolean Dai!J Gazetteer in 1738 that
press freedom 'was a Thing not so much as dreamt of in those days' to the London
Revolution Society's 1788 celebration of the revolution as having directly bequeathed
press freedom as a 'bulwark of English liberty'. More recent observers have inclined to
the former view, G.C. Gibbs arguing, for example, that discussion on the subject was
'virtually invisible' at the time. 72 However, while press freedom did not form part of the
constitutional settlemen t of 1689, its discussion continued outside parliament,
respondin g to the political and religious situation in the wake of William's arrival. 73
William Denton restated his case for opening the presses in his 1689 tract Jus
Regimittis, in which the emphasis on the inviolability of truth of Jus Caesaris more
explicitly embraced political discussion.

In a preface, Denton claimed the work had

been written some years earlier but had not been published 'because the Governm ent
would not bear such Prints'. 74 This was understandable, given that his earlier view that
the misrule of princ~s must be endured gave way in Jus Regiminis to a natural law defence
of armed resistance to a tyrannical king. Denton was ambivalent about whether the
right of resistance accrued to inferior magistrates or the people as a whole, but he
suggested that anyone might call the sovereign to account in print and that it was an act
of oppression to prevent them doing so. 'It ought not to be imputed as a Crime to any,
who bring the Actions of Princes, Popes or Prelates to the Touch-st one of Truth,' he
argued, 'It being more than human Tyranny, to deprive Faith and Truth of Tongue or
Pen for their Defence'. 75
The claim to pit truth against princely tyranny was implicit in all the tracts
justifying resistance which emerged at this time, although this did not necessarily lead
writers to defend free expression beyond justifying their own publication in terms of
loyalty to William: Locke's T1vo Treatises is an example. 76 The fact that Denton now felt
able to publish Jus Regimi11is demonstr ated that the work's attack on the tyranny of
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suppression was directed at the Stuarts, but his defence of publication was expressed in
more general terms, albeit briefly. In particular, his earlier caveat that the magistrate
might suppress tracts in the civil sphere was absent from Jus Regimi11is, and he argued that
'Fear, Honour, and Reverence are due to Magistrates, but more to Truth; for God is
Truth'.

He criticised Hobbes's 'Dogmas of Arbitrary Power' for insisting that the

sovereign could not be accused and must be sole judge of controversies. 77 Despite the
emphasis on truth, however, the multiple borrowings from Areopagitica of his earlier

Apology for the Liberty qf the Press were absent, Denton proffering his own encomiums,
that truth was 'like the Sun', that it was 'a publick good', and that it 'can hurt no Body'.
If a man published errors, he insisted, 'they'l easily be discovered and refuted, and the
greater Truth will appear'. 78
Where Denton's tract extended the argument from truth to the civil sphere,
Edmund Hickeringill appealed to civil authority to open the press for the discussion of
religion.

In a tract addressed to the convention parliament early in 1689, A Speech

Without-Doors, Hicktringill asserted the right of ordained clergymen like himself to use
the press but then expanded his argument to embrace all conscientious Christians. He
argued that the 'Presbyter Lawfully ordain'd' needed no further licence to disseminate
God's word, and must be at liberty to teach 'in Print from the Press', which was 'the
same or better, and of more general and universal benefit to all men, and all Nations,
than the narrow Pulpit'. This liberty was held to apply more generally, as all Christians
had a duty to use the press to communicate the grounds of their faith. It was Christ's
positive law that men must not hide their light under a bushel but must place it on a
candlestick where all could see it, and 'Liberty of the Press' was a 'Golden Candlestick'.79
Hickeringill claimed that this meant men were obliged by God's law not to
observe the licensing laws, making the printing statute unworkable: 'Dare any Christian
prefer the Words of an Act of Parliament, before the Words of God and our Lord
Jesus, who has commanded all Men to let their light so shine before Men, that they may
see their good Works (in Print, the most Excellent, Universal, and Charitable Good
Works in the World, if they be agreeable to Holy Scripture, and right Reason) and
glorifie their Father which is in Heaven, without leave or License?' The caveat that
printed works should be consistent with scripture and right reason confirmed that
77
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Hickeringill was not condon ing entirely unrestrained expression in prirtt, but
was rather
issuing a warning to the conven tion parliament that men would choose what
they saw as
their religious duty over tempor al restrictions, God's law above civil law. 80
Despite Hickeringill's treatise, discussion of the press in parliament was limited
to
a circumscribed discussion of the printing of parliamentary votes. 81 This is
unsurprising
given that the debate on press freedom had hitherto largely defmed itself in
terms of, on
the one side, fears of popery and, on the other, the stirring of civil war memor
y, both of
which were in abeyance in the afterma th of William's assump tion of power.
However,
the conven tion parliament, in grappling with the task of securing a religiou
s settlement
to accompany the new monarchical arrangement, was inadvertently prepari
ng the
ground for the course the debate on liberty of the press would take in subsequ
ent years.
The legislative miscalculation which permitt ed the Tolerat ion Act to pass
in 1689
withou t its propos ed counte rpart of compre hension is now well-known. 82
Dissenters
had been promis ed an easing of uniformity by Sancro ft in return for opposit
ion to
James's religious po!icies, with the aim that most would join a remode
lled national
church with toleration only for more unyielding.

Instead , the Tolerat ion Act passed

while parliament awaited the views of the church on the compre hension bill,
and when
the anglican clergy met in convoc ation at Westminster late in 1689 the
lower house
rejected the latter reform, leaving toleration to stand alone. 83
One reason for the harden ing of attitudes among the clergy was the upsurge
m
publishing in advance of the meetin g of convocation, which led the lower house
to shift
the focus of the gathering by demand ing the condem nation of 'several
dangerous
books', including the unitarian Notes on the Athanasian Creed and Humph rey
Prideaux's
pro-com prehen sion Letter to a Frie11c/, which was said to have had a 'rapid and
extensive
84
sale' of 'several thousands'. Several of the church writers of James's reign
had been
involved in drawing up the compre hension bluepri nt and Teniso n and others
attemp ted
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to persuade the lower clergy to 'drop their too violent animosities'. However, the
divines confirmed their intractability by calling for the upper house to seek ways to
prevent scandalous publishing in the future. The bishops, aware that a discussion of
which opinions should be suppressed would bring damaging internal confron tation over
the church's post-revolution powers and doctrine, insisted that it was unclear how far
they could proceed without infringing the Act of Supremacy, and before conflict was
renewed the meeting was adjourned and dissolved in January 1690. 85
The troubled session presaged the growing rift over the Williamite church
settlement between high-church divines, resistant to subordination to the civil power
and vehemently opposed to heterodo x opinion, and the more erastian low churchmen
who ascendt!d the episcopal ranks in the wake of the revolution. 86 A major
manifestation of this division during the 1690s was to be disagreement over the power
of the church to control heretical publishing and assert orthodm-.7, accompanying the
high-church campaign which led ultimately to the reconvening of convocation at the
start of the eighteeqth century. In late 1689 tl1e lower house's choice of 'dangerous
books' indicated the high churchm en's dual target: the low-church compreh ensionis
t
anglicanism defended by Prideaux, and the anti-Trinitarianism represented by the Notes

ott the Athattasiatt Creed. 87 The Toleration Act, which otherwise suspended the penal laws
against nonconf ormity, specifically excluded anti-Trinitarian beliefs from its protectio
n,
and this exclusion became the focus for those seeking to condem n heretical writing,
which tended to be stigmatised under the catch-all title of 'Socinian'. 88 Socinianism was
said by Sherlock to be 'the common Banner under which all the Enemies of Religion
and Christianity unite', with devotees who 'openly Disperse their envenom ed Libels'. 89
An oppone nt of the resulting heresy hunt argued that the Toleration Act denied
the
'Natural Right' of liberty of conscience by excluding anyone who 'in his Preaching or
Writing' revealed unortho dox beliefs on the Trinity, and claimed that because such
beliefs could not affect the civil peace, socinians and others 'were punish'd for their bare
85
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opinion only in religion'. 90
The Trinity, that most mysterious of Christian mysteries, was an obvious if
hazardous subject for interpretation by those thinkers, inside and outside the church,
who stressed the role of reason. 91 Abstruse arguments on theological specifics were one
aspect of a struggle that was more concretely waged through attempts to suppress,
confute or defend particular books or pamphlets, or to punish or vindicate their authors.
The identity of the author of the Notes 011 the Atha11asiat1 Creed, probably Stephen Nye,
remained hidden, but a related attempt to stress the harmony of scripture with reason
resulted in the public condemnation of Arthur Bury, rector of Exeter College, Oxford.
Bury wrote his Naked Gospel for private circulation among the members of the 1689
convocation, but when it was printed the following spring it was attacked for its
'impious and heretical propositions' and burned on the orders of the university
convocation. 92

The importance of the distinction between private circulation to a

learned audience and uncontrolled public dissemination was emphasised in Bury's
condemnation . He }Vas accused of using his authority to force the university printer to
accept his work, and the young prosecution lawyer James Harrington, who subsequently
defended the Licensing Act, argued that 'none under a Dean may read Socinian Books'
and therefore 'the Copies of the Naked Gospel, if fitted for Deans only, ought not to
have amounted to 500'. 93 The proceedings against Bury were condemned by the whig
writer James Parkinson, who likened the book-burning to the earlier condemnation of
heretical and seditious tracts by the Oxford convocation. He suggested that the 1683
decree had been solicited by Charles II to promote 'the horrid Design of introducing
Popery and Arbitrary Government' and argued that if the people of England had been
persuaded by its claims, 'we had in all likelyhood been for ever enslaved to a bigotted
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Popish King'. 94

In 1690 William Denton somewhat anachronistically identified the

earlier Oxford book-burning with Samuel Parker's tenure as bishop of Oxford, saying
that Parker deserved punishment rather than men like Prynne, Burton and Bastwick. 95
The linking of the 1690 Oxford decree to its 'arbitrary' forbear pointed to the
difficulty of securing any consensus on which books should be condemned in the
divided society of Williamite England. 96 The tracts of at least five of the 'treacherous
heretics' attacked by the 1683 convocation were reprinted in 1689, and at least the first
ten propositions condemned by the Oxford decree were expressed in print immediately
after the revolution. 97 The wide-ranging pamphlet debate which accompanied William's
arrival sought to make sense of the post-revolutionary changes -and continuities - in
politics and religion, but in circumstances in which 'orthodoxy' was still being shaped
and fought over. An anonymous tract in 1690 insisted that 'nothing but a Liberty of
Printing, given or taken' could rescue the reputation of Lord Russell and his cause, and
demanded that a man might 'publish without Penalty whatever he will set his Hand to,
and for which he stands ready to answer the Law: without Submitting to the partial or
weak Judgment of a mercenary Licenser: who will take care that those scurrilous
Reflections upon our happy Settlement, and its Worthy Instruments, which he licenses,
may pass uncorrected'. The writer, declaring himself a Church of England whig, claimed
the interests of his country and truth to be his licence in assailing those who defended
the popish betrayals which rose under 'Laudean Prelacy' and afflicted the Stuart
monarchy down to James II. 98

However, the discord over what might constitute

acceptable views in the wake of the 'happy Settlement' was suggested by a subsequent
letter congratulating Bohun on his elevation to press licenser, which observed that he
could now seek to halt libels against the memory of Charles I and Laud. 99
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The call to suppress the Notes

011

the Atha11asia1t Creed marked one attempt to mould

post-1689 religious orthodoxy, and its failure raised the familiar dilemma of whether
confutation could secure the same end. William Sherlock, who undertook to challenge
the Notes in print in 1691, was by this time the church's most talked-about polemicist.
His Case qf the Allegiance Due, defending his conversion from non-juror to loyal
Williamite, sold at least 30,000 copies and prompted 46 responses when published late in
1690. 100 His response to the Notes, the VindicatioJt qfthe DoctriJte qfthe Hofy a11d Ever Blessed

Tri11ity, prompted a fresh wave of contention over his own orthodoxy which only ended
in 1695, when the king intervened to order a halt to the print conflict which was to
become known as the Trinitarian controversy. 101
The claim that the perpetuation of published exchanges could only damage the
church was levelled against Sherlock's Vi11dicatio11 soon after its publication by Edward
Wetenhall, bishop of Cork and Ross, who held the work to be part of a crusade 'urging
too strict a Union'. 102 Attacking opposing views in print could only prolong the dispute,
he argued, as the epemies of the established doctrine 'have a Zeal too, no less ardent
than that of Church-men: And Presses, at home or abroad, are and ever will be open; so
that they will never be silent. An Answer will only breed a Reply, that a Rejoinder, that a
Triplication, and so in infmitum'. 103 Opposition gave Socinian pamphlets 'Celebrity and
Life', without which they would wither and disappear, he said, and 'such open Disputes ..
. . only publish to the common Enemies the Divisions of the Protestants'. 104
Sherlock, in reply, scorned the idea that the conflict would die away by any means
other than the eventual triumph of the church's arguments, and he pointed to the
success of the anti-catholic publishing initiative of James's reign (whose value Wetenhall
acknowledged) as confirmation. · His assurance was such that he insisted it was better
that heterodox pamphlets 'should be in an hundred hands with an Answer, than in five
hands without one'.
100
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disputing, and that William's first archbisho p, John Tillotson, readily used the press to
defend that faith which Wetenhall wanted men 'to betray by silence'.105 The presses
were open, Sherlock agreed, and as long as this meant that the enemies of the church
'write and print, and speak against the Truth, and will never be silent', then its defenders
equally must not fall silent. 106
The Sherlock-Wetenhall exchange suggests agam the hazards of any oversimplified division of individuals into those 'for' and those 'against' press freedom.
From one perspective, Sherlock was the quintessential persecutorial anglican cleric, the
heresy-hunter seeking to vanquish alternative views, while Wetenhall was the self-styled
·
'Lat1tu
· d e,.101 From another viewpoint
'Protestan t Peace-maker,, urgmg
, however,
Sherlock was willing to rely on the power of the better argument in an open debate,
while Wetenhall insisted that the church's position must rest on its articles, without
further elaboration, and both sides must be silent. 108 The two writers agreed that the
presses were 'open', and neither urged here that they should be 'closed' by any coercive
means, but there

wa~

certainly no celebration of the pluralism invoked by press dispute

or doctrinal latitude. Sherlock's insistence that schisms in the church produced warring
parties in the state was matched by Wetenhall's claim that 'Civil Wars are the Common
Effects of Divisions and Factions in the Church'. 109 Their disagreement was over how
best to end the religious rifts: to publish more, or to publish less. The irony was that
their own disagreement took the form of a print dispute, and one of a familiar type, with
Wetenhall accusing Sherlock of writing for money while his own tracts partook of the
'liberty' permitted by the 'the fairest Laws ofDisput e'. 110
The dispute between the two men also continued the debate over whether
convocation was the necessary means of establishing what constitute d orthodox
opinion, with Sherlock arguing that press licensing served a similar purpose. He rejected
what he took to be Wetenhall's suggestion that convocation was the only 'fit Time and
Place' for doctrinal matters to be disputed.111 This would mean established doctrine
105
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remaining undefended 'till a Convocation can meet and order an Answer to their
scandalous Pamphlets, and then overlook it again before it goes to the Press'. Instead,
he insisted that the licensing powers vested in the archbishop of Canterbury and bishop
of London were sufficient to provide an imprimatur as a mark of orthodoxy, 'without
waiting for a New Convocation; Or else what was that Authority lodged there for?'
Sherlock did not refer here to the role of the licensing laws in suppressing books, but
rather saw licensing as a means of dividing the products of the 'open presses' into the
expressions of official and unofficial viewpoints. The licensing of church tracts by the
same authorities in James's reign may well have been in his mind. Rather than an
imprimatur being the mark of ignominy suggested by the opponents of licensing, he
claimed, the fact his Vi11dicatio11 was licensed by the ecclesiastical authorities meant that
he 'was thus far Authorized to Write in Defence of the Doctrine of the Trinity'. 112

Church authority and licensing
Less than a year after Sherlock proudly paraded his imprimatur against Wetenhall,
press licensing was at an end. The circumstances of its fmal demise in 1694-5 will be
considered in the next chapter, but the troubled issue of the imprimatur's authority
provided an important prelude.

Licensing's dual function of approbation and

proscription served to delineate the canon of acceptable beliefs, yet amidst the political
and religious rifts and ideological fluidity of post-1689 England, the task of applying the
imprimatur as a mark of orthodoxy proved to be precarious, which in turn undermined
the claim that pre-publication control could be made workable.
A defender of Sherlock in 1693, when the Licensing Act again came up for
renewal, pointed to the imprimatur as signalling to the ordinary reader which was the
approved view in the dispute between Sherlock and the writer who became his main
adversary in the Trinitarian controversy, Robert South. Without this badge of authority,
the writer asked, 'what shall an illiterate honest Lay-man do ... and how shall he judge
between these two Vindications, and which side shall he take?' With an imprimatur, and
the name of the writer in the imprint, 'they appear in the World in a very different
manner; the one is owned by the Author, and is Licensed, and so has the Stamp of
Authority; the other neither own' d nor licensed, like a base born Child, found indeed in
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the Streets, but without a Father'.

Sherlock's defender was not so ingenuous as to

imagine this would guarantee the book's acceptance, admitting that books which 'pass
the Hangmans Hands .. . sell the better', but what remained important was that the
imprimatur defmed orthodoxy, for those engaged in debate and for 11onest' readers. 113
To the anglican hierarchy, however, this made licensing a perilous task.

The

approval of tracts against the common catholic enemy in James's reign was a different
matter to adjudicating between competing elements in the church over doctrinal
expression. Through licensing, the church could become a party to a dispute it would
prefer to see fall silent, leading writers to claim, or demand, the support of authority.
South accused Sherlock of the heresy of tritheism and called for his censure, while
Sherlock's defender claimed South's work was punishable because his criticisms of
Sherlock's book must reflect on the 'Spiritual Pastors and Teachers' who had licensed
the work; it was this affront which deserved 'condign Punishment'. 11 4
The act of 'taking sides' by authorising publication was not restricted to the
church nor to a formal licensing regime. In 1696 the churchman Humphrey Hody
offered his nonjuring adversary Henry Dodwell 'the liberty of the Press' for his views
but Dodwell's reply was seized by the government, and when Hody attempted to
retrieve the newly-printed sheets he was told this was not possible because 'to restore it,
when once seiz'd, would be in effect to License it'.115 However, the problems attending
official approval of books and pamphlets were clearly more pressing under a statutory
system of pre-publication licensing, with the clearest example the famously brief tenure
of Edmund Bohun as licenser in late 1692. 116
Bohun acquired the position with the assistance of a little-known manuscript
defence of the Licensing Act, in which he admitted its limited success but reiterated
some of the themes advanced by loyalists like his predecessor L'Estrange, including the
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memory of paper war. 117 He recalled that the 'Calamities the nation groand under' after
1640 'were mostly promoted by a Lawlesse Liberty of the Presse', and he blamed the
turmoil after 1679 on the same cause. Now the nation was again riven by faction and
division fuelled by the press, which laid the nation open to 'invasion from abroad and
insurrections at home'. Bohun challenged the customary linking of the Reformation with
a free press, arguing that Luther's intervention had spurred the use of print on all sides,
to the point where it was unclear 'whether it had done good or hurt', and so 'both the
parties' began to seek its regulation.

In the 1640s, similarly, parliament had at first

encouraged the press but subsequently recognised the need to restrain the resulting
discord, and the crisis of Charles II's reign after the lapsing of the 1662 Act had made
clear 'to all men' the need to revive controls. However, it had since become a 'Weak
defence' through 'ill management', allowing great quantities of books and pamphlets to
be spread across the nation, Bohun claimed. As a result, 'there was never any Nation
divided into more factions than this of England', and the 'Men who are now pleading
for the Liberty of th ~ Press' sought to widen those divisions. 118
Bohun's concern over the nation's divisions led him to defend not only
licensing's powers of suppression but also its ability to make clear what constituted
authorised opinions in a period of uncertainty. One of the flaws in the claim that postpublication laws were sufficient, he suggested, was that men could be punished for
publishing views they were not aware were proscribed.

Authors, printers and

booksellers could 'justly and truly many times plead ignorance' of what was deemed 'fitt
or Lawfull' to be printed. The licenser could therefore protect them from publishing
'with the Hazard of their Lives and Estates' by indicating prior to publication the
legitimate parameters of debate.119 Daniel Defoe was to make a related point when
writing against the revival of licensing in 1704, suggesting that a canon of acceptable
opinions could be laid down in law, providing 'buoys' to warn of the dangerous rocks to
be avoided. 120
If Defoe's intent was to satirise the idea of formulating such a canon by due
process of law-making, Bohun's claim that a solitary licenser might determine the
inventory of political and religious positions appeared little more achievable. The
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absence of such a ready inventory was evidenced by his experience as sole licenser, the
post he took up in September 1692. Bohun's first approach for the job had been made
shortly after the revolution, when it had instead been granted to Fraser, who Bohun
described pointedly in his diary as 'a Scot by nation and inclination', adding that 'we had
all the old trayterous books of 1640 reprinted to justifie our revolution; and the doctrine
of passive obedience became the most scandalous notion in the world; and men spoke
and wrote, with authority, against the divine right of princes'.121 The possibility that
passive obedience and divine right might form the basis for a canon of licensable beliefs
in the 1690s proved untenable, as Bohun discovered on becoming licenser. In January
1693 he licensed Charles Blount's tract Ki11g William a11d Quee11 Mary co11querors, which
accorded with his own justification of allegiance to William's rule on the basis of
conquest, consistent with non-resistance. Views differ over whether Blount's book was
intended sincerely, satirically or specifically to entrap the tory licenser - the last being
Macaulay's often-repeated opinion, the first Mark Goldie's reassessment - but the
outcome was that Bphun was called to the bar of the Commons, where M.P.s ordered
that the book should be burned and the licenser removed from his post. 122 Bohun's
diary conveys his bewilderment at the reaction to an argument he clearly felt was within
the acceptable boundaries of political debate. To others the incident confirmed the way
the exercise of licensing was irretrievably bound up with the contest over the nature of
of post-revolutionary orthodm'Y
. between competing parties, a fact which called into
question its ability to represent an authoritative viewpoint. 123
Blount made a further contribution to the debate on the press in the month of
Bohun's departure, publishing Reaso11s Humb!J qfferedfor the Liberty

if Ut~lice11s'd Pri11ti11g, to

which he added a 20-page attack on the dismissed licenser's opinions and conduct. As
with the Just Vi11dicatio11

if Learllittg, Blount drew heavily on Areopagitica, even

signing his

tract 'J.M.', although the presence of at least one quotation absent in the Just Vittdicatio11
suggests he had referred directly to Milton's book again in the intervening years. 124
Licensing remained the 'Spanish Gag' which had 'crept out of the Inquisition', but
Blount also emphasised a broader anti-clericalism, aimed at high-church anglicanism,
12 1
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arguing that with licensing, 'the most religious Truth must be expung'd and suppressed
in order to the false and secular Interest of some of the Clergy'. He also attacked Stuart
persecution, dating back to Laud's licensing policy, and argued that godly protestant
works had been suppressed during Charles II's reign, while books written 'to promote
Popery and Tyranny, were printed and published without Controul'. Current concerns
were laced into earlier arguments: Milton's 'late happy Revolution' in which unlicensed
books cured the people's blindness became 1688-9 instead of 1640-1, the unworkability
of licensing was demonstrat ed by the 'continued Jacobite Libels against our present
happy Establishment', and licensing was more injurious 'than if the French at Sea should
stop up all our Havens, and Ports, and Creeks; it hinders and retards the Importation of
our richest Merchandize, Truth'. 125
One other area where in 1693 Blount expended particular energy was in
attacking the office of licenser, implicitly drawing conclusions for the reader from
Bohun's recent experience.

Blount echoed Milton in claiming that licensers must

'assume to themse!ves above all others in the Land, the Grace of Infallibility'. The
licenser must be above all others in judgment and ability, and yet no man of such stature
would choose the role and salary of a mere 'Press-Corrector'. 126

In his postscript,

Blount set out to demonstrat e from Bohun's own writings how far the licenser's views
diverged from the principles underpinni ng the revolution settlement, and thus how
unsuited he was to his task. He declared that Bohun held William to be a 'usurper' and
had licensed tracts favourable to 'the Jacobite Interest', and claimed that he and
L'Estrange were 'cronies' and had acted in concert to 'poison the Kingdom'. 127
Blount successfully unseated Bohun, although his own orthodoxy clearly was no
more certain than his opponent's . The work for which he is now best known, The

Oracles if Reason, also emerged in 1693, the year of his death, and received a controversial
reception for its deist views. Blount had little to say on the press in the essays that made
up the Oracles, but a preface by his co-author Charles Gildon linked the work's emphasis
on natural religion to the case for free expression on the basis of man's possession of
reason . He argued that 'Nature, or that Sacred and Supream Cause of all Things, which
we term God' had distinguished man from beasts by giving him reason rather than
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instinct. 128 To prevent man usmg reason for his own direction was to 'invade the
common Charter of Nature, and every Man's Right and Property' and those who did so
were 'the Enemies of Human-kind'.129 Those who sought to suppress heterodox books
might believe they were doing so for the good of mankind, Gildon argued, but by
setting themselves up as sole judges and erecting their opinion as a universal standard,
they could lead all into error, and 'then may their Universal imaginary Good prove a
Real and Universal Evil'. 130 Since the anglican clergy accepted that each man must be
saved by his own faith, 'they must grant every one the Liberty of believing and
professing what his own Reason shall direct him'. This liberty was aclmowledged for
interpreting scripture, he said, but 'This being granted, as indeed it can't be deny'd, it
inevitably follows, that we ought to be allow'd a Liberty of Declaring our Opinion and
Interpretation , or else it could be of no use in Nature to us. And if this be the Right of
every reasonable Man, how much more must it be of Men that to their natural Reason
have the acquired helps of Learning' .131
The arguments pf Blount and like-minded thinkers failed to prevent the renewal
of the Licensing Act in 1693, although parliament's enthusiasm for the measure was
muted and it was renewed for only a year and to the end of the following session. The
author Samuel Grascombe observed that it passed 'not without great Strugling', and a
number of Lords entered a protest on the grounds, possibly derived from Milton
through Blount, that it subjected learning and truth to the 'arbitrary Will and Pleasure of
a mercenary, and perhaps ignorant, Licenser'. 132 Grascombe's own complaint was that

the Jacobite printer William Anderton had not been proceeded with under the Act but
had instead been charged with, and executed for, two treasonable libels. As well as
objecting to the severity of the charge, Grascombe endorsed Anderton's claim that
printing, unlike writing, was not an 'overt act' because treason must come from the heart
and a printer could not be shown to have this intention. He also attacked the accusation
that calling King William 'hook-nose' was treasonable, saying that if a jury might 'fmd a
man guilty of High Treason for saying a man has a Hook-nose, who really has a Hook128
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nose, they will hang a Man for speaking truth'. 133

What Anderton's execution did

confirm, however, was that the suppression of the 'Jacobite libels' complained of by
Blount did not necessarily depend on the continued existence of licensing law.
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Seven

Reaso n, Relig ion and the Rightful Role
ofthe Press , 1694-1702
'I know not why a man should not have liberty to print whatever he would speak, and to
be answerable for the one just as he is for the other if he transgresses the law in either'
John Locke, 16941
'Secure but the Liberty of the Press, and that will, in all probability, secure all other
Liberty'
Matthew Tindal, 1698.2

THE year 1695 has long laid claim to being the most significant date in the history of
press freedom in England: for Macaulay it was the year in which the printing press was
'emancipated, and emancipated for ever'; for a more reserved recent historian it was
simply the year in which, 'with the expiry of the Licensing Act, state censorship of the
press ceased'. 3 Few historians would now endorse Macaulay's 'big-bang' theory of press
freedom, with its neglect of the persistence of other controls and punishments, but his
portrayal of the end of licensing as largely the achievement of a parliamentary moment
remains the outline within most accounts are framed. 4 However, the Licensing Act had
formally expired at the end of the session in spring the previous year, while the events of
early 1695 in fact marked the rejection of one attempt to revive it. 5 This is to some
1
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extent historical hair-splitting, but it indicates the extent to which 'press freedom' has
been viewed in terms of legislative event rather than conceptual shifts. If the Licensing
Act expired in 1694, then 1695 is simply one year among several in which an attempt
was made to restore some form of press control, and a narrow focus gives way to a
wider perspective on the debate on liberty of the press.

6

Bills relating to the press were introduced in parliament in each year between
1695 and the death of William Ill, apart from 1700. None of the bills was successful,
and we know little about their content, but their presence suggests how the issue of
press control remained a concern throughout the last years of the century. 7 During this
time the laws of treason and seditious libel remained in force, alongside continuing
parliamentary prosecutions, but particularly indicative of the focus of debate was the
passing of the 1698 Blasphemy Act, which forbade the publishing of heterodox views
on the Trinity or the denial of scriptural truth. 8 The Act marked the culmination of the
Trinitarian controversy of the early 1690s but also reflected the battle which continued
over the doctrine and.authority of the Church of England and its power to control what
was published and read. The political ambivalence towards control prompted by party
divisions, the practical problems of implementing controls, the trade concerns of book
producers and the quality concerns of book consumers all played a part, but the debate
on the liberty or control of the press centred on the issues of reason, religion and the
role of the church to a degree that has been obscured by the preoccupation with the
demise of licensing in '1695'.

Locke and the end of licensing
At the end of November 1694 the House of Commons appointed a committee to

prorogations on November 12. The reviving bill embraced 'expired and expiring' laws: CJ, 10, pp. 836, 847; CJ, 11,
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Feather, 'English Book Trade', p. 52. Siebert lists 'Expiry of the Printing Act' as 1694 in his introductory
chronology: Siebert, Freedom of the Press, p. 16.
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examme expiring and recently-expired laws and recommend whether they should be
revived. 9 Among the statutes taken into consideration was the Licensing Act, it having
expired at the end of the previous session.

On 9 January 1695 the committee

recommended that the Act should be renewed, but on 11 February a resolution to that
effect was 'passed in the negative'. The reasons for rejection were not indicated. The
Commons immediately appointed a further committee to prepare a bill 'for the better
Regulating of Printing', whose membership, like that of the earlier committee, included
10
Edward Clarke, M.P. for Taunton and political ally of John Locke.

The earliest

evidence that the two men, along with John Freke, had started working closely together
for political ends as core members of what became known as the 'College' is a letter
dated 29 November 1694 - the day before Clarke's appointment to serve on the
11
committee examining expired laws. The parliamentary reconsideration of licensing was

therefore contemporaneous with their active liaison, and the role of the College was
important in 1695 both in defeating an attempt by the Lords to revive the 1662
Licensing Act and in forging a new printing bill which excluded licensing provisions.
In March, Clarke introduced this new bill into the Commons.

It required the

registration of presses, a publisher's imprint on each tract, the submission of copies of
publications to the authorities, and it even allowed for raids on printshops suspected of
producing 'Treasonable Seditious Atheisticall or hereticall' works, but crucially it made
12
A committee was appointed to consider
no provision for pre-publication licensing.

the bill, but it failed to progress further before the end of the session, and in the interim
an amendment was proposed to a reviving bill passing through the Lords, seeking to
resuscitate the Licensing Act. This prompted a conference between the two houses at
which Clarke presented a list of the Commons' objections, based on a raft of criticisms
drawn up by Locke which had probably also influenced the rejection of the Act's revival
in the Commons in February. The criticisms were contained in a memorandum which
13
Locke endorsed 'Printing 94'.
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The first Commons objection declared that the Licensing Act had 'no-wise
answered the End for which it was made. . . to prevent printing Seditious and
treasonable Books, Pamphlets and Papers'. It was argued that it carried no penalties for
such offences, leaving effective punishment to the common law, but instead inflicted
grievous penalties for printing irregularities 'wherein neither Church nor State is any
ways concerned'.14

This was followed by a further seventeen objections concerned

15
mainly, as Macaulay famously put it, with 'matters of detail. . . petty grievances' . Some

were less petty than others: the dilemma of a smith who unwittingly produced ironwork
for a printing press was placed alongside long-standing sources of resentment,
particularly the monopolistic power of the Stationers Company and the impact of
16
There were also
patents and import restrictions on the quality and price of books.

objections which gestured towards the wider discussion of liberty of the press. One
attested to the way the licenser's role had been left unclear, 'by colour whereof great
17
Oppression may be, and has been, practised'. Another argued that the Act prohibited

the printing of 'not oply heretical, seditious, and schismatical Books, but all offensive
Books; and cloth not determine what shall be adjudged offensive Books'. It added the
thought that if James II had continued on the throne, books against popery would have
been deemed offensive. 18 Which objections carried most weight is unclear, but together
they persuaded the Lords to drop the amendment and the attempt to resuscitate the
Licensing Act of 1662 failed. 19
It has become commonplace to see the idea of liberty of the press as playing little

part in the Act's demise, a view based primarily on the overall pragmatism of the
Commons' objections and Locke's memorandum on which many were based. It has
also been claimed that Locke couched his critique in terms tailored to the task of turning
parliament against licensing and suppressed his real views, which were in favour of much

14
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enquirer from the press': It had been created, he wrote, 'in a time when everyone strove
to be forwardest to make court to the church and court', and it 'has by the joint
endeavour of church and court been from time to time revived and so continued to this

day.'24

The absence of these comments in the Commons' objections indicates an

intention to limit discussion on the Act to questions of its practical efficiency and
internal coherence, rather than risking a breach over what Locke identified as its larger
significance: the question of controlling religious opinion.25
If Locke was aware of the vagaries of the print trade, he was even more conscious
of the way attempts to control the press accompanied the assertion of religious
orthodoxy.

At the time the Commons began consideration of the Licensing Act's

renewal he noted that 'Theological discussions occupy our presses for the most part',
and he engaged in a lengthy correspondence in which Philippus van Limborch described
the condemnation of his History

if the Inquisition by the catholic cardinals, 'the Inquisitors

General throughout Christendom'. 26 Locke referred in 'Printing 94' to the attack on
Bury's Naked Gospel, o}:>serving that the Act's sanctions meant 'a man is to be undone
and starve for printing Dr Bury's case'.

He possessed a copy of Bury's condemned

book, and also owned Blount's Just Vindication, with its insistence that 'Licensing and
Persecution of Conscience are two Sisters that ever go hand in hand', recommending it
to Clarke and Freke as they worked on the printing bill. Blount's tract was reprinted in
1695 and was included in the posthumously-published Misce!lamous Works. 27 Locke's life
and work had also clearly been more generally intertwined with the issue of the control
of expression, from the burning of the Letterfrom a Person

ifQuality to the prudential self-

suppression of the Two Treatises; it is also possible he witnessed the Oxford bookburning in 1683. 28
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When the College's printing bill was introduced into the Commons in 1695, Freke
indicated to Locke that the bishops were prominent in the attempts to retain licensing,
warning that they were seeking to appropriate the language of the stationers, 'because
they think property a very popular word, which Licenser is not'. 29 The content of the
'Bill for the Better Regulating of Printing' suggests further these concerns over
ecclesiastical control. Aside from the omission of licensing provisions, one change from
the Licensing Act was the removal of the powers granted to the church hierarchy to
control the numbers of presses and printers, granting this responsibility solely to the
civil authorities. 30

A second and more consequential change was the subtle but

important rewording of the preamble outlining what types of published views were to be
deemed liable to suppression or prosecution.

Where the 1662 Act forbade 'any

Doctrine or Opinion ... contrary to Christian Faith, or the Doctrine or Discipline of the
Church of England', the 1695 bill instead used the words 'Contrary to the Christian
Religion as it is Establisht by Law in this Realm'. 31 In 'Printing 94', Locke had observed
that the Licensing Act ~lause was so open to the interpretation of those in authority that
it was 'impossible any book should pass but just what suits their humours', and like
Hobbes he compared this to the catholic condemnation of Copernican astronomy as
heretical.32
The change was held to be central to the College's aims, Freke arguing that these
were 'some of the best words in the Bill' because they tied the definition of heresy to the
1559 Act of Supremacy, rather than leaving its interpretation open to the determination
of the ecclesiastical authorities; an argument similar to that which had led Hobbes to
insist that Leviathan was not heretical. Freke referred to the section of the 1559 Act,
which 'Enacted that nothing shall be adjudged Heresie but what is declared such by the
Holy Scriptures or by the 4 first General Councills or by other General Councills by the
express words of Scripture'. He assured Locke that 'the words Hereticall and as it is
establisht by Law' meant that 'twill be incumbent on the prosecutor to shew not onely
that what he prosecutes for, is contrary to the Christian Religion as he understands that
Religion but that what he soe understands is Establisht by Law'. This was expected to
meet the concern Locke expressed that there should be 'an absolute Liberty for the
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33
printing every thing that tis Lawfull to Speak', Freke said.

Freke's assurance conveys the way the most urgent concern driving Locke's
opposition to licensing was less matters of detail than the suppression of heterodox
religious views. In 'Printing 94' he opened his criticisms with the declaration to which
Freke responded, that 'I know not why a man should not have liberty to print whatever
he would speak, and to be answerable for the one just as he is for the other if he
transgresses the law in either'. Locke added that 'gagging a man for fear he should talk
34
heresy or sedition' was like shackling a man's hands in case he turned to violence. The

passage may well have been informed by Blount's Just Vi11dicatio11, which read: 'Why
should I not have the same freedom to write, as to speak? If I speak any thing that is
evil, I am lyable to be punish'd, but yet I am never examined before I speak what I am
to say'. 35
It has been claimed that Locke contradicted his own 'libertarian' impulses by
endorsing post-publication law in this way, although his statement could as readily be
seen as widening the

s~venteenth-century

idea of liberty of the press by not drawing an

36
explicit distinction between religious and political expression.

However, Locke's

attitude towards press freedom is more clearly seen in terms of the distinction between
spiritual conscience and secular practice which imbued the debate on the press. In the

Letter Co11cemi11g To!eratio11, published in 1689, Locke had argued that true religion
consisted in the 'inward perswasion of the Mind' and so was beyond the reach of earthly
coercion, while the concern of civil power was 'outward things', to which it rightfully
applied 'Laws of Publick Justice and Equity'. However, the inviolability of conscience
was held to extend to practices required by a man's 'care of his own Salvation' and
which related to 'the World to come' rather than 'things of this World', although if they
resulted in anything 'contrary to the publick Peace' they entered the civil sphere and

33
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were punishable under law.

37

Locke's roam concern was public worship, but he also

made the general claim that 'every one should do what he in his Conscience is
perswaded to be acceptable to the Almighty', and in the course of the Letter he
confirmed that Christian duty included 'teaching' and 'persuading' · others.

38

This

immunity extended to 'Preaching or Professing of any Speculative Opinions', since 'the
business of Laws is not to provide for the Truth of Opinions, but for the Safety and
Security of the Commonwealth'. He added, in words reminiscent of Milton (or Blount),
that 'Truth certainly would do well enough, if she were once left to shift for her self...
She is not taught by Laws, nor has she any need of Force to procure her entrance into
the minds of men'. 39 Locke did, however, exclude opinions 'contrary to human Society',
including atheism, or held by those recognising a foreign jurisdiction, an evident
reference to catholicism.

40

Locke did not refer specifically to the print publication of belief as being embraced
by his conception of liberty of conscience in the Letter, but this was implied by his
argument and it was

al~o

how he was interpreted by contemporaries. In a reply in 1689,

Thomas Long insisted that the magistrate did not 'tyrannize over Mens Consciences' by
stopping them 'infecting the Souls' of others, and he quoted Lazarus Seaman's 1644
complaint that writers expressing 'suspitious Opinions' cried persecution when
'commanded to forbear publishing', as well as Matthew Newcomen's claim in the same
year that liberty of opinions would lead to men taking up swords instead of pens. Long
insisted that anyone with an unorthodox opinion must keep it to himself, since
'propagating it may prove very dangerous'.

41

Another adversary, Jonas Proast, included

the Letter CoJJcemittg ToleratioJJ among the 'Books and Pamphlets which now fly so thick'
and held such a publishing upsurge to be among the 'Fruits' of the toleration favoured
by Locke. 42
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By aligning the profession of opmton with 'inward .perswasion' rather than
'outward things', Locke heldthat each man must be allowed to give voice to his beliefs,
43
although the individual then became accountable for this expression as an action. This

was the background to 'Printing 94' and its equation of printing and speech. As Blount
had pointed out, speech could not be examined prior to expression so was subject only
to civil law. Locke did not object to the application of law after publication but to
examination beforehand on criteria which did not pertain in the sphere of law, namely
44
the ecclesiastical judgement of what writings were 'contrary to Christian Faith'. The

fmal form in which Locke's objections appeared when they secured the demise of
licensing differed markedly from the underlying concern which propelled his opposition,
but in an important sense censorship ended in England because John Locke wanted to
publish The Reasonable11ess qf Christia11ity without hindrance.
The Reasonable11ess was published anonymously in August 1695, encountering the
censure of opponents but no legal restraint.

In the work, Locke emphasised the

simplicity of the centrql message of Christianity: anyone who believed Jesus Christ to be
the saviour promised by God and accepted him as king and ruler would be saved.
Christianity was a religion 'suited to vulgar capacities', and the gospel was 'designed by
God for the Instruction of the illiterate bulk of Mankind in the way to Salvation',
although the 'Writers and Wranglers in Religion' sought to obscure it with their systems
of divinity. 45

Revelation and reason were held to be in harmony, but Locke's aim was

not to suggest that all individuals could aspire to equal heights of reasoning; rather, the
necessary truths of religion and moral action were not beyond the limits of each
43

44
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person's natural reason and lay 'clear and plain' in scripture. Those who sought to make
necessary truths of theological obscurities 'may as well talk Arabick to a poor day
Labourer, as the Notions and Language that the Books and Disputes of Religion are
filled with'.

Instead of seeking to reason with the vulgar over such matters, 'plain

Commands, is the sure and only course to bring them to Obedience and Practice'. 46
Although the Reasonab!efless

if Christia11ity faced

a barrage of criticism, its content

does not at first sight seem to merit Locke's fears of being branded a heretic. This is
because the 'heresy' did not lie primarily in the book's content, but in what was left out.
As John Marshall has argued, Locke was by this time privately a 'unitarian heretic', and
in effect the silence of the Reaso11ableness on the Trinity lent support to the unitarian
cause by implictly denying the relevance of the wranglings of the Trinitarian controversy
to salvation. 47 The Toleration Act excluded from legal immunity 'any person that shall
deny in his preaching or writing the doctrine of the Blessed Trinity', but Locke was
guilty at most of the sin of omission rather than a crime of commission. The laws could
not punish the

omi~sion,

but ecclesiastical licensers could have ruled that the 'sin'

merited the book's suppression, and a recognition of this informed Locke's opposition
to press control, both his opposition to pre-publication rather than post-publication
sanctions, and his concern that any allegation of heresy must be grounded in law. 48
The polemical assault on the Reaso11ablmess

if Christia11ity emphasised its

omissions.

John Edwards, in Soci11ia71ism Unmask'd in 1696, declared that its author grossly abused
Christianity by insisting on the 'Necessity of only One Article of Christian Faith' and he
castigated 'the One Article of Mr. Lock'. 49 Edwards attacked the 'Freedom of discourse'
assumed by the 'Socinian Gentlemen', although he professed to having to 'retaliate that
Liberty' in publishing himself.50 In the Vindicatio11 Locke published in reply, appended to
the 1696 second edition of the Reaso11able11ess

if Christia71ity,

he rejected the charge of
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socinianism and observed how the clergy objected to anyone leaving out 'one tittle' of
their systems of divinity, remarking that to such men, 'To deviate in the least, or to omit
any thing contained in their Articles, is Heresie under the most invidious Names in
fashion' .51

Print heterodo:x;y and the convocation controver.ry
Locke's omission may have reflected a private heresy but it accorded with the
public stance taken by the church in 1695 on the discussion of the Trinity: the enforced
silencing of dispute by royal decree.

The Trinitarian controversy had reached new

heights following South's charge of heresy against Sherlock, with William Bingham
intervening on Sherlock's side and South calling for convocation to meet to condemn
Bingham. The newly-installed archbisho p Tenison in exasperation urged the king to
curtail the exchanges and condemn ations and the resulting decree forbade the
expression of new opihions on the Trinity and called on the church to ensure the
'Repressing and Restraining' of laymen's writing and publishing against the doctrine. 52
The decree, which historians have seldom seen as in effect a measure to control
print, further illustrates the inadequacy of attaching labels of 'oppresso r' and 'oppressed'
to those involved in the debate on the press. Tenison sought the king's intervention to
suppress public discussion, but his move also represented an effort to curtail attempts to
impose a high-church orthodox y through a heresy hunt in the realm of print, a strategy
he had already opposed in the 1689 meeting of convocation. The balancing act required
of the archbishop was suggested by his intervention when a further printing bill was
introduced into the Common s in late 1695 by Clarke and Robert Barley. The bill
tightened some of the restrictions of its predecessor while also making it possible for
publishers to secure an optional imprimatur for a printed work, perpetuat ing licensing's
'positive', approbato ry function. A later draft added a provision which allowed religious
books to be authorised not only by the church but by 'five or more persons of credit of
the Congregacon to which the said author does in point of persuasion belong', thereby
potentially extending the power to grant an imprimatur to nonconfo rmists. 53 Tenison
approach ed Clarke to convey the bishops' desire 'that more Care might be taken of the
51
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Church' in the bill, prompting Freke to observe to Locke that the archbishop was 'soe
reasonable and fair' he would readily be satisfied, although the same could not be said of
'the rest of the Clergie'. The pressure within church circles for renewed controls was
indicated by a critic of the bill who complained to Tenison that without licensing,
scurrilous books would lead to the ruin 'not only of the Protestant Religion ... but even
of the Christian Religion, or even of Revealed Religion in general'. 54
The clerical alarm at heterodox publishing was to form a central plank of the highchurch campaign in the late 1690s seeking the calling of convocation. The eruption of
the convocation controversy is usually identified with the publication of Francis
Atterbury's A Letter to a Convocation-Ma11 in 1696, although its concerns can be traced to
the thwarted attempts to censure books in the 1689 meeting, and it was traced by one of
Atterbury's opponents to
convocation.

55

the

1683 book-burning by the Oxford University

One aspect of Atterbury's tract which has been neglected is that it in

large part constitutes a call for the control of the press, decrying the effects of heretical
books on the public ap.d calling for a meeting of convocation to lead attempts to stem
the tide.

It is no accident that Matthew Tindal announced his intention to write in

favour of the liberty of the press in seeking to refute Atterbury.
The Letter to a Convocation-Matt was one of a wave of tracts which responded to the
growth in 'heretical' publishing in the 1690s, attacking particularly the way a purged and
simplified version of Christianity was being offered through print to the 'multitude'.
Locke's Reaso11ableness qf Christianity was a central target, in tandem with John Toland's

Christianity Not Mysterious, also published in 1695. It is now generally held that Locke,
who probably saw the manuscript of Christianity Not Mysterious, was seeking to distance
his views from Toland by stressing the limits of reason and confirming the role of faith
based on revelation, but the two works were routinely yoked together by opponents. 56
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Their differences were reflected in part in their attitudes towards the ordinary reader,
Locke insisting that the kernel of Christianity was so plain that it did not require men to
go beyond their limited abilities, Toland making more ambitious claims for men's
57
abilities, declaring 'why may not the Vulgar... be Judges of the true Sense of Things'.

Toland's confidence in the common reader gave way in later years to the separation
between learned and vulgar which underpinned his distinction between exoteric and
esoteric philosophy and led him to call for controls to prevent the press inflaming the
'mob', but in the 1690s he and Locke were seen by their adversaries as united in
8
prostituting religion to the multitude.5

The differences between Locke and Toland were less important than the
similarities, an emphasis on the plainness of Christianity coupled with a rejection of the
clerical obscurantism whose cause had been served by power over the press. Locke's
attack on the 'Writers and Wranglers of Religion' was seconded by Toland, who declared
that the protestant priesthood's 'Mystery of Iniquity' was supported by 'voluminous
Systems ... a prodigious Number of barbarous Words'. The uncorrupted doctrines of
Christianity were not above the comprehension of the poor, 'but the Gibberish of your
59
Divinity Schools they understand not. It is to them the Language of the Beast'. To

some extent the assault marked an inversion of the anglican attack on enthusiastic
obscurity of the earlier Restoration, although equally it represented a development of the
nonconformist stress on plainness rather than shows of learning. An attempt to return
the accusation was made by Peter Browne, later bishop of Cork, who argued that the
endless 'talking of Ideas' by Toland and other writers served only to 'darken the Subject;
60
so that the Question is lost in a multitude of Words'. Edwards, meanwhile, suggested

that Locke's opposition to religious systematising was 'an effectual Plot to undermine
Stationers Hall'.61
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Locke and Toland both protested that their opponents labelled their works
heretical in an attempt to silence them, either by seeking formal suppression or by
deterring readers (although the outcry against Christiat1ity Not Mysterious was also said to
have 'occasion'd every body to hunt' for the book). 62 Toland claimed he was 'pursu'd
with the Hue and Cry of Heresy' and depicted a conversation in which a churchman
warned a parishioner against reading a dangerous work extolling reason.

When the

parishioner asked 'why don't you excommunicate the Author and seize upon his Books',
the divine answered ruefully: 'Ay, Sir, Time was, - but now it seems a Man may believe
according to his own Sense, and not as the Church directs; there's a Toleration
establish'd, you know'. 63
The case against print priestcraft was put with particular hostility in a little-known
tract of 1695 by another, author, the army officer William Morgan. Calling the clergy
'Vermin', he demanded to know 'what Good has all their Whining and Canting, their
Preaching and Prating, their Scribling and Printing, done for these sixteen hundred and
odd years?' 64 All tha,t was left was the 'empty Name and sound of Religion' and vast
numbers of 'Books and Pamphlets of Controversie, which tend not to the Pacification,
but rather general Disturbance and Confusion of Mankind'.

In furthering this

imposture, he added, 'the Pulpit and the Press go hand in hand', with 'National churches
in every kingdom' decreeing that adversaries like himself were 'not to say one Word of
our own, for they must not be medled with; the Press must be broke, and the Book
bum'd, if they are touch'd, though never so gently'. 65
Another perspective on the attempted clerical persecution of print was offered by
William Stephens in his Account rfthe Grmvth rfDeism, where he identified the emergence
of deism as the harvest reaped by anglican priestcraft. 66 Stephens complained that the
church professed fallibility but its convocations and clergy pretended to infallibility, with
the result that 'a Man must not write or speak any thing contrary to their
Determinations under severe Penalties ... our Understandings and Belief must be wholly
submitted to their Interpretations'. His argument carried echoes of Gildon and Blount's
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Oracles

if Reaso11 in its

emphasis on the priority of each man's reason in comprehending

God's message and its insistence that anyone who tried to 'abridg Mankind of the use of
these Means, is an Enemy to the common Rights and Liberties of Human Nature'. 67
Stephens warned that the 'natural Right' to use reason should not be taken to imply
individual infallibility, and each man should make use of other views in forming his
judgment. This was what the 'late Unitarian Prints' encouraged, he claimed: 'They are
sensible of the Weakness of Human Reason, and therefore they submit their Opinions,
and the Reasons upon which they are grounded, to the Examination of Mankind; and . ..
they think it their Duty to examine the Opinions of others'. He added that in this way
'all Controversies may and ought to be manag'd betwixt differing Parties, without the
least breach of Peace, for the benefit of each other in the discovery of Truth'.

68

The belief that convocation might limit what men might write or speak was indeed
the motor of Atterbury's campaign for its reconvening. At the outset of the Letter to a

Cottvocatiott-Ma11, he announced his target to be 'the many Socinian Pamphlets. . .
Published without con,troul', naming The Reaso11ablettess

Mysterious amongst others.

if Christia11ity and

Christia11ity Not

Their publication, he declared, was part of 'an universal

Conspiracy amongst a sort of Men, under the Style of Deists, Socinians, Latitudinarians,
Deniers of Mysteries, and pretending Explainers of them, to undermine and overthrow
the Catholick Faith'. 69 Atterbury's main concern was the heretical content of the books,
which he said was leading men to doubt the need for revelation, but he also found it
significant that the heresy was expressed in print, reaching beyond a learned clerical
audience: 'You cannot imagine the mischievous effects, which these various Opinions
and Heresies of late Published and Vindicated, have produced amongst the Laity.' 70
Other critics of Locke and Toland seized on their appeal to a mass audience. John
Norris claimed that Toland and others sought to 'Deify themselves and their own
Rational Abilities' to 'make diversion for the Savage and brutalized Rabble'.71 Edwards
claimed Locke and his confederates were serving catholicism by crying up 'Ignorance as
the mother of Devotion', equating truth with what could be discerned by 'Vulgar
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Capacities' and appealirig to 'the judgment of the Multitude .. ; the Rabble'. 72
To Atterbury, the height to which the publishing of heretical opinions had risen
demanded a particular response: 'They are such, that a Convocation seems necessary'. 73
Convocation offered a forum where the future of the Church of England could be
fought out between the erastian low-church bishops who had gained preferment under
William Ill and the high-church clergy who sought doctrinal purification and a
reassertion of the church's independent authority. To Atterbury, the post-revolution
hierarchy of 'Latitudinarians' such as Tillotson and Tenison was tainted by association
with the heretical views he condemned, and the requisite cleansing of the church would
be effected in part through the control of what might be published. 'So long as these
Books pass uncensur'd, and unretracted,' he observed, 'under the Style and Name of
Men of great Place and Character in the Church, the mischief which the Authority they
have yet left with some Men, may be able to do, is not sufficiently prevented, nor the
Scandal wip'd off from our Church and Nation'. 74
At the heart of ,Atterbury's argument for convocation was the assertion of the
rights of the clergy to act independently of the government against heterodoxy. This
had clear implications for the control of books, because in his view the guardianship of
the press in religious matters had fallen by default into the hands of the civil authorities
rather than those most fit to judge what was heretical. The bishops' own jurisdiction
was limited and unclear, he argued, and the king required the advice of convocation to
ensure the efficient suppression of irreligious material.

Parliament had failed to act

against such works, despite the Commons having a committee on religion, because its
membership of 'country gentlemen, lawyers and merchants' could not be expected to
have the expertise necessary to judge on religious matters.

Atterbury claimed that

leaving control of heretical writings in their hands opened the way to the catholic cavil
that 'Our Religion is meerly Parliamentary, and changeable at the Will of the Prince, and
of the Majority of the Peers and Commons'. A convocation was an 'Ecclesiastical Court
of Assembly' but it was also a court with jurisdiction over 'Crime Ecclesiastical', its
business the 'preventing, or suppressing Heresies and Schisms'. 75
Atterbury's insistence on the need for the church to condemn heresy did not
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preclude others urging the government to take steps against heterodox publishing and
preaching.

The most notable outcome was not new licensing legislation but the

Blasphemy Act of 1698, which gave statutory expression to common law sanctions by
forbidding any Christian to deny, 'by Writing, Printing, Teaching, or Advised Speaking',
the Trinity, the divine authority of the Bible or the truth of the Christian religion.
Punishment for a ftrst offence was disablement from civil or ecclesiastical offtce, and for
a second offence possible imprisonment for three years. 76 The Blasphemy Act is rarely
mentioned in histories of the press, although the attempts to suppress purported
blasphemy and its close relation heresy was a central concern for heterodox writers in
the 1690s. 77

The continuing discussion after 1698 of the need to curb heterodox

publishing, however, suggests the limited effectiveness of the Act and reflects the
persistence of a desire to restore more effective pre-publication controls. 78
Scotland had passed its own severe blasphemy law in 1695 which was alluded to
by writers urging stricter controls in England, including Jean Gailhard and the non-juror
Charles Leslie. The ScQttish act provided for imprisonment or, for a third offence,
death for writing against God, scripture or the Trinity, and these strictures seem to have
been in Leslie's mind in 1695 when he published from Edinburgh an attack on the
recently-deceased Tillotson, his 'Socinian-Latitudinarian' supporters and the 'Atheistical'
Blount. He claimed their 'Anti-Christian Harangues in Print' amounted to the public
teaching of gross heresy, and said it was the duty of the magistrate to punish with death
those expressing blasphemous views on the Trinity.

Leslie proclaimed the death

sentence to be an answer to the tolerationist argument that belief could not be coerced:
since punishment could not convert, the heretic could instead die to the honour of God
and to deter others. 79
Gailhard similarly demanded the death sentence and referred approvingly to the
blasphemy laws in Scotland, whose severity was demonstrated in 1697, the year his tract
appeared, with the execution of the student Thomas Aikenhead for railing against the
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Bible and Trinity, a case which aroused Locke's interest.

80

Gailhard warned the English

parliament that atheism and .deism were appearing 'brazen-faced' in 'Books stuffed with
Blasphemies', but the only punishment meted out was 'but burning one Copy, may be
of Thousands dispersed abroad'. He said execution was justified because heresy and
blasphemy were the spiritual equivalent of treason and rebellion, and argued: 'Tho in
Men there be a freedom of Thoughts and Opinions, yet when they are so saucy as to
vent and publish their Impieties, 'twere but just their foul Mouths should be stopp'd'.
As well as urging parliamentary action, however, he also stressed the role the church
must take in controlling anti-Trinitarian publishing, and suggested that convocation
could provide for the excommunication of anyone who 'shall print, buy, sell, or disperse
any Book broaching or maintaining of the said abominable Doctrine'. The church did
not act on his recommendation, but the belief that convocation could offer a means of
81
suppressing heterodox publishing continued to inform the discussion of the press.

Matthew Tindal and the duty

if communicating

In 1697 Areopagitica was reprinted for the first time since its first edition in 1644,

appearing in the anonymously-published Works q[Mr. John Milton. In the following year
the tract was reprinted again, this time in the Complete Collectio11 of Milton's works,
82
published with Toland's involvement. Milton's views on the press were pertinent to

Toland, whose Christia11i(y Not Mysterious had been banned and burned in the late
83
summer of 1697 by the Irish parliament for its 'Heretical Doctrines'. Toland's Apology,

written at the time, linked the burning of books to the Inquisition, 'who perform'd that
Execution on the Book when they could not seize the Author whome they had destin'd
to the Flames'.

Such persecution was 'one of the chief Marks and Pillars of the

Antichristian Church', he said, and he declared 'an impartial Liberty of writing and
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speaking whatever is not destructive of Civil Society, to be the greatest advantage of any
Country'. However, he demonstrat ed only limited solidarity with some other persecuted
writers, complaining that he had been 'furiously' prosecuted while dissenters, catholics,
socinians and Jacobites had escaped the 'burning Zeal'.84
Toland's re-publication of Milton's prose writings at the close of the seventeenth
century has generally been viewed in terms of the construction of an influential
'commonw ealth canon'. 85 However, the ringing phrases of Areopagitica were harnessed
more immediately to the issue of liberty of the press in Matthew Tindal's Letter to a
Member qf Parliament, S hewing, that a Restrai11t Press Is Inconsistent with the Protestant Religion,

and dangerous to the Liberties qf the Nation, published in 1698. 86 Tindal's views have tended
to be viewed in isolation, either referred to briefly as a stepping-stone to a secular,
rights-based defence of press freedom or, in Ernest Sirluck's account, seen as homage
paid by a loyal acolyte of Milton. This neglects the relationship of Tindal's tract to its
immediate context, the assault on heretical writing led by Atterbury, and to the concerns
of a broader range of writers, such as Locke, Toland, Blount, Gildon and Stephens.
Limiting attention to how Tindal 'glimpsed the future', or viewing him as a plagiarist,
fails to locate his ideas historically. 87 In particular, it ignores the way the scripturism
which marked the point of departure for Areopagitica, and which Milton returned to in Of

True Religio11, gave way to the emphasis on reason which marked the 1690s response to
the systematising priestcraft of the high church divines.
Tindal's views on the press were embellished rather than formed by Areopagitica.
They were already in place prior to the re-publication of the prose writings, although
84
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without Miltonic ornament, in the 1697 Essqy Co11cemi11g the Pmver qfthe Magistrate, a11d the

Rights qf Ma11ki11d, ifl Matters qf Religion, which was more indebted to Locke's
'incomparable Letters concerning Toleration'.

Tindal argued that the possession of

reason made every man his own 'Supream Judg' in religion, but to · fully utilise this
judgment required a 'free Permission from the Pulpit, or Press, for Men of different
Opinions to propose their Reasons to the People, that they may search into them in
order to discern the Truth'.

He argued that the clergy distanced anglicanism from

catholicism by proclaiming the right of individuals to read the scriptures and judge for
themselves, but then turned 'Protestant Persecutors' and refused to allow writings
explicating scripture from any but 'licensed Guides'. He held that men needed to read
what was argued on all sides if they were to understand disputed issues, and if they could
not be trusted to discern correctly with these aids there was no reason to suppose they
could be trusted to judge scripture any better.

88

Tindal sought to draw out the consequences of the arguments against catholicism
pressed in the late 1680s by divines now established in the church hierarchy, and pointed
89
to the commitment to free discussion in Clagett's Pemvasive to an I11genuous Tryal. Tindal

asked whether 'the Priests of any Protestant Party act consistent with their own
Principles ... by restraining the Liberty of the Press and Pulpit', since they had urged
that all should examine the reasonableness of competing opinions and not follow
blindly, and had committed themselves to 'an entire Liberty for their Adversaries to
90
preach and print what they think good' .

The Essqy indicated that by 'entire Liberty' was meant the freedom to discuss
religious rather than political matters, and Tindal adopted an erastian view of the
magistrate's right to determine religious issues which affected society, and 'civil
controversies' more generally. However, he echoed Locke in insisting that 'Opinions
that are meerly Speculative', bearing no relation to government, could not be the
magistrate's concern: God judged men on the use of their reason, 'according to
Conscience', and earthly authority could not infringe this duty to 'try all things'. Tindal
held this liberty to be justified because it fostered the apprehension of truth, but equally
if Religion (London,
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he argued that the use · of reason marked an inalienable act of conscience in itself,
whether its outcome was truth or error. In arguing this he utilised the Tew defence of
sincerity, filtered

through

Locke's

1690 Essqy Co11cemi11g HuJJJa?l

U11dersta11diJJg,

paraphrasing Locke to argue that whoever impartially searched for religious truth was
'doing his Duty as a rational Creature, and may be sure, tho he misseth Truth, he shall
not miss the Reward of it, since he has followed, as well as he could... the only Guide
God has given him'. Men of differing religions, if they were equally sincere in searching
for truth, 'may be both in the right Way to Heaven'. 91 Tindal insisted that men had a
duty to resist attempts to restrain the use of reason in 'trying all things', obliging them to
'oppose Force to Force: for the Magistrate in things beyond his Commission, is but a
private person', a formulation which followed Locke's argument against tyranny in the

TJvo Treatises. 92 However, Tindal's concern for sincere endeavour in seeking religious
truth also led him to accept the argument advanced by Clagett, and taken up by Jonas
Proast in his attack on Locke, that the magistrate could 'oblige those he thinks have not
impartially considered, Fo read the Reasons, or hear unprejudiced and judicious Persons
argue the Matter on both Sides'. 93
Before the Essqy was completed, Atterbury's Letter to a ConvocatioJJ-Ma11 was
published, prompting Tindal to add a postscript which attacked the way an assault on
the press formed part of the attempt to defme a high-church orthodoxy. He argued
that parliament had advanced religion since the revolution 'by granting a Toleration, and
by refusing a Bill for restraining the Liberty of the Press', while the clergy were 'zealous
to hinder the Liberty of the Press'.

Tindal echoed the Foxean view that God had

ensured the discovery of the 'Noble Art of Printing' at a time when the clergy had
corrupted the Christian religion, allowing 'free-spirited Men' to show the people 'how
miserably they had been imposed on by their Spiritual Guides' and to throw off the
popish yoke. He also used Herbert of Cherbury's History, as Charles Wolseley had done,
to recall Cardinal Wolsey's letter warning the pope that if printing was not hindered, the
common people 'might come to believe there was not so much need of the Clergy'.
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Tindal indicated how Locke, the 'Patron of the Liberties of Humane Nature', was a
particular target for the high church campaign against the press, for his writings on both
toleration and government, and he argued that men like Atterbury could never forgive
an author who had so enlightened readers' minds. 94
At the end of the Essqy, Tindal declared that his next treatise would counter the
high church 'zeal' against the press, and the Letter to a Member

o/ Par!iame11t marked

the

enlargement of his theme. The continuities contradict Sirluck's claim that Tindal only
opposed licensing after reading Milton. Tindal argued in the Essqy that 'the Powers the
Clergy claimed to themselves' were inconsistent with the principles of the Reformation
and the Act of Supremacy and that this authority rightly 'does belong to the
Magistrate' .95 There is no indication here, however, that Tindal was addressing the
specific question of press licensing, rather than the more general claim to the church's
independent power made by Atterbury's tract.

Atterbury's attack on heretical

publishing, later taken up in convocation, was a sweeping one in which the nature of the
desired press controls ,remained largely unspecified. Tindal's view in the Essqy, rather
than supporting licensing in civil hands, seems to have been close to that of Locke: that
actions prompted by conscience (here, the act of publication) could only be punished on
the basis of harm to the commonwealth, and this was the province of civil law after the
fact, rather than anterior (here, pre-publication) measures.
Tindal was not, then, 'converted' by Milton, although Areopagitica provided a
reservoir of pellucid prose for the Letter. the Essqy's view that 'nothing discovers Truth
like a free and sincere examination' could become in the Letter the Miltonic 'Truth .. . is,
next to the Almighty, strong, and therefore needs no licensing Tricks, or Stratagems, to
make it victorious'. 96 Moreover, Tindal's tract enjoyed a level of attention denied Milton
until the cementing of Areopagitica in the Whig canon through its republication in 1738
and subsequent dissemination by Thomas Hollis and others. 97 The Letter attracted a
number of replies, it was republished in 1700, adapted as the pamphlet Reaso11s Against

RestraitJi?tg the Press in 1704, reprinted in State Tracts in 1705, and appeared in a collection
94
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ofTindal' s works in 1709.

Tindal's case for liberty of the press, although indebted to the arguments of the
previous half-century, nonetheless represented a significant developm ent in the degree
of emphasis he placed on at least three claims. One was the sufficiency of sincerity,
which effectively justified publishing error as well as truth and invoked a debt primarily
to Locke; the second was to make more explicit the notion of press freedom as a
natural right; the third was the idea of liberty of the press as the guarantor of all other
freedoms. All three would serve a more secular discourse of press freedom during the
eighteenth century, although central to Tindal's thinking remained the search for, and
dissemination of, religious knowledge.
In the Letter, Tindal built his case on the claim that the possession of reason was
what made a man human: this was what made him differ from a brute and permitted
him to apprehen d religion. It also enabled him to seek to distinguish true from false
religion, primarily by considering proofs and arguments set out in print. Tindal argued
that a man 'left wholly•to himself, without any to inform his Judgmen t' could make little
progress in the search for truth; instead he needed to examine the discoveries and
arguments of others and in return to communicate his own fmdings, 'which cannot be
done so well as by Printing them'. Religious knowledge lagged behind that in other
spheres precisely because the liberty of printing had been more restricted in this area,
99
'which deprives Men of the most proper and best means to discover Truth'.
There was clearly a parallel here between Tindal's argument and Milton's but he chose

not to make use of Areopagitica's ringing phrases and turned again to Locke and the
argument from sincerity.
The intellectual debt Tindal felt he owed to Locke in formulating his vtews on
100
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unbounded and undisguised, sending him a copy of the 1697 Essqy with the comment
that 'I have got more tru and useful knowlege by your writings than by all the books I
ever read besides'. 101 In the Letter on the press, Tindal again pointed to Locke as an
example of the potential victims of efforts to suppress heretical writing; observing that
the Essqy Co11ceming Huma11 U11dersta11dittg, 'the most useful Book that was ever written in
Philosophy', had been 'condemne d as inconsistent with the Articles of the Christian
Religion'. 102 Tindal argued that since each man's function was rational activity, the man
who sincerely inquired into religious truth and published his fmdings for others to
consider was justified by that activity rather than the truth or falsity of its product, and
he turned again to Locke's Essqy to echo the passage that this was man's 'Duty as a
rational Creature' and 'tho he misses Truth, he shall not miss the Reward'. 103
The argument for liberty of the press, then, was here a defence of sincerity, of
truth or error held in good faith rather than of truth acquired by blind obedience to the
church of one's upbringing or by chance. Tindal, again echoing Locke, argued that even
if someone stumbled upqn truth, if he did so without rational examination the 'luckiness
of the Accident' would not excuse his disobedience. 104

By contrast, impartial

consideration 'makes Error it self innocent', and again he argued that men of differing
religions, if equally sincere, were 'equally in the way to Heaven', having 'done what God
requires' .105

The emphasis on sincerity in effect sought to bring the overt act of

publishing within the pale of the protection afforded to religious conscience: as Tindal
had argued in his Essqy, 'since the Magistrate cannot know whether a Man has or has not
impartially considered, to punish him upon that Account is manifestly to usurp that
Authority that can belong only to the Discerner of Hearts' .106
In elevating the role of sincerity, Tindal allied himself with the roots of an
Enlightenm ent motif which has become a dominant modem theme: the sanctity of the
genuinely-held viewpoint. 107 The often-invoked claim of 'fair comment' in defending a
libel action depends in English law on the notion of the 'honestly-held opinion' rather
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than on the truth of what is claimed. 108 John Kilcullen names Pierre Bayle as the earliest
exponent of the view that sincerity mattered more than being right, in his Commentaire

Philosophique, published in the same year as Locke's Essqy, and during the 1690s in the
Dictionnaire Historique et Critique, although Locke had indicated the outlines of his view in
his journal in the 1670s. 109
To Tindal, while the publication of both truth and error, sincerely held, could be
justified, there remained little question that the acquisition of true knowledge was the
aspiration and that truth was destined to prevail in the Miltonic clash of arguments. In a
close paraphrase of the celebrated passage in Areopagitica which itself may have derived
from Walwyn, Tindal contended that truth was 'next to the Almighty, strong, and
therefore needs no licensing Tricks, or Stratagems, to make it victorious'. He added that
'an entire Liberty of the Press would by degrees establish religious Truth, because that is
supported by better, plainer, and more cogent Proofs than any false Opinions are'. 110
However, he also referred to such proofs as having to be judged in terms of men's
'common and

self-eviden~

Notions', suggesting that such notions were in themselves the

'Standards and Tests ofTruth', a claim that was seized on by critics. 111
The attempt to secure this truth constituted a God-given obligation, Tindal argued;
it was man's 'Duty as a rational Creature'. From this duty stemmed a correlative right,
which was the liberty to express opinions in print without the intervention of a licenser:
'Whosoever therefore endeavours to hinder Men from communicating their Thoughts,
(as they notoriously are for restraining the Press) invades the natural Rights of
Mankind'. 112 This recourse to a natural rights argument for liberty of the press has seen
Tindal being viewed as a harbinger of modem liberal conceptions of press freedom.
However, although his use of the argument was innovative - representing its most
explicit early application to liberty of the press - it misrepresents Tindal's usage to
equate this simply with a 'personal right', or the 'rights of individuals'. 113 This ignores
the way his conception was predicated on the obligations of an engagement in dialogue
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to a specific religious end. Press freedom was a natural right only insofar as it formed
the counterpart of the duty of communication.

Use of the press was part of the

'common Ties of Humanity', part of 'Mens mutual Duty to inform each other' in
religious matters, and anyone who restrained its use therefore 'sins against the natural
and revealed Law'. Tindal in 1698 referred to 'natural right' only once, and on the same
page to a religious communicative duty three times, and in excess of 20 times
elsewhere.11 4 His argument was less the straightforward anticipation of modem rights of
expression than a significant discursive development of ideas such as Hickeringill's
invocation of Christ's law of communicating for mutual benefit, or indeed Locke's claim
in his first Letter Concerning Toleration that in religion, 'Every Man has Commission to
admonish, exhort, convince another of Error, and by reasoning to draw him into
Truth'. 115
Tindal did, however, allot a relatively limited amount of space to discussing liberty
of the press in the civil sphere, and it was here that he claimed press freedom as the
basis of all other liberties, because of what later centuries would call its watchdog role.
He argued that the 'Freedom of humane Nature' was founded on thinking and
communicating on all subjects, and tyrants could only secure power through the people
having 'wrong Notions about Government', which was made possible by the
intervention of licensers to prevent free discussion. Like Blount, he argued that in the
absence of licensing, the press could keep the powerful in check through exposing
maladministration and making the honour of those in authority subject to the
'Contempt or Hatred of the People'.

Tindal called this sanction the 'Law of

Reputation'; Jeremy Bentham, almost a century later, was to place the 'social sanction' of
'love of reputation' at the centre of his ideas of a watchdog press. 116
Tindal claimed there were men in church and government who inclined towards
Jacobitism, 'an Arbitrary Court', and asked: 'What can warn the People of their Danger,
except the Press?' He adapted Milton, as Blount had done five years earlier, to claim
that printing had opened men's eyes at the Glorious Revolution, naming William of
Orange's third declaration as an example.

Finally he declared, in a phrase whose
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underlying idea became almost an eighteenth-century maxim: 'Secure but the Liberty of
the Press, and that will, in all probability, secure all other Liberty'. 117 Milton had stated
his preference for the 'liberty to know, to utter, and to argue freely according to
conscience, above all liberties', but the archetype of the claim of press freedom as the
'palladium' or 'bulwark' of liberties is to be found in Tindal's Letter, in 1704 he labelled it
the 'sacred Liberty' .118
Tindal's foreshadowing of later commonplaces makes the Letter a significant
document in the conceptual history of liberty of the press, but his views emerged from
the concerns of the context within which he wrote: the crusade to curtail religious
latitude mounted by high churchmen like Atterbury, against whom Tindal opposed his
arguments. The confrontation was both ecclesiological and political, as Tindal indicated
in the Letter. 'There never was a Nation which lost their religious Rights that could long
maintain their civil ones, for Priestcraft and Slavery go hand in hand'. 119 In aligning
press restraint with popery, Tindal proved a faithful follower of Milton and most other
seventeenth-century qpponents of licensing, but the attack also served the broader
preoccupation with priestcraft which was exercising the pens of men like Locke and
Toland. He argued that the clergy sought 'blind Obedience' and opposed liberty of the
press because it gave the people an opportunity to discover arguments against any
'Darling Notion of the Priests' and use their reason to shake off clerical impositions.
The Reformation had been 'wholly built upon this freedom of examining the Opinions
of the Priests ...The Reformation is wholly owing to the Press', he argued, adding: 'The
Freedom or Restraint of the Press depends on this single Question, Whether we ought
to be free, or Slaves in our Understandings? or, in other words, Protestants or Papists?'
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At a time when catholic power was growing in Europe, he urged that Protestants should
'unite against the common Enemy' rather than seeking to condemn each other.120
In the letter on the press Tindal repeated the attack he had levelled at the
hypocrisy of the Protestant clergy in the Essqy Co11cemi11g the Pmver qf the Magistrate, while
also repeating his lengthy citation from Clagett's 1685 Pemvasive.

The churchmen

condemned the catholic priesthood for refusing to allow the laity to read and judge, he
declared, yet still they sought to appoint 'spiritual Dragons to watch the Press'. 121 The
convocation controversy raised the spectre of an ecclesiastical power to condemn
printed heresy independently of civil law, and Tindal insisted that licensing of religious
books must not be in the hands of the clergy as they 'do claim Power and Government
distinct and independent' of the state and would make it their business to 'pervert
Religion' and preach up absolute obedience. Their synods aimed to secure the people's
blind obedience by 'Anathematizing, and Damning' in order to limit the free expression
of views which challenged their power. In this conflict, control of the press was crucial
to churchmen, who were ,well aware that 'the Discovery of Printing seems to have been
design'd by Providence to free Men from that Tyranny of the Clergy they then groan'd
under'. 122 As Tindal was later to put it, the views of the 'Licensing Priests' were tied to
their preferments, with the result that 'the Opinions generally Maintain the Priests,
better than the Priests Maintain the Opinions'.123 In the Letter, he suggested that only a
lay licenser might avoid the sway of power and privilege which so warped churchmen's
judgment over the control of the press, but he pointed out that learned church writers
themselves would never accept such a figure being permitted to 'have an arbitrary Power
over their Works'.124
Tindal, like Locke, saw that the moves in the 1690s to preserve or rev1ve
licensing, or enforce press control more generally, stemmed from the attempt to impose
religious orthodoxy, and more particularly to assert the independent right of the church
to determine the parameters of acceptable belief. In a situation in which the tension
between the claims of civil and ecclesiastical power was increasingly clear, it was perhaps
to be expected that parliament would shy away from restoring powers of press licensing
to the religious authorities, but the high-church heresy-hunters were determined to
120
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pursue their cause and convocation was to be their battleground. Tindal acknowledged
that atheism and immorality, like sedition and treason, must be 'severely punished', as
'they are all alike pernicious to humane Societies'. However, licensing would not prevent
such offences as works would come out by stealth, but the task was to 'make the Laws
against such things severer', with post-publication punishment assisted by the printer
and bookseller being required to set their names to tracts. 125 The restraint of print must
come after publication, and through the civil law, not through ecclesiastical censure.

Convocation and the conflict over press control
The reticence of parliament in bolstering the authority of the church by restoring
licensing meant that religion, and the campaign for convocation, continued to be at the
centre of the debate on the press. This was reflected in one of the first replies to Tindal,
which called for civil jurisdiction to protect the church and re-emphasised the link
between religious heterodoxy and political unrest. 126 The tract, like Tindal's addressed to
a member of parliament, argued that the magistrate was 'not only Pater Patriae, but Pater

Ecclesiae', with a duty to defend the established church and to 'bring every Soul into the
Pale of it'. 127 The press, by bringing forth a 'Mass of Filth and Corruption'- the author
pointed to works including Christianity Not Mysterious, the Reaso11ab!e1Jess

Oracles

if Reason and

if Christianity,

the

Milton's recently republished Eikonok!astes - had been the 'Great

Cause of that. . . Contempt of Religion, which so visibly reigns in this Nation'. 128
Moreover, the ability of the press to mislead the injudicious and unlettered 'Generality
of Mankind' meant that its destructive power would be extended from the religious
establishment to the polity, and to the monarch. For this reason, the author contended
that Tindal's claim to liberty of the press as a right or duty was overridden by the need
to protect the stability of society: 'The Natural Rights and Duties of Private Persons, are
perpetually consonant to the Rights and Interests of Publick Societies; and the Exercise
of the former, is for the most part to be regulated, and determined by the latter'.
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Governments could gtve some latitude to private opmwns, but when these were
transmitted from the press 'it gives Umbrage to the Peace and Weal of the Community,
and consequently calls for the Care and Vigilance of the Magistrate'. 129

Parliament

shared this guardianship of the established religion, the tract continued, and its members
should use their powers to enable the hierarchy of the church to 'command the Press in
matter of Religion' as previous reigns had allowed. 130
The author also sought to link the defence of church authority with the wider
campaign of the late 1690s against immorality and profaneness, which had excited
significant support in the Commons, urging that both required a 'Regulation of the
Press'. This was, perhaps surprisingly, a relatively uncommon connection to make, since
the campaign against heretical publishing and the burgeoning campaign for the
'Reformation of Manners' ran in parallel but rarely converged in any explicit form.
Much of the literature inveighing against the use of profane language and immoral
activities did not refer to the role of the press in spreading irreligion, while tracts urging
press control often macje only elliptical references to a more generalised debauchery in
society. For instance, Jeremy Collier's attacks on the immorality of the stage were
prompted in large part by his reading, rather than viewing, of plays. In his Short Vie1v qf

the Immorality, aJJd Proja11eJJess qf the E11glish Stage, published in the same year as Tindal's

Letter, he spoke of his uncompleted mission to 'read the Stage Through' and suggested
that only if the 'Debauching of Kingdoms' was considered desirable would 'these Books
deserve encouragement'. But his only specific reference to the press came in passing
comment on the corrupting influence of stage music, which he described as 'almost as
dangerous as Gunpowder; And it may be requires looking after no less than the Press, or
the Mint. 'Tis possible a Publick Regulation might not be amiss.' 131
The separation of the twin concerns of immorality and printed heresy suggests that
'heresy' was seen as an exclusively ecclesiastical matter by the civil authorities while a
more general profaneness in everyday life was acknowledged as a pressing secular
problem. The impious street-life of the multitude was, in this view, viewed as a different
type of threat to the printed assault on orthodox religious doctrine, however much
some of conformity's defenders sought to equate spiritual and civil unrest. The church,
unable adequately to control the press without legislative sanction, found itself unable to
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convince parliament of the need to grant that power.
Churchmen of Atterbury's hue were unstinting m seeking to alert those in
authority to the dangers of the press's appeal to a mass audience. It was argued that
without licensing, all pamphlets were treated by the common reader as having an
imprimatur, a mark of authority, simply by being printed. The result was 'that the most
Heterodox Positions . .. rest upon equal Authority with the most convincing Truths' .132
The inability of ordinary men to discern the truth without guidance was the central
theme of Tindal's critic Francis Gregory, rector of Hambleden, who responded in 1698
with A Modest Plea For the Due Regulatio11

if the

Press. Gregory labelled his anonymous

adversary a socinian on the grounds that he abused the Church of England and flattered
the vulgar by suggesting they had as much right to communicate their thoughts as the
ablest churchmen, magnifying human reason 'far above its proper Sphere'.

Gregory

agreed that men should ideally be able to judge for themselves, but he pointed to what
he saw as the reality of populous ranks of 'Men, who were never blest with a liberal
Education, never taugl;lt to read; Men so dull and stupid, that they cannot apprehend,
much less remember the Strength of an Argument; and surely Persons under such ill
Circumstances, are in no Capacity to judge for themselves, but may rely upon the
Judgment of their Teachers'. 133
By privileging the power of individual reason, he claimed, Tindal had fallen into
the argument that 'the People's common Notions are the Tests and Standards of all
Truths' (a phrase Tindal had indeed used). 134 Yet this could not be so, as men's notions
differed and yet all men agreed that 'Truth will remain Truth, whether it be examined or
not; the strictest Examination cloth not constitute Truth, but only makes it evident'.
Sincerity in examination was important, but this represented the fulfilment of only one
godly duty - to try all things - and the neglect of another - to hold fast that which is
good. Sober Jews and Pagans had been serious in examining their religion 'yet I cannot
think them equally in the way to Heaven with all such Christians, as have done as much'.
St. Paul had taught: 'There is one Faith, one true Religion, and no more; and this one
true Religion is the only right Path, which leads towards Heaven'. Men's access to this
truth lay not through the application of isolated individual reason to the 'voluminious
Writings of Men, which the Press hath now brought forth', but through the assistance
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of the accumulated wisdom of the historic church in understanding 'the sacred Oracles
of God'. Where the Bible's meaning was plain any man could apprehend it, but where it
was unclear he must resort to the judgment of the church, which represented the
'greatest human Authority'. As long as the scriptures were available to all men, no other
printed works were indispensably necessary; it was the Popish restriction on the
vernacular Bible, rather than its suppression of other books, which constituted its fault.
There was 'no absolute need of any Book but Gods' and therefore the search for
religious truth was not inhibited by restraint of the press, 'so long as it is permitted to
Print our Bibles'. 135
To contend, as Tindal had, for 'an universal Liberty, as the natural Right of all
Mankind, to communicate to other Men, whatever they think to be a Truth' was to
exaggerate the chances of men actually being in possession of the truth. Left to their
own devices they were more likely to run into error, Gregory insisted, and then 'if it be a
Man's natural Right to persuade his Neighbour, either by his Tongue or his Pen, to
entertain an Opinion realJy heretical, whether he thinks it so or not; 'tis also his natural
Right to draw him into Sin'. The isolated socinian writer exercising his reason was less
likely to communicate truth than historic church councils of 'Hundreds of Bishops,
having the Glory of God in their Hearts, the Settlement of the Church in their Eyes,
and the Bible in their Hands'. And since there could only be one truth, the intention of
such writers must be to introduce untruth, and so 'an universal Liberty of the Press is
contended for by those Men, whose design it is to introduce Socinianism, the very worst
of Heresies' .136
Gregory, like Atterbury and Leslie, saw the claims for liberty of the press as an
integral part of the 'present unlimited Toleration' of religious opinion, and he expended
the last quarter of his tract arguing that the granting of liberty of conscience was against
divine law and the practice of the primitive church and good kings. 137 The socinian
writers had already 'perverted' many men and would mislead others if there were no
controls placed on the press, which was more powerful than other forms of
communication in spreading heresies such as anti-Trinitarianism, as 'words only spoke
and heard are transient; but words written and printed are permanent; an heretical
Tongue can do no harm but by a personal Conference, but an heretical Pen may do
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much Mischief to men at a distance'. For this reason, 'when the Licenser of Books cloth
reject and suppress Heretical Papers, he cloth good service both to God and Men' .138
The question of who should be licensers was equally clear; the job required men of
integrity, learning and judgment, and such men were to be found in abundance in the
Church of England. While books promoting sedition, treason and rebellion should be
controlled by civil authority, those relating to religion should be under power of 'our
Learned Ecclesiastical Governors', and had this been done effectively in previous years,
'it might have happily prevented those dreadful Confusions, under which our Church
and State now do, and still are like to groan'. 139
The failure of parliament or, indeed, the church's governors to respond to calls for
regulation of the press led to a renewed emphasis by some writers on the necessity for
confutation in the absence of controls. The Occasional Paper was launched at this time as
a response to the 'present Liberty of the Press', which it said fostered 'Discourses which
tend to the perverting of our Faith'. The most desirable solution would be 'that the
Monster shou'd be :;tifled in the Birth', but failing this it was necessary to 'give a
Counter-Poyson ... to have ill Books as they are publish'd, consider'd calmly by some
Men of Temper and Moderation', who could 'set the Publick right' in the matter.140
Among the early targets were the Reasotwbleness qf Christianity and Christiattity Not
. 141
Mtystenous.
However, the opponents of Locke and Toland continued to seek the means to
expose and condemn their heresy more directly, as part of the wider attack on toleration
fostered by Atterbury and furthered by Gregory which drove the campaign for a
meeting of convocation. The high churchmen's intentions were not lost on Tenison
and his supporters, the heresy-hunt which was to develop in convocation being
anticipated at an early stage by William Wake in his reply to Atterbury's Letter to a

Convocation-Man, the Authority qf Christian Pri11ces.142

Wake refuted the claim that

convocation could act as an independent legislature and court of justice, saying it had no
power to punish heresy without the king's licence.143

In particular, convocation itself
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had no power to discipline writers outside the church - here Wake clearly had in mind
Locke and Toland - while as for those disputing within it, such as the clergy
condemnin g Sherlock for tritheism, it would be 'unsafe for the Church to declare it self
in favour of One Man's Hypothesis, or against anothers'. 144 In the same way in which
Clarke and Freke had reassured Locke over the defmition of heresy in their 1695
printing bill, Wake insisted that convocation could go no further in declaring what was
heretical than the Act of Supremacy had determined and given bishops the power to
enforce in law. 145 What Atterbury and 'his Convocation Friends of the same Opinion'
desired was the power to determine what was heretical and to proceed against
malefactors , with the likely result that 'by Vertue of this Power, whatsoever Books were
publish'd by Men, whom they did not like, should be censured; and executed as
Heretical; and the Authors be obliged to a Retraction of Them. And I am sometimes
afraid, this Gentleman do's really fancy the Convocation to have a certain Original,
Inherent Right, in it, so to do'. 146
To Wake, the epstian case on which his volume rested was reflected in the need
for the control of the press to stem from civil authority rather than emerging from the
belligerent agenda of the high church clergy in convocation, the 'New Sort of
Disciplinarians'. In another tract in 1698 he warned that 'when Church-Me n set up their
Divine Rights, in opposition to the Laws of their Country' it was time for the magistrate
to beware.147 In the Authority if Christia11 Pri11ces he asked Atterbury whether a
parliamentary act 'to prohibit all Persons to Write or Dispute in favour of Atheism,
Deism, Socinianism, &c. Or any Books, relating to Religion, to be printed, or sold, that
were not Licenced by the Archbishop of the Province, and approved by the Bishop of
the Diocese, in which the Author Lived ... would not be much more likely to put a Stop
to the Presumptio n of such Persons, than ten thousand Canons made by the
Convocation'. 148 In effect, the failure of parliament to pass such an act exacerbated the
division between those like Tenison and Wake who endorsed some latitude of belief and
expression, and adopted an erastian stance on policing their limits, and those like
Atterbury and Gregory who sought to rein in the excesses of toleration by the stringent
t44
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control and condemnat ion of heresy, if necessary through the · church acting
independently. The divide reached to the heart of the debate on the role and purposes
of the church, but it was also an argument about the liberty of the press.

Convocation's meeting
The pressure exerted by Atterbury and his supporters for a meeting of
convocation fmally bore fruit at the start of the new century, and the lower clergy and
bishops gathered in early 1701. An attempt by Tenison to prorogue the meeting was
resisted by the lower house, which continued to sit and insist on its right to conduct
business. 149 Amidst the uneasy truce which followed, the lower clergy set in motion the
power struggle Wake had anticipated by delivering Toland's Christianity Not Mysterious to
the bishops, urging 'that some speedy Course ought to be taken for suppressing this and
all other Books of the like mischievous Nature and Tendency'. 150 The upper house
appointed a committee to consider the matter, which after legal consultation concluded
that convocation did not 'have sufficient Authority to censure Judicially any such Books'
without contravening the Act of Supremacy. A precedent was deemed to be the
similarly ill-fated attempt to suppress the Notes Upo11 the Atha11a11ia11 Creed and Letters

Relating to the Present Co11vocation at the convocation in 1689. 151
The lower house would not accept the bishops' disinclination to act and again
asked for means to be found to punish irreligious authors, as well as calling for a 'free
conference ' over the rights and procedures of convocation. Tenison accused the lower
clergy of seeking to undermine episcopal authority and church unity and again ordered
the prorogation of the session, but a number of members of the lower house again
refused to acknowledge the cessation and went on sitting. 152 They issued a further
message complaining that the failure to punish Toland gave 'too much advantage to
such loose and impious Writers', and claimed that the bishops could have obtained from
the king whatever sanction was necessary 'to suppress such Books as are written against
the Truth of the Christian Religion', but instead they had failed even 'to express any
149
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Mark of dislike to so ill a Book' .153
In fact, Tenison and the bishops sought to make clear their distaste for Christia11iry

Not Mysterious and insisted that only legal obstacles prevented them taking action. The
archbishop's supporter White Kennett argued that the upper house had resolved 'to do
all that was in their Power against Toland's Book, and the wicked and dangerous
Doctrines therein contain'd', and the bishops made great play of the lower house having
overlooked the particularly offensive passage in which Toland suggested that revelation
was only a means of information rather than a ground of belief. 154 The upper house
professed no opposition to the idea of press control itself: Kennett reported that 'the
Archbishop and Bishops have several times endeavour'd to procure the passing of a
Law to regulate the Press', and added a call for the lower house to face censure because
of its 'insolent Liberty' in publishing its own narrative of synodical affairs without royal
permission. The bishops, at the same time as rejecting action against Toland, ordered
that a paper declaring Charles Davenant's Essqys upo11 the Bala11ce

if Pmver scandalous

should be posted qn the doors of Westminster Abbey, because it alleged that
churchmen could secure preferment by denying the divinity of Christ. 155
The battle for Tenison and his supporters was not against press restraint as such
but against the ascendancy of high church views potentially armed with the weapon of
press control. 156

They argued that hasty extra-legal proceedings would be doomed to

failure, which would encourage irreligious writers, and claimed that errors were
'sufficiently confuted by the Writers of our Church', while to the complaint that the
bishops had failed to seek a licence from the king for the suppression of printed works,
Kennett retorted that such a resort to the civil power would surely offend against
Atterbury's insistence on the independent rights of convocation. 157
The lower house's next action, to some extent their last throw as convocation
remained at stalemate, served to confirm the awareness that the condemnation of books
was intended by high churchmen to dictate a more rigid orthodoxy. The lower clergy
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rounded on the divine most identified with low-church whiggism, Gilbert Bumet,
bishop of Salisbury, referring his ExpositioJJ qf the Thirry Nim Articles to the upper house
with the claim that it 'tends to introduce such a Latitude and Diversity of Opinions, as
the Articles were fram'd to avoid' and was dangerous to the church.

The censure

marked a direct challenge not only to Bumet but to Tenison and other leading
churchmen who had endorsed the work. The archbishop at first refused to accept the
referral, citing mounting irregularities in the progress of convocation, leading members
of the lower house to enter a protest. Bumet himself agreed that to break the deadlock
the case should be considered by a committee of bishops, who concluded unequivocally
that 'the Lower-House of Convocation has no manner of Power judicially to Censure
any Book' and that its criticisms of Bumet were 'Defamatory and Scandalous'.

As

further conflict loomed, the king stepped in and, having prorogued parliament, called on
Tenison to similarly prorogue convocation. 158

A new century, a continuing debate
Convocation was to meet again on several occasions in subsequent years and the
issue of the 'daring liberty of the press' - the phrase used at the 1704 meeting continued to trouble proceedings. In 1704, the bishops were again castigated by the
lower house for failure to act against scandalous books, Tenison's supporter Edmund
Gibson replying that the archbishop had sent draft bills to parliament but these had
been 'retum'd without any Intimation that they had been at all consider'd'. 159 In 1710
both houses blamed press freedom for the decay of religious observance, but parliament
responded only to trade concerns with the Copyright Act. 160 The fmal occasion on
which convocation transacted business, in 1717, ended amidst the pamphlet war of the
Bangorian controversy, while in 1741, the last time convocation formally assembled for
more than two centuries, an attempt to censure the archdeacon of Lincoln for a 'libel on
the constitution' was prevented by prorogation. 161
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The suppression of convocation confirmed the limits .of the church's autonomy,
but the principle for which Atterbury and his supporters had fought, its independent
power to determine what could or could not be published, had been largely settled in
favour of their low-church adversaries at the 1701 meeting. The failure of the church
hierarchy to secure parliamentary support for further press regulation, and its rejection
of any unilateral attempt at systematic censure and punishment, meant the frustration of
high-church demands for the silencing of opponents. More broadly, it severed the link
between ecclesiastical authority and the control of print which had been the
preoccupation of those who argued for liberty of the press in the later seventeenth
century.
In this way, the new century to some degree marked a turning-point for ideas of
press freedom. The perceived ebbing of ecclesiastical influence was accompanied by a
rise in periodicals with a party political impulse which fostered a turn towards more
secular lines of discussion. 162 Claims of the openness of pre-publication control to party
political misuse, assertions of the role of the press as the watchdog of government, and
the ex postfacto desire to justify the end of licensing as a national virtue, all contributed to
this shift in emphasis. Daniel Defoe's RevieJv insisted that revived licensing would make
'the Press a slave to a Party'. 163 John Tutchin's whig Observatorclaimed press control was
the government's attempt to put 'a Mask upon publick Mfairs'. 164

Defoe declared

licensing irreconcilable with 'the liberty of the English Nation', Tutchin that 'The Pens
and Minds of Englishmen are Free' .165
However, this did not mean the end of attempts to suppress and censure
heterodox religious expression, by convocation, courts, parliament or opposing
writers. 166 It did not prevent those engaged in such attempts from continuing to insist
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on the inseparability of 'Irreligious and Seditious Papers', the words of Queen Anne's
1702 proclamation on publishing.167 Charles Leslie launched his Rehearsal to expose the
rebellious import behind the dissenting opinions of 'the Observators, Revie1vs, and the rest
of the Scandalous Club'. 168 Indeed, the association of religious dissent with political
rebelliousness was reinvigorated by the publication of Clarendon's History in 1702. 169
Leslie and Mary Astell both pointed to Clarendon's account as proof of the equation
between seventeenth-century rebel and eighteenth-century dissenter, religious
pamphleteering having been 'the Exact Method with which they Began in Forty One'.
Leslie spoke of his distaste at having to reply 'in the same method', but justified himself
with the same passage from Charles I which L'Estrange had proclaimed as his 'warrant'
decades earlier, although Sir Philip Warwick's Memoirs, published in 1701, recalled the
contrasting lessons Hobbes had drawn from Charles I's paper war. 170 As late as 1715,
Defoe appealed for an end to high-church recriminations that 'Paper Wars' between
theological combatants signalled the proximity of another civil war. 'The business of
Forty-One is nothing to the present dissenters,' he declared.171
The departure from the preoccupations of the previous century was to be a
prolonged process, the shadow of the past persisting in the clash of historical
judgements. When Astell declared, 'They had their Pryns, Buttons and Bastwicks, as we
have our Tutchins, Stevens's and Defoes, to corrupt the People and fire the Mob',
Defoe defended the 'unspotted Honesty' of those earlier writers and Tindal strove to
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resurrect their role as victims of archbishop Laud's papistical press policy. 172 Tindal's
broader arguments for press freedom indicated shifts towards a discourse of rights and
reason which in varying forms permeated Enlightenmen t thinking, influenced the
American and French revolutions, and can be traced as far as the recent passage of the
2000 Human Rights Act, encompassing the United Kingdom's first statutory protection
for free expression. However, what this account has sought to show is the way this
discourse emerged steeped in what Tindal saw as the 'martyred blood' of Button,
Bastwick and Prynne rather than as an anticipation of secular modemity. 173
Seventeenth-c entury ideas of liberty of the press were shaped by historical
contingency and polemical exigency, but centrally they invoked communicative
obligations arising from a duty to God.174 God was later marginalised in the discussion
of press freedom, but in early modem England it was the unbelievers and Romeidolisers who were held to have no case against the restraints of earthly authority.
Tindal declared in the Rights

if the Christia11

Church in 1705 that 'the Penal Laws, and the

Restraint of the Press,. the Badges of Popery, are taken away. And, whosoever desires
'em again, or pretends the Protestant Church of England is in danger for want of 'em,
must either be a Papist in his Heart. . . or else an Atheist, and believes his Religion a
mere State-Trick'. 175

His tone sought to suggest that the issue was settled, but the

debate on the permissible parameters of print publication was far from over. Amidst
the clamour of the high-church clergy whose claims to independent authority he
challenged, Tindal's tract was bumed. 176
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